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The Division of Nurstng's goncern with/.. uneven distribution of
profeitsiOnal-nursel-within-States-and within-rural-arrainner-city-- ---, --ii-,
areas stems from the early 1950's. It hap fostered progress in
developing more sensitive measures of distribtition .through re.:
search and studies'si sponsored by the Divisidn on vacancy rates,
turnover rates, staffing. patterns, and other distributian.indices.

A 4-year comprehensive research effort was undertaken by the
eniversity."Of Florida forth ejDitrision to find abetter distribution
measure and to ascertain whether any single incentive or, comlai-
nation of incentives is likely to motivate nurses to work in under-
served areas. The report of the:first phase of this project was
putiliithed by the Division .in 1975 under the title The Geographic
Diatribution of Nurses and Public Policy. The results of the sec-.1 ._and phase of the study are reported here. ,

Phase II,..analyzes data from a survey of hospital director of r_..nt.Irsing and from professional nurses employed in hospital& It
contains empirical research based on individual nurses and their.dm..
farnMed from the 1960 and 1970 U.S. Censtkg of Population and,...,from the Survey of Employment Opportunities for Newly:Ni4 .
'Licensed Nurses, conducted for the Division in 1973 by the Na-
tional Leagike for Ntirsing-. 410. ., ..

Migration patterns of professional nurses are examined in con-
siderable detail; including differences by, age group and marital
status. Narse preferences for specific forms of wage and nonwage
cortivendation are analyzed. A unique feature of the study deals
with the explicit consideration of some economic factors affecting ,the nurse's spOuse. . .These study' findings shOuld prove useful to all those ncerned
with the' problem of uneven distribution of health p6r onnel.

. .

iry

;JtssiE M. SCOTT
.Aissistant Surgeon General
'Director

1--
bitiVision of Nursinggr

Hi. I41-
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Chapter 1
POLICY ISSUES AND OVERVIEW.

Frank Sloan
Introduction N.

' As a participant in the National Academy of Sciences' confer-
nce on ethical issues in health care noted, "The value (or ideal;
or societal goal) of equal access to comprehensive health services,
*irrespective of income_or geographic location, has now virtually
the status of a platitude. Political leaders on both left and right
give it at least verbal endorsement." (Outka, 1973, p. 272.)

Although there is a congenial; concerning the ultimate goal ofequity in the delivenk of health"iservices, at least as defined in
very' broad terms, - thfiee is far less agreement about how the
equity concept can*. b.() operationalized and measured. Nxperts
have prOposed glauging access differentials according to (1)health input diffOrences,- measured in terms of manpower and
facility ratios; (2) differences in the process according to which
entry into the health care -system is achivired, e.g., travel andwaiting time, and the process according to which health care
services are delivered, e.g., use of emergency rooms; and (3) con-
prints in hi3alth outcome, including improvements in health and
patient satisfaction. (See, for example, Aday and Andersen,
1975.)

While experts have debated the Merits and deficiencies of Al-ternative equity concepts, political -pressares have forced
policymakers at both the legislative and executive levels to act.The marked rise in government expenditures on health care
financing, manpower, and capital" expansion programs
responses to these pressugesis well documented.) Unfortu-
nately, because of time pressures, policymakers have frequently
been forced to rely on hearsay evidence and "conventional wis-
dom" describing the need for improving various aspects of accessor the efficiency of alternative solutions to access problems.
There is, on the other hand, very little Justification for scholars
and policy analysts to be smug about the fact that policyrnakers
have often acted without the benefit of-"hard" evidence.- Such
"hed" evidence has been forthcoining only infreqtiently.

Celeplete eitatioas are siren in reference lists at the and of each chapter.

1a



itecutitly there hal* 110011 ii -141.111Pitli II t ill1 amount or conceptual
and empirical ressearch on various aspects of access. (lior 44X11%Ill-

pie, jiikAlity and Anderp14611, 1 97r1; li lorry , et 111.,`11 #711; S101111, 1977; anti
Sloan and Lonna, 19711. 19771. This is a very broad topic, since not
only can access be; characterized in term PI of health ell l'e i III/tali,
processtatad outcomes, bui within. each a theme ciabgories there
are dimensions related Si, ille11110, SOX, race, ethnicity. and geog-
raphy. Theme studies have rewe-alpd some murpristes, For i V li4t-iiI141-Vi

V mpieical re.stiossrellien various process isitlietorm rat her Mt rongly
stiggists that urban-rural differences are not measly as great as

Slvtn.1977). Tht.se tin ings MU t*V4* to emphasize that pfement
fconventional wisdom w id halve them. Merry, et ril,.. 1978, and

knowledge concernint, :Accel-s differentials is not nearly what it
should be. lopefull jut urt studies will better .shsvuttient the
degree to which citizen in various circumstances are truly worse
Off in terms of helth.

This book concerns one sall. but. nevertheless important, A-.

pect of equity in access to health care servicesgeographic
inetlualit ieS ITi t e my of nursing se, 1-V ices. There are essen-
tinily two broad questions that be posed tinder this subject
heading.

Kirst,,to what degree are nursing services-inappropriately dis-
tributed? Following this question. one'can ask how to describe a
guographic are that is "underserved" by nurses; or equiva-
lently, how does one determine what, nutpbers of nurses
are relative to the patient populations they serve? These are the
normative imstues.

Second, there is' a set. of positive questions. Given that nursing
services are inadequately dist ribut.ed geographically, why is this
distribution observed? And specifically, what public policies are
likely to be efficacious in improving.this distribution?

From an analytic perspective, it would appear necessary to
solve- the nonnative rissues before investigating the positive ones.
How.-ver, while often valid, this view must be rejected in the
present context. At least until better answers to the normative
issues are found, decisions in this sphere will be made ky the
political process on the basis of admittedly imprecise informa-
1 ion. For example, piiblic investments will be made in rural areas
because people perceive these to be necessary. Seemingly ad hoc
definitions of "underserved" areas will he implemented, because
there is an immediate need, given Congressional actions, to
define the-at.. Analysts will and should bp asked to find answers to
the positive questions under the presumption that the normative
issues have been solVed, albeit temporarily and tentatively.

The reader will notfind much analysis of the broad normative



Ilsautees hare. To datormine the numbeir of nurses sepproprisste farspetcific localities on a rigorous technical baisseeasuming that
t ha distribution re.+Nirlti sg from tlfr normal workings t Ito market is inadequate ,would require ft considerable amount of in-formaticm not cuereintly available. For most goods and services,society does not direct ly concern it men. with t tye 111* SPIPIIIe . butrather relies completely on market flircs determinailtri cif thethott-ramtiontkr igoiiits and wervIcs. Vor example, there iM nil plait"'
,interest in the spatial dist ribut ion or biii-er romps tkieof a brourinso restaurant in rural M i$mtsmippl. Ifhe fIrlqasked about-ilea It h Ca breat use or the piimic.m percept ion thatthe market-generated solution is inadequate in the field of healthserviceS, Whiurh nursing services are 911 impo.rt ant element.Answers to the normative questions about t he dist ibutin ofnurses depend on judgments about the ttpiifritite ofhealth cure Service utilixittion 1)t indiv id We wIth particularhealth states, the kijeas of settings (e.g.. short-term hospital ver.sus ambulatory versus long-term care facility) most appropriatefor persons with meecitic itilignosts soCii)crtoili charm--teriMiem, and such factors as t ransportat ion patterns, the cost of
not providing to service' within to mpeciticitim interval, the degreeof substitutability between professional LS rsem and the ,pt hertypes of health cart personnel, the' compa ive-Irrltil.t s involved inattracting various. type's of personnl, to spitie geographic
areas, and the desire...el quality...and amemity levels at which theservices are to be provided.

These same questions are faced by the analyst who attetiripts to
.assess the optimal _geographic dist ribution of physician man-power. Although the physician distribution prpblm ire undoubt-edly complex, the SittIlt normative, issue, as it pertains tether
types of health manpower, is still more complicated. Given thetechnology of health care delivery in generlil and, more specifi-
cally, medical and nuniing practic act s that have been enacted
by each of the States,l_fre presence of a physician in a gtiographic
area is it sine Vila PI011 for the delivery of a large proportion ofhealth care services in the area. This is not true of othercategories of health ct,ve personnel. Every proceduere legally per-formed by a professional nurse may be legally performed by aphysician, but the cos' errrse does not hold. Furthermore, we Willplhow, hospital employerS have been willing to substitute non-professional personnel for professional nurses. This certainlydoe. s not mean that these substitutibns are always (or even gen-erally) desirable; and the implications of widesprreked substitutionfor the quality of health care services, or for the optimal delega-

tion ofresponsibilities. has not yet been adequately documented.
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But; ievialiy. case; the -potentiiii for and consequen=ces of vailks
kinds-of manpower substitution Are crucial tcLadete n ining Qpti
mal professional nurs* emplOyment

AltpLough there have been 'several attempts to, de elpp more
theoretically palatable -and, at the same time, reasonably opera-

nal measUiet to describe' geographic areas where government ''
AnAerventien aimed at increasing the local, supply- of nurses is
dimeirable, polidymeekerlhaye continued to use ratios of nurses to
some pcp'ulation- denominator for this purpose (Blair and Sloan,
1975, -revie=w alternative nurse shortage measures.) Given that-
goveivnefient intervention inn this sphere is generally viewed as

t..defsirable, and giviogn the toMplexities inherent in deViSink meas-
t.Treiv that may be inore adequate conceptually, policymakers'
Ctioiceis =nay' not be ail. that bad. Similiar types of numbers 'are
Used ,;.,,....fiquity calculations in. many areas of public policy.

7).1Via :years of schooling arm:h .inCome., minima are used in
devies hg educational and income maintenance' polities. 'Cer-

.

titinky, deteiminifig minimum schooling-levels, the thrust of
policy' has.not been based on combinationsf various types of
archievenient Score.", but" rather on numbers corresponding. to
ethicatienal inptitS, which may...or may not bear k_relationship to
educational autputs. Input measures are -exiSedient in these
areas for mgch the same reasons.as thos'e in the case of health
Mantrawer.,dixtribution.

Having' argued that meaningful progress on the normative
ssues is unlikely,, what are the researchable issues of a"positive
nature that are at the'same time likely to be useful for policy

:N purposes? To. see the 'relationship .between the normative and
poSitive issues, as well as the range of alternatives potentially
available for increasing the flow of nursing services in a commu-
nitg, the following equations are instructive.

The quantity of nursing services (Q) in a community is the
product of the pool of nurses (N) in the locality, work hours per
nurse (H), and nurse prodUCtivity per work hour (P).
(1.1) Q

Q_rliay. be less than, equal to, or greater than the qUantity of
nursing services.desired, Q D. A change in the cluantity ofnursing
services delivered maybe expressed as
(1.2) AQ = ANH-P AHN13 "Ls.P..NH.

AccOrding equation (1.2), quantity changes reflect' (1)
changes in the pool, brought about by entry of newly graduated
nurses or permanent retirements, and _inmigration (outmigra-
tion):of nurses from (to) other localities, (2) changes in the nurse
labor force "participation and _work hours per employed nurses,
and (3) changes in productivity, resulting 'from increased- (de-

1

41,



creased) efficienmcy in production of nurses' services and/or higher(loVver) efficacy of treatment. Both the levels from (14)/ and thechanges from (1.2)-reflect the i-nterplay of forces on the employer-and employee sides of nurse labor markets. In the absence ofgoyernment interventions, levels of Q are determined that mayor may not equal QD, irrespective of the manner in which thenormative issue involving-tn is settled. -To the extent that the political process determines that thequantity of nursing services is deficient,` there ary -numexouszipolicy options. T. increase the number of newly graduatednurses, incentives to boast class sizes mdy be instituted. There isno doubt that training will increase the poll of nurses from whiCh
employers tan.draw.- At issue-is whether alternative policies canachieve the" saiffe objective more efficiently. Training is -thebenchmarkfigainst whichalternative policie* can. be-measured.

Nurses7a*1 their famileies,_like the U.S. p-opulation as a whole;are geographically mobile. They move for a rather large number'of reasons, only some of which relate to employment pfospects.Several basic research questions should lie answered before em-barking-on a national policy to affect nurse migration pattetns.To what extent are nurses' moves enploymentyrelated? If, forexample, nurses' families give disproportionate v:reightrto theemployment prospects of nurses' spouses, it will bmore difficultto influence locatiofi decisions by offering incentives to nurses.To what degree does the deficit of nurses in some communitiesreflect a lack of jobs fir professional nurses? Of "good" jobs? Alack of community amenities?
If there is inadequate employer effective demand for nurses inthe .locality, supply-oriented policies, including nurse training,will miss the mark. Measures to stimulate demand for the em-ployer's product, such as third party financing, and/or programswhich lower the wage hospitals must pay nurses, such as loanforgiveness, would possibly be among the more attractive ofi-tions.
A thorough analysis of any labor .market should encompassboth supply and demand sides. Perceiving that there has beengeneralized excess ,demand for health manpower in general andprofessional nurse's in partiCular, health ..rn'anpoWer analystshave tended to focus on the supply side. -Since the mid-1970's,

many experts have begun to question the notion of excess de-
.

mand in health manpower markets. Ironically, the possibilityexists that the apparent scarcity of nurses in some geographicareas, observable for decades, may partly reflect deficient de-mand for nurses in those areas; the paucity of :nurses in theseareas cannot, a priori, be completely attributed to forces operat--
5



ing oxi the supply-of-nurses' side of the market.
If good' jobi are scarce, one must discern which, among the

many-faceted features of work, matter most to nurses. Although
marl), have strongly held opinions about the features that matter
to nurses, there is a paucity of k`hard" evidence on this issue. To
the extent that nurses eschew certain types of communities, it is
essentito identify their characteristics and the, kinds of
employment- related incentives that might offset these com-
munities' negative attributes.
'Neither em4oyers nor employees are homogeneous. Informal

policies should attkmpt to make the most of these differences.
For example, if certain racial and ethnic groups.are less averse
to, or have..it preference for, working in certain areas, the spatial L:
distribut-in of nurses may be equalized by recruiting these kinds
of indiv tials into nursing.

If'ol observes that 'nurses with particular types of training
are ore likely to settlecin tllew areas, there is at least one
reasoli for expanding- the 'number of enrollees in educaVonal
institutions providing these types of training. Even if an associa-
tion between the kind of training and location is observed, it does
not necessarily follow 'that the educational process per se is re-

:gponsible for nurse location patterns. Since the social, economic,
and demographic characteristics Of entrants to different kinds of
training programs differ markedly, it could be the chara.cterigtics
rather than education per se that is responsible for obsetved
location patterns %ubsecluent to ,graduation. The policy impli-
cations may be much the same in either case, since the charac-
teristics of e,ntrants are to a large extent immutable; it would
probably be .a.irficult, for instance, to convince large numbers
of students fronupper-middle class backgrounds to enter asso-
ciate degree programs. :There is also ample reason to consider
nurse heterogenity ill-evaluating the efficacy, of specific incentives.
Particular incentives-may or may not matter on the average, but
they may potentially affect. the behavior of some.kinds of nurses.
Stich differences should be identified; and to the extent possible,
incorporated into public policies.

Employers of nurses, too, are heterogenous. Our study, how-
eve-r; can only offer, limited, informatiob on the score, since our
empirical work is limited to one, ,albeit the dominant,. employer

4type: the hospital.
The change in the pool of nurses in a locality reflects retention,

as welt_as inmigration of nurses frpm 'other areas and Eidditions
of newly licensed nurses. There is no reason to believe that forces
inducing inn-tigration operate in pireciselit the same manner as
those governing retention, especially in view of asymmetres in
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job information. Persons_ really first gain complete informationabout art employment setting while on the job; thus, the lack ofparticularjob attrikfutes and offerings may beinore of a-repellantthan the presence of desirable featur : an attracting force. Thisis an empirical issue to be investiga d in the following chapters.Equation (1.2) 'distinguishe's be een changes in the quantityof 'nursing services attributable to 'changes in the area's pool ofqualified nurses an the change in work hours per quali-fiednurses. As Altman (1 71) and others have documented, the laborforce participation rate of nurses is far less than 1, and there aresubstantial opportunities for part-time employment, althoughsome would argue not sAbstantial enough.- Many of the sameissues addressed for N can be repeated for H: For example, nursetraining* potentially affects the pool, but by affecting the agedistribution of nurses in a particular locality, it a1So influencesthe number of work hours nurses are willing to supply. To. 24_limited, but nevertheless important, extent, policies aimed at Vincreasing H are. alternaties to those principally directed atincreasing N. Such policies_as "provision of day care, permittingflexible Work hours,-and offering refresher curses specificallyhave altering levels of H as"their targets. Other policies, forexample, those encompassing financial incentives, such as butnot limited to, loan forgiveness, potentially affect both N and H.The fact that one detects no impacts on N 4n empirical workshould not discourage work on establishing their-impacts on H.Althbugh this study devotes less attention on the whole to de-terminants of nurse labor force participation and work hours,findings with regard to these variables are not pertinent to pub-lic policy. In fact, this and otl-ter studies offer much more encour-agement for policies designed to increase H than for those that a"specifically address nurse inmigration and retention.Jelinek and Dennis (1976), in a comprehensive review andevaluation of nursing productivity, identified n-rore than 3,300articles and studies on this sireject. Policies addressing produc-tivity changes certainly represent alternatives. However, tohave considered-productivity, aswell as issues related to N andH; within the context of a single project would have resulted inan unmanageable effort. Ilesides stressing its potential impor-tance this study has nothing to say about productivity issues.Although the overall objective of this study is to develop rec-ommendations-for improving the availability ofnursing serviceareas currently judged to be underserved by nurses, theobservational unit in. each part of the study is at a level of disag-gregation belOw the regional or community level. The locus of de-cisionmaking in any labor market is at the levels of the employer
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yee; communities affect these decisions by imple-
les through. Weir administrative, legislative, and
s;but at least inroUr 'society, the final decisions in
nt sphere are not theirs. Rather, what is observed
itylevel is the sum of decisions made by individual.

d employers. To understand wily' a given distribu-
and nursing services is observed, and what can be
nee-this distribution, it is clossirable to conduct the
e levels where decisions are made. In this study, the

units are alterrkatively individual hospital em-
urses. Nearly 70 percent of employed professional

in a hoitpital or related institution. Thus, although
not represent the universe of nurse employers, their
rofound. Factors affecting the hosnital's decision to
es and. the nurses' decidion to supply nursing serv-
icular place and time will.be reflected in-community

Relationship to Previous Study
The pres nt study continues research on the geograp it distri-

bution of n rsing sex-vices sponsored by the Division of Nursing,
U.S. Publi Health' .Service. A book entitled The GeographiC Dis-
tribution ., IVurses and Public Policy (hereafter referred to as
The Geog . phic Di tribution) resulted in 1975 from the work
conducted at the University of Florida under the Division's spon-
sorship. (S e reference list for complete citation.) TheGeographic
Distribution contained (11) 'a review,of the literature on incentives
that have been seen by various wr ters to be effective in attract-
ing profeSsional nurses, as well a other types of personnel, to
particular employers; (2) an assessment of alternative measures
of nurse distribution-7-a normative analysis; and (3) original re-
search of a positive nature on t e geographic distribution of

nursing services, based on nation 1 surveys of hospital directors
of nursing and nurses on the st ffs of the directors' hospitals

:_ conducted in 1973 as part of the tudy.
The Geographic Distribution p sented a substanti number

of detailed descriptive tables ba ed on these survey . Virtually
none of the descriptive material ill be repeated in the present.
book. However, many of the in re important findings will be
summarized in this chapter and the conclusions sections of the
cha.ptei-s that follow.. The reade is urged to consult the earlier
book for a more detailed treatme t of pertinent normative issues,
for details concerning the two urveystile Survey of hospital
Directors of Nursing and the S rvey of Registered Nursesas
well a.s forthe purpose of refer ing to tabular evidence.
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The (present dy analyzes data m these two surveys insomewhat g r dapth. Moreover, contains empirical re-search base -individual nurses and their families from the

1960 and 194 Census of P9pulation and the Survey of Em-
Ploynsent. 'trorturkities for Newly Licensed Nurses conducted-in
1973 by t National League for Nursing under the direction of-Dr- Patric 'Nash. ..In thod maining section of this introductory chapter, themajor fli l ings of The Gegraphic Distribution (GDN) and thepresent udy, sometimes hereafter abbreviated EAN, are sum-
mairizei4 Further discussions of the policy im lications of theseresultr re presented in the conclusions se ions of the otherchap 'is. . .

. /
Sumftery of Findings

S ces of Variation in Professional Nurse' Staffing Ratios
Geographic Distribution examined a number of measures

o u.rse distribution, using data "from the Survey of Hospital.
rectors of Nursing: shortages of RNs perceiv d by the director
nursing; unfilled nursing positions, and ,ositionfr canceledbecause RNs were unavailable; delegati of tasks generally

Ikorisidered-to fall within the responsibilities of I,Ns to non-RN-/rsonnel ("job shifte'f); and-changes in hospital bed capacity,be-`
Use of RN unavailability. When respopses to the job shift. andd capacity change .questions were compared with hospitals'
sponses tot perceived shortage and vacancy questions, little

Or no relationship was evident between actions, job shifts, and
capacity changes, and the la.tter "shortage" indicators. By colt-.tract, RN hours per patient day, measured at the level of the
inditridual hospital, was related to the action measures, -espe-
cially job shifts (chapter 5, GDN). Although hardly a perfect
measure of shortage, the'level of full-time equivalent RN staffing
does have an impact on hospital funcstio g..

Chapters .2 and 3 of the present 'book nvestigate sources of
spatial variation if1 full-time eqtfivalent N staffing in hospitals,
using the Survey of Hospital Directors of Nursing as the data
base. Both chapters rely on a common analytical framework in
which RN staffing levels and RN compensation are set at the level
of the individual hospital. Since staffing decisions are made at
the level of the employer rather than the cornmuniy, the hospital
is the unit of analysis. However, there is a direct correspondence
between low staffing levels in individual, hospitals in a commu-
nity and communiy averages.

These are the principal findings:

9
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Determitiants of the demand for the hospital's product have
an unmistakable impact on hospital emplox-ment of nurses. One,
but not the only reason, that low nurse-population ratios are

op,observed in certain areas is deficient demand- for the type of
output RNs produce. Such areas tend to be poorer, as gauged by
per capita income of the population, and have lower levels_ of
phYsician availability, as measured by the county physician-
population ratio.

This result is reassuring in one sense, but it should also serve
as a warning. It is reassuring in the sense that the distribution
problem will solve itself in areas underg-oing economic develop-
ment; but at the same time, it is very -do(ibtful that supply-

.. oriented policies, including nurse train g and programs offering
nurses special incentives to n u derserved areas, could
ever suceed in significa,nti 15oosting. N 'employment in "pov-
erty pockets." The jobs must be there for nurses in ample num-
bers. The rela.tionship between physician availability and the
demand for nurses implies that physician and nurse manpower
policies are closely linke& I icians locate in a previbusly
physician-poor area, the nu ber : tients hospitalized in the
area are likely to rise as we : d, a noted above, hospitals are
by far the dominant employ s of nu ses.

The employment of professional nurses is quite sensitive to
the ratio, of professional nurse compensation to that of other
types of personnel. As the prckessional nurse'becomes relatiyely
expensive, hospitals tend to substitute other types of personnel
for RNs. This phenomenon partially explains observed profes-
sional nurse staffing differentials by region. As Altman (1971)
emphasized, fewer ENs are employed relative to other categories
of nursing personnel in the South, where the price of unskilled
labor is comparatively low. This finding suggests that RN em-
ployment could be increased if government shares part of the
cost of RN compensation. Although such a policy may seem far
fetched to some, such a policy is in fact no being suggested as a
means for boosting employment of groups c rrently experiencing
high unemployment rates. Presumably, ho ever, such a measure

'would only be temporary.
Such programs as loan forgiveness work tin much the same

way. If the /Government forgives an educational debt in return
for a specified amount of service in an underserved area, the
amount that the eggployer must offer is reduced to a degree. Such

5 a subsidy is te --'0'orary, since there is a limit to the size of the
educational debt incurred by an individual nurse. In The Geo-
graphic Disiribution, we argued that this incentive is in fact
quite limited, because educational debts in nursing are not that

10
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large. Neither the prejiritUs or tile present study provides a suffi-
cient basis for :commending that governikent should subsidize.
nurse salarres; the evidence, however, does suggest that poten2 ,

tial employes of nurses _do include relative wages in their de-
cisionmaking calculus, and subsidies would induce employers to
hire more RNs. This ending is more important than it would ,
appear to be superficially; the impact of relative. wages on em-
ployment remains a matter of debate among persons charg d
with employment policy for th U÷ economy as a 'whole: .

Our empirical analysis tablished a definite link between
the extent of basic nurse training in a State and employment of
RNs by -hospitals in that State. Training potentially increases
the number of nurses with attachments' to the .State, More
nurses have families and friends there; they are familiar with
thd environment and so on. These are all factors enhancing the

.. relative attractiveness of a local area. In economists' terms,, ad-
ditional training capacity in a State shifts the supply curve of
qualified nurses to the right. The shift has the effect of the entry
wages of nurses (see chapter 3's evidence), which -in turn An-
creases nurse employment in State where training is wide-:
spread according to the mechanism we frist discussed, There 'is
substantial interstate variation in the _numbers of nursiiig school
graduates per capita population.

ilikai;While. the finding that full-ti e equivalent employment of RNs
can be raised by expanding trai g capacity is a very, important
finding, it is-essential to place this result in perspective: Holding
demand for the liospftal's product constant, a fall in the entry
wage of professional nurses means that hospitals will use Jig.Ns
for work previously performed by other types of personnel. To the
extent that non -RNs do not have adequate ducational prepara-
tion for performing certain functions, this ansfer is desirable;
yet, there may be other tasks which requi little or no formaP
educational preparation.. As relative wages of RNs fall, there
may also be a tendency for erntrioto use RNdin the latter
ways as well as the former.

The fact that nurses' wages are lower in: areas with extensive
training provides an indication that attachment to a locality is a
factor in nurse choice of employer. The market for nurses cannot
be viewed as a frictionless, national competitive market in which
nurses flock to employers offering the most attractive employ-
ment inducements. Rather, to a certain extent, nurses are will-
ing to "pay" for proximity to friends, relatives, and the -like. This
study has much more to say on this point later.

It is certainly plausible to expect that nurses are less willing
to supply their services to employers located in areas with high

11
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crime rates, high pollution, and (without s.2ndoning discrimina-
. tion) in areas containing high proportionf racial and ethnic

minorities. If recruitment and retention of RNs are more difficult
for these reasons, government might consider compensatory
policies. Several alternative approaches have been utilized to
identify empirically arrea characteristics that are unattractive to
-nurses; of all the chitracteriistic evaluated in chapters anZt 3,
the most precise -relationships involve descriptors of in e---city
areas. This finding is consistent with a result reported in our
earlier 'study,.narnely, there is much more nurse resistance to
employment :in central citiepeef metropolitan area's than to rural
employment (chapter 7, GDN). But even these relationships are
not very precise.. Comparatively, poor results may reflect our
inAbilit-y to find accurate measures of area characteristics van--
atlle s. ......, N

Seve-ral past studies have alleged that hospitals possess and
exercise monopsony power in the market for nurses. If so, both
nurse employMent and compensation will be lower than it would

4
otherwise be, and there may be unfilled nurse positions, even in
equilibrium.. (See chapter 4, GDN.) konopsony povkiNis thought
to be more likely in areas where a hospital is the sole, or at least
the dominant, emplOyerof nursesre.g., rural communities. The
use of monopsony power may be a reason fox obse,rving lower
professional nurse.:population ratios in rural areas. If so, this
would weaken the case for government intervention which has
the intent of raising nurse staffing ratios. Empirical, tests in our

,
..- 'study (particularly, chapter 3, EAN) imply.that effecteattributa

Vie to the use of monopsony power are very small.
The 1974 amendments to the Taft - Hartley Act have given and

impetus to collective bargaining in nonprofit hospitals. The po-
tential effect of an RN employment cannot be predicted on con-
ceptual grounds (chapter 2, EAN), but the anticipated effect on
wages is clearly positive. Our results suggest unions have _no
impact on RN employment and only a small impact on RN wages
(less than 5 percent). There is thus no ason to anticipate un-
ionization per se will affect the distr ution of nurses.

Nurse Mobility and lnterst gration
The Geographic Dist rib ction concluded from the Survey of

Registered Nurses that:
Nurses exhibit a ;substanti =1 amount of mobility over a lifetime. A large
proportion of moves are concentrated within the first few years after gradua-
tion from nursing school. Nurses generally take their first jobs in the same

tgeographic area in which they completed their training.... Associate degree
graduates are less mobile than-graduates from other types of programs.

12
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Married nurses, particularly those with children', are highly immobile . . .Single nurses, who are more likely to be young, are considerably moremobil.. (GDN p...1.64)

Chapters 4 and 5 of the present study investigate migrationpatterns of Ortgessional nurses in far greater, detail. Chapter 4uses 1970 U.S. Census of Popul tion data. .to. investigate in-terstate m ements of profession*i -birsies. arid their families.This study unique in that opport ities fa the nurse'sspouse, as wel as thostfacing theAura and e effects of theseopportunities are explicitly considered. Chapter .8 is based on theNatidnal League for Nursing'6 (NLN) 1.973 Survey of Employ-nibnt Opport9*itiee for Newly Lice-nsed Nurses. Like chapter 4,the empirical analysis .uses data on individual nurses as theobservational unit; and like several other chapters, chaptera5probes-nurse preferences for specific Sofms of wage and nonwagecompensation. Chapter 4 considers nurses in several age grerdpsand distinguishes between migration patterscs of married andunmarried nurses; chapter 4 deals excl9sively with the newlygraduated nurses' choice of employer. A move ni not occurconcurrently with the nurse's choice of employer. One importantissue in that chapter is nurse willingness to move-if she does notfihd,ari attractive position in the lodality in which she receivedher training. Among the pi'incipal findings of chapter 4 are: .Interstate migration,declines with 'nurse-age, and marriednurses are less, mobile, confirming results reported in The Geo-graphic Distribution. Nurses and the families are far moremobile during the first decade after grailuation than later in life.This result suggests that if a policy were designed to attractnurses to underserved/areas, the target group should be youngnurses, preferably single.
The migration rates are. brpadly consistent with those re-ported in the earlier study. Hdwever, chapter 4 examines thedeterminants of nurse migration, and it is these results thatmake one pessimistic that's large-scale policy aimed at attract-ing nurses from -adequately served to underserved areas wouldsucceed. In assessing the results, it is appropriate' to considermarried and unmarried nurses separately. First, married nurses.Families containing nurses move to States where the spouse(always a male in this study) can earn a higher income, but thesame is not true of nurse earnings opportunities. This patternmay be explained in economists' terms by the fact that femalesspend fewer yehrs in the labor force than do, males on the aver-age. Therefore, families may reason that earnings Chatices of thehusband should receive greater weight when opportunities ofhusband and wife do not coincide. Others may say this pattern
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simply reflects the dominant role of htisbands in family r de-
cisionmaking. Female rights have become increasingly recog-
nized during the ,1970's; the Census data pertain to moves 'be-

. tween 1965 and 1970. Even though times are changing, there is
c no "hard" evidence to contradict our finding for the
period 19 70. To:the extent that families do not move in re-
sponse to ancia4- opportunities available to nurses, it is not

Tel that pecific monetary incentives wopld succeed, even
oug ed nurses exhibit a degree of geographic mobility.

Families containing an employed nurse are less likely to
move than thaW-not containing one. This 'result suggests that

' -- the asymmetry been iTusband and wife is rricxre important for
migration than it is for retention.

Previous attachment _to a State, as measured by State of

birrii, is also more important iri deterring an interstate move if it

is the male spouse (as opposed to the nurse) who his had:,the
previous attachrrkent. This pattern could be related to occupa-
tion. For example, the spouse who has lived in a State may have a
family business, have local la* school contacts or business school
contacts. These kinds of contacts are less important in nursing:
However, this result does not rule out- the possibility that hus-
bands' preferences tehd to be dominant in this sphere as well.

Professional nurse families in which the nurse is married to
a professional are more likel to -inlike interstate moves:This
probably explains why bacctlaureate nurses are more mobile
geographically, since they are more likely to be married to a
person in a professional occupation. But the nurse's move in such
instances does not appear to be gene ally purposeful in terms of
her career, but rather tends to occur for reasons of her husband's
career.

Some of the literature on physician distribution emphasized
the role of the wife in location decisions. While interoccupational
comparisons are admittedly difficult, it certainly appears that
the role of the spouse, in this case husbands rather than wives, is
at least as important in the context of nurse location.

Unmarried nurses, who as a group are not tied to a location
because of husband's career interest, also do not make interstate

qmoves for reasons of higher salary. This negative finding is con-
sistent with the findings of nurse labor force participation and
hours of work studies which show participation and work hours
to be unresponsive to wages. Married nurses, by contrast, do
enter the labor force and work additional hours in response to

financial incentives, a result discussed more ftilly below.
Amenities of a location (such as climate and crime rates) do

not -appear to be important determinants of geographic migra-
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tints of nurses. This reauleis consistent with the-rather imprecisefindings on these variables ol2tained from analysis
cili

the Surveyof Hospital Dire ;tors of Nursing data base.These are the most pertinent findings in chapter 5 on mobility
------and migration: re sNurses on th average search for their first jr s as licensed

. ,. -, )

nurses While -a student and over a rather limited geographicarea. On the average, they search over a 4- to- 5-week period andhave contact with blur or five potential employers. At least forthe initial position, the search cannot be seen as typically na-itional in scope; nor can it be said that it typically involves a verylarge persons%) investment for the nurse. As notied above, datafrom the Survey of Registered Nurses indicate that mobility ithigher for nurses a few years after graduation than for the newlygraduated nurse..However, results from chapter 4 WAN) suggestthat many of these moves are for personal Or familial reasonsrather than in the interest of the nurse's career.' -..
- As og 1973, the year of the NLN survey, theNimemploymentrate for newly licensed nurses was low, about the same air'therat fo professional workers on the whdle and about half of thev.a. -rateale at the time. There- was no evidence of "cream-. ski ing," a phenomenon that arises in "soft" labor markets. InShe context Of nursing, cream`- skimming could take the form ofbaccalaureate.nurses finding jobs more readily than nurses withdiplomas or associate degrees: In fact, it is found that bac-calaureates spend more time in job search, a finding consistentwith their higher degree of mobility. Other measures of nursequalifications, such as accreditation status of the nursing schoolattended and class-rank, demonslopte no relatio hip to the du-ration of job search.

, _The preceding conclusion is particularly relev nt because ofthe effect a "soft" nurse labor market would have on nurse will-ingness to move. Since the market as of 1973 was not soft, therewas no reason for compromises in the interest of securing em-ployment to be widespread among newly licensed nurses. How-ever, the NLN survey asked nurses, to rank various types ofcompromises they were or would have been willing to make in theinterest of obtaining work. Moving to another location was fardown the list, of compromises; other adjustments were far morelikely.
-Substantial variatk in the job attributes stressed by newlylicensed nurses is evideIt from analysis of the NLN survey. Asone would expect, older newly licensed nurses and those with(young) children tend to emphasize the importance of fa-mily andfriends as opposed to characteristics of the job per se; and this
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preference.in turn, is reflected in their lower mobility. As antici-
pated, nurse. married to spouses employed in higher income
occupations are less likely to stress salary and fringe benefits.
Such nurses are expected to be particulsAly insensitive to finan-
cial incentives.
Nurse Rettion in: Current Employment and JobTurnover

- Retentidn3s the-other side of the coin of recruitment. Alistori-
callyk nurse tiirnover has been high, both in absolute terms and

, relative to other prejjominantly female,-profestional occupations
and social work. In The Geographic Distribution, we reported%

that the Survey of Registered Nurses indicated tHie mean length,
of stay on a job in nursing is about 2 years. Assuming that
employers of nurses allocate their resources so as to qrquate the
marginal cost of replacing a nurse to the marginal cook of incen-
tives needed to retain 'her, the high rate of,voluntary quits re-
flect, (1) a low marginal cost of replacement, measured in. terms
of hiring and on-the-job-training outlays, and/or (2) a low respon-.
siveriesirof quits to incentives (equivalently, a high marginal cost
otaaterition). The Geographic Distribution contained two sepa-
rate inVestigationsi, based on the Surireys of Hospital Directors of
Nursing and of Registered Nurses, respectively. Chapter 6 of the,
present study; examines the latter base in greater depth from
the vantage point of Ireteention. All three inquiries, talven indi-
vidually and in combination, clearly imply that the marginal cost
of increasing nurse retention in current employment is high.
This is not to say that nothing employers do has an impact on
nurse quits. Rather this finding means (1) personal and fa ily
factors are more important to retention than are specific ob-

....44g related incentives and (2) only in-depth investigation of the rk
environment offers even the possibility of revealing the effects of
incentives (or disincentives) on nurse retention in current em-
ployment. While such studies are feasible on a small-scale basis,
they generally prove to be impractical when applied to a national
sample. Our finding in the previous study that a new diploma RN
spends about 6 percent of the average tenure in training (chapter
6, GDN) suggests the marginal cost of replacement, measured in
terms of on-the-job training costs per se, may not. be very- high
either, and for thisw reason, too, hospitals hay.e little incentive to
undertake serious programs to retain nurses.

The analysis of RN turnover in The Geographic Distribution
(chapter 6, GDN) suggested very few systematic relationships. A
regression of quit rates, which incorporated "the impacts of nine
hospital characteristics and seven better job combinations, had
an R2 of 0.02, which is low by anyone's standard.
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A regression designed to explain variations in the number of
years the nurse intirtid to re rniin with her current employer,
based on response* to the Suivey ofRegistered Nurses, was also
specified and estimated. In birief, these were the major findings.

Holding other factors constant, nurses in their thirties. forties, and fifties
plan to remain' with their current employer longer than those under. 30 orover SO.
Nurses with children aged 2 to 6 are likely to intent to stay longer than
nurses with no children or children in other age groups;
Nurses who.. have had a large number of jobs Gina, graduating frem nursing
school and nurses who have held their cuirrentjob for fewer than 2 years haveshorter intended stays with their current hospiterenrployers. Particularly

, likely to leave in the near future al% nurses who have worked for' their
curfetnt employer between 1 and 2 years.

..'Supporting the results of Chapter S's (GDN) nurse turnover analysis, many ofthe Noepktal, incentive variables perform poorly. These, variables encompass
_shift rotation, nurse's ability to determine her own schedule, nurse option towo k in a specialty for Irehich she is trained, loan forgiveness, life and healthiris ranee, and retirement benefit offerings. Contraaicting- chapter 6's re-wages and continuing education influence expected stay in the-dirbc-n hypothesised. AlthoOLgh salary considerations play .a role- in retainingMMUS* in current hospital employment, a substantial increase unzuld 6e neces-eery to snake a perceptible increase in retention.... More statistical analysis
is needed before definite conclusions as to the effect of hospital incentives onretention of nurse employees can be reached.
Nurses employed by hospitals with medical school affiliations have on theaverage shorter expected stays. Affiliation with a degree granting school ofnursing or a diploma school makes no difference in termarof retention. (GDNp. 212) .._

Cross-tabulations were also presented depicting relationships
between nurse willingness to work in inner cities of major met-ropolitan areas and rural areas, and specific nurse character's-

"\- tiCtli. In The Geographic Dietrilanttion, these preference variables
were assessed from the vantage' point of nurse mobility (chapter'7, GDN). In the current study, they are amorig the dependent
variables in our retention analysis. To a considerable -extent,

,willingness to work in another setting reflects satisfaction with
one's current employment situation. The regressions in chapter 6of the Current volume merit more confidence than the cross-
tabulations presented earlier. ....

Based on the regression analysis presented in chapter 6 ofthis book, the most important determinants of nurse retention
- are (1) -nurse age, (2) ma ta,1 status, (a) spouse`earnings (of mar-
. ried nurses), (4) number f years the nurse has, been with the
current employer (with ne of the four dependent variables
tested), and (5) type of basic nursing school program attended in .one case. Neither financial nor nonfinancial characteristics of.hospital 'offerings matter, holding personal and family charac-
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ieristIcs of the- nurse constant. Even, the tentative Conclusion
. from the etitigliei study that wages have a'significant, albeit small; :+"
impact op-retention in'current employment is reversed. Even the
small irnpa. disappears.

The demograph1 mix of nurse employers is to- a---large.-exten -------
beyond the control of the hospital employer. Nor is there much .
policymakers can do to affect directly the mix of nurses in a
locality. If nurses with certain types of backgrounds--(student
°age, marital status, propensity to marry men. in particular pro-
' fessions) gravitate to certain typei of pursing programs, it is
possible to affect the mix, in locality indirectly by varying en-
rollsnents 'in each type of program. However, this is- a raiher
blunt instrument, and the effects of this kind of policy are Only
iealized in the long run,

We firld some differences in retention according to type of basic -
nursing program attended, holding nurse demographic and '
socioeconomic characteristics constant. But there are .systematic
relationships between type of program attended and demo-
'graphic-socioecopomic characteristics of the nurse. If, for exam-
ple, associate degree programs were phased out in favor of the
baccalaureate, over time,.the proportions of young, unmarried,
childless, white, and middle-class RN graduates would rise. Anti
these factors do affect retention.
Labor Force Participt3tion and Work Hours

As already noted, increasing 'the number of hours worked' in-
the_tocal labor pool is an alternative to increasing the pool itself
by means of nurse training and/or policies Ilimpd at attracting
nurses from other areas. Having concluded that, as a general
matter, incentives directed toward achieving a: higher inflow_of
nurses relative to the outflow are not likely to s_ucCeed, are in-
ducements directed toward boosting labor force participation
rates and mean work hours of nurses already in the area likely to
be effective? Considering the results of our two studies and other
work on this subject, the answer is a qualifiecit."yes:" The qualifi-
cation is necessary, becau§e there is still room for debate on the
size of the response of participation and work hours to certain
explanatory-influence

The Geographic 'Distribution included a brief an ysis" of de-
terminants-of work hours of employed nurses,. based o data from
the Survey of Registered Nurses. Among the more i portant
findings were:

Although loan forgiVeness has no discernible impact on retention (in current
emplbyment, a result confirmed by the' present study), the regression results
suggest it has an impact on nurse hours of work. Nurses with forgiveable
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debts have an incentive to' work dill ti. tne.anti to avoid leaving the labor force
. for short periods of time (such as the..sumprpar).
.Offsr194/ splectedIringe.benefita to full-time nurse employee but excluding '
part -time nurses frem these benefits appears to have no effect on the nurse's

'- decision to workfulftiMe.
. .

Provleion of day ea sties does not induce empioyed.nurses to work more
hours.' The Survey f Registered. Nurses does not allow one to analyze the
impact of day care monlabor farce participants. Such facilities may eng,our-
age nursesito work pa time who otherwilse would not be employed. '

Salary appears to induce nuises to work more hours per year, but has no
effect on the workweek bf employed manses.
As earnings of the nurse's spouse increase, nurse work hours decrease. Fam-
ily income from nonemployment Sourtem also has a negative impact on nurse
hours of work: These results are consisZnt with past research on femalle,
labor supply by economists. (GDN p. 213)

Although The Geographic Distribution contains the first (and
only) attempt to assess the impacts of loan forgiveness,,day care,
and other selected fringe benefits on nurse work hours, there are
many studies of labor farce participation and work hours -of
women in general and professional nurses in particular. These
studies investigate the effects of wages, nonemployment income,
children, lime, and otherldemographic variables on these labor
supply dimensions. The finding that loan forgiveness affects
nurse work hours is an interesting one in particular, but the
analysis in The Geographic Distribution has an important limits-

_Um!, namely that it Is limited to data on employed nurses. These ,
results _Permit one to generalize about employed nurses, but not
all nurses irrespective of employment status.

The purpoSe of chapter 8 of the present study is twofold: (1) to
review pertinent studies, both nursing and more general studies

e
of female labor force and work and (2) to present
new results, using a technique rec tly developed by Professor
James fieckman of the University of Chicago, and data on indi-
vidual nurses and their familiekfrom the .1960 U.S. Census of
-Population. The -focus of the chater is on the impact of wage
rates offered nurses on.the Work hours they are willing to supply.
More genenal data bases, though including no employed and
employed respondents, unfortunately do not.inclu e informatkon
on the specific employer_ Offe ings and/or public °grams, such
ati- loan forgiveness. Yet, wages affect the a ount of labor
nurses are willing to su ly, 4t4 is appropriate to 'conclude th-at

nancial incentives are ikely to succeed. -

The review of seven studies of nurse labor force particip'ation
reveals:

AP' Nurse and spouse wages nd to have significant impacts on
married nurse labor fo anticipation and ;work hours, with
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higher nurse wages- inducing nurses to work more, and higher
spouse wages having the opposite effect. Although there is gen-
eral agreement that nurse wages have a significant, effect, there
is room for debate as to this variable's importance. In fact, elas-
ticities associated with the nurse wage variable diffeebyr factor
of 10 or more, depending on the nature of the data base-,micro
(observations at the level ofthe individual nurse and, her family)
versus aggregated (observations on individuals aggregated to
level of a city or a State). ti

Using. econometric theory, it is argued that the wage elas-
ticities in the 0.1 to 0.2 range are probably too low, iand those in
excess of 1.0 are probab too high. From the standpoint of policy,

the higher elasticities w uld imply, if true, that offering,financial
incentives is an extre ly attractive (cost-effective) approach to
augmenting the effec ve supply of nursing services in areas
judged to. be underserved. The lower estimates suggest that
financial incentives have a limited effect, which nevertheless is

more than one' can say for other dimensions of nurses' supply
analyzed in earlier chapters. There is np

participation
about the rela-

tionship of unmarried nurse labor force and/work
hours to nurse wages; labor force participation and full -time
employment is much higher for unmarried nurses, and the, as-
sociated wage elasticities are uniformly low. Only the married
nurse is a potentially important source of additional nursing
services via the labor force participation -work hours route:

The ieview of nonnursIng 'studies shows.:
There is a surprising resemblance between the nursing and

the more general studies. In fact, as with the nursing studieSrthe
elasticities vary systematically with the type of data analyzed
and-econometric technique employed and in like amounts. This
finding suggests* the underlying parameters do not differ that).
Much between nurses-and-nqpnurses in the context of labor force
participation and work hours, but the analytic approach is cru-'
cia:1 to the results obtained. Conceptually, this makes a great deal
of sense. Both nurses and nonnui-ses are less.likely to work if the
wage is insufficient to cover ter costs of carfare, day care, arld the
like. Often potential determiriants, such as .the presence or ab-
sence of meaningful refresher courses, 'or loan forgivenesS, awe

unique to nursing, klut the general data bases employed in .the
vast majority of labor foi-ce studies do not- include these vari-
ables.

To obtain wage elasticities that are "ju^st right," lab r sup-
. 1.

ply equatith-is previously. estimated by Sloan-Richupan were
reestimated using a modified version of a procedure recently
developed by Heckman. The resulting elasticity relating work
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hours of married nurses, both employed and nonemployed, to the
nurse wage are quite close to the low estimates obtained withless satisfactory statistical techniques. Judging from results re-

_ ported in another study, the elasticity should have been higher.
A' reason for the discrepancy is suggested. The new result does
not change the conclusicin implied by the review that although
there is still,room for debate as to the degree of response, married
nurse labor force paKticipation and work hours are responsive'to
financial -icentives.
Thelmportance.of Selected Financial and Nonfinancial Incen-
tives to Nurses

Parts bfb-oth books assess the attractiveness of various finan-
cial and nonfinancial incentives to nurses. This work is bqsed on
the logical proposition that a necessary donctitipn for an incentive
to affect nurses' choices is that the item offered be valued in its
own right. If an offering does not appeal to nurses on the.av,erage
or to an impoiytant group of nurses, one cannot expect it td affectnurses' decisions.

There are several 'ways of ascertaining the importance of
selected incentives. First, one may measure nurses' willingness
to pay for certain cha`nges in fringe benefits, working conditions.,
and opportunities for professional development by foregoing aportion of This method was used in.The Geographic Dis-tribution and in chapter,7_ of the present study, with the differ-
ence that the earlier volume examined cross-tabulations fromthe Survey of Registered Nurses, and chapter 7 assesses the
demand for the same offerings using regression analysis-Parts of
chapters 3 and 5 WAN) also examine tradeoffs between salary
and nonwage.benefits, but with.data from the Survey of Hospital .Directors of Nursing and National League for Nursing's Survey
of Employment Opportunities for Newly Licensed Nurses. Sec-
ond,_ one can determine whether nurses' take advantage of
selected hospital of erings when given. t option to,-do so. This
type ,of analysis was conducted in The Geographic Distribution

cand hapter 7 of the present study. ird, the extent to which
nurses are knowledgeable abodt cert in offerings and/or spendtheir own time seeking information about them provides an
cation of their, importance.

Major findings from The Geographic Distribution, not further
investigated in the-present study, include:

an the whole, nurses appear to be extremely adverse to the practice of
"floating." : Hospitals which require it may have to offer nurses a substantial
salary differential to compensate for, this practice. Single nurses, nurses
without dependents, and those with diplomas or bacCalaureate nursing de-
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gree appear to be relatively willing to give up salary to avoid floating. The

empirical bails for the conclusions regarding floating should be knLvestigated

further, particularly from the vantage point of (he actual effects of "floating"
on nurse choice of employer. Our present conclusion is based on a
willingnessAo-pay analysis.
Oil whole, nurses tend to emphasize their patient load. High patient loads
are likely to be a negative factor that should mai. it difficult for some
hospitals to recruit and retain nurses Virtually by definition, patient loads in

areas "underserved" by nurses tend to be high. Substantial offsetting incen-
tives may be needed to achieve'desired nurse staffing levels.

Many nurses are not knowledgeable about many' aspects of their job at the
time they are hired. Many recently hired nurses do not know about oRpor-
tunities for promotion to supervisory positions within their hospitals. Re-
cently hired nurses are not particularly knowledgeable about the relative
salary position of their current employer. If such nurses had recently spent a
considerable amount of-time comparing salaries offered by alternative em-
ployers, one would expect to have found the recently hired nurses to be
particularly knowledgeable abogt salaries. Given this evidence as well as
Survey of Registered Nurses data on the length of time the nurse spent
looking for her last job (data not presented here), one gains the impression
that many nurses do not select among potential employers after carefully

th.f advantages of each.
The mean mount of nurse indebtness under the Fe,leral loan forgiveness
Program is so small that a direct loan forgiveness program effect on nurse
location can virtually be ruled out. (GDN pp. 181-3)

Other conclusions on demand for nonwage benefits, found in
The Geographic Distribution, are reassessed in this book's chap-
ter 7. This chapter examines determinants of nurse demand for
health insurance, life insurance, retirement benefits, on-the-job
training and professional adVancement, m rnity leaves and
day care, and adeqpate parking facilities at t e hospital. While
there are commonalities in the theory unde ing demand equa-
tions for each benefit, there are also differences. Therefore, some
generalizations are possible, but it, is also useful to refer to 're-
sults for individual fringe benefits. ..

These are some generalizations from chapter' 7's analysis' of
nurse demand for nonwage benefits.

A's hypothesized, there is substantial variation among
nurses in demand for specific nonwage benefits. This finding
implies that'an offering may not be valued highly on the average,
but, it may be quite important to nurses in a target group, for
example,'among the kinds of practicing nurses one could possibly
attract to underserved areas. .

C, Perhaps the rqq.st obvious differences are attributable to
nurse age. Both conceptual and empirical analysis implies that
hospital desiring to attract staff nurses in their twenties (jai -
sumably because they are more geographically mobile), wo ld

stress on-the-job training opportunities -and. opportunities for
,,
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*professional' advancement with the employer, and somewhat
surprisingly, adequate parking facilitiim By contrast, moresenior staff nurses are more likely to be attracted' by life insur-
trillee benefits and retirement plane.

41P. There are also systematic differences in demand _far_ non-
wage benefits according to nurse marital status. The fact thatthe nurse's spouse also has insurance coverage and/or a retire-ment plan has a substantial negative impact on the nurse's de-mand for such benefits.through- her employers. Clearly, when
there is duplication of a particular benefit, it is not likely to be aneffective employment inducement.

Evidence is presented that the nurse is more likely to take'advantage of a benefit in cases when some out-of-pocket costs
may be involved if the employer pays a portion of the total cost of
the benefit. Estimates of demand response to a change from no
subsidization to:partial subsidization are substantial. .

In some cases, demand is location-specific. For example;
nurses are much more interested in good parking in large citiesthan in small ones. Adequate'parking.is clearly not a Possible.incentive to attract nurses to rural .underservecl areas. This lind-
ing shows the danger of makinggeneral inferences from localized
studies. A prior study based on data from a major metropolitan
area concluded that adequate parking is important to nurSelf.

Some hospital offerings potentially' offer collective benefitsto nurses. For example, even nurses who do not expect to have
'children may value maternity leaves and day care as a "right"for nurses who have or are likokely to have children. At least in the
case of these two benefits; which are perhaps the best examplei
from our list of cases for which collective demand-. may be opera-v e, demand is much higher among nurses who would be likely to
benefit personally.' This finding does not rule out the existence ofcollective demand, but it does suggest nurses are most interested
in benefits. they can use themselves.

One of chapter 3's. objectives-ha to measure the tradeoffs be-;
tween nurse wages and :specific nonwage benefits. Presumably, if
a hospital offers a certain nonwage-bex0fit nurses value, it doesnot have to offer as high a salary to attract nurses. For the
nonwage benefits considered, the tradeoff is at' most small. ,For
some (nonwage) offerings, no tradeoff is identified at all. Thisfinding may imply that nurses do not value many types of ben-
efits verb highly on the average, but this does not rule out the
possibility that they are important to some. It could also meanthe. belie tts are nbt well mtiiisu red.

Chapter 5 investigates the impo;taance to'newly licensed nurses
-.of "closeness tO family and friends:" "orientation program and

C
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inservice education," "work environment," "salary and fringe
benefits," and "ability to continue higher education while work

Of these, work environment is emphasized most frequently
with salary and fringe benefits a distant second.

Nurses especially interested- in salary and fringes do- not
devote more time to search among alternative employers than
colleagues %who do not stress this item. By contrast, nurses who
emphasize a good working environment do,. in fact, devote more
of their'own resources to evaluating job alternatives. Possibly,
nurses who stress the work setting have a more intense interest
in this job attribute. An alternative explanation is that nurses
must formally apply to learn about the work environment in
detail; salary information is more easily communicated via short
advertisements in newspapers and professional journals. To the
extent that the nature of the work environment is difficult to
communicate, it may be desirable for employers to use a more
direct Awilloach to recruiting rather than devote recruitment
resources to national advertising in various types of news media.

In chapter 5, as in Others, the effects of type of basic nurse
training (associate, diploma, baccalaureate) tend to disappear
once demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the nurse
and her family are included in the regresoions. This pattern
implies that training per-se dOes rvgt kene?ally affect nurses'
preferences; but there are differences in the personal and fami-
lial characteristics of students entering each of the pl ,Ng.rams,
and several of the latter variables do matter.
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Chapter 2
AL NURSE STAFFING IN HOSPITALS

Frank A. Sloan
. ei n d

it4114: A .
d' .. i Richard A. Elnicki
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. r'' , ,
'4. ,,. , ., 5kIthough there has been some concern about the availability of

tir healt41 bakie resources in the aggregate, many knowledgeable
persohs in the health care field have emphasized the geographic

A, maldistribution of resources. Increased public expenditures on
health manpower training has been the dominant policy re-

. sponse to the geographic emphasis, that is, through professional i
nurse loan forgiveness and per capita grants for physician train-
ing.' 1 7-1---N, . .Despite- pressure for government action, the reasons for
variation in health care resources by geographic area are in-
adequately. understood. There has been, therefore, an under-
standable tendency to describe geographic differences in
inanpow -to-population ratios, rather than to examine the,
'causes dellying the observed differences. Without a grasp of
these ca ses, it is Impossible to assess the need for policy inter-
vention nd the range of available policy options, or to gauge the
impact o specific policies. The availability of health care re-
source = a specific locality reflects exogenous forces on both the
de d -and factor-supply sides, and' possibly regulatory influ-
nces as well. The relative strength of the exogenous demand
ndi supply influences. should direct the choice of policy instru- -,

ments.
Issues.dealing with sources of variations in professional nurse

staffing levels will be addressed in this chapter. Although this
research pertains directly to htlspitals, results are in the main
generalizable to nurse employment settings on the whole. We
shall group the issues into demand, supply, and regulatory influ-
ences: In a few instaces, a specific variable represents both
demand and supply influences theta *e, mention it twice.
.Demand Issues

To what degree do hospitals substitute other types of personnel
for .4Ns" when it iskfinancially advantageous for them to do so?
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This s a positive, not normative question. Whet
Um i divirble, in terms of such variables as qual
not the issue. Such forces as unionization of hospi
sional personnel and increases in the statutory m
could have important impacts on professional nurske employment,

r sutstitu-
y of care, is
I nprofes-
mum wage

.depending onthiVdegree to which hospital administrators -con-
.eider non -RN personnel to be close substitutes for RN personnel.

. Although measures of the physician-population ratio have
-generally been included in empirical studies of hospital admis-
sions, length-of-stay, and costs, the impact of physician availabil-
ity cannot be determined theoretically. However, it is reasonable
to hypothesize that the availability of specialist physicians is
more Likely to have a positive impact on the demand for hospital
services (and therefore the use of inputs) than is the availability
of generalist physicians'.

By the 1970s, third-party reimbursement covered by far the
largest proportion of hospital expense (Newhouse, et al., 1974).
`There is, however, substantial geographic variation in the nature
of third-partmoverage. The distinction most frequently made in
the literature is between cost- and charge-based reimbursement.
Generally, the argument is made that cost-based reimbursement
has relatively greater impact on the growth of hospital costa.
Here we are interested in the impact of cost-based -reimburse-
mentftlits a source of geographic differentials in professional nurse
staf g. .

Personal per capita income potentially affects the demand for
hospital services and, through public expenditures and/or philan-
thiopy, the hospital's budget constraint. If high income areas
have higher professional nurse staffing levels, this may provide gi
basis for government intervention on equity grounds.

What impact do demographic characteristics of the area in
which the hospital is located have on professional nurse staffing?
Included in this category are the percentage' of the population
aged 66 and over,4kle health Status of the under 65 population
(measured by a disability days variable), and the degree to which,.
the population is urbanized..

In most service induStries, the existenve of a large number of
providers-relative to the area's population would, other factors
being constant, be expected to lower the demand for the output of
any one provider and, hence, also the provider's demand for
inputs. As a working hypothesis, this relationship may be applied
o the hospital sector as well.

"

upply Issues
To what extent do hospitals located, in inner-city areas of large

1"t-
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Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, or comparatively rural
arcta, experience difficulty in attracting professional nurses?
hospitals affiliated with a medical school and/or a nursingschool attract. professional nurses more easily? By nursingschool, we mean degree- as well as diploma-granting inititutiona,

Uld eicpanston of profesaio'nal nurse training facilities (classsizes) within a State male). it Aitasier for hospitals within thatState to employ professional nurses? By "easier" we mean thatthe hospitals wo *ld be able to attract nurses at a lower level ofcompensation:
Aside from inner-city and rural locations, what impacts doother variables associated with the "quality of life" have onstaffing? By these we mean such aspects as crime, climate, pollu-tion, cultural opportunities, and educational opportunities forchildren.
Several studies have hypothes ed hat hospitals are monop-monists (or oligopsenists) in the m 'et for professional nurses.'If so, professional' nurse employme t should be tower in areaswhere monopsony power is comparatively great.
Although the percentage of hospital employees covered by col-lective bargaining agreements remains small in absolute teems,coverage has risen substantially in some geographic areas. Re-cent changes in the. Taft-Hartley law, enacted during 1974,requiring voluntary hospital employers to recognize 'collective

bargaining units chosen by hospital employees, may be expectedto substantially increase krospital unionization. A priori, it isimpossible, even with a very simple model of hospital behavior, topredict whether the partial effect of unionizationon professionalnurse staffing in hospitals is positive or negative. Yet, given therapid increase in collective bargaining in hospitals in recentyears and the impetus which the recent Congressional actinmay be expected to have, the impact of unionization on prof4s-sional nurse staffing ptitterns clearly commands policy interest.By unionizapon, we mean both the direct effect of the presence ofa collective bArgaining contract in the hospital and "threat"
effects.(effects of hospital A's contract on nonunionized hospitalB's wages).
Regulation Issues

The rapid rate of hospital cost inflation has produced attemptsat both State and Federal levels to further regulate hospitals.
' The term "oligopsony." refers to a situation in which a few large employers within a market area competefor the nervier'. of a particular input. Each faces an upward-sloping supply cul-ve of labor; but, given that incontra*t to the mon opson y case, there 111 more than one employer, therefore strategic eonsiderations becomeimportant. See chapter 3 for a more complete explanation.
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One increasingly Popular approach is certificate-of-need loirisla-
tion. Auch legislation wan given infPetun with the passage of the

National Health Planning and Development Act in 1974. In a
recent paper, Salkeves and Bice (1976) reported that a compen-
satory response- on. the part of h /1Pitals to restrictiopn on in-
creaseri-in bed size sus been on ' erects*, in asset:* pee bed in
certificate-of-need States. A Pert ont guestifn for our study

_concern the degree to whi 11 certificate need may have in-

creasea professional our .emPloy erit in hospitals, since

greater nursing skills are etled- wit many types of sophisti-
,

cated equipment.
Several studies have documented both the increase in and the

diveysity of prose* tive reimbursement plans affecting,hospitals.
Many of the plans are experimental and/or aPP1Y to only a few
hospitals. In this study we are concerned about the impact of the
"tougher" plans Qn Professional nurse employment nd wage
rates. As with certificate of need, the is a question het her

professional nurse staffing levels have een affected i
regUla ion S

a mean-

in ul way in States where such applied d ng 1973,

the year the Survey of Hospital Directors of Nursing was con-
ducted. .

.

Although many of the demand, supply, and regulatory issUee
specifically apply to professional nurse staffing in hospitals, the
findings presented here have implications for professional nurse
employment on the whole. As of 1972, 66 percent of all employed
professional nurses were employed by hospitals WHEW, 1974).

professi
As the simple correlations in table 1 indicate, the number of

Table 1.Correlations among -onal nurse staffing ratios s -...
RN. Percent of

Per 100 total bedside Hospital RNs Employed RNs
average daily Persc'nnel who per 1.0°° per 100,000

Patients are RN8 hospital beds population

Bedside RNs per
100 average
daily patients

Percent of total
bedside personnel
who are RNs

Hospital RNs per
1,000 hospital
beds

Employed RNs per
100,000 popula-
tion 1

1.00

'Obaervatoorial unit in the State_ All correlaiwns
better. Source: American Norsea' Annociation (1974),

r

0:97 0.73 0.79

1.06 0.64 0.81

1.00 0.44

1.00

are atatimicany Aignificant et the 6-percent level or
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professional nurses .employed per 100.0(X) population is rea»sonably closely,related to the number of such nurses employed byhospitals per 100 patient days, the percentage of all the nursingstaff who are professional nurses, and the number of professional
nurses per 1,000 hospital buds. It has been argued that profes-

---,---itional-nurse wages are defermiiired within the hospital sector andother types of employers take these levels as exogenous (Yeti,
pent. The next largest employer, nursing horneskiemployed only

K p ent of all employed professional nurses in 1972 WHEW,
1974).

To address these issues, a behavioral model of professionalnurse (RN) staffing and wage-setting is developed in the nextsection with the hospital as the observational unit. This model
provides a framework for empirical urialysis in both chapters 2and 3. Demand, factor-supply, and re.gulutZ)ry Influences areexplicitly considered as potential determinants of interhospitalvariation in these,dependent variables. The framework is suffi-ciently general to incorporate all types of input decisions. Thethird section describes our data base, while the fourth section
identifies specific variables used in the empirical analysis. Thefifth section presents estimated nurse-staffing equations. Themost important empirical results and pertinent policy implica-tions/are examined in the final section.

The Conceptual Framework
The market for the hospital's services and the profeSsionalnurse'ractor market are assumed to be imperfectly competitive

(i.e., they contain some monopoly elements). The hospital is as-sumed to be a wage-taker (as opposed to a wage-setter) in themarkets for other inputsworkers in the less skilled health care
occupations and in occupations not specific to the health caresector (kitchen workers, janitors, etc.), and capital inputs. Varia-tions in hospital quality, ownership, and other characteristics
probably serve to differentiate the hospital's product. Transpor-tation factors, pertaining to both patient and the referring
physician, tend to limit the product market to a localized geo-graphic area. Finally, given that the vast majority of hospitalexpenditures are covered in full or in part by insurance, thepayoff-in searching for a tower price may be minimal.

The reasons for the contention that hospitals have somemonopsony power in the RN market are (1) the fact that a small
number of hospitals are often the dominant employers of nursesin a local geographic area, and (2) professional nurses have few
alternative employers outside the health care field and arethought tobe immobile geographically."Even if these conditions
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tio not hold in ,every local area, they appear to occur with mufti-

cleat frequency to be a meaningful working assumption for the
"representative" hospital.' In contrast to professional niurses,
less specialised labor has viable employment opportunities both
In and outside the local health sector. The market for hospital
capital inputs is, for all practical purposes,

We assume that the hospital's decision-makers possess pref-
erence 'function (U).' It includes the quantity of service (X), the
quality of services (Y), and profits or cash flow Or) as arguments:
(2.1) U. tr(XIronEs).
The exogenous variable E1 permits variation in hospital prefer-
ences. If aU/SX and itliaY are zero and atliavr i constant, one has

the traditional profit-maximising case under certainty, a reason-
able assumption for the proprietary hospital. The majority of
hospitals are operated on a "not- for - profit" basis, which may well
mean that they are willing "tia "purchase" additional units of
quantity and/or quality at the Cost of cash flow.'

Profits are defined as:
(2.2) Irmo R.CLY;E0 Rs(E3) W(L;E,,)L rN
where:

ft, o current revenue from patient- service (either di-
rectly from the patient or from insurance).

Fti current revenue from nonpatient sources (public
sources andior philanthropy).

W professional nurse compensation.
L quantity of professional nurse labor.
r "I exogenous factor price of "another" input.

N quantity of the "iother" input.
E.,E2,Es exogenous variables pertinent to each of the

functions..
...The R. function includes the pitient demand schedule for this

hospital's services. The inclusion of quality (Y) in R. (rather than

Pertinent evidence to found in Davie (1e73). Hurd (111111). Laittion and Link (111176). Link and Leaden MPHIL

sad Yaurlgl (11111). Bather studios by Altman (1V71). and Tett MIT% p. 315 aloe discuss the istonepeeny

hypothesis as it spokes to nurses. According to Tett. "ln a survey of the thirty -one largest stetropentan

hospital easseiations. all but one association of the Bruton replyirtg reported having eataldished sueesofts1

'wage-standardisation' programer. (The association that did not already have mush a program asked fir
infterstation en how to eetablith one.)" Unfortunately, this quote does net reveal the prevalent" ef such

orginniaations, Vie coverage of such contracts (whether it only includes a wage ceiling mrlash is only rarely

binding). nor the previsions for rrapolling individual hospital. to comply with association disialesuk To the

extent that such arrehgensents effectively constrain a number of hospitals' ability to set pronsmional nurse

wages, empirical analysis of professional nurse wage-setting by individual hospitals horemee untenable.

This Issue is considered in greater detail in chapter 11:
The lateessum :usury myosins* tit atthe hospital's administration. physician staff, and Hoard ofDirectors

each hold varying amounts of influence In the doelsionni eking prociesii, 'with varying prelbrorsess fear wean.

My. quality. and pr fits or cash now. Yor example, oleo Newhomos (1970).

By nnonalsis doe* not-for-profit. per se ism* either (1) that those hospitals do not make pronto (see Davie.

L97 or (5 that such hospitals will net exercise incesopeosti power. as saws have asserted (Pauly. 19010:

=eas, tom. Profits stay be used-by the hompial as a source of internal funds for investment purposes,

amorig other thin SW
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in. U alone) implies that one should observe interhospital varia-
tion in Y on grounds that persons in different market areas arewilling to pay differing amounts for quality (e.g., due to income
differentials). For purposes of empirical analysis of input-choice
decisions, it. does not matter how quality is defined. As an en-dogenous variable, quality does not appear explicitly, in the
reduced form eq.tions for these variables. The set of variable'srepresented by includes demographic variables and such varl:)ables as per. capita income.

Some studiesfor example, Levine and Phillip (1975):--examine- staffing fand/or cost), holding patient, mix or qualita-tive aspects of the hospital approximately constant by including'. a set of hospital facilities variables as explanatory variable's in a
regre'ssion...Such variables_ really do not "explain" variations instaffing, but, like. staffing, are largely dependent on characteris-
-tics of patients and tile community at large. Since facilities, espe-cially the more sophisticated ones, are likely to be dependent onsuch 'fa'ctors as per capita income, including facilities asexplanatory variables is likely to lead to ark understatement: of
.income's impact on staffing.

FM% R2 function involves nonpatient revenues anticipated by,the hospital ex ante. It 'does not include "bail-out" money; the
presence 1 .6 he latter type of funds in unlimited amounts would4.1t
imply t hospitals would expend output and quality until theMarginal valuation of both items4was zero.- In this (improlbable)
c e; variations in output and 'input choices would be fu4y ac-1counted for in terms of hospital preference differences.5.Included`

are measures of the community's wealth'- Empirically, it is..not possible to distinguish these wealth effects from income ef-fects on the quantity and nature of services demanded.
The function W is upward-sloping'if hospitals possess a degreeo? mondpsony power in the mark0t,_for professional nurses' serv-

ices.° Exogenous factor-supply variables include (1) descriptionsof the hospital's surrounding community, e.g., whether the kospi-tal is located in an inner-city or rural area; (2) charaateristics ofthe hospital itself, e.g., whether the -hospital-is affiliated with anursing sChpoi.
1Hospital itechifology is embodied in the production function:

(2.3) 0(X,Y,L;N;E5)° =
Given that the production function incorporates quality, the no- .tion of input "inferiority" in the production of quality, pai-ticu-

If only the E, variables were significant, we would have weak evidence to support the view that hospitals
are unconstrained by market forces. Such results could, of course. also reflect other factors such as errors invariables. .,

In our empirical work. all monetarily expressed variables have been deflated-by an area price index.
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larly with regardto less skilled labor categories, becomes a, real
pokisibility. Negative signs. on such viiriables,as per capita income
if' licensed practical nurse (LPN) staffing equations-reported by
Levine and Philip (1975) suggest hospital quality_ is relatively
ineome-elastic, and comparatively fewer LI3N0 are "required" in
the production of high quality.' The possibility 'of input "inferior-
ity" Is a source of ambiguity' in comp] iative statics analysis
based on our model. State taws speOfy what' activities R11s and
LPNs may perform for, patients, with more restrictions on Lt Ns..
Hence, LPNii are inferior to RNs to the extent the laws reflect
public ",demands" for minimum auality levels.

The hospital selects optimal Jevils of X, Y, L, and N by
maximizing
MAY ri) ;As" ITOE.,Yvati ( ,Y;i-2) R2(E3)

L rN) = .)cl)(X,Y,L,N;E.).
Once values fpr these, foUr endogenous variables have been ob-
teiined;yalues of 'RD.;R2, and 'W.-may -be obtained by substitution.
Economic,,theory. _often may be used" to' deduCe the direction of
effect (positive'or negatiVe) of Spedifidexogencius variables on the
model's endogenous variables. Unfortunately, even this simple
model is too comPlex to allow us to deduce- predicted effects of ..

exogenouis virriables without making a number of additiOal as-
sumptions, some -of Which may be somewhat arbitra:ry.8,

-Therefore, it is Is st;to use these equations as a .means of clas-
sifyingsifying iiriables, and- in broad terms, as a basis for

. evaluating .'our empirical: results:: Questions of- direction and,
magnitude of effeCts intist be settled-empirically. To evaluate the :; ,

-,effects of certain variables,"' such as the'impact of insurance pay- ,

irifthe hospital its "costs" (other than charges) with the patient
' having a minimal cash outlay and *the impact of spgcific regula-
tory instruments, we have made simplifying assumptions necesr. .;

sary to obtaiii. unanibig-uous predictions: In this work, the hospital
-production function is subsumed in a cost function with X and Y

as argument's, thus eliminating expliCit consideration of L and' N;"

and one must then assume. RN -staffing (L) increases with' t_ he,

quantity. (X) and quality 00, of services.
, . ,,

- Solt Hsd*r (1971) tor a discussion of input inferiority. , 1 ' ; ,:

'Theoretical solutions:depend on the signs of crosS-Partials (1) between pairs ofendogenoua variables, and

.'. (2) between endogenousand exogenous variables. Unfortun titer)). Were exists no set of xestrictiOns on -1..he.

1 type (1) cross4artials,th at. by itself satisfies the.secondorder condition a.--un lesa.af'dourmie, bine asidmes-that.

some of.the cross partials are .zero. Ho*eVer; such restrictiOns generally- come at a high cost in :tents of
:.- -reality: 'Although Past'reseirch provides evidence on some of the parameters of the underlying structural

e4uatiOns. there is generally insufficient detail. For inittance, it seems reasonable to assume quality is tar

more patient income-elastic.th an is quantity. But this is only a maintained and, given the_iiirge

. number of .ptauSible explanatory. 'variables, one would have to make many sugh assumptions to derive

predictions from theory alone.

i-
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The pirincipal3ditta source is a mailed questionnair surveythe
SUrv.ey of Hospital Directors of Nuriing, conduct by a-team of

..=researchers at the UniversitY of Florida during 1 This survey
is,unique in that it contains detailed info"rmation on: RN, LPN, -
and aide-orderly staffing levels;, wages paid professional nurses
with specific types of form's." training and experience on both
present and PrevioujobA; fringe -benefits and continuing educa-
tion programs offered professional nurses; opportunities for ad=
vancement within the organization; and working condititins such
as work schedules and safety of the hospital parking. lot. The
sample is not fully.representative of U short-stay hospitals, as
Veterans Administration hospitals, tho owned by Catholic or-
ttertrar-clillreeriet; aird-thotwitiaired in and-ard Metropolitan
Statistical-Areas (SMSAs) with populations between 300,000 and
750,000 have been excluded, while. those in nonmetropolitan
areas are scimewhat. overrepreserAed. (Additional _details are
pres rated in Schaeffer and Sloan, 1975.). The overall response
rate o the survey was 72 ercent, resulting in 707 responses.
After exCluding responses w mis ing values on our variables- ----'
and implausible reported profe *o al nurse staffing levels (in .
eluding in a few cases hospitals without professional nurses),
slightly over 500 hospitals remain for use in the analysis repoin this and the foil ing chapter. White data on sev al
explanatory:variables ar rom this survey, many data are rom
various publishcl and unpu shed sources. and these have been
merged with responses from the ey.

f Die nding on the variable, merged. data cOrrespond..to the zip
code.are , the county, the census "county group" (of which there-
Ere 147 i the contiguous United States), or the State in which
the hospital is located. The merging process is imporia"nt, as
"inappropriate merges are -a.c potential source of errors' in vari-
ables. The choice orarea isdetermined on -6nceptualagrounds as',
well as for_ reason of data availability. To chaiacterize.ithe
-neighborhood .in which the hoiPital, is located (which is among

e,th E4 factors), We used zip code a the hospital were.jocated..
within an SMSA..Since hOspitals generally draiir Ratient from.
outside their imniediate.,neighbothoodS, the deinand varia.. ep
Kaye been defined for the hospital's county. -

Wages of non-RN personnel are estimated for each of the 147
county groups:, the 1970 One. Percent Plblic Use Sample of the
U.S. Census provided 1969 wage estimates that were updated,
using the U.S. Bureau of Labor StatiStics' 1969 and 1972 hospital
industrial wage survey reports. Geographic real wage differ-
entiars in a competitive, labor market largely "reflect differences
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in community, amenities. Ideally, the wage measure 4afould
respond to a geographic area that is Homogeneous in this regard;
but one may reasonably expect =substantial variation in the size
of such arefis. The county groupsi are defined on the basis of
economic activity and coMmuting patterns and, for this reason,,
are appiointiate for our flurpose.

Finally, some eXplanatory variables correspond to the State. In
some cases, it is desirable conceptually to use a State variable,
such as Skate regulatory legislation, or measures of the extent of
professional nurse 'training in the State. unfortunately, data
limitations have forced us, in a few instances, to define = variable
on a Staiie basis when a smaller geographic area woul have been

__more apRropriate. All monetarily expressed variable have been
deflated by an a priceiriaex: aizi-e-Rieicrittect ititStel and---
Sloan, 1974) is d ned for the State (DFLIt'the other .permits
:variation within as well as among States (DFL2). While the latter.
measure would appear Vto be more sensitive, . it introduces
undesirably Large differences in' the cost of living between me-

-tropolitan peripheries and contiguous areas classified as non-
metropolitan.

Empirical Specification
Dependent variables in the regressions are fulKtime equiva-

lent professional nurse hours per day (H) at the ith hospital an
the same measure divided by the number of hospital 'beds (HB
Beds are thus alternatively treated as a_ deflator for the 'depet
dent variable and as an exogenous independent vaziable (BEDS)..

There is unfortunatelY no,realistic alternative to- our treat-
ment of hospital beds, particulfirly in the analysis. of a single
cross section of hospitals. No theory exits to enable one to pre-
diet a hospttal's bed quantity withOtit reference to' its size.in a
previou-s period (sijorik a term would appear in ar.dynamic model).
In any case,. changes in hosp bed quantities have been slow,
especially when coin tared to of hbspital .ideclsion 'Arariables.9.

The model's exogenous -4.4ari les fall into the five categories
previously described; Lind, as= we indicate, so.nie fall. into more

I
t:

than one category.
Prefere ce:-Pro action Function (E, and E2)

Empirically, pre rence and production fuisction variables are
virtually inseparabl -Hospitals with medical and/or nurse train-

.

,

In terms of our model. beds are part of producAion function variable set (E.). For example; between.1960

and 1940 ad ult.and pediatric inpatient charges in Con cticu Vs 35 general hospitals grew at a compound rate

of 13.6 percent per year; and the number of adult and Patric patient days grew at a 2.7 percent annual

compound rate.
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ing facilities use lovIrliaid (interns and resident-s).and unpaid, (RNand LPN students) inputs in the prOduction of hospital services..University medical school hospitals derive benefits from treatingpatients with complex diagnoses because of their value in thetraining process. Measures of prOfessional training are: MEDSC.'(= 1. if the hospital is affiliated with a medical school complex);MEDSA (=-- 1-if the hospital is affiliated with a medical school butnot as part of a university medical school complex); and NURSC(--=. 1 itt14 hospital is affiliated with a degreegranting school ofnursing or offers an RN diploma itself).
Coefficients on PROPRI .(= 1 for proprietary hogpitals) andVOLUN (=, 1 for voluntary holapitals) in our nurse staffing re-lgressions adjuAt for pops pat iant-ease- mix Id-iffe-rerrce-s. If wrzguments. about .proprietaries -"cream .skiniming" and correct,proprietaries may employ, fewer professional nurses, holdingother factors constant for reasons unaccounted for by the in-., eluded product` demand variables (Steinwald and Neuhauser,'1970). Staffing differences by type of hospital Ownership may alsoreflect differences in efficiency or in hospital objectives (Bays,mikneo.;Clarkson, 1972; Evans, 1970; and Rushing, 1976). Accord-ing to eurmodel, Government and voluntary hospitals may bewilling to purchase additionafquantity and quality at their cashflow cost.

Demand (E2)
Past empirical work 'indicates that real per capita disposable

income (INC,. defined. for the hospital's county) has a positiveimpact on hospital patient days." Unfortunately, evidence on thedemand for aspects of hospital quality is lacking. Our patie t.-health status,, ensures are: SICK, disability daYs per 1,000 Pesons 'age15 t 13t; and ELD, the. percentage of th%county polation aged and over. The variable SICK is defined for ..t.hospital's major city if the hospital is outside such a city libwithin an SMSA; and for the rural areas of the State as a whole ithe hospital is not located within an SMSA.
The availability of physicia.ns in -the hospital's market may'

affect the emand for hospital services in several ways. A greateravailability of physicians may cause a shift from hospital caretoward ainbulatory, care, thus 'reducing the demand for the
former. Although`inpatient and ambulatory care are:substitutes

l" See Davis and Reynolds (1976), Feldstein (1971). and Newhouse and Phelps (1946). F'atieatdays are theproduct of the number of admissions and the length ..of stay per admission. Income elasticities associatedivithdithnisitions are always lower than those for length of stay. In fact, in two studies-L.1) 46as and Russell(1972T and Rosenthal (19H-1)=--ineorne has a negative frnyact on admissions. However, as LitIvis and .Russellnote, the negative sign on income may reflect, the absence of adequatihealth status measures in theseequations.
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in this sense, hospital -quantity (X.) may also be seen as com-
plementary in that 'patient§ are admitted to a hospital, only on a

physician's recommendation." The latter positive effect may be
..--..

more -important in the case of specialist physicians who spend a

larger portion of their practice time in -.operating or delivery

rooms and on,tiospital rounds (Warner and Adherne, 1974).

The variable PHYSG.and PHYSP, measure, respectively, the
number of nonhospital-based-, patient-care .general practice and r

specialist physicians per 10,000 county population. At first
glance, it would appear preferable to include cross-price terms
(i.e., physicians' wages) fcir ambulatory services rather than
physician-population eatios. But such price data are unavailable
at aleTrettielow-the---Sta-te-ttnd-the-gre neral-practiticuaex::Ari egip.list_

distinction is not made in.any.published series on State physician
prices.12 Furthermore, there are direct availability effects. For
.example, the' piatient desiring specialized treatment max see a
physician in another county, who in turn refers the patieTtt to a
hospital in his locale." Not only _would this lead to a larger quan-
tity of services in areas with high specialist ratios, but the,mean

case complexity is likely to be greater in such areas as well..

The rationale for including population density measures in

hospital demand eq ations also relates to spatial factors. Pa--

. tients in low density reas ust, holding other factors constant,
travel longer distances for a bulatory care. When multiple visits

for a given diagnosis are inv d, it.,inay be prefetlable to hos-

pitalize the patient. Since patients for whom ambulatory ca_ re is a

technicAl alternative have less serious illnesses, a higher admis
sion rate lia low density- areas may be at least partially offset by

shorter lengths of stay. Also, less complex cases generate less
demand for "quality" (input-intensive) hospital services. For this
study,we have selected the percentage of the county population

iliving in urban areas (URB) to represent this effect.. Although a

measure of population per square mile of land area is often used,

the extreme degree of geographic variation in thaf series wc1d
be misleading in the preSent application. . ,

As the number of beds in other,hospitals in the area increases

relative to population, the demand schedule fa6ng our respond-

ent hospital should shift inward. The variable OBEDS is the ratio

" Evidence from previous studies on the effect of physiciari_ayailability on hospital use is mixed. Both

positive arid,negative signs have been reported in hospital demand studies. See Davis and Reynolds (1976),

Feldstein (1971), and Newhouse and Phelps (1976).
"The subject of the impact of physician-popullition ratio's on physician fees has been long debated by

health economists. For a summary, see Reinhardt (1975).
"Considering the relative time prices of patients, as a group, and physicians, it is optimal to place a

greater weight on conserving the latterts time.:rhe, fact that highly specialized facilities are toncentrated in

high specialist-poptilation ratios is a market respdnse.
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of "other*' .short- term hospital beds to (10,060) population in the
hespitari county.

The growt1) in hospital insurance coverage in the recent dec-ades is thought by many to explain a large proportion of the
,hospiial cost inflation observable over these years. In assessingthe effect .of insurance, one must be concerned with its nature aswell as the ykrcentage of total hospital expense covered.' Since,by the 1970's, the -percentage_ of hospital expense covered by -r insurance has become very high, questions about the potential
impacts of various kinds of coverage, rather thanthe extent.ofCoverage, -have become.relatively iev portant.

The heterogeneous nature of heth insurance results in corn-

heterogeneity are (1).. the amount hospitals can legally receive
directly froni third parties for insured care, e.g., charges or vari-
ously. defined cots- -costs -plus or costs-minus; (2) the part of the--legal bill for which the patient is liable, e.g., deductibles underMedicare and charge minus third-party payment differences
under indemnity insurance; (3) the extent of supplemental. rpsur-
ance coverage held by patients, e.g., Major medical insurance
which reimburses the patient if he .doct.tmtnts his payments`tothe hospital for charge- indemnity differentials; and (4) the ex-tent of insurance coverage for physician service,s in and out ofthe hospital. These issues are discussed in appendix A, as is ourinsurance measure:

Our insu nee measure:Is COST, the. estimated percentage ofthe hospital' county .population covered by cost-based hospital
insurance. -'fit includesiMedicare and Medichid coverage and Blue

o ebased Blue CrossCross cost-based plans. tc...h;arrcial
and charge-ninsured

population (about 5 per-Cent of the total) and all/
coverage are included in the omitted variable CHARGE." Wp donot considerinsurance versus no insyrance.

Nonpatient Revenue (E3)
No variable is specifically included to measure exogenous de,,

terminants of nonpatient revenues. Hospitals located in areas
with 1140 real per capVa incomes are likely to have more read
access to philanthropic capital. Moreover,public expenditures onhealth Viand hospitals is a normal good (Vogel and Morrali, 1973).
Thus, the Variable INC, (real per capita disposable' income) em-
bodies nonpatient revenue as well as patient demand ,effect.'sk

re"Given the small percentage of the populgtion without hospital insurance coverage, the variables COSTand CHARGE are extremely coilineaf.
`Ginsburg (1870) provides detailed information on nonpatient sources of hospital revenue.
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Factor Supply (.F...4) .

Seieral variables describe the attractiveness of the hospital's
envircinment.to'.iirofessional nurses. The Survey of Hospital Di-
rectors of Nursing asked- hpspital respondents to rate the hospi-
tal's.parking faciIities in terms of safety. The variable SAFE 1

if the facilities .are only "moderately Safe" or "unsafe") is ,,,a

measure of crimes against persons in the hospital's immediate
vicinity. The variables RAPE and AUTO are measures of violent
crimes against women. nd property.(defined, respectively, as the
-number of forcible rapes an-auto thefts per 100,000 State popu-
lation). Professional nurse who are white and 'from. middle-class

.. origins may be reluctant to work in poverty areas or in areas
where blacksToiriffaireinilmportant-propertion-of the populaz_
tion.,-Moreover, they may not want to live near such areas, which
means the. transportation costs may be higher. The variableie
BLK and HDENS measure-the percentage of the population that
is black and the percentage of families.living in housing with 2.5

or more persons per room--1Soth are defined for the hospital's zip
code area for.hospitals SMSAs and for the county for hospitals.
outside SM$As. Holding other factors constant, warm climates

. 'nay be preferred to cord, and for health reasons, high pollution
areas are seen as unattractive. Measures of these factors -are.
TEMP, the mean January temperature in the State's largest city
and SUSP, the mean suspended particulate matter levels in the
nearest city for which data are available. Finally, we use EXP,
real per oapita State-local expenditures per State, 'to reflect rela-
tive investments in health services and schools, which. nurses
.may value highly (given their comparatiVely high level of educa-
tion).

It must be emphasized that some of the variables discussed as
"preference-production" and "demand;' variables .can also be in,
terpreted as factor-supply variables. ql.Zst important of these
are the nursing school (NURSH) and urban (URB) variables.

The most relied-upon policy instrument for affecting the sup -
ply of pi"ofessional nurses, both in the aggregate and in geo-
-graphic distribution terms., is public expenditures. on nurse
training. The rationale given at both Federal and State legisla-
Jive levels is that nurses who receive their training t a given
area are likely to remain there. This reasoning implicitly places
an importai weight on the transactions costs of moving (either
,psychologic4,reasons or the direct financial outlays themselves)
and/or legal restrictions (such as licensure) that impede move-

. ment. Although references to retention probabilities (from nurs-
ing school to work) are often cited as evidence, they do not tell the
whole story, since higher proportions of "home-grown" nurses
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... -..- may effeCtively discourage immigration of nurses from other
areas.' However, if on the whole, -the pool of potential migrants is. Comparattvltly small because nurses are immobile, a locality may

-

successfully increase its, pool of nurses by means of training.
Accordingto an American Nurse Association' publication (1974),
most States offer reciprocity to n rses from other States; thus,
licensure per se is probably not a important barrier to mobility.
Our measure of nurse training is STU, the ratio of graduates of
nursing schools t4r 10,000 State population: We h_ ave selected a

r--7 State training measure becau'se nursing students are eligible for
`-----"i- State- subsidized education tliroughout the State in which they

claim residence.
Although the percentage _of hca.waita.Lem- ployeescovered,..by_col ---71ective bargaining agreements remains small in absolute terms,

,

coverage has risen substantially in- some geographic areas. Al-most 12 percent of hospital respondents to our sug.rty had
- . agreements covering professional nrses in 1973. Changes in the

. Taft-Hartley law enacted during 16p74, which require voluntary
.hospital employers to recognize collective bargaining units cho-sen by hopital employees, may be expected to substantially in-
'crease unionization of vi ally all labor categories within thehospital. .

The potential effects ofnions 'depend on their objecteves andconstraints as well as 6 "r relative power vis-a-vis the tiospi-.
1(s). Given that the question of union objectives has been de-b ted for decades without resolution (Dunlop, 1944; Atherton,

19 3; and Ross, 1948), we cannot expeCt to approach a new collec-.1tive argaining settinga sector dominated by nonprofit institu-
tions and .involving professional as opposed to nonprofessionalworke with a great, deal of certainty.'7 .Thes are, potentially, three not mutually exclusive impacts ofhospital ollective bargaining agreeinents tirat 'may affect RNstaffing (a d wages). These effects could: -

1. Offset .he hospital's monopsony pcffer, with a.resultant in-
crease -I both professional- nurse employment and wages;r 2 Raise pro essional nurse Wages, creating a temporary dis-
equilibrium\gap, which would be eventually closed by hiring
freezes and the like; 18 and .

. In bargaining\for.betterworking conditions for professional
nurses and/or'for improVements in the quality of nursing
service, affect the\hospital's production function constraint

.

' Retention rates are presented'in .tiloan\119Thl and in chapter-1 of this volume.
"Probably the best study on collective nvirgaining in the nonprofit sector is Bunker (1973).
" This seems to us te) be the most likely rattiing process for hospitals. Reder (1959) discusses rationing. of

employee positions.



with -the, result that professional nurse employment rises.
Wages might also increase '(as an indirect effect)."

Sinee hospital unions are less prevalent in nonmetropolitan
areas, where hoSpital monopsony power is likely to exist at the
individualhoppititl level; it is doubtful there would be a positive

.! impact Of- unions- on professional nurse -employment and wages
for the first reason, but the third reason could prod_ uce the same

result.", Our variable UNION '(= 1 if the hospital.has a
collective bargaining unit covering professional nurses) only re-
fers to professional nurses. In .preliminary regressions, we at-1_
tempted to isolate union "threat" effects, but without success.

In our study, we test for monopsony effect4 On staffing with the
variable MON ..- ;-Tfi-T-iiiiiiiiiiil'airg-Til-a-rre-rce-ritage---of-a-11-
stay hospital.becN in the country.2';The monopsony issue will be
considered in far greater detail in chapter 3.
Prices of Other Inputs (r)

. Only Ehrenberg (1974).has dealt explicitly with the impact of
non-RN wages on RN staffing. In that. study, the dependent
variable was the of full-time RN equivalents employed by
the hoipital to full-time equivalent (FTE) LPNs employed by the
hospital. One of the explanatory variables was the annual payroll
cost per FTE professional nurse divided by the annual payroll
cost per FTE licensed practical nurse. As can be easily shown (a
point Ehrenberg recognized), this method for constructing the
relative wage variable introduces errors in variables; end the
resulting bias ma§ cause a negative wage coefficient 'even if
the true coefficient were zero. Sinde a major objective of Ehren-
berg's study was to ascertain whether hospitals are in fact cost-

-minimizers, which is indidated if the rel tive wage coefficient -is
negative, the bias is rather unfortun e. - Little confidence can
therefore be placed in the negat" coefficient Ehrenberg .re-
ports.

In our study, wage data for non-RNs from the ,1970 U.S. Cen-
sus, updated to 1974 using Bureau of Labor Statistics hospital
wage surveys, have been merged with our survey of 'hospitals.
Our measures are WAGE2, real hourly ages of hospital LPNs,
aides and orderlies, and WAGE3, re hourly wages of other

"These results may be- derived from a simplified two- factor, or e-prbduct model with quality excluded.'
"The third reason belongs on the demand side; since two out of e three caueal mesh anisms relate to the

supply side, we include unionism under E., for purposes of exposition. Collusion among hospitals within an

area in wage-setting cannot be ruled out. In this sense, unions could offset monopsony power in highly
urbanized area as well.

" We also considered variables based on RN employment. Bu t in counties where the hospital accounts for a
large share 'of hospital employment, any error in the denominator of the rnonopsOniy variable would be

common to the dependent variable as well. An error might arise, for example, if the hospital temporarily
deviated-from what it considered to be its optimal RN employment level,.
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norPRN- personnel, including hospital clerical, labor, and service
employees. in terms of mean percentages of the hospital's total
wage bill, the latter is 2.2 times more important than the former
labor category. We also included a measure of real wages of other
hospital professional and managerial personnel in: preliminary
regressions; this variable, howev4r. proved to be insignificant
and highly collinear with the other wage variables.

If It is reasonable to expect that some of the "amenity" variables
listed earlier are .also.sources of wage differentials for non-RNs.With. both "amenity" and non-RN wages included together in a
professional nurse .staffing regression, we are measuring amen-
ity effects not; captured by non-RN wages. To the extent that RN:

----and-nori4M-preference-s- differ, alrie-wourd expect to observe in-
dependent amenity -effects on RN staffing and real RN wages.
Regulation

The rapidrise in hospital expenditures has led to a plethora of
..controls in an effort to temper The rate of expenditure increase.
There has been a-regrettable lack of systematic research on. the

..probable consequences of specific control mechanisms, and it-is
only.' very recently' that possible impacts are beginning to be-
tisisessed. Probably the two most potektially important regula- -.torymechanisms to arise in recent years are certificate-of-need
laws .(CN) .and prospective reimbursement (PR).

Under CM, a local- planning- agency has the right to place legal
restrictions on capital investments deemed unnecessa-ry- and to
prevent the. hospital from receiving capital and operating reve-
nues relating to unapproved projitits. -According to Lewin and
Associates (1970;24 States have such ItiwS and, at 0v-time-I:if thp
Lewin study, seven other States were contemplating suck legis-lation. ,

.
Some States req&re prior planning agency approval for

bed construction ancl majOr equipment purchase's above/statedminimums, while others are limited to bed' construction
(Havighurst, 1974). The National Health ,Planning and Dev op-
ment Act of 1974, whiCh requires all States to eruct CN stet es,has given this type of.controt additional .impetus.. Conceptua
CN controls the levels of liigh unit cost inputs. In the _process of
hospitald' remaximiZing, it is not surprising to find compensatory
responses to such restraints.

An analysis by Salkever and Bice (1976) indicated that. whileCN- has decreased bed construction, asset pr bed have in-
creased, presumably on types of equipment not subject to regula-
tion-and on regulated items during the "grace" periods such laws
tend to provide. The hospitar§ use of labor inputs is assumed to
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be likewise affected by-CN. The variable cm. and CN2 identify,
re.wAttetively, States with CN...prior to 1972 and those with laws
implemented during 1972-73.23,/

In principle, PR is a method for PskYing hospitals according to
"fee schedules" fixed prior to the start or the year to which they
apply. After a set period, the schedules ''nay be-revalued accord-
ing to a formula, budget review, or negotiation (Dowling, 1974).

Aside from this feature, there is considerable variation_in PR in
terms of the number-of insurance.Prograrns covered, the methods "AJ

for setting rates, and whether the hospital's participation in PR
is compulsory or Noluntary. As of 19.73,-only New Jersey and Np*

- programs atYork had mandatory PR program both Medicaid and Blue
Cross plans. If PR has.any impact at all, it is likely to have an
iffect iii these two States because of their programs' relatiVely
broad coverage and mandatory nature. Hospitals in these States
are identified in our analysis by the v ariable pR.23

While it seems plausible from Program descriptions that the
prospective rates are not exogenous to the hospital in practice;
only Worthington (1976), in, a study of New Jersey PR where
almost all hospital-rates are set in advance by a budget review,
'presents empirical evidence. WortPlingtore.s.regressions indicate
that ,in 1972-73, a New Jersey hospital whose costs exceeded its ..

per .diem prospective rate in year t. Would be awarded a $.50
increase in the t .+ 1 per diem rate ,for each $1.00, of difference.
between the prospective -rate established for t and its realized-

cur red cost-based reimbursement, the award. woutld heacvtehrteienn- ,cost per (hem in. t. By comparison, under pure retrosp

$1.00., The, true prevalence of pure retrospective plans, however, ._

now or in the past,' is unfortunately unknown.

-For purposes of the regs,(
Empirical Results

ression analygi
.

all continuous vari
..

ablest are in log form, and all binary variables are linear. Ex-
pressedin thi ormicall continuous variable parameters have the
constant ela icity propeitriemttitAk , -

Table 2 gi es concise definitions tulkft--,:- variables. Rrofessional
nurse staffing regressions are presented in table. 3 Earlier, we
defined 29 variables.. For reasons of nlulticollinearit we have
limited .the number of included variable .-one time to a
maximum of 20. The parameter esti ates- are reasonably insen-
sitive

.../z1

to specification'changes in the range of variables included
in table 3. Variables included p .all regr-essionS are the ones fOr
which the theoretical justificatjai is the strongest and are; in our '

" We thank David Salkev'er far providing the data on CN.

"The New Jersey and New ,York progr are described in detail in Bauer and Clark (1,974a., 1974b).
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Table 29tieseise dellnitiass of nevus staffing sweatier variables
Variable Definition

Hospital's RN employment eipressed as full,time equivalent
. . hours
HI3 If divided by Hospital bedi
MEDIC __lig- Hospitalliarl-of university medical school coprt plex

.'iliURSa Hospital affiliated 'frith.nursing school l'-,'"
IWIEDSA Hospital affiliated with medical schobl but not part of a university

medical 'school-complex ... 4 .

VoLUN -. Voluist hmipital -. . -- -..
-PROPRI"-.:.....t' Pro hogiiiital
INC Reel per capita disposable.irscome

-.- -..r,,PHYSG General practitioners per 10,000 population
-: MD , Physicians per 10.000 population .

:.}.PHYSP Specialist physicians per 10,000 populationCOST ' Popreentage of potential -patients with'cost -based hospital insur-
,ance -' 1 JSICK Disability days per 1,000 persons aged 15 to 65ELD, ... Percentage of population aged 65 and over

. URB ., Percentage of population living Os urban areas

. .. CifiroDS.:..-- . Beds in "other" short -stay hospitals per 10,000 population..
SAFI_ ,___.2 .... . 410014tors .perking lot only "moderately safe" or,runsaffts" :-'-..W
BL.L....., .. Percentage of population that is black .. ,-- . - . :-1 VI:MRS ...,- Z::' Perientage of families living in houainowith. 2.54- persons perroost

-,TEDEP. Meangrantsary temperature
SUMP Suspended particulate mattlit
RAPE .. Rapes per 100,000 State population

AUTO Auto thefts per 100,000 State population . .
r...XP State and.'local government expenditures per 10,000 populationNSTU .,_ Graduates of nursing schools pet 10,000 State population
UNION Hospital hiss -collective bargaining agreement covering RNsMOW_ - Hospital's beds as percentage of all short-stay beds in county-
VIZA0Ei........... Real-RN starting moth fly salary-diploms,. full-time atsospital;

no experience elsewhere . . ..
.-, WAGE2_t Real -LPN-aide-ordeily hourly-salary.

WAGES_ '- Real hourly;salary--clerical,Jaisor, service employeesCN1 State had certificate-of-need before 1972 .

CN2 State instituted certificate-id-need during 1972-73
..- PR Identifies New Jersey and New York prospective reimbursementplans . .

BEDS. Number of beds in.hospital ,DFL1 State price index -DF1.2--_, Area price index

judgment, the best measured. In most cases, we give partialcorrelations for excluded . variables (in parentheses when no,parameter estimate is given).
As noted, we have experi ed with two cost-of-living de-flators. In general, regressio ing the State price index (DFL)

"4b
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Table S. Norse sterling regressions

Explanatory
variable

.Dependent variabli

1.H 2.HB 3.H 44.1I4 5.HB

sasiosp,
492)

NURSC - *0,166
(0.053)

MEDSA..

VOLUN

PIROPRI

1NC

(0.03)
.0.071

. (0.042)
-0102

0179
(0.112)

PHYSG 0.102-
_ (0.034?

PHYSP *0.052
(0.012)

COST 0.071

SICK

Ef..D

URB

OBEDS

SAFE

BLK

. HDENS

TEMP

SUSP

RAPE

AUTO

EXP

NSTU

UNION

MON

(0.04)
=0204
(0.4)44)

(0.03)
o.trri

(0.042)
-0.119

0.180
(0.111)

80.095
(0.033)
*0.053
(0.011)
30.077

(0.02) g
10.157 It
(0.053)

(0.03)
'0.068
(0.043)

-0.110

0.177
(0.112)

8 0.103
(0.034)
*0.051
(0.012)

,'17.062
(0.033)

-0222
.

(0.Q32).
-0.242
(0.091)

(0.032)
-0265
(0.090)

3

-0.348 s -0.347
(0.064) (0,064)T
(0.00) ( 0 0 1 )

(0.00) (-0.01)
%. 0.041 0.049

(0.041) (0.041)
= - p.0122 -0.0114'

(0.0047) (0.0046)
-0.030 -0.032
(0.025) (0.925)

* -0.038-
(0.013) (0.012)

-0.066 -0,048
1 0.034) (0.033)
11

(0.03) (0.03)

(0.04) (0.04)

(0.03) (0.03)
0.135 0.128

(0.069) (0.069)

(0.02) (0.02)

(().02) (0.04)

.0

46

(0413)
0.163 I

(0,6ee)

coin) -
01)82

(0.043)

0.143
(0.110)
2 0.108
(0.034)
*0.052
(0.012)

*0.083
(0.032)

kiz0.234

.0.067
(0.087)
0.15E1
(0.948)
0.069

(0:0611)
0.075

(0.044)

_Ackt071),

I

a 0.131
(0105)*

* 0.116
(0.033)

* 0.052
(0.012)

'0.074
(0.030)

- 0.302
(0.094). 0.091) (0.088)

-0.342 * -0.367 -0.267
(0.065) (0.062) (0.062)

-0.002
(0.01) (0.01) (0.007)

0.0006
(0.00) (- 0 .00) (0.011)
0.041

(0.041) (0.04) (-)
-0.0130 2 -0.0137

ep.004a) (r-).(0.0048)
-0.031 -0.026
(0.026) (0.026) 11. (-)

-0.040 a -0.1:133
(0.013) (0.013) (-)

-0.048
(0.035) (-0.04)

(0.03)_ (0.02) , (-)-
(0.04) (0.03) ( -)

,MIN

(0.02) (0.01) --)
0.117 0.123

(0.070) (0.069) ( -)

(0.01) (0.02) - ).
(0.01) (00 3)



Table 3.--Nurse staffing regressions--Continued

Explanator3v._
Dependent variable

. variable 1.H 2.HB 3.1.1 4.H

WAG E2

WAGES

( -).
0.250

(0.181)
0.416

(0.214)

(-)
0.265

(0.181)
03416

(0.210)

(-)
9.247

(0.182)
0.407

(0.214)

(-)
0.260

-4" (0.184)
0.280

(0.206)CN1 . 0.092
(-) (-) (0.085) (-)CN2 0.062
(-) (-) (0.049) (-)PR,

BEDS * 1.035
(-)

1.035 t 1.(01,1e'f. (0.029) (-) (0.029) (0.028) ,CONSTANT -0.027 0.125 -0.056 0.174
(-) (-) (-) - (-)

RI:=0.91 112=0.42 -Rt= 0.91 R' =0.91
F(18,484) F(17,487) F(20,482) F(16,488)
=' 277.1 =I 20.3 =2 249.6 =' 307.4

5.HB

-0.241
(0.147)
0.211

(0.182)
0:587,

(0.217)

(-)
0.954

(-)
R' =0.39
F(16,490)
=219.7

Uses DFL2. Wee table 2.
Significant' '1- percent level.

3 Significant-it the 6-percent level.
Note: Nurnbe.rs in parentheses are standard errors when there is a parameter estimate; otherwise theyare partiat correlations.

give a slightly better fit than those based on an index that. per-.mits intrastate variation in prices (DFL2). In general, thestaffing results are insensitive to our choice of deflator. All re-gressions use DFL1 except the fourth, which is presented to shoal
the few diffeminces that do emerge when DFL2 is used. The fifthregression rased on the assumption of a competitive market

.for professional nursing services. The professional nurse wage(WAGE1) is included, and, as appropriate for a competitive market, factor-supply variables are excluded. The parameter esti-
mate of the BEDS parameter is essettially unity. Thus, exceptfor the change in the R2, it makes little difference which depend-ent variable is used. The variants, including BEDS as :an.explanatory variable, are not necessarily better. The higher Res
reflect the fact. that the BEDS variable picks uphorgpital,size.*Of the. preference-production function variables, the NURSC
coefficient indicates higherpVofessiontilnurse staffing in nursing
school affiliated hospita.ls.4pre pattern by hospitak,ownership
shows voluntary hospitals the higheSt levels of staffing and
the. proprietaries the lowest. These differences may.beadue to.
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volunttm hospitals' preferences for more quantity and/or qual-
ity than. the profit-oriented institutions. Alternatively, there.
may be organizatitinal slack in nonprofit hoapitals,,or such hialrbi-

_

tals may be allocatively inefficient;-as Bays (mimeo.) claims. Our
rest* ts are far frini sufficient to support any of these arguments.
Affiliation with medical training programs appears to have little
Impact on professional nurse staffing.

The pa:rameter estimates of income (INC), the physician-
population ratios (PHYSG and PHYSP) and cost-based reim-
bursement (COST) are all positive and signcant At the
5-percent level or better in most gases. From the It coefficients,
one may infer that part of the observed spatial variation in
professional nurse staffing stems from differences in patients'
'ability to pay for professional nurse-intensive Aervices and/or
from geographiAlifferences in the availability of ,philanthropic
or Government capital and operating funds for such services. In
regressions based on our survey with LPN and afte-orderly staff-
ing as dependent variables (not shown in this' study), INC'a
parameter estimates are consistently negative. This evidence
tends to support the view that more professional nurses are used
in the process of purchasing higher quality levels of hospital
service..

The higher elasticity for general practitioner g (PHYSG) than
for speciaeigts (PHYSP) is' somewhat surprising, particularly in
view of Feldstein's (1971) finding that demand-for hospital

is lower in States where general practitioners (GPs) are
relatively more numerous. But', since specialists outnumber GPs
about three toone tRoback (1975)1 the marginal. impact on RN
staffing from a unit change in specialists per. 10;000 population
exceeds the, marginal impact from a comparable change in the
GP-population ratio. The physician parameter estimates estab-
lish important links "between manpower policies that affect
physician location and professional nurse staffing.

The COST parameter estithates are positive and, with one ex-
ception, significant at the 5-percent level or better. 'Using the
sample mean for COSTr28:2 percentand the table 3 COST elas-
ticities, nurse staffing is predicted to rise from 22 to 30 percent on
the average if cost-b1.1mA' reimbursement were extended to the
entire United. State ulation under a national health insur-
ance plan.

The health variables SICK and ELD have negative coefficients
and are always statistically significant at conventional levels.
The' negative signs may reflect longer lengths of stay in less
'healthy populations. Hospital stays are less prof ional nurse-

- intensive after the first few. days, since special se ices using
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substantial amounts of professional nursing inputs are usually
consumed early in hospital stay.

With One exception, the urban (URB) and other beds in county
---(OBEDS)--varisibles-have-beetrexclud-ed-from the staffing regres-sions. Judging from the partial correlations, it is clear theseyarial;les make virtually no Contributiori, once snumber of othervariables have, been included." The poor results for OBEDS mayimply that hospitals- are -truly monopolists in their productmarketor, at the other extreme, that they compete in a marketarea much larger than the county-4Ind OBEDS shoUld havebeen defined fora larger geographic unit.'

Factor-supply variables SAFE, BLK, HDENS, TEMP,' SUSP,
RAPE, AUTO, and EXP measure the relative attractiveness of
the geographic area in which the hospital is located. Of these; thehist four have the strongest rationale for inclusion and are the
best measured. Although SAFE'S coefficient generally exceedsits standard error, the coefficient's sign is implausible. The
parameter estimates of the black Population percentage (FMK)
and the housing density variable have plausible negative signs,
implying hospitals in these areas have less attractive environ-
flIentei.--Th-e-tifilrip-erattire and pollution coefficients (TEMp and
sum)) suggest ENs prefer warm and pollution-free areas." Vari-
ables RAPE, AUTO, and EXP are unfortunately defined for the
hospital's State rather than a smaller geographic unit. Judging
from the partial correlations, it is evident these variables make
Only a small contribution, given the other variables in the staff-
ing *egressions."

The nursing school graduating class size (NSTU) coefficient is
significantly positive in' one regression and nearly so in the
others. The NSTU.elasticity implies a doubling of class sizes in a

State would lead, on the average,to a 15L to 20-percent increase
in nurse staffing in hontiVals located in that -State. This result
heti:important' policy iinplieatioris that we explore in the next
'section. In preliminarY"regressiOns, neither bargaining (UNION)northe'mnopsony measure (MON) denionstrated any relation-
ship with nurse staffing. They have therefore been excluded from
the staffing regressions 'presented in table 3.

The .cross -wage terms.(WAGE2 and WAGE3) have plausible,
positive impacts on nurse 'staffing. Although there is no .tatisti-
cal evidence from past studies, it is reasonable to expect the
elasticity of substitution between RNs and LPN-aide-orderly

"Those variables' simple correlations with the staffing dependent variables range from +0.20'to +0.43.
"The wage regressions do twat fully confirm this result; see the-discussion in chapter 3.

The simple correlations between these variables and the dependent variables are much higher (by abouta factor of 10)-
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category (represented by WAGE2) to exceed the substittition
elasticity between RNs and hospital clerical-labor-service work-
ers. But, as noted before, the `latter group represents a much
higher proportion of themean hospital's wage_ bill. _Since the
degree of responsiveness of RN staffing to wages of other per-

- sonnet may be expected to rise with the substitution elasticity
and the proportion, it is not clear a priori (even from a highly
simplified hospital model) which of the two cross-wage elasticities
should be larger. Given that the proportions are known, and
giyen the parameter estimates from table 3, one may infer that

.. the' RN-LPN-aide-orderly substitution elasticity is slightly
higher. In the fourth regression, the WAGE3 coefficient falls
dramatically with a change in the cost-of-living deflator. How-
ever, the COST coefficient rises. Our estimates in these cases are
somewhat sensitive to the choice among (admittedly imperfect)
deflators.

. The fifth regression's specification is appropriate under the
assumption that the market far professional nursing services is .e

competitive. On goodness-of-fit criteria, this regression is almost
as. go_od ItS_ the second regresion, which has the same dependent
variable but contains RN factor-supply variables: This result per
se does, not enable us to determine whether the' RN market is
perfectly or imperfectly competitive; the WAGE1 variable could
incorporate the effects of 'exogenous forces' on the RN-supply
side, which are represented explicitly in thMther.regressions.

eThe fifth regression, like th others, doesmTply that 'a con-
strained maximization model is appropriate for analyzing hospi-
tal input decisions. These results support lhrenberg's (1974>
argument much more strongly than Ehrenberg's own evidence.

The certificate-of-need variables (CN1' and CN2) enter the third
regression; the coefficients fire positive and exceed their' stand-
ard errors but are insignificant at conventional levels. Prospec-
tive reimbursement (PR) enters several regressions, but does not
perform well in any of them." These results are very tentative.
Further work on this topic is needed, and an important extension
would be to gauge regulation's impact using a time series of cross
'sections(including observations on hospitals before and after the
regulatory device was instituted) in order to verify that the regu-
lation variables measure regulation as opposed to unspecified
State effects.

-,Conclusions and Policy Implications
We have made an empirical assessment of the forces underly4

IT '11;e variable PR is excluded from all regressions presented in table 3.
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ing professional nurse staffing in hospitsgb. Subject to the
caveats mentioned earlier, our summary finings and the policy
implications that these findings support are several.

Even-e-cursory --examination of- nurse- population ratios- by-
. State reveals a substantial amount \of 'interstate variation in
prOessional nurse-population ratiOsi. But if one adds other types
of_nureing_personnel--LPNs and aides-orderliesto_professional
nurses and examines the resulting ratios, interstate variation
almost disappears. Clearly, employers of nursing personnel sub-
stitute less skilled personnel for professional nurses in geo-
graphic areas in which professional nurses are relatively scarce.
Hospitals located in geographic areas where the price of less
skilled personnel is comparatively low and/or in which recruit-
ment of RNs is difficult have in fact substituted such personnel
for professional nurses. This finding does not imply that this is
necessarily desirable; it can only be said that hospitals, facing
budgetary limitations and given the relative costs of obtaining
various kinds of personnel, have been willing to make this kind of
substitution. "0"

The_p_rincipal_instrument -for- affecting:- the distribution- of-
nurses has been nurse training. Our results demonstrate that
expansion of nurse training may be successfully used to increase
the availability of nurses in geographic areas where such in-
creases are desired. Our RN wage study in chapter 3 shows RN
wages are lower in States with extensive nurse training
facilities. Expansion of nurse training facilities rabies the nurse
student population with prev is attachmellt to the-State; many
of these students decide to locate in the State upon graduation,
even if they can earn less there. According to Sloan (1975), the
probability that a nurse will remain in the State where he/she
trained is high, at least for the first position in nursing. Viewed
over the life cycle, the retention rate is much lower, but
nevertheless substantial. A. second empirical issue relates to the
number of nurses who would have otherwise entered the State as
practicing nurses, had there been fewer domestic (in State)
graduate's. No direct ernpiiicil evidence is available on this issue.
Our. nurse training parameter estimates incorporate both the
retention' and ininigration effects. Although retention and. in-
migration are not directly observable, it can be said that if inmi-
gration is reduced by expanding dgmestic training, it.-is more;
than offset by retention of greater numbers of in-State
graduates. OUT analysts offers no new information on the rela-
tivp merits of nurse training' versus measures to boost the labor
ft:nice participation rate of the existing pool,,of nurses. But .in
combination with results to be presented, nurse training appears'
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to be a far surer way to assure an adequate pool of nurses in a
given geographi area than are other types of incentives we shall
consider. .

-We havp pr nted -evidence-that the community -physician-
population rata has a positive impact on nurse staffing in
hospitals in the same community. Policies to affect the spatial
distribution of hysicians affect the spatial distribution of profede
sional nurses indirectly via the effects physician availability
have on the use of hospital services. Policymakers have become
increasingly aware that financial support of medical education
has implications beyond the provision.of physicians' services per
se. The findings of this study. are consistent with this aware-
ness. In forecasting the supply of nurses in a particUlar loca-
tion, one must take into account thentesactions between nurse
location and the location of.the physicians.

Legislation frequently requis that executive branch agen-
cies designate those geographic lareas experiencing various types
of manpower "shortage" and that public funds be spent in such
areas to alleviate the shortage. Although the term shortage
means many thirigs, to many people (Blair and Sloan, 1975), one
plausible interpretation is the levels of earnings'required by the
professional nurse to work in certain areas is usually high, be-
cause they find them to be relatively unattractive locations in
which to work and live. Several factor-supply variables describ-
ing the hospital's location have been included 1p our empirical
analysis. Of these, the most precise relationship% pertain to hos-
pital location in inner-city areas. If increased nurse staffing in
such areas is desired, it will be necessary to offer compensating
incentives. If shortage is to mean unusually low manpower-
population ratios, as it generally does in policy discussions, one
must, of ,course, refer to exogenous sources of variation on the
product-demand, including ability to pay, as well as the factor-
supply side.

The performance -of personal- per capita income, one of the
prodUct-demand variables, clearly supports the notion that at
least part of the spatial-variation in professional nurse staffing is
due to differences in communities' ability to pay for kinds of
hospital services that happen to'-be professional nurse-intensive.,
In past research on nurse staffing (Levine and Phillip, 1975) and -
in several studies of hospital costs, researchers have taken spe-
cial care to specify explanatory variables relating to hospital'
case mix. However, such variables as case mix and style of care
are themselves endogenous to-the hospital sector and dependent
on income and other factors. Considering case mix and style, of
care variables as exogenous. probably leads to an understate-

.
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..,ment of income' effect. Niftily policy discussions imply thatsupply -fide factors reflecting the attractiveness of particular lo-cations are principally responsible for marked spatial disparitiesin murawipaptzlation_ratios; it-is-Inappropriate to place, all blame
. On the ,supply side. Our findings attribute some of the variationwe are able to explain to such demand-side factors as income.
' Traditionally, there have been wide regional disparities in in-come and wealth. The South in particular has lagged behindother regions in terms of economic growth. Since 1970, or there-abouts, there have been marked changes in relative rates ofincome and population growth. Reversing,post trends, the Southon the whole now leads,in rates of growth. The empirical resultsreported here imply regional dispa ities in nurse availability willtend to narrow as interregional dif ences in wealth narrow. Inthis sense, the m distribution of nurses wild at least partiallysolve itself. This s not to say nurse availability will becoineadequate in all a as; nor do we wish to minimize the importanceof Government's role in this field. Certainly, Government's re-4.8ponsibility in identifying areas that professional nurses findparticularly unattractive locations in which to..work andlive willcontinue. The development of effective offsetting op compensat-ing incentives is, however, as frequently stressed in this, study,no easy matter.

With 'the probable enactment of some form of national healthinsurance (NH I) in the future, there is widespread interest -aboutthe effect of extending coverage to previously uninsured seg-ments of society, and about the consequence of specific pro Visionsof such plans. Since NHI's potential for extending coverage topersons previously without hospital -insurance is very small(Newhouse, et al., 1974), attentionas far as the hospital sector isconcernedis appropriately focused on the effects of spe'cificNHI provisions. The conceptual analysis of the. comparative irn-'pacts of cost- versus charge-based reimkumaipent is complex'.Ultimately ,,the issue of the relative effectl Must be decided em-pirically. Our results imply cost based reimbursement induces ,,,hospitals to use skilled .inputs suck as professionibl nur.9i4s in'greater amounts; and our results are clearer in this regard thanDavis' (1973). In contrast, however, Salkever (1972) reported thatcommercial insurance; which is only very rarely cost-bilged, is onbalance more inflationary. These copflicting results suggestvianunmistakable need for`more empirical res9arch on thisIrripor'tant
Thii chapter has included a preliminary assessment of unionand orhonopsony inipacts on profes4ional nurse staffi, in hospi-tals. In. both instances, essentially no effect is detectdir Howe-ver,
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both unionisation and monopsony impacts are 'analyzed in

greater depth in chapter 3. Likewise, we have attempted to iso-
late employment effects associated with two regulatory devices,
eertificate-of-need and prospective-reimbursement. Neither ap-
pears to be important in terms of professional nurse staffing.
Since 1973, the year;of the Survey of Hoipital Directors of Nurs-
ing, was a time during which States were just beginning to im-

plement these regulatory programs on .a large-scale basis,
employment effects shoUld be reassessed using, data four more
recent years. ,

Again, ,althbugh differences between nonprofit and for-profit
hospitals are frequently emphasized, our results do not indicate
different behavior in terms of professional nurse staffing. In
chapter 3, we assess another possible form Of for-profit/nonprofit
differences, the "philanthropic" wage hypothesis." Hospital
affiliated with schools of Aursing have highw levels of nurse
staffing. Medical school affiliation, however, has no impact per se

on the number of nurses employed. To the extent possible, it is
important tofonsider.dif4tences in hospital mix when making
interarea coMperisons-of nurse av-ailability. Sometimes-the dis-
tribution of "hospOls by type of hospital -affects nurse employ-
ment, as in the case of hospitals affiliated.with nursing schools,
lbut\at the same time, these differences are not directly responsi-
ble for meaningful interarea variation in patient access to nurs-
ing services.
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chapter 3
PROFESSIONAL...NURSE. WAGE SETTING IN

HOSPITALS
Frank A. Sloan

. and
Richard A. Elnicki

Introduction
4

-in this chapter, we analyze the determinants of compensation
levels for professlional nurses with particular reference to wages,
using the basic frametvork developed in chapter 2. Not only maywages potentially of ect a nurse's Choice of .employer, but re-
Iearch on other aspects of nurse supplyespecially nurse labor
force partiCipation, weeks worked per year, and hours woked,Per
week-- vindicate wages are an important supply determinant in
these areas. Empirical evidence of wages' impact on the nurse's
choice of employer is car less certain. It is possible more cpnclu-
sive evidepce will be okotaine.dl' once more 'precise measdred of
earning opportunities in alternative employment settings are
available.

Although this chapter has important implications for policies
specifically concerned with the spatial distribution -of profes-
sional nurses, it also relates to policies aimed at tempering the
rise in hospital costs. During the past decade, costs per patient
day have risen at an annual rate exceeding ercent. Although
most empirical research on hospital costs haliescribed changes
in the components of hospital costs or has assessed the extent of
economics of scale in hospitals, few studies have analyzed the
behavioral forces underlying changes in the quantities of inputs
used to produce hospital services and their prices. A prerequisite
for the formulation of effective hospital cost-control policies is an
understanding of the nature 'of these ,behavioral forced.

Policies of the Federal-Government have several potential ef-
-fects on professional nurses' compensation that need to be
examined. One such policy is the loan-forgiveness program that
has been used by the Department of Health% Education, and
Welfare as a method for, indticing nurses to locate in "under-
served" areas. Ail shown in appendix B, wages expressed in real
terms are about the same in hospitals .with _and without the
speCial loan.forgiveness designation, although in 'some respects
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lean,fOrgivariess hooPitals have better offerings than Oilers. One'
., l'irportaht objective of the, analysis of piofessionail nurse com-

pensation at the 'outset was to determine whether hospitals eli-
riblefora special-loan-forgiveness designation.offer lower wages
to professional nurses as a result. If this proved to be the case,
the potential effectiveness of loan forgiveness could be reduced,

01 or, for that matter, could be almost totally offset. On further
reflection, it was determined that an esmatamment of the loan -

forgiveness progralhl might not be adequately performed with a
single cross section, because the loan-forgiveness designation, at
the time the data were collected, was primarily a function of a
hospital's professional riurse staffing levels. In other words, the

lidesignation is itself a function of one of our model's dependent
variables. However, the potential impacts of other policies on.
wages, suchies those *relative to regulation and unionization, can
be evaluated.

. ft-has been alleged by Yett (1970) and others thitt hospitals
exercise monopsony power in the market for professional nurses'
services; and It has been noted that nurses are freouently "sec-
ondary wage earners," ti factor tending to limit their geographic
mobility and, hence, to red.uee the elasticity of nurse supply', in'
many market areas. since nuriiing is a skilled occupation, the:
possibilities for substituting other types of personnel for nurses'
are limited. -Moreover, over 70 percent of U.S. hospitals are lo-

.cated lei -one-'hospital communities (Baird, 1969). The - presence of
real hospitals, within a community tends to make it more

difficult for hospitals to exercise monopsony power, although, as
with substitution, collusion among hospitals in the interests of
depressing nurse compensation levels is not impossible.

While the issue of whether or not hospitals exercise monopsony
power, may appear to merit interest froin a scholarly perspective,
it may seem to :'have few implications for public policy. This,
howeyer, is by no mea.
*Sony has been used t
tals (Y,ett, 1970 Altm

e case. First; the presence of a rnonop-
in vacant nursing poisitions in hospi-

71). If thes'e vacancies reflect the use
of monopsony powerthey do not merit attention by policymakers
as indicators of a nursing "shortage"; as can be demonstrated
theoretically; a monopsonistic employer will hire fewer em-
ISIGyees and offer them a lowerlevel of compensatiOn. If hospitals

isolated areas are often in Islet monopsonists, lower profes-
sional nurse staffin ratios in such areas may be.at'least par-
tially due to the exercise of monopsony. power. The valid question.
for policymakers to raise is whether it is desirable to assist hospi-

, tals in recruiting and retaining nurses if, in fact, their appar
ently low staffing ratios are the result of a deliberate decision on
1P-
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their part to, in effect, exploit nurses so as to generate rush flow
to serve other objectives of thschospital. .

In orderto examine this and related pjints, it is*worth review-
_ infg_sollpe_e_conomic theory- 1-n order for _hospitals to- ive menop-

monist, (or oligopsonists), they must individually face an./
upwardsloping labOr supply curve in contrast to the horizontal
supply curve facing individual. employers in competitive labor
markets. In a competitiv market, the change in the employer's
total personnel cost when a unit of labor is added is the wage paid
that unit.' In such muskets the employer can obtain as many
units of labor as he desires at the "going" (or compttive) wage.
In monopsonistic (or oligvpsonistic) markets,, the employer must

us he pays the newl hired
ItPay higher wages to attract more labor units; moreover, must

give existing workers the same wage
worker. Therefore, not only does the employer face the cost of the

. wage 'Skid to additional workers, but also the raises he must pay
existing bmplOyees. The chapge in total personnel costs per addi-
tional worker (or unit of labtr) hired is called the marginal factor
cost (MF.C). Accordhig to economic.theory, the profit-maximizing
firm in the position of*a monopsonist would hire the number of
worker?, at the point where the MFC equals labor's marginal
revenue product (MRP), the firm's demand curve for labor. If the
emigoyer is a 'Perfect competitor in the market for inputs, the
wage equjls the MFC. Although these concepts have been de-
veloprd fot p'rofit-maximizing firms, they apply as well to hospi-
tals 1;vith the objective function specified in chapter 2.

Referring to figure 1; if hospitals a
hire Q, units of labor at wage W. HovVever,
units they would hire at W1, they would answ

opsonists, they will
asked ,how many

Q.. The difference

Wage

Qu'antities of
-supplied and

- demanded
F igure 1. Employment and 'vacancies: The monopsonist case.
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groat represents "equilibrium vacancies." If a labor union sup-.

ofisafully bargained with thy hospital, It might force wages up to
We. the maximum the hospital would ever pay. In this case, Qk-z

W-s-A-f-the--wage_w
b7 COrapetitilei maiket forces, the hospital would also hire 4,
unift, and the hospital's ?AFC schedule would correspond to the
dottedline emanating from W. As seen in figure 1, both Qa and
Ws exceed 441 and W,, staffing and wage levels, respectively, in the
monopsony case.

As notedly% chapter 2, recent changes In the Taft-Hartley law
will undoubtedly facilitate the growth of collective .bargaining by
professional nurses who are employees of not-for-profit hospitals. .

Unionisation and collective negotiations in the determination of
salary and other bang:Olts potentially provide. a .seouhtervailing
force to monopsony'exilloitation. by employei4L'This- potential
be .evaluated here.

On the other hand, Feldstein (1971) has argded that not-for-
*profit hospitals pay Wages in excess of the level. requi7d to ob-
tain the number of employees they desire. Rather titan exploit.
employees, according to Feldstein's '"philainthropic wage
hypothesis;" they pay too much. This hypothteis will. also be
evaluated. The extent of hospital _employers' "charitableness"
would be of interest to third-party payers, both_ private and pub-
lic, who offer cost -based reimbursement.

One of the principal objectives of this study as a .Wiinle is to
better understand nurse* preferences for Various aspeets
their jobs.-1Sfecifically, what sacrifices in terms of wages are
nurses willing to make for Improvements in 'various kinds of
frizkge benefits, warkink conditions, an :the like? One approach to
answering this question is the- "htscldniC" .method. Undeylying
this method is the assumption that employees' willingpess to pay
fdr specific employMent:related.benefits will tie refiectedin corn-
.pensating wage differentials. If employees on the average find,a
specific benefit, such as free parking or freefedgsation, is
$X per month to them, w'a'ges would be $r-ItAvEr in a setting
offering the benefit. Accoir:aing to-the hedonic approach, which we
use. in this chapter, one gauges willingness to pay front the ob-
served wage differentials. Chapters that fotlow use alternative
methods of analyzing the same basic issue. The hedonic method
yields, similar results with regard to descriptors of the environ-
ment surrounding the hospital. For example, if nurses prefer to
work in pollution-free settings, this shoujd, in-principle, be re- .

fiectfed in terms of observable wage differentials.
There has been a substamtial amount of priiir research on

in general and nurse wage-setting in particular
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. pertinent. to dux. lysis.'11* feWii some tin-
pcirtaint dAittribUtions ttr'this Meer third section pre-scrits the basic results or otir4e.ratiirica al5itsis of professional
ntriise wages. Relationships betviliten wage and nonwagiitienefitsate- considei- tri 'the- fourth section, -antri the final "'section con-tattua our concjusions. :

ie. .

Monopsony .

titerture

: There are .earitialbe.tw.0* origirig; of mono- PSony power, 0017'''.'-.,. trived and natural In the -dase..Of -coritriVed monopsonies; eM- ._
1:40Yers 'of O.PPOiAcialftedr. types- Q. b or :n ake;:a.n . agreement ,:

,-
to:purchase. such personriel-Ori specific and Promise. not to .undercut ,one another. Example's- of contrived. mOnopsonies arefound in professional.lithletiCS..13 eontr the--.Principal scturceof. natural. Monopsonies is the irnniobilit of..a fa or of produc-4tiein. In thectore-Seirit application, the 'potential so race of nionOti

.

sony power is the professional nurse'sAmmo ility. Contrived ..rnonopsonies.cannot. be .ruled:out-ixi nursing in e cases where .hospital employers.in-a.locality- form an associa to serve their-"mutUal interestg." (This type bf arrangement is disCussed inYett, 1970.) Such assoCiation's, however, could- not succeed were,it not for the geographic immobility of 'many nurses. Beforeconcluding that inonopsonY situations must be prev,alent 'in.nursing, particularly in view of empirical evidence, an _niirse: mobility patterns presented in several places in this volume, it6
iS esi3erltia.I to consider several additional factors...

First, it. is,,izot necessary for*11 persons in a labor market .tomove in response to w ge differVntials for the labor market to be:-perjectly competitive ather than MonoRsonistic. MOveMent ofonly some prospectiv,e mployees is sufficient. For this treason, itis very.-difficult to- .establish the :existence of monopsony powerfrom data:= on mobility rates examined in isolation froin ?tilerevidenee. But there is some q tiestion whether there are sufficientnumbers of prospective nurse employees, willtrig to move for ..money, who are able to fill this role. Rather, nursed ofte.h move in
response to egonornie incentives offered. the Spduse. Therefore,mobility rateci.)f nurses per se may oiterstate the responsivenesS

_Of.nurses to geographic wage differentials in nursing.: .
SeCond; employers are more likely to possess monopSonk power.

in the-shOrt.terin rather than in the long term. Longer periods ofeaiermit persons to search for.alternatilres in other locationS.4over, there is greater assurance to prospective -employees
-,_ ti1

'..d°- -fit
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differentidiare Very ttransitory- and there-
'I?OA will persist over a suffiCiently longtime period to make the

move '.financially attractive: The possibility that hosp4alsr are
monopsonisee in the short-term but notin-the long tom raises a
legitimate question about the "rAn" that one actually observes in
a sinige cross sectierr'such ap the one analyzed in the context of
this study. It is quite pOssible that the inferences about monop-
sony power one makes tiorn empirical analysis are sensitive to
the nature Of the data employed.

Third, the slope of th-earuPply 'curve 'facing a hospital depends
on the responsivenessOf nurse hours Kf work to wages, as Well as,
the responsiveness of geographic movements to financial incen-
tivirci the extent nurse'wor.k.hours are.wage'elitstrc, the slope
of the supply curve. will be more elastic and the ability of hospi-
tals to.exercise monopsony poWer will be correspondingly less. As
indi6ated. in chapter 8, nurse-work hours- are partially dependent
on-wage rates offered nurses, although. the.precise magnitude of
the response, remains subject to somedebate.

There are es§entially. two ways'Act assess-the existence of a
monopsony when a wage rate is the dependent -Variable. First,
.product_ demand variables 'should deMonstrate no impact *On-
wages kettle market istboth competitive andiin equiiibrium. If the
market has Trionopsonistic eleinents;.variables hypothesized, to
have a positive-impact on product desnand should have a positive
impact on .wageg'.'ithe rationaleSor this test can be seen with
reference to fig9rea. tf the market were competitive, each hospi-

dot-
=ted liri4 emanating from W2, -altho
tal woUld. face .a 'labor Supe.plf-Z!laryeir as the (horizontal) dot-

the supply curve for the
market as a vkhotewOucd have. a positive (upward) slope. Any

. outward .shift in the ho-spital's demand_ for labor,-(MRP) curve
would raise employment but would have no irripact on -wages. :-
However, an outward shift in the .demand for labor curve in the
monopsony case would raise both employment and wages. In
terms of figure 1, an outward_ shift in demand would result in
eritployment and wages;greater than Q and W1. Thus, empleY-,
ment is raised -in both cOmpetitive and monopsony cases, while
wage§ ;are.-only- raised in the, latter.

While ,possibly suggestive; this empirical test TO* not be con-
clusive fcir several reasons. Poi-, one, given data lintitations, the
test-Can really only distinguish labor markets that are competi-
tive oh ;a,regional or national basis from monopsonistic markets.
Since the product demand ,variables, such as per capita incoMe,
physician availability, and third-party reimbursement afe
finea.ori a county .basis, the test cannot distinguish between a
rnarket:thatTis competitive within a county and a mortopsonistic



market. Moreover, this empirical test may" not be fully conclu-because,dernand variables could show. apattern'siniilar to aManapsony's it the market:is.in tempiirary; competitiveequilibrium: .

'A second .type of empirical test reflects the observation thatmbnopsony is mere likely, the m-ore highly concentrated a labormarket*. is on the einployers' sid4e, The reason is that collusionamong employers is commonly thought to be more difficult inmaikeVs where there are nuineroUs:iridividual emplOyei*.ea'ehproViding employment for a small fraction of employees ingiven Market _area. Alternative measures a.pprcisria-te for -tl*second -kind. of test will,tie considered late.r in-the review of pr6violks.literatiire and in discuSsirig..our own work.
'sFour article within the health. services research field -dealwith the monopsony" issue. Herd (1973) estimated :Wage 'regres-sions for professional Mirses,- using' U.S. Census and Bureau of.'Labor, Statistics data. His "wageationd.ithnot cOrftain._Ein?product- demand -Tvariables. hus,hidid not cond Uct the firSt -testOf monapsony-poWer. howeveZ-, include a.Measure of em-conCentrationthe percentage-of non-Federal hospitalemployment accounted for by the eight largest hospital in the.Standard. Metkopolitan Statistical:Area (SMSA). Hurd's Choice ofMeasurewas influenced by the fact that his observationalunit isthe SMSA. Given this observational unit, and since within an ;-SMSA there-are su'rely.several potential employers-of nurses; theonly way that pure monopsony'pOWer can be observed is ifthereare explicit cartel arrangements among employers.

hoWever, 'possible that employers possesS ollgopsonisticpOWer. That is, each employer faces an upward-sloping supplycurve of labor, but, in. addition:, the 'employer must gauge thereaction of other employers to the wage he sets; Under oligop-sony, any.wage increases on the part o(f.,the employer will be metby other employers.; but any,wage deCreaSe will not be met; andthus will reult in a substantial iliss,of emplayees to other em-players. For this reason, theie is a discontinuity (ar4tink)-in the,..Supply of labor curve facing the oligopsonist, 'located at em_ ploy-thent level Q in figure2. By contrast, the monopsonist, not facing
. potential reactions froth other emplokeIrs, faces a continuoussupply curve, as seen in fii.ure 1. The discontinuity introduces a.range. of indeterininacy over *Which product demand can shiftwithout influencing either employment- or wages, the strictlyvertical portion of the MFC curve figure 2. As employerS be-
come more numerous, the likelihood of oligOpsonistic behaviorbecomes much less. The coefficient of Hurd's concentration ratiovariable wads _negative and statistically significant in all regres-
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Figure 2:Empl oymentAnd vacancies: The otigonso4st case.. .

sions presented. This evidence supports the-iutment that there
are some noncompetitive elements in the mark for professional'
-nursing Aervice.

The 'evidence on monopsony pow"r presented tar Davis (1973) is:
more indire'ct. In contrast's to Hurd's study, which dealt exclu-.

_sively with professional nurses, the Davis analysis included all
hospital pers'onnel. One may thus have expected from the outset
that Davis would haVe found no evidence of mOnolisony- power,
even had existed in some occupations. Certainly markets in
many lower skilled occupations may be competitive, even if those
in the more highly specialized -occupations poSgessed noricarm-

erietiti-ve elements. Davis. measured monopsony power by the
number of hbspitals-per s'quare.;mile in n-the State, FresuMably, if
hospitals behave as monop,sonists, wages,will be higher in areas
of higher hospital density.

As Davis (p. 198) stated:.
Evidence on the monepsony hypothesis-is mixed. Wages are insignificantly
related to hospital density when the (hospital) facilities variables are in-
cluded, but excluding specialized facilities leads to a significantly positive
relationship. That is, wages are highe? in areas with more hospitals, implying
collusive agreements with hospitals either do not exist or bieak doWn when
there are a large number of competing for labor. Because of the
high correlation between l'acilities and hosjpital 'density, 'it is difficult to iso-
late-the iMportance of each issue. Overall, explination is slightly higher when
specialized facilities are included.

4
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Since Davis' wage measurethe average wage for the hospital
(payroll divided by the total number of emplosiees)---erlcorripassed
the-skill mix of the hospital's work force, as well as wage rates fOr
each skill level, it is clear tha4%available and adequate. meas-
ure of the hospital's dase. trii ld have been includivl. Given.e,vMitre facilities variables should have been included as expTeinatory
ariables and .they were in ' sonlit variants-the Davis results

imply that, considering alt twpes. of peivonnet toge.therhospitals '.
-, Ado not possess -monopsony rawer. .- . . 4 'w-

.
.

The ncost recent published research- on the Monopson31 issue as'
it rel tes: to nurses is that of Landon and Link (1975) and Link
and La don (1976). "Sint* both studies used the same data base,
,and e uation sfecificstaiweras similar in many respects, the two:studies should be con iced together. Landon and Link useddata from their own survey of 50onospitals, which resulted ,in 317,
. responses ,usable for their empirical,itnalysis. toincidently, the,
survey was conducted in 1973, the same year as.our own Survey
of HoSpital'Directors .of,1111ursing (and our Survey of Registered
Nurses). 'As in our wage analysis, Landon and Link's dependent
wage yariableS were degree and,experience. specific.. - :

Landon -and Lirik gauged the extent of monopsony power in the
market for nurses by including alternative measures of hospital
concentration as independent variables in their wage regres- ,slops. Their regressions included no demand variableS. T us, aswith the other studies we have reviewed, tests for mono sOny
power were exclusively of the second' variety.

Using several alternatiVemeasures of. concentration. La donand Link found concent ation exerted .a significantly rie atiVe
impact 'on wages. Empiri 1 results were reasonably consistent,
irrespectivb of the concentration' measure .and dependent. vari-
able employed. Unlike our study, which. is..based on starting
Salaries of diplomi graduates, theirs presented regressions with
beginning.salaries of -baccalaureate nurses as ,well as salakies.qf
beginning diploma -..nurses as- dependent- variables..-Unfortu-
nately, they did .not present variable means from their survey.
With mean salary' data from our Survey of Hospital Directors of
Nursing, we estimate that the elasticity associated with Landon
and Link concentration index variable is about 0.05.

There is a plethora of studies outside the health field that deal
with the monopsony issue. lsts for monopsony power generally
involve including various kinds of concentration' measures. As a
rule, evidence in favor of a. monopsony has been found. by inves-
tigators who have lOpked for it. (See, for, example, Landon and
Rair'd, 1971; Schmenner, 1973; and Ehrenberg and Gold:Stein,-
1975.) IMportant exceptions are Frey (1975) arid' Hall ai-id Carroll
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(1973),, These studies employed.a.test of essentially the first type
and foundprodua demand Variables have at best asmall input

teaihers salaries.
In the context Of. another research project we have e,camine.d

patterns iin. the concentration measures 'Used by Landon and
Link. Our findings have importantimplications'for thiadies,
inparticular, but the results are generaliiahle to other-WRies of
monopsorky pOWer which use concentration measurers. Upon re-
producing Landon and LinI5'6-: IconcentratiOn- measures for
SMSAs, we discovered a close- ..relationship between con.centra-:
tioil and SMSA Size.: Concentratidn in the largest SMSAs is corn-
-paratively loW; these.-are also the areas in which -wages and-

.
:-prices tend; to be .relatively high. Especially since Landon and
Link did not deflate wages by a local coSt7of-living measure, it is
quite possible wages are high in the largest SMSAs; not because
of low, hospital concentration but because of higher cost of living.

Union Effects y
I

-

Both Davis and Landon, and Linkalso tested for thelynpact of
unions on wages. The Davis study did. not employ a direct rneas-'
ure of unionization at a particular hospital, but inste'ad inCluded
'variables that deSeribe the impaCt of athreat .of_unionizatiOn.

Miller and Shortell (1969), Davis argued that hospitals
lo ,led in geographic areas -where:they are legally required.to
bargain are more likely to have 'union contraCts..Marepvd-r, she

. recognized that hospitalslocated in geographic areas in which a
high proportion of the labqr iorceis unionized are more likely to
be unionized. Presumably, such areas have a political cliniate, :

favorable to unions, and persons with the_expertise needed_ to
organize workers are more readily available. Variables rePre-
.senting:(1) labor laws requiring non-Government, nonprofit hos-
pitals to recognize :a, collective bargaining unit when a majority'
Of employees, of, a unit request recognition, and (2) the percent of
nonagricultural ernploYment belonging to a union were included
as explanatory variables, but neither demonstrated a statisti-
cally significant effect on average hospital wage-rates.

Landon and Link included two union variables in their nurse
wage regressi4ns. The first was a dummy variable taking the
value 1 if -75 percent or more of nurses fi? the hospital belong to a
Union, and zero otherwise.' A'second variable is- a .union interac-
tion variable, the product of the first variable and a binary- vari-

According to Landon and Link. "In preliminary regressions not included in this paper, other measures of

unionization were tested, including percent unionized, a dummy equal to l'if there were any union member-
ship, and zero otherwise. Unionization was always significant, and its coefficient had the predicted sign."
(Landon and Link. 1975, p. 654.)
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able, which assumed the value 1 if 30 percent or more of the State
-labor force is unionized. Coefficients of the first variable proved
to be statistically signifitant or nearly so in all regressions. Thoge

. for the second had lower associated t-ratios, but. nevertheless aresuggestive of an interaction effect. One may infer from Landon

.__and Link's diploma salary regression that unionization raises
nurses' salaries by about 5 percent. t.

The issue of the effects Of unionization, outside the health
sector; has been studied in great depth by economists with inter--ests in the labor field. Recently, there has been considerableinterest in the impact ofunions on wages in_the public sector. As
.-a rule, significant-effects have been found, but the magnitUde of
effect has varied from study to study. See, for example, Ashenfel-
ter (1971), Baird and Landon (1972) Ilairenberg (1972, 1973a,-
1973b), Ehrenberg and Goldstein _(1975), *Frey, (1975),' Getz ..and
VahalY,(mimeo.), Hall and Carroll (1973), Kasper (1970), Schinen-

-- ner (1973),, and Thorntosi4971).
"Philanthropic Wage4etting".

r ,

Feldstein (1971) has documented the substantial increase in
occupation-specific wage rates within the hospital sector during
the cours-e,of the 1950's and 1960's. By the late 1960's; hospital
wage rates in certain occupations and- certain cities :slightly ex-

. ceedektwage rates of workers in the same occttpatiOns and cities
ivho "had. nonho'spital einPloyers Feldstein attributed some ofhospital employees' wage rate gains to increased demand for the
hosidtal's produtt, the result of improved. -third- party coverage
and rising patient incomes. According to Feldstein, a portion of-the hospital wage rate.increases reflect real costs; "that is, pak-
ments necessary. to attract tabor from other sectors; but- he-
.suggested another ortion represents pure transfer payments to'hospital worktrs -r "rents," payments beyond the anfount,'
needed to attract i..ditional workers. By pursuing this "philan-
thropic wage ,

PP as Feldstein termed hospital adminis-
trators- may *be eting -one of their own objectives, namely to '
improve the welfare of:ltospital- staff as well as of patients.In support of the, philanthropic hypothesis, Feldstein first pre;sented,data showing many hospitals in the late 1960's paid per-7sonnel in some clerical and housekeeping occupations_ higherwages thaw' -did employers in other sectors. Second, he arguedthat standard economic theory cannot explain why salaries forinterns and residents at such hospitals as the Massachusettsneral Hospital (MGH) havg" increased dramatically _in recent -ars even though applications for intern and residenCy posi-tions at these high_ preStige hospitals have exceeded available



, .

places rbLfar.: In situations w theWis excesit .dgmand for r. ..

places, Sidaries would *Taxan expected to fall; notarise.-
The philanthropic wage h othesis provid-es a 'possible and

interesting: explanatton- of recent hospital wage behavior. Row-
ever, Feldstein's evidence is at best weakly suggestive. For One,-
narrowing,Wage'differentials are inadequate by themselves, be-
cause even if we examine specific ocCupations; intraoccupational
variations in . personal_ attributeS.of employees ar not held con-
stant.- Hospitals May hays raised hiring standards and wage
rates-in -response to the demand factors .Feldstein mentioned..
Highs, standards fot Workers may yield benefits to the hospital'
in terms -of reduced labor turnover, lower worker absenteeism
rate* feweiw difficulties in day-to-day management and the like.
Oniy afteeadjizstingTfOi -worker: attribUtes is it possible at all to
speak of a philanthropic wage effect, as it hasIv

feed
defined..Even-

then, a feWIfficulties-rendain. For example, hospitals may have
to grant unusually high.wage-,increases if they, desire to expand: Ask

.

d'- : ,e mp l oYment raPidly. What-appears to be Philanthr4Py maybe an 'IP-
' effort on thelPart Of hospital employers to offset lakor.'s transac-

tions costs associated with 'Chingfng jobetuid/or moving.
Certainly

,,

ertainly ,F,eldstein did .not mean to apply the concept to for-
. ,Profit hospitals, but rather to not4cir-profit hospital's. Our to t Of -.,.

Feldstein's hypothesis is whether, holding a -number of fa ors
constant,, not-for-Rrofit .hospitalS pay _higher w_ ages.. Although'
this is the test of the hypothesis performed in thig ,chapter, it

I.

must be stressed --that chapter 2'4 model, -which- provides' the
framework fcir bch chapters 2 .an t'd'3,.cannoaccount far Philin-..1:

- -I

framework
thropic behavior. Unless the supply of nurses is Completely irr- ?
elaStic, a highly restrictive and unrealistic assumption, paying-
hospital employees "rents" would generate an excess supply of
prospective employees. The hospital Would then have to use some I .

nonmonetary method of rationing its icarce-positioris.

Compensating Wage Differentials.
Clearly, some geographic 'areas are reliarded.by nurses on the

whole as less desirable locations in which to work (and live). An
interesting and promising approach for assessing the desirabili y -:

of alternative locations is to estimate a Wageequation With vari-
ous amenity variables included as explanatory variableS. Coeffi.,
c-ients obtainable by means of regression analysis-. indicate_
degree to which indiVicliials value various locational,amenities;
such as abserice of crime and air pollution, good schools .and-
health facilities and the like. If individuals truly value these
amenities, the assumption-underlying. this wage analysis is they
should be willing to work for less. Getz and Hang (mimeo.) have

4!.
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used this method to develop a location-specific index of the qual-
ity of .1ife.i As these authors stated (p. 25), "The information
provided by the wage equation estimation is a substantial irn-
provement over the ail hoc valuing --of quality of life in different

I ,cities." 3

Empirical 'Results: Wage Regretsions Without Benefits
Variables

Our:discussion of erhpirical results is divided into two sections.
rn the Mist, .wage regressioni not containing explanatory vari-
abfes describing Various hospital offerings_3k6 diSCuSsed. All em-
pirical work reported-here uses the Surveir of Hospital Directors
of Nursing as the. primary data source-The dependent variable is
the hospital'w monthly salary fOr a .nurse with a diploMa.

.Table 4 presents simple correlations among wages (deflated- by
DFI.4) for nurses by type of nurse training -Program attended
and experio'nce, bOth with he nurses' current ernployer, and in
,Other employment settings. Ai isdevident from the correlations,
wageS are highly correlated with one another. (All correlations
are statistically significant at better than the 5'./pereefitiiilevel.)
Wages ,oioritirses with similar .On-the-job-.e*perience- tend to be
More highly correlated than those within a giv'n type oftrainitige
category. For eXample,.the hospital's starting salarY fora
mate is more close'? relEited to the starting salary for an as;-
so:elate degree recipient -than it .is to the' salary of.a diplomate
with 5 or more years-: experience with thp hospita,LIThe wages for

-. nurses in various experience-training categories are sufficiently
closely relaited to..pemit generalizations from a regression with
the starting diploins.jgAge as the depeVent variableA

For conceptual reasons, one expects to observe -consistencies
:between the staffing results presented in chapter 2 and the wage
1-egressions in this chapter.- While specific 'directions of effect.

cannot be deduced from a :forrnal modl; such as chapter 2's, our
findings with regard. to staffing are gerietally plausible. If one-
accepts the chapter -2 parameter estimates as reasonable, one
has rather strong expectations aboUt directions.of effect with
tegard to wageS.

14 particular, chapter 2's model implies -that, with the excep-
tion of the factor-supply variables, the exogenous variables
should have the same direction of impact on both staffing and
wages. If the directions of impact between staffing and wage
regr4Ssions differ and/or marked. change. in statistical signifi-
cance occur, one may infer, 'depending on patterns of the results,

" Also, see Goffrnan. et WI.. (1978). -

Specific references to the ad hoc approach 'cited by-Getz and Huang are Liu (1975) and Louis.(1876).
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DWAGE2 1.00 0.93 0.99 0.94

DWAC 1. 00 0,91 0.92
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\,, 'The prefix...1),A, and B signify diplomates, holdits,of the associatedegreepand baccalatire4eb, r spectively, The suffixes 1', 2, 2;4,5 refer to, respectively, nureeediertint-no, .
,

reviouilaperiefice,eluvrherefli); "starting -leas than Ave years recant experience elsewhere" (2); "after two years with your hospital-co previous experience elsewhere" It;

"after be years'with your hoeital-no previous experience elsewhere" (4); "after 10 years with you hospital,-no preiloul experience elsewhere" cb). WAGE1 ''s DWAGE1.
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that: (1),an assumption of competition in the market for nursingsources is more tenable than an assumptir of. monopsony; (2)
this market contains Monopsonistic elements but has'failed- toclear; and (3) some of the effects, evident in chapter 2's empirical
results on staffing, are simply not sufficiently strong to be re-fleeted in the wage `regressions; and/or (4) the omnipresent spec-ter of specification error exists. Our -discubsion`of the empirical

-res its- contained in table 5 is organized around the exogenous
variable e categories developed in the previous chapter. Variables
have been' defined in table 2. ** . aWith reference to the pi-eference-production function vari-ables, we find no differential--in fiurge wages based "on thehospital's affiliation with a nursing school (NURSC). Taken in

conjunction with the- results .on staffing, this finding suggests
- that-higher levels of nurse staffing:in niiising school-affiliatedhcrpitals are principally the° result of the hospital's education
function.

The ,VOLUN and PROPRI coefficients are fully 'inconsistent
with Feldstein's "philanthropic wage hypothesis." In fact; thl .)41

T' 1w' Table 5.-Ntirse wage regressions.

Explanatory
Variable

Dependent -Variable - WAGE1 -

2. 3. 4. .5:''

(00..002152

0.017.-

0.037
(0.013)

029
(0.04)

(
.(0.020)

( -0.00)
4 -0.016

0

0.021 0,013

2 .1 1 5 0.036
(0021)(0.020) ..

(0.034) (0.035)

(-) (-)
0.012 0.011

(0.0.1 ?.-) (0.012)

(-)

( -0.03)(-0.02) -0.03)
00.047 0.033

(0.027) (0.026)

(-0.03) (0.02)

MEDSC 0.036
(0.025)

(0.02)
MEDSA 0.031

(0.020)
VOL UN -0.01p

(0.013)
PROPRI 0.017

(0.021)
INC 0.118

(0.033)
PHYSG -0.014

(0.010)
MD

(-)
PHYSP 0.008

(0.003)
COST

(-0.02)
SICK 3 0.055

(0.027)
`ELD

- ( -0.01)

(0.03)
-0.013
(0.012)
0.016

(0.021)
2 0.101
(0.034)

-0.010
(0.010)

(-)
0.004

(0.004)

(-0.03)
0.059

(0.026)

( -0.01)

0.034
(0.025)

(0.01)
0.034

(0.025)
-0.01.4
(0.012)

2 0.118
(0.033)

-0.012
(0.010)

(-)
" 0.008
(b.003)

0.050
(0.027)

I(0e)

0.048
(0.025)
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ExplangtorY
variable

Dependent variable - WAGE1

2.

[lRB

(0.00)
OBELI'S

( -0 .01)
*SAFE 0.020

(0.012)
_BILK --

(-0.01)
11)15ENS *0.030

(0.007)
TEMP (-0.00)
S11, sp',;

. (0.10)
RAPE

.. . (0.01)
AUTO

(70.041
EX P

(0.07)
N STU -0.052

(0.019)
UNION 0.026

, (0.018)
NU* .006

(0.005)
WAGE2 0.043

(0.053)
Wik0E3 1 20,240

. (0.064)

CN2

PR

BEDS

CONSTANT - (.4
. . R*40.31

F(15,487)
=3 14..5

3r1 U041111 DFL2_ See .4b10 2.. '
--.*SlanilIcent at the 1-percent level.

' Si arniiik ars t- at the 6-percerrt Wire!.
-Note: Number in parerkthese-ear4 sL

, are partial correlations.

4-0.03)

( -001)
0:020
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0.030

(0.007)

(0.01)

(0.07)
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(0.052)*

3. 4. 5.1
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(0.012) (0.012) (0.012)-
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0.028 0.028 0.023
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) -

(-0.00) (0.00) (-0.08)

(0.11) (0.13)

(

2

-0 .05),

(0.05)
-0.062

-
(0.00)-

(-0.05)

(0.04)
2 -0.072

(0.018) (0.018)
0.019 0.020
(0.01.8) (0.018)

-0.009
(0%005) (0.005),
0.083 6.072-
(0 .053) (0.053)

.
(0.07.)

(0.09)

(0.0 5 )

(0.05)

(0.018a-
3 0.039 -IP
(0.018)

-0.0104
(0.005)

- 0.008
(0.052)

* 0.223
(0.064)

(-)

'0.247
(0.063)

30.063
(0.031)

* 0 253
.(0.064)
'0069
(0.031)

0240
(0:059)

'3 0.071
(0.029),

0.017 0.021 0.016
(-) (0.015) (0:015) (0.01e)-

3 -0.069 -0.074 -0..047
(--) (0.031) (0.031) (0.030r

20.020
(0.007) (-) (-) (-)
4.74 4.74 4.72 5.81

(-) (-) (-) (-)
R2 =0.32 RI= 0.31 R =0.31 W=0.28
F(14,488) F(17,487) 16,488) - F(19,445)
='16.1 13161 2,13.5 ='9.8

errors whr there is'avararneter estimate; otherwise they
-
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piroprieia-riea appear to pay nurses abo0 -2 to 4 percpnt More-than. other hospital.. To maintain this hypothesis in the face of
the evidence iin table 5 would require an argument that owners-of
for-profit hospitals also grant ',wages to employees in excess of the
"minimum amount required to Vain a given quantity of rsingservices. Although such hospitals may find_ it advisable ,to pay
more than the minimum amount to reduce. turnover. or obtain
more capable nurses, it is doUbtful that foi--profit hospitals wouldbe motivated by chantable.cOnsiderations per ie. Table 5 regres-
isions permit one to examine the effect of hospital ownership onnurse wages; holding a large 'number - of- factors constant,.
Elieivhere (Elnicki and Sloan., 1975), we presefited a table report-
ing mean Wages for nurses by type of-basic nursing program andnurse experience.. Mean wages offered by proptietarfes were.con-

Oa'sistvently higher than corresponding wages for voluntary and
.goVerilment hospitals. The percentage differences'among hospi7

. tal ownership types evident from the table- of means, are about'the same as those implied 'by table 5's VOLUN and PROPRI
parameter esitimates.

.Empitical exidence on the product deMand variables relates tothe first test 5f monopsony power. If wages tend to be high in
Aigh product demand areas, there is empirical support for the

onopsony. hypothesis.
In chapter -area per capita income (INC), the first.product

demand- variable, had a positive impact on nurse Itaffing levels.
The INC variable-also has a.signgwantly poSitive effect on nursewages in the first four regressions in table 5.-The fifth regression
uses an alternative deflator that allows for cost-Of-living.waria-
tiohi within States (DFL2). To the extent the deflators containmeasurement errors, it can be shown that the INC parameter
estimate will be positively biased when WAGE1 is the dependent
variable (since both dependent and explanatpry variables use thesame deflator). Thu fact Vat INC paraMeter, estimates arehigher in the first four regressions raises theposgibility that the
second deflgtor more accurately measures the area cost of living:
This inference, however; is not very convincing, because parame-
ter estimates -of otheipexplianatory variables, which have beendeflated, are -either her in 'the 'fifth Regression than in theother .regressidniOr are unaffected by the choice of price de-.
flator. . .

On*balanc_te the INC coefficients in table 5's regressions lend
qupport,,Ao the view the market' for nursing. services -contains
gtonopsonistic elements. However, the poor performances of
PHYSC and PHYSP, the variable MD (the sum of the two physi-
cian variables), and the reimbursement variable do not support.

V'
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the view that hospitkls exercise noonopsony in this market. The
COST variable is omitted from all of table 5's regressions; but it
perfoirmett very poorly when included in several wage regres-
sions not reported in this-table. As these variables' elasticities
are not very high in the staffing regressions, an alternative ex-
planation is that movements in the latter exogenous product
demands variables do not produce staffing responses sufficiently
large to require a meaningful increase in nurse wages..

The following aspects of th-e nurse factor-supply variables are
noteworthy. Although BLK enter irisignificantly in;a11 regres-,
slops, the lack of significance is-attributable to multicollinearity
-(as judged by patterns among the simple correlations not re-
ported). Taken in conjunction with the evidence on staffing'theC....
wage regression results indicate hospitals located in black and.
poverty areas are at a. disadvantage in securing nurses. The

. crime variable's might haye perforrtied more satisfactorily if
measures had beenavailable at the cornniunity rather than the ,

State level. The parameter estimates of the variable SAFE.(park-
ingis only "moderately sate '--or "unsafe") are pOsitive'and statis-
tically significant, or nearly so, in all wage.regressions. However,
if the variable truly accounted for disameraties- associated with
unsafe parking, or more generally, an unsafe environment in the .,
vicinity of the hospital, one would have expected SAFE-'s
parameter estimates to be negative, iri the staffing regressioni.
Small, but positive estimates were observed in chapter 2' staff-
ing analysis. .

.

The Utatistically, significant NSTU eoefficierstsreinforce our
findings in chapter 2 with regard to-professional nurse tiwiining-.
Increased nursing school enrollments may thus be expvted to
depress starting salaries of nurses in States where such exparP
sions take place and, at the same time, lead to increases in'nurse-
staffing. f.

Although the union (UNION) andmonopsony (MON),Measures'
have no.discerriible effecelon nurse employment, parameter es-.
timates corresponding 'to these variables consistently exceed
their standard errors and are sometimes significant at the -

5- percent level. However, these estimates implj
n

small 'impact on
wages. The largest UNION coefficient suggeses unions raise pro-
fessional nurses wages by 4 percent; and the MON elasticities are
in the 0.01 range, far too small to imply substantial eniployment
effects. Indeed, the UN ION2and MON demonstrated no effect in-
chapter 2. -

Our estimate of unionization's impact is very close to Landon.
and Link's (1975) estimate of unionization's direct effect. As we
have noted, their union variable took the value 1 if 75 percent or

74
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more of nurses, were unionized, and zero otherArise. In our re-
search,___UNIPIL if ."_there_is._a __collective_
balrgaining agreementin your (the rewohdent'8) hospital cover=
ing RNeL.' Landon and Link 'IrOtecf,, based. on experimentation
with alternative measures, that their results -On unionization
effectstwiare..reasonably invariant with respect to the,precise way
the Union. variable., was specified., . Certainly the consistency be-

- tween table-5 and Landon and Link's research on union's wage
impacts lend further support to their finding. They also4ricluded
aophinteraction term in their wage regressi9ns.to capture union -
4 reat" effect op nurse .wageft.'When added to the direct union
effect, the total union effect was abotit twice as large.as the effect
associated With the UNION- variable in table 5. We have also
experimented'aatith "threat" effect variables. in preliminary
regressions, but Jet ones interacting- with UNION: In our pre-
lithinary work, incliasiqn of a 'Union threat variable 'dontribute.d
nothing, to explaining interhospital variation in nurse ,wages.---"
Therefore, variable. has not been included as an explana-
tory variable .

Underlying differences in the perfgrmance of th union' threat
variable and the lovte'r marginal impact ofhospital ncentration
in our study may relate to the. number of explanktory variables
iriilituded in Landon and Li 's regressions a" comparecli,Ivith our
regresSions: They include& far 'fewer explanktory- Variables.
Since they -presented several regressions,some crf which- contain
a hospiiiilscoricentration measure- as the single independent var-.
iable (as well as otherg containing a concentration measure ac-
companied-by several other independent:s4triables), it is evident
that concentration's- measured effect is quite sensitive to the

. .
. wage equatioris specification. The same. conclusion can be drawn

from our own'empirieal analysis, although'not from the patticu-
.lar regressions presented in table 5.

Our specification.is somewhat More .complete, lending support
to the view that Landon and Link's estimates of.concentration's
effects may be somewhat high. However,- even though-there, may
be reason, to argue over these variables' precise impact, there is
sufficient evidence to support some basics conclusions. .. i -,410

Viewing chapter 2 and 3 result's together, it apPears.inonop-
-iony power his a modest krfliience on nurse wage levels. Judging

- from results presentd in chapter 2, nurse eMploynaep.Oeffects
attributable to hospital concentration are essentiallycnil. Un-..

-1, tendsionization ends tooffset rnonopsony effects-when they -appear
'.together..Given-theAmall perAntalEe of hospitals with collectiv,k---
b aining- agreerits- covering professional nurses -(11:5 per- -
C in 1973, accordilaitc. to the Survey -.of' Hospital Directors a, . ..

7
P 'r 7't a

s. .
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.. .
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Nursing) and considering the magnitude.othe UNION and the
Landon- --an-dtari-n-kunlion..eoefficients, it -canna be argued this. ..44#
factor hiS been an important source of increases in professiona.1
nurse wages to date. The possibility remains that collective bar-

, gaining isreally- an .endogenous -variable; that is, nurses, form
collective bargaining. arrangements when warranted la-§ p6or
'conditions. If so, existing measures of union's -impact would be
Biased, Probably in the downward direction. This Issue is cer--
tainly sufficietilly important to merit further resedrch On it.

The regulatyaria\bles show prOfessional nurse wages (std-K-
.r usted for a f.- living differences) to be'higher by 'aboutj

.01.16
. percent with certifiCate-of-need laW,s (CN)prior to

1972; and 1 bout" 5--7 percent' in New Je4-sey and New
York, the-S f 1973) with the broadest manda6ry pros-
pective reimb ent (PR coverage. It is reasonable tO.expeot
CN and PR to affect wages via their employment effects. Al-

.. though, as seen in chapter 2, some employment impact isbvident
with regard to CN, PR demonstrates absolutely no. impact in our

. staffing regressions. These results are suggestive, li-ut they
should mainly be used to encourage further work on thii,toPic.
An important extensfen would be to gauge regulations' .impact
-aging a time -Bevies of ;cross .SectionS (includitit,,otr-SerroVation'S -on
hospitaIrs before-and txey the regulatory.' device was instituted)
in .orde to :verify thtut the regultition-: variables measure regula-
tion as opposed to unspecified "State" effects..

fileAfelationships -'of Selected Hospital Benefits to Nurse

. ,,e , Wages.
.._

.In preliminary work,.we developed a wage measure that in-
- cludedr.awonetary equivalent of-various fringe' benefits offered

. nurses by. the hospital: The empirical- results, however, differed
only ,slightly.frOM the retil.t.s ID-resented in table, 5. Furthermore,
since_iriformation dim fringe benefits was not as ikiell reported_ as
information on wagesr-ti-ie number Of- complet0. obServations-
available for an'Alysis yOas.smaller.-7: .. --

. In #_lis. ectlo, 4ve shall use -another_ approach. 14.16iiwit,ge 'ben-
efits-AfTleincludef.1 as explanatory variables din regressions with

er - -*fiie ' Ilcispitti.P.s 'starting monthly salary for the diplomate
N.

: 4er. MX G E I), as the dependent' variable: wages repreent' oily Oro,
albeit. important,- .forin of nurse coMperisation; Tlite null.
hypothesis investigated in this section Is wages tend to be,..1(iiive-1-

. ,
..in hospitals. -Offering comparable generous ()tints of other,
rionwage-benefits. If the null hypothesis is rej di i.e., specifit

' .

nonwage benefits ,m4ce a i..difference .1kwages n the anticipated
(iiiegativ0" directions, one may make the inference that nurses- .

.

1
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, value these benefits. As noted earlier, this is the hedpnic method
for evserluating nurse preferences for specific benefits and job
attributes.

This section tfiesthe -benefit .package concept developed by
Einicki (1975). The paCkaKei4 vaiteniipt to distinguish -. ho- 'tale
with unusually good4offeringi ftorn the rest: lf,a hospital fa'' to
respond to a particular benefit question) we have assumed the
offering relating to that question is not particularly outstanding,
and the hospital is assumed not to offer the_package. By 'making
thii somewhat admittedly arbitrary assumption, we have been
able to circumvent the missing data problem: Definitions:of all
but one of the package variables are contained in appendix B,
table B-1.--For purposes of this chapter's analysis, we have elimi-

- nated the SHFTPAKGryarcable since the dependent wage
able refers 'to' the day shift.4, We have added a variable not
included pieviously, defined CHLDPAKG. This variable assumethe value,1 da care is fully or partially subsidized by the
hospital and Maternity leaves ate notcoyered by-sick leaves; and
-is zero otherwise.

Table' 6, presents mean Aralues.o f the wage and benefits vari-
ables to be used in the regtessions that follow. As seen in table 6,-
with the exception of CHLDPA.KG. and SAFE4r,5 only a minority
of hospitals have, by our criteria; outstandi dfferings.

-
Table 6.Wage and nonwagebenefit vairiable means

Vari"les Mean .0*

'WAGE' ' 663.54
HOMEPAKG
LEAVEPAKG 0.21
EDUCPAKG -- 0.38
WORKPAKG 0.13,
INSURPAKEIr 0.15
CH-LDPAKG 0.58
SAFEPK 0.72

' Ant.,11 W m; E; 1 ( els used in corrillations And regressions).

e 7 gives simple correlations among wage, benefit, owner-
ship a unidn variables; these patterns are especially nOtewor-
thy. First, there are as mazy positi-4e correjations between
WAGE 1 and the benefits vailables as there are anticipated nega-

O ...
. -_

. . .
. .' In retrospect, this may have been an inadvisable decision. SOrne hospitals may pay a higher base wage

with no differentiation among shifts. This policy, if follow it. would be poor mitriagenient, unless one main-
tains .nurses are indifferent about thy tiiiie of day they, .work. ,Few knowledgeable persons are likely to
maintain nurses sire indeed indifferent about this iksu I..

. a In table :1 and earlier irr this .ch miter. the parking variable referred to unsafe lLicing. Flere it refers to
aaje parking.

7.7 ,
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tive correlations: If there are indeed compensating wargediffer*,
.entiats benefits valued by nurses, at least the partial (ag.

---'-oppimm4 to t1-4--mimple Cbrreratioiis Ahown in- the tabie) must be
negative.. Second, simple correlations among the benefits vari-
ablep themselves tend to be weak. There ate negative as well as
positive signs on these corKelations. Third, while the correlation
between the woprietaryhospital dummy variable PROPRI and
WAGE1 is positive and significant, the correlations between
PROPRI and the la".11Q:Ltliackage variables tend to be negative.
This may be due to the sintall 'itnean size of for-profit hospitals,
which may make their provision oNekta.in types of bentikits
paratively costlir. Fourth, with the exception of .the
LEAVEPAKG, voluntary, hospitals tend to berelativiely gener-
ous in their benefit offerings. Judging from the pezative simple
correlations of VOLUN and PROPRI, it is apparent.governmeta
hospitals provide the highest levels of vacation and sick leave..Thy pattern is also seen in the table of mean values, bated on
data from the Survey of Hospital Directirs of Nursing, presented
in Elnicki and Sloan (1975). Fifth, the positive simple correlation
between WAGE1 and UNION is the highest by far among the
correlations in the column of UNION correlations: It is doubtful,
the ,UNION variable would have- performed very well had we
estimated regressions with each of the package variables as the
dependent variables. These low correlations give further impetus
to our previous suggestion that unionization' be treated as an
endogenous variable.in future research, as poor offerings may .be9
a stimulus for the formation of unions.

Table 8 contains two nurse wage regressions with the package
variables included. All monetarily expressed variables are de-
flated by DFL1, our State price index. Variant I containsonly the
benefits. variables. Variant II is based on precisely the same
specification as table 8's first regression. Variant II'sR2 is only
slightly higher thatrits table 8.counterpart, but this regression's
F-statistic is lower because several of the benefit variables coeffi-cients are statistically insignifidant.

Ifteospitals with attractive offerings are able to hire nurses at
lowefir wages, coefficients of variables HOMEPAKG through

--SAFEPK should have negative 'signs. In Variant I, negative
signs are only Observed in the cases of LEAVErrAitG, EDUC-
PAKG, and SAFEPK, but, of these, only .46EFEPK's coefficient
attains statistical signiOcanceat tl 5-percent level or Better.

In Variant II, when a number of exogenous.wage determinants
are included, both LEAVEPAKG and SAFEPK parameter esti-
mates have anticipated negative signs and allzstatistically
significant at the 5-percent level. The EDUCPA paramapter
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Table 8.,-Wese regreasiotta with nonwagit benefit variables included

Eapianatory--veriablea-- Verieht 1 Variant 2

. HOMEPACK I .. ',0.028 ' 0.024
(0.013) (0.011)

-0.001 ' -0.026
(0.015) (0.013)

1)07 4 -0.021
LEAVEPAK4... c

EDUCPAK :
,.(();125) (0.011)

:W O RK PA _

74Fir
0.002 0:007

(0,018) (44
I N SU RPAKG ....

... 0=
(0.017) (0.015)

r

CHLDPAKG 0.022 04)16
(0.012) (0.011)

SACIFIK 3 -0.044 ' -0.024
,
: (0.014) (0.012)

MEDSC 0.049
i

., -(0.13) (0.025)

MEDSA 0.027
(0.12) (0.020) tr.

NVOL UN
r-0.018

(-0.07) ..,- , (0.013)

PROPRI 4 --"r" 0.006
(0.10) t

(0.021)

INC , , 0.121
:S

PHYSG
. 41.

(0.26)
-0.015 -mit- (0.03shib,,

'; 1.
-0.15) (0.010)

PHYSP
. 0.006

(027) (0.003)

SICK 0.050
(0.10) (0.026) ,

HDENS - 10.030 .

(0.20) . (0.007)

NSTU 2 -0.057
(-0.23) (0.018)

UNION 0.027
(0.11) (0.018)

MON _.....,._ * -0.009
(-0.30) . (0.005)

WA.GE2 fliP - 0.079
(0.29) (0.052)

WAGES .. --../ 20.206
(0.30) (0.064)

CONSTANT 6.50 4.690
( -) (-)
R =0.05 R=0.33
F(7,501)=3.9 F(21,487) =11.5

' Menge carst at the 5- percent level. -

a Significant at the I- percent level.'
Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors when there is a parameter eatimate;.otherwise they

are Airtial correlations. .
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34,4-
estt mate ip negative and almost significant at this level. They

Amyariable -HOMEPAKG continues to have a positive impact.
----wPerhapsi-this variable accounts for our unspecified urbanization

effect rather than the intended housink effect. But this justifica-
tion cannot explain the performance of WORKPAKG, whiCh has a
near zero coefficient with thigh associated standa-rd deviation. A
-hospital satisfying the criteria for-WORKPAKG to equal 1 should; 41!1,

4 Nob" clearly h44e -Koos!, weir ylineconcptions. Repeating these criteria,
they are:

,

1

Secretarfes or clerlik at nursing stations; RNs frequently.determine their own.
schedules; diplomaraduatea can fill superviaorY,positio,ns; percent of RNs
atlwaysi working the same shift greater- than average ; 'percent of supervisory
positions filled internally greater than average; and day notice .given for a-
permanent'shift change ga..groatier, tfian average or not applicable.

lo

As will be seen in chapter 5, there is some evidence it is (compara-
tively) diffic It for the prospective nurse employee to determine
Working conWlitjons prior to employmeneThis type of ignorance
is one possible 4eason for WORKPAKG's poor performance.

Link and La don (1976) also irecluded benefits varia les in
some variant's of their nurse wage regressions. They d scribed
their nonmonetafy benefits Variableq,,as follows:

In addition to starting salary, the yed hospitals were asked to list
nowonetary factors whiCh they fe t Niirre significant in recruiting nurses.
FrSin these responses a series of dummy variables was created to indicate
whether or not the hospital included in its list a particular class Of benefits.
The Four classes of behefits found most frequently in the resporises were
included in this study. They were (1) educational benefits (teaching programs
available, teaching hospital, paid tuition for advanced study, etc.); (2) shift
benefits (nurses can choose their own shift, freedom to work.the. same shift all
the time, etc.); (3) new hospital (new facility, excellent facilities, etc.); and (4)
parking=transportation (free, convenient parking, convenient to public
transportation, etc.). (p. 153.)

Although details in specification differ, Landon and Link's first
variable roughly. corresponds to EDUCPAKG, their second to
'WOVMPAKG, and their fouith to SAFEPK. Our Survey of j-lospi-
tal Directors of Nursing did. not pollect data on the age of the
hospital's facilities., However, Landon and Link did not include
Variables analogous to HOMEPAKG, LEAVEPAKG,
PAKG, and CHILDPAKG. They foUnd shift benefits are as-

' sociated with lower nurse wages, but the parking-transportation
variable hAs a positive impact. Although plausibly negative,
their shift parameter estimate was not significant at 'conven-
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tional levels. The education benefits and new .facilities variables
performed very" poorly."

Ovecra our htinefit package results are more plausible- than
&plc 'and 'LanOldSfes. Ye one m ould. cautiou bout plac g too

9fe 'Weight Our're of the coef nt of pack-.. .trim abl ve una icipated posi i n the sig-.

egat ve co ficients imply sm tna inal impacts on
wa For example; th LEAVEPAK a and AFEP,K coeffi-
cients imply wage redu ions of around 2.5 percent ,each.

f t

There aLe a numbev..4)f utually exclusiVe ex4anations for
the preseWe of some posi benefit variable pairameter esti,
mates and the, small magnitudes of .respone. implied by the*
parameter estimates with the anticipated 'negative coefficients.
First, it ispOssible these benefits are siptply not very important
to.professioial nurses. Second, the benefits May be important but a
poorly measured by our Survey .Hospital Directors of Nursing
and by Landon and Link's survey,: Third, ma rses may be igriorant
of the levels Qf yaripAisott spital offerings, t rid nurses May con-

)sider and/Or finthe co s of obtaining Aucri information, intrticu-
. lady before activallY° ining the hospital as an employee, to be

quite high. The first and the third reasons are related, since

they, valued the kind. of offerings epre ented by the anurses would presu ibly be willing o the search co ts if
they,
package variables highl. Altli,frkh n, or measurement cannot e
ruled out, the evidence on the offerings presented in this chapter,
viewed in combination with evidence in later chapterstends4to
weaken this explanation. ,

Summary, Conclusions,. and Implicatiorls
Four issues have been emphasized in this chapter: t use of

monobsony power hospitals in the market for nursi g servic-
es; the effects of Mons on nurses' wages and, to a ornewhat
lesser extent, oil nonwage jpenefits'; the philanthropic wage
hypothesis; and the relationships among wage and nonwage
benefits.

As stressed earlier, the possible existence of monops y or
oligopsony in the market for 'professional nursing sec ices is far
more than a scholarly issue..Since the possibility'of such market'

(imperfections haVe impAtc. ations fOr nurse 'employment levels, A
they should cOncern 401 i cy make rs concerned with the spatial
distribution of nurse .4he evidence presented in this and other
studies, on nurses, hoWev ier, indicates thatMonopsony effects in

4 .

' Landon and Link obtained a more precise new hospital facilitieirpataineterritimate when they omitted

an area cost-of-hying-variable. We do not put much emph11141A on this regression. becauiNe omission of a price

index is a.potentially erios source of speeificationhias.ti
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.-this inik vatiivlit'inlost, small., One mays nfer they c ntribute
little to exPlaining the substantial-at:6Iva hic variation in pro-,
essional nurse to-population -tittiOW. -7. ---77-17'---7
`Yett 11970) 'and others have propcfbed that observed profes- .

. slonal nuisec'vactincies in hospitals, maybe in' fact "equilibyium
yaeisnOies," which 'may occur in situsitionit-where-'hoS itplEr pOs-

. -seas and'exe.rcise monqpsony power. If he monopso factor -is
not-very ,In.iportant, it is not likely to pr vide R. very uCosestiful
egplanation of vagmielps *either. On lie 'garage,. v-a -cey rate's'

i g; Wiltre'Rot. high as of aNi early ono' ccording-to lhe uri!ey of
.. Hilipiral Directors ofNursing, as 6 19 3,* there were nearly 10

lined professional nursing positions- r very position vacant or
'nitnb. grated' but degired by the hospital. Since Pais survey-was

.:,...des ned o slightlxAmersamPle hosiiitOtwith difficulties in-Pro-
:.:fess na nurse staffing, even lower v*-Vitn-CY rites would.hi.ve

gm een reported, had the sample been truly repieiie
tiv -hospital's. as a whole.

Unable to th sCein any impact of 6 Ileetive b = ainisag
covering professionaes 4n ra tes onal riurower

ploy e. , itreportediin chapter 2..Hpy;iey : meter .esti-
mates Mileg sedans pre tell in .thi ... ptelt suggest
such a silts' r se

M :,

g s stipprox t 2.4 percent. .1
These On a. nu'r'ses. warking hospitals with -,-

.
college' argil ng ag 'i nts. Our tests f c_union `4threr.t7

.effects. elded not ing. A 4., tugh we have e - imated no regres-
*th- specific onwag benefits as dep ndet -variables, it

appears unlikely, judging from -patterns a ng simple correla-
tions, that collective bargaining would yen this much of an
effect. on nonwage. benefits.

In spite of these' conclusion : 'tit collective bargaining, two
',7 comments are'in order.. .First, and.on and Link found somewhat,
-,higheitalthough neverthele small) direct effects of collective
bargainiwk on nurses'_ wag s. Moreover, they detected some
union "thy tat effects.. Sec ndi it is quite posSible unionization::-
Should be treated as an a dogenous rather than an egogenoui- .

vari, . e, a n this and e vast majority of other ttudies. If
ons are int . ere conditionS are poor, it is likely that

treating unionization as exogenons-results in tindeiestimates Of
their-impacts. This i.s a fruitful area for ftiture'researe.h.

We have conducted a test of the philanthropic wage. hypothesis.
Valid'queitions aboUt the hypothesis can be raised on -a thecireti-
cal..levek Given xestilts.Ontained in this chapter, it would app-ear

*, 4ilietttionable .on lin empirical basis as well.
An hedonic approach, has.been used to assess thb desirability of

*specifie nonwage benefits to professional nurses. The results

.83,
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auggee rses are willing to macrifive small amotots of money at
s.'bestlor lected nonage benefits.':73inCemther methods will b-e

iiiiiiid-tO a, --ii ii -i Roues. involving nonwa 6-benefits in oh apterietrhat-
follosir, it tais best to uspend judgment at this point u'ritil all the
evi esInje is in. 44' . - I ,

v : A "cording to The conceptual framiework'proVid&I in chakt6r 2,.
.

.

the of stfifflog and Wage equiktions come frOin' the SU e,tin- ,d

derly. hos"Pitil odel. AlthoUgh theoretical predictions from: .
the model a to the directionS of impact' on the dependent vari,
abreelpsmitive or negaiive) are often ambiguous, the model does,
amply a change in a given.. exogenous* variable will generally.
affect both nurse staffing and wage .levels inconsistent ways.. 'or :

_.

example, if increased enrollments- of ca.lburiing schoblis lower
Wages,. the- increase ihoulai at the sa time Vrease profes-. N

stona.1...nut star g n hospitals as. ell as other stting:s..
1 Liliewitie, if -nurses demand higher eariiin to n les'N at-.

tractive' settings, this should be refiecte in' terms. of eddced
stuffings and .higher earnings levels. .

Responses of the 'staffing and wage i. epen frit., variables to
iticreased enrollments are indeed consistent. 'ages fall and hos-
pitals employ more -nurses per bed.(iet u and staffed). "The
mechanisiil and inplications have ali'dy b n explored in chap-
ter 2, and,we need not repeatigurselVes ere. owever, it is worth.

emphasizing that consisterlcy betWee tke o chapters makes
us more confident of our iksuits. Ifindi gs it regard to inner -
city, areas that include "higTproportions of d : s and low income
families are also consistent". Wages areigher and staffing levels
are lower.. Although- nurses' preferences for other areas may
reflect 'discrimination in part, which is regrettable, this is a -fact
of life with which heal. manpower policyrnakers have to.deal.

. There is -also an inconsistency which we noted above. Hospitals
=.- with "unsafe" parking pay higher wage, bait there are no differ-

es- in terms of nurse staffing. Alth ugh professional nurse,
st,A ng levels in hospitals arfiliateci with schools of nursing tend
to be higher, wages do not differ. In this instance, there .is not
ne`ces arily an inconsistency as demand' may be higher, but

- wage d.o not rise because proxiMity to nurse''education is of some
valu to practicing nurses.

Ou rather preliminary assessments of the effects of forms of
regu ation, -certificate. pf need (C) and prospective reimburse-
men (PR) suggest (1) CN has raised the levels of both RN staff-
ing an wages, and (2) PR has had a negative impgipt _on wage' 4

rates. 0 ON results are broadly consistent with thoe of
Salkever a t Bice (1976).. However, our results on these regula-
tory ingirum ts, -which are based )(in a. single cross section,

4



should bereplicated with a time series of observations on indi-vidual.hospitals before firm policy statements are made.
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r , .6 Chapter 4
'INTERSTATE MIGRATION DECISIONS OF,

PROFESSIONAL NURSES AN FAMILIES
Frank A. Sloan

. IntroductLir pis

The dectxion of a professional nu and her family to move to
another State may be based on a number of different factors. In 1

' this chapter we investigate the professional nurse's migration..
responses to earning differentials, to financial opportunities of
her spouse, to differences in amenities particular States offer,and to other monetaryiand nonmonetary costs associated 'with'moving.

The analysis is principally concerned with five issues:
4 11.I. Do observed wage differentials provide a partial explana-

tion of the observed interstate migration patterns of profeg-
sional nurses? If so, increases in the effective demand for
nursing services will be followed, at least to some degree, by
greater inmigration to States that experience such demand
increases.

2. Vire majority--of professional nurses are married and, for
various conceptual reasons, the _housohold may place less
weighton her financial opportunities than. on those of her
spouse. Is this pattern indeed evident from interstate rni-
graiion data? if it is, financial incentives are unlikely to be
an impoitant factor in attracting Married nurses to specific
rocatiOnq.

3. How great is the effect of previous contact in a Fiven .State
as a deterrent to moves from ttrat4Statre? If' previous'contact
*an important force, a State may effectively increase its
supp19 of professional nufges by enlarging cl'ss sizes in
in-State schools of nursing.

7 4. When nurses move, does the clistasNie from theit present
State affect theislichoice of anothgr State; apd, if so, what is
the magnitudeof this'eftett? If'ourses tend to move short

`distances, holding other factor's constant, infiividual States
may gain by expanding the size of nursiiik school classes .

_ within.the State; mo.ref,Ver, he payOff of arrangements that
pdol educat$onal resources a Ong several-Stales would be
evident.

11,

J.

0. -
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5. Financial returns niiiide:.are durseit tndiring to States with
certain amenities: a Ifigh,lev01 of government service, ii good
'climate, many- (-Altura-0 attractions 'row ..cud --low

crime? Oncie ,,the characteristics of eogrnphie areas that
nurses find unattractiVe have beet identified, it May be
desirable to implement supply-side policies, such as loan
forgiveness, to at least 1)1a ffmet these features
(which, however, may make hiring -RNs more costly in less .

attractive. areas). Policies, such as: loan forgiveness, of
course, presuppose that irasurse migration is responsive to
monetary considerations.

Theoretical Discussion
Sjaastad (1962) introduced the notion that migration is a-form

of investment in human capitalan investment in the sense that
households incur out-of-pocket expenses, time cost expressible
both iu terms of foregone market an-d nonmarket prgduction, and
psychological and information costs. The potential returns in-
clude increments to etkrningsof all family members, potential
improvements in nonpecuniary aspects of the jobs 9f family
members, and the availability of amenities (such as recreational
opportunities) at an alternat've, but not at the hthisehold's pres-
ent location. Migration is At khan as opposed to a physidil
dapital investment, because a household only invests when the
'family itself moves. eor he majority of households contemplat-
ing interstate unove.s, the investment calculation is made over a
time horizon of several years. a

Although net benefits (returns minus costs) are expressed, in
5' dollar terms, the framework recognizes that earnings motives

constitute only one of several reasons for,moving. Ultimately, the
household locates where it will ?lnd the highest Jove' of satis-
faction. Earnings translate into the consumption of goods and
services; amenities associated with the job and location are con-
sumed, but are not directly chased in exchange for money.
Although there is. no dire financjal transaction, households
often tAkide 5/ff ear-pings for various forms of amenities. In'fact,
such .tratieore the basis for theIhedonic fleet hod, employed in
chapter 3. Returns from amenities may accrue to the, household
over pant or all .131' the investment horizon.),They yield services,
over the life of the investment in much the same sense as ati
investment,in such consumer durables as .a refrigerator yields
coolingservices over its life cycle. ;v.

Expressed more formally, the faniilir, will move. if

4.0
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G- H
where:,
PV - present value of investment from moving from present

location i to alternative location j.
n v= expected duration of residence in alternative location.
m = male adult household member.
f female adult household member.

' time period. N.e

r = discount rate.
= expected earnings.

N = expected nonpecuniary returns from job in Ideation (may
be negative). . 1
expected nonpecuniory returns frdm location itself (also'

- may be negative).
DC out-of-pocket expenses associated with move from i to j.
PC = pitychological costs of moving from- i to j.
FC = -foregone earnings from market work and% value of

foregone nonmarket production specifically associated
with the move.

The letters below-the expressions in this ineqyality will facilitate
f the discussion of the conceptual framework.

It must first be noted PVu may be positive for several moves
from State i to State(s) j. For now, abstracting from uncertainty
and search costs, it can' be said the presence of any PVu > 0
insures the family will move. If there are several positive .PVU,
the household will effectively select the highest one by moving.

Inequ'ality (4.1) distinguishes between net returns accruing to
husbands and to wives. Clearly, financial and nonfinancial
employment-associated opportunities over the time horizon need
not be the same for the husband astfo'r the wife. In particular, the
wife may have a lower degree of attachment to the labor force
during years in which her husband is gainfully employed. That is,
certain Efts and Nr.ts, corresponding to years in which the wife
is not in the market, may be zero.

Although the terms in (4.1) associated with employment need
to be considered separately, it is'not necessary that the R,
representing amenities in alternative locations, make dis-
tinction. The family, for example, maenjoy recreational and
cultural oppoctunities collectively. J

I.

Alb
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For purpoa
- Pe to be expi

families, one
fa m i fie-s.a re
much the sa
willing to pay

of (1,),' the Na and the Rs are assumed in princi- ,

seible in dollar equivailents. In sampling individual.
would expect to find variations in the amounts'
filling to pay for specific 9pantitieft,of amenities in

way there is variation in the amount families are
for a refrigerator with specific features.

o con the anIttoink only families willing to pay at least..
the market p ice will purchase a refrigerator; -.and assuming re-
frigerators .(i eluding associated oonvenie.nces) Are ;:t normal
good (i.e.,, qu ntity demititded risesith income), the amount
families are . ffing to pa'y rises with income. Untlerlying (4.1). is a,
standard ass mption that families inaxcrnize'utility 'subject to
con.stra-ints, and the valuations of the Ns and the Rs are deter-
mined by the onstrainied myaximiization process. Since income is_
certainly one f these consfraints, the bheery predicts the, valu
tions of the s and thr Rs vary by income. A- nurse- from-
coMparativel affluent hou'sehold might be- likely, fcrr example, o
place a relati ely high yalue'on her woi-kit:fg environment and/
a pollution-fr e environment.

The rant th ee terms-(F, G,and H) play an essential role i
migration dec'sion; They mean that even if the sum of A throu
E is positive, the household may remain in its present loeatio
because mov+ are costly in terms of direct outlays (inchlai
transportatio , sales' commissions on real estate), he time i
volv-ed in all pects of moving, as well as the psycho to icarcost
In fact, the pr sence of F, G, and H,-hereafter called, the "wedice
itself introdu s an 'element of indeterminacy into the analysi
One State m be preferable to the household's current Sta
with regard to elements A through D, but no move will tak0 plag
until the wed is off§et. If the wedge is sizeable, one -State in
be quite a# r ctive- Felative to the current Stafe before h
threshOrd is reached when, moving.roccUrs. Diseq ilibrium dif:fe

tates may thus persist for long p, nods of time. I
e sum of elements A through E is zero at th

e

entialssamong
equilibrium, t
markip.'

The ciiscoun rate r serves an important furiction. has th
effect ofgivin net returns acoruing in latr periods less .weigh

1;,than ,th r,those ac ping earlier. Thus, net returns 'accruing late
have relatively small effects on PV,j. One way of introducing th
riskinesg-;of inv 'anilerits in migration is to allow the discount rate
to,incorriOrate risk premium. Households financing their own
migration investments (e.g., from accumulated 'savings) are
likely to attach 1,,a premium to these investments substantially

' The wedge gives rise to a form of (consumer) us. See Sjaastad (1962).
1
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ti..
, .

,-..-, ,exCasspf **at they could obtain on. a riskless security. Those
irnius.. rely. On external sources .(e:g., loans froth banks, per:

soirial finance compiltnies) probably pay interest-rates far in ex-
cess of he rates on risklesa securities. Since affluent households
are mbreMkeIrto finance their moves from accumulated savings
ratherithati from- borrowed funds, it IA reasonable to assume that

-------he=distOu :_ ; z . ii e migra ion ecision are
relativitly.low. Thus, other factors constant, they are likely to
move for a 1st/taller differential in elements A- through E. Ele-
manta corresp4ndirig to the wedge'are not discounted in (41.1). The
rationale for-treating the wedge in this manner is that most of
these cost 4 occur immediately he psychological component may
be an exceptips$0 this, but th analysis is essentially unaffected
by this ,pa:rtheular a z P, mption.2 ...

.-.,The following dis u .: : 9 of model's explanatory variables
is based -on (41). 1 is worth emphasizing that in an idealized
World of completes ecilication of the Pertinent variables in (4,1)

'- and perfect measurement of hescy;variables; there would be no
need for regression analysis, whiakis useful, for modeling situa-
tions when there is a stochastic element. In an idealized world,
one could compute PV u from (4.1) for each nurse household. Then,
the theory states the nurse (and family) woutfl move to the State
with a positive PV, and if several PVus are potitive, to the State
With the highest PVu. However, neither the str;diAlpf migration
decisions in 'general nor of the migration decisronebf nurses in
particular is au. ficiently advanced to suppose that the specifica-
tion of Variables in (4,1) is more than a first approximation. Nor is
it .currently possible to impute a value to' nonfinancial variables
in the forrnula...Even if it were, the measurement of certain
factors, such as the psychological costs household decision-
makers attach to leaving their current location, is certainly still
in its infancy. Regression analysis, however, is an extremely
useful tbol in the present context, as it allowN one to teh in a
formal way whether a particulaF factor should truly be part of
the equation. If a given variable does not exhibit a significant ,.

pact on migration decision in the regression, one has an ern-
irical justification for excluding it. .

The Data
The empirical evidence presepte'd here is based on records of

professional nurses and their fXrnilies taken from the One Per-
cent Public Use Sample of the 1970 U.S. Census of Population.

(1973..'These issues are discussed mot fully in Osburn ( Bowles (1970), DeVanzo (1972). and Schwartz
1978)
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Appendix C presents supplementary tables based on this data
soUrce.

The Public Use Sample has both advantage and deficiencies
for analysis of professional nurse labor market atterns. On the
positive side, this data base provides very detailed information
on professional nurses, on their spouses and on a 1 children living
at home. Data are also available for nurses both It and out of the
labor force.

Unfortunately, other surveys, such as the UniMersity of Flori-
des Survey of Registered Nurses, used elsewhere in this study,
only include employed nurses. The use of a censored sample (a
,subsample.se-Vected on a particular characteristic such as em-
ployment status) may yield biased parameter estkmates. Then,
the nurse's State is identified for two points in time, 1965 and
1970.3/FirTallY, since individual observationsare available, one
may ag'gregate.the data in ways suitable for the analysis.

There is, however, an imtiortant deficiency. Evidence exists
that, in some cases, the respondent's occupation ha been inap-
propriately coded. Because of both a tendency of respondents to
describe their occupation in a favorable light, and mistakes made
by census enumerators and coders, it has been estimated the
census overestimates the number of professional nurses by as
mueh as 20 to 25 percent. Many, but by no means all, of the
persons erroneously included as nurses in the census are in less
skilled health professions.' Consistency checks performed on the
nurse sample drawn from the Public Use tapes shed that some
persons listed as professional nurses in tie 19707'ensus weie as
young as 14, and/or had fewer than 12 years of schooling, and/or
had blue-collar occupations in 1965. Only in a very few instances
would one e"tpect an individual to move frOm a blue-collar occu-
patiofi- to nursintk.

For PurPoges of the empirical analysis presented here, these
screening criteria were used.5 All persons included as pxofes-
sional nurses must be female and have had at least 12 years o
schooling. All such persons over age ,32 in 1970 must have be
professional nurses in 1965. PersonS included as professional
nurses age 32 br below must have been professional nurses or
have had no occupation in 1965. Persons with nonprofessional
nurse occupations in 1965 were excluded, irrespective of age. This
procedure has undoubtedly eliminated a number of persons in

5 year period niisuffielentlY lung to Permit Several movie. I ri fortun ittely, the census datdallow one to
A

capture at n'°"t Otleiof tbeae move24 It is Possible family could ITIOVE from State r to State j and then back

to state i by le 70. The census data would show no record of these moves.
U.S. DePa ment of Health. Education. and Welfare (19741..and an unpublished memorandum made

available to the author by the Division of Nursing. I%

A weaker Aet of sereers'S has been used for th.tabls presented in appenilix C. ./
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other health profetuiioris, as Well as (unavoidably) some persons
who were truly nurses. Since the intent of screening was to purge
the sample of. persons inappropriately classified as professional
nurses, and not to determine the actual number of nurses in the
United States or in certain regions, the, possibility that actual
nurses have been excluded is not serious. No effort was made to
assess the accuracy_ of current- occupation . of nu rses' spouses or to
eliminate observations that appeared to be inconsistent."

Although data on earnings and several personal characteris-
tics variables are from the census, most variables representing
location-specific amenities ,are from non-census sources; these
variables have been merged with the census data base for pur-
poses of the empiriCal analysis.

Empirical Specification ti
The dependent variable ishe probability that a nurse living inState i in 1.965 lives State j in 19.70s All 48 States in the

9oterminous United §ta es are considered as alternatives; thus,
for a given State there re 47 alternatives for the nurse's 1970
location. Since the probability of staying in State i is knowri Once"
the 47 migration probabilities are known, location- migration be-
havior is fully described by the 47 probabilities. The probabilities
are derived by aggregating individual nurse- records from the
census. The regressions are based on a total of 2,256 probabilities
[47 alternatives times.48 reference year (1965) States]. SinCe the
sample size required to generate 2,256 probabilities with preci-
sion would be immense, weighted regression, with the weights
being the number of observations in the State. in 1965, has been
used throughout Ole analysis. The explanatory variables are
based on the classification scheme implied by equatiOn (4.1). Un-
fortnately, the census data. base does hot permit one to assess
migration responses to job-related .tamenitiesthe "N"-type. fac-
tors; these are assessed in later chapters.

Economists have traditionally stressed the role of earnings
differentials as determinants of migration flows. Unfortunately,
however, most studies have not explicitly recognized that migra-
tion is a household decision, not a decision made by a single
family member. It can be readily shown, with reference to

evidence of measurement errors. The main justification is that other data 24011 'los. althouglf,they identify
i(*It would be reasonable to ask why census data are-Awing irseil for this amity is in the fitc4.bf documented

nurses properly, are deficient in other respect 4, Eithirr they are limited to a subgroup of nuhes, as is the
Survey of Registered Nurses which may be appropriately used in an analysis of nurse retention in current
employment chapter Ws topic, or they are limitell.in terms of tile number of variables included. as is the
inveritc;ry of Registervd LVteriies. The latter data source is extremely useful for establishing the: Sze of the
nurse pup(' lethal, but hill-less value in many forms of multi v art ate analisis. As noted belossk, migrittion rates
derived from the census tire comparable tai those derived from a longitudinal study based on the,1996 and
1972 Inventories of Regitisared Nurses.

s.
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eeonometPic theory, that findings with regard to the importance'
of female earnings differentials may bo quite sensitive to
whether or not a male earnings differentials variable is also
included in the migration regression.? Inclusion of separate earn-
ings variables for adult male and female household members is a
reasonably unique contribution of this chapter's empirical

. analysis.
The nurse earnings difference, which corresponds to the B

element in (4.1), refers to interstate earnings differences of
nurses working 60 to 52 Weeks in 1969. Following the method
discussed earlier, there are 47 earnings differences per State. As
is true of all explanatory variables expressed in dollar terms, this
variable has been deflated by a State price index (DFL1 in chap-
ters 2 and 3). Earnings are defined for 1969; the migration deci-
sion takes place over the period 1965 to 1970.*

As (4.1) indicates, all explanatory variables should be defined
for the expected duration of residence in the alternative location.
In the case of earnings and job amenities, they should also reflect
expected labor force participation for the expected duration of
residence. As Altman (1971) and others have documented, mar-
ried nurses in particular often spend a substantial proportion of
their adult lives outside the labor force. By contrast, labor force
participation of the vast majority of.adult males tends to be
reasonably continuous up to retirement age. Considering the
labor participation factor, a differential of, say, $1,000 in earn-
ings for a given year may mean much more in terms of expected
lifetirhe earnings of the male than the same arinual difference
w uld mean in terms of expected lifetime earnings of the married
,n e. Since the expected earnings difference is the product of

a ings difference and the probability of working, low prob-
abilities can substantially lower the expected yalue.

Several general migration studies have calculated present
values of earnings differentials available in alternative loca-
tions, but both occupations and locations have been defined much
more broadly than in this study. The -Public Use Sample and
other data bases simply contain too few observations to permit
calculating present values of nurse lifetime earnings for each
State. Geographic aggregates larger than the State introduce
even more intralocational variation than occurs when the State
is the observational unit. Thus, in this study, inferences concern-

7 See Mincer tmimeo.lor n more complete discussion of this point. f)aVanzo (1972) is one of the only studies
that eorimiderit earnings opportunities of husband and wife explicitly.

It would have been desirable to define the eiirriings difference for a year more nearly the midpoint of
1965,70. Available data regretably do not allow this.
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ing migration responses to nurses' earnings differentials are V
made from single year data.

The following method is used to approximate element B of
equation (4.1). Earnings differences between alternative Statesj
and the State of residence in 1965 are represented by the variable
NWAGE. To account for variations in the expected labor force
participation rate, WKL1O is included UM it separate explanatory
variable; it represents the fraction of nurses living in State i who
worked 10 weeks or fewer in 1969, irrespective of whether they
stayed in State i or moved elsewhere.

The second variable at letist partially accounts for interstate
differences in nurse labor force participation in the near-term. It
does not, however, take'into account the fact that the overall
labor force participation rate of nurses is likely to be below that
of their spouses. Therefore, it is plausible to expect that the
parameter estimate associated with the nurse earnings variable,
although positive, should be lower than the corresponding vari-
able for nurses' spouses. The lower parameter does not necessar-
ily mean that nurses' .opportunities are discriminated against in
the household decisionmaking process. Rather, this result could
well mean that a given differential, say $1,000 per annum, would
be applicable as a 141,4e to fewer years in the case of the nurse. For
this'reason,the Purse differential receives a lower weight.

The anticipated sikn of WKL10's coefficient rriay be determined
in the following way: Let pint and pn be, respectively, the probabil-
ity that the male and female household members work. Then,
assuming for purposes of developing the theory that the labor
force participation probability is invariant with respect to the
household's State.and that all employed persons work full time if
they work at all, elements A and B of..(4.1) are:
(4.2) Pmaernitemit) andt=1 .(1A-r)t

(4.3) 'Pn(entent)
t=11,

I

---:where e . -. ,. s actual (as opposed to expected) eirrnings.
e variab e I1WAGE is (eaen). In consel'ueling the variableinth manner, one assumes the differences will be the same for. + ,all t, n asst.'. ptiprithat niay not be bad as a first approximation.The robabiii y pm, ishlikely to be equal to or to exceed .pn in most

hob olds wi h 1:' married nurse. If, in a migration regression, 13mis th parame er fissciciate'd with (emie,L) and pr with (ea es), /3,
will e -ed of ven if 'a,dollar in lifetime earnings attributable tothe nurse is aptly the same as a dollar in lifetime earningsattributable ti her spouse. .
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Now, one may subdivide married nurses into two categories:
those with a high propensity to remain in the labor force, sig-
nified by the subscript "h"; and those with a low propensity,
identified by the subscript '"e." By definition, p,,, > fire since
lifetime earnings are more sensitive to a given annual differen-

if the txpected participation is high. As $f is an "average" of
------- ___hoth_groups of nurses,_th < p, and fil $,,. *Thus, if pi is used in-

stead of fifih and ft,e, the r4sultingr eqiiation will systematically over-
. predict the propensity to move inresponse to a positive annual -

nurse earnings differential in the case of the "e" nurse, and un-
derpredict in like circumstanoes in the case of the "h" nurse.
When included, the variable WKL10 may be expected to pick up
this influerrce, which othertivise would fall in the residpal term.:
As defined, WKL10 is one-for the "I" category and zero other-
wise, and, in view of the preceding argument, it is anticipated to
have srpositive impact on the prppensity to move.

As documented in ,Knopf (1976) and in appendix C, nurses'
spouses are in a wide variety of occupations, and the status of
these occupations is higher than for American males on the
whole. In assessing the impact of spouse earnings differentials, ib

is important to consider what spouses living in State i in the base
period potentially could earn in alternative States.

The spouse earnings differeIntial variable SWAGE captures the
earnings potential of spouses resident in their respective 1965
States as accurately as pos4ble. The Census Bureau has pub-
lished estimates on the median 1969 earnings of males working
50 to 52 weeks in 1969 by State according to a three-digit occupa-
tional classification. In a few high earning occupations, earnings
data are unavailkble by occupation and State. Observations af-
fected in this way have been entirely eliminated from the empipi-

. cal analysis.
To illustrate the method, assume there are three nurses'

spouses in State Dixie and four nurses' spouses in State Yankee
in the same year. Conceptually, it is desirable to ascertain what
the spouses in Dixie and Yankee could have earned, respectively,
if they were to have moved to ari of the other 47 States. Assume
the occupation distribution of nurses' spouses for Dixie is: one
college professor, one farmer, and one insurance agent. For Yan-
kee, the distribution is two automobile repairmen, one engineer,
and one chemist. The spouse earnings differential variable is
constructed sp that in comparing the other States to Dixie, Dix-
ie's occupatioinal mix is held constant. If Yankee is State j and
Dixie is State i, SWAGE is the difference between earnings in the
two States, assunNing Dixie's occupational mix. When Dixie is j
and Yankee is i, Yankee's occupational mix is used. In thisway, it

F 1 0.4
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is possible to represent the earnings op
makers more precisely 4han in virtually
study,

Since male labor force parti ation is

rtunition of decision-
any other migration

snentially universal,
there is no reason to include a pa iciput on variable Per. males
analagous to WKL10. 'Mere is, however, another consideration.
Al' itmber of occupations haver market in almost every commu-

-nity;e4r;-, bpokkeepers, mechanics, barbers, and so on. in fields
requiring considerable formal education, JO opportunities tend
to be concentrated in fewer locationscolleiie proffissor is limited
to communities in which there is a college. For this reason, per-
sons with a relatively high educational at1a4nment may find it

*advantageous to make short movers less frequently;' and con-
versely, More distant, often interstate, moves are likely if the
person moves at all." The variable SPROF is the 'fraction...of
spouses living in the 1065 State with 6 years or more of formal
schooling past high school. One expects spouses in this category
to have a higher propensity to make interstate 'Oyes, holdjng
other factors constant, because interstate moves are likely to
constitute a higher proportion of total moves. ,1"-

The variable for population differences betweenitatesj and k,
POP has a similar tole in the migration equation:IT-ere are likely
to be more job opportunities for persons- in all. occupations in the
more populous States. Moveover, more person# are likely to have
had prior contact with these States, e.g., have'friends and rela-
tives there.

Theory is not really helpful in deterrnininik specific amenities
associated with particular locations ti-kat ;Wm: beholds containing
professional nurses are likely to value-(referring to (4.1), the "R"

. -variables). Judging from the jnigratiod ir'fmensities of the U.S.
population as a whole, and from those df i pOeholds with nurses,
It appears that States with warm c,fi have incjeasingly
becothe attractive.'" The variable TEA gored by-State dif-
ferences in the number of. days theq um temperature is
32° F or less, accountAllir this factor. GiveLVtthe way TEMP is de-
fined, the variable is expected to have aiiegative impact on the
probability of moving from State i to SttUit:j.

Theo variables, RAPE and AUTO--diffeiences in the number of
forcible rapes and auto thefts per 100,060 population, respec-
tivelyrepresent the influence of crime.,,aa a locational determi-
nant.' As is well-known, crime data are liubject to a numberof
measurement errors. Moreover, there is substantial4amOunt
of intrastate variation in criminal activity, and the mean for the

'See Schwartz 1 I94'1 for at conceptual trqittoent of thin point.
Movements to warmer etiolates err evident in table C-4 of appendix c.
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State may not be an accurate indicatoi.-for specific swaths within
a State. However, since the Census Public Use tapes do not re-
veal respondent location below thwEitate level for reasons of re-
spondent confidentiality, there is*no alternative but to Use State
grime/information.

Tea considerable degree,Ahe problpm of intrastate variation
it also applies to the pollution measurE SUSP. This difference vari-

able is based on the value Of the Tneini-levelof suspended pa rOeu-
lates in the largest city in the State. While not ideal, this measure
may not be as poor as it appears at first glance, since air pollut-
ant are known to travel_from highly urbanized to rural areas
(as, for example, in southern California).

Then, is substantial interstate variation in real " State-local
government expenditures per capita population. While the direc-\, ,* .-

tion of 'the vast majority of explanatory variables discussed in
rthis section can be determined a priori, it is not known whether

the government expenditure variable (also 'expressed in differ- \
ences) should have a positive or a negative impact on the proba-
bility of migration. The sign depends on the value nurses and
their families attach to public as opposed to private goods. To the
extent that nurses and their families, being highly educated, as a
group, relative to the U.S. population as a whole, place a high
value on certain public programs (e6g., those related to education,'
health, and cultural opportunities), the government expenditure
difference variable EXPEND should have a positive effect. How-
ever, in spite of widespread criticisms that taxation by State and ,
local governments tends to be regressive, there. is substantial
interstate variation in the tax burdens on middle and high in-
co families. Households with nurses simply may not be willing
to ay the price in terms of private goods foregone.

he variable MET is the difference in the fraction of..persons
living in metropolitan as opposed to nonmetropolitan areas. The
term "metropolitan" coincides with the Standard Metropolitan-
Statistical Areas. Assuming nurses and theii families prefer
urban living, the parameter estimate associated with MET
should be positive. ;

As Greenwood's (1975, p. 411) recent review of the migration'
literifure noted:

One of the clearest implications Of the related literature is that gross migra-
tion declines perceptibly with increased distance. What remains unresolved is
the relative importance of various economic and non-economic factors for
which distance is a proxy. However. most estimates of the earnings gains
associated with dominant migration streams stiegrest that these gains are
substantial enough to more than offset any reasonable direst transport costs,

" Adjusted for area differences in the price level.
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associated with distance. Hence. to a lane Ittent diadem. must roileet the
importance of parehic mind imformatre emit*. (emphsal added.)

Schwartz (1978) reported that the deterring effect of distance
declines markedly with education, holding age constant. Empiri.
cal results of earlier studies (Folger and Nam, 19(17); and Suval
and Hamilton, 1965) support Schwartz's fl cling.

Schwartz used an ingenious approach in an attempt to Lacer-
-tatn-witether observed distance effects primarily reflect costs ofobtaining information that prsisumably rise with distance orpsychological costs that may arse be istance-related. Since his!
work is instructive in terms of under finding the role of distancein the migration equation develops in this chapter, it is dis-
cussed here in tome detail.

There are numerous .potential mbilrees of job opportunities:
friends, relatives, colleagues, placement offices, advisors, local
communication media, and so on, Schwartz argued that the less
sophisticated the method by which information is sought, thegreater decrease there will be in the amount of information
available to the decision-maker as distance increases. Education
increases a person's capacity to process published information
and use long distance communication methods effectively. Thus,if Schwartz is correct, one should observe that the migration
patterns of the relatively educated are less associated with dis-
tance. On the other hand; there is no reason to believe that the
ability to gather information about distant market opportunities
improves with age.

As to the psychological costs associated with a move, one ad-mittedly crude way to express these would be to compute the
transportation cost over the duration of residence in.the alterna-:
Live location- needed to offset the distress of being away from
relatives atpd friends. This type of cost clearly rises with distance-
Schwartz icrivivoti that this cost is positively related to age. Corn.-
partitively older persons have, alt a rule, invested mcirc time
establishing relationships with family and friends and, thei-efore,
the disutility of a hreakup is greater. By contrast, the case for
increased disutility with higher educational attainment is weakat best."..

Schwartz's findings that (1)/ the importance of distance di-minishes with she individuarvi level of education, and (2) thepsychological cost of distance is positively related to agtrwereused by him to support his conclusion that the adverse impact ofdistance on migration is- 4ssentially a diminishing-information
qie .

" )warts attemsttird that persons with a luwrr paychulualcal cunt of moving may select occupations that
two Likely to irsquirs a malty

i
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phenomena. An alternative view, however, is there tend to be
fewer "slots" for a highly educated person within many localities,
.a point developed in Schwarts's (1976) article. If so, the observed
relationship between distance of the move and education may
have rellitively little to do with information costs.

Since the sample used in this chapter is comparatively
homogeneous with regard to educations in that all household
contalo w Turniehir "slot" phipnonvenon islikaly to be relatively
more important than informatton. Evidence to date is certainly
not sufficientIS, strong to rule out increasing psychological costs
with distance. Distance in this study (MIST) is measured in terms
of the number of air miles from the geographic center of State j,
the alternative State, t* the center of State i, the' 1965 State of
'residence.

Psychological costs associated with a move are likely to be

higher if there has been extensive contatct with one's current
location.-Idially, one would like to haveirata on the individual'
location at various stages in life prior to the time the migration
decision is made. Unforturiately, the census. only records the
State of birth. The variables MIST and SEIST represent, respec-
tively, the fraction of nurses and spouses who, a of 1965, were

,living in their State of birth.
Moving means that children must change R ools, which is

thought to have both educational and psycholog al impacts. The
variable KIDS is the fraction of households with children over 6.

years of age living at home as of 1970. The variables SPGRP1-
through SPGRP5 are included to account for any household.
background effects unaccounted for by the other explanatory
variables. These variables are deftned according to whether or
not the nurse was a nurse in 1965 and whether-or not there are
any children in the household as of-1970,

For purposes of the multivariate analysis, households have
been stratified by nurse age and marital status. As table 9 indi-
cates, the percentage of nurses ages 46 and over (as of 1970) whO
left their 1965 State in the 1965-70 period is quite small, arouifd 5
percent. Migration of processional nurses in this age category
cannot be depended upon as a potential source of nurses for
"underserved" areas. Although 12.7 percent of nurses in the
unmagried 33 to 45 age getup moved among the States in the
1965-10 period, there is an instifficient number of observatipns to
permit an analysis parallel to one for married nurses in the same,
age group. Although the census data base's _deficiencies have
already been emphasized, it is worth noting the consistency be-
tween the overall outrnigration rate of 14.0 percent in table 9
with the offtmigrasion rate of 15.5 percent, derived from a Ion--
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Table 9.--Pertieitages of iscOreasienal nurser leaving their 1965 States by mfrs.
categorY z I/ 1 ; .1-0.. ..

. ..,
$ 'ercentage leaving Number of,l,

Category . ` State observations

1. ed; age 33,
z., RN 1965, o children ...1.,__,

_
24.8 "%-, 137

121 Mimi ;...n er-ige 33, ; .
'not R 1965, no chi /then ..-. 31.4 $92.-

3,.-Mariied; der age 3:94"i's .' ,
RN in 1965; ildresi _X- 19.2 771

4. Marridd, under, Noo ... ,
uci,

not RN in 1965, c ren , - 20.4 833
5. Not msirrted, under 'a? , -

,
RN ini1 955, no cihilten .26.7 .

135
it , ,6. Not married, 4tIder-

i.
---..

.
..pot.RN in 1965; no c ire n.

. J. 2,5.2 2,81
--7. Married, !tge's3 to ,,- -

-, RN in 1966, no children . .10.0 . 190
8. Married, age 33 to 45,

RN in 1965, children - - , .. 40.1 - 1,896

r"

rr

i,- 9. Not married, age 34 to 451, ..
RN in.1965, no children.° 12.7 "

<4

10. Married, age 46 to 60,
RN in 1965, no children 4.8

A. Married; age 46 to 60, N:
RN in 1965, children ..... . 5.6L ,e,

12. Not married, age 46 to 60,
RN in 1965, no children _,- 4.5_. .

-,All of the above RNs . 14.0

181

693

447.

441
6,397

' Age is defined with reference to 1970.

gitudinal study of professional nurses based on the 1966 and-1972
Inventories of Registered Nurse.

1/4

Empirical Resu Its
Migration equationip are estimated for three categories of pro-

fessional nursets: group -1, married and under age 33; group 2,
married and age 33 to 45; and group 3, not married and under age
33. The explanatdry variables SBGRP are defined in the same
manner as in table 9.
J,Concise definitions of the migration regression variables aie
gi\ren in table 10. Table 11 presents the regression results and
mean .values for the undifferenced variables for these three
categories of nurses. The coefficients of determination (R2s) are
low, but the F- tests .for the signfrificance of the overall relationship
are stikikically significant At above the 1-percent level., Al-_

-4
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Table 10.coneise definitions of migration regression variables

Valiables 2 Definitions

NWAGE 1 2 Difference ip annual median RN earnings
SWAGE 12 Difference id annuaPmedian male spouse earnings " .

DISC' Miles from center of State j to center of State i ..
TEMP - I Differences in mean nulaber of days per annum the ,

- minimum temperature is 32° F or less (measured with
A

-
. respect to State's largest city) a

POP. 'Difference in population (expressed in '000s)
RALPE 1 Difference in rapes per1.00,000 population
AUTO , ' Difference in auto thefts per 100,000 population
SUSP - ' Difference in mean suspended particulate matter (ineaair, ..

ured with respect to State's largest city) .

`,-;
"Difference in.State-local government-expenditures per

w.L"..* 'EXPEND
, capita -

1. e. MET,. I Differ*ka in fraction of §tate population living in met- .

iopolitan areas
NBST Fraction of RNs in 1965 State who were born in that State
SBST Fraction of male spouses in 1965 State who were born in'

that State . ,

VA SPROF Frikction of male spouses in 1965 State wi(h 6 years or
more of formal education past high school

KIDS Fraction of households in 1965 State with children or 6/
years of age living at Wane in 1970

WKL10 Fraction of RNs. in 1965 State working fewer than,10
weeks in 1969 , ,

..- .

SPGRP1 3 Fraction of married RNs under age 33 in 1970 who were
not RNs in 1965.and have no childrenain 1970

SPGIiP2 Fraction of married RNs ulnae!'" age 33 in 1970 who were
_ RNs in 1965 and have children in 1970

SPGRP3 T
Fraction of married RNs under age 33 in 1970 who were
) not RNs in 1965 and have children in 1970 , .

SPGRP4 Fraction of married RNs age 33 to 45 in 1970 who were RNs
in 1965 .,and have children in 1970

SPGRP5 Fraction of single RNs under age 33 in 1970 who were not
RNs in 1965 and have no children in 1970

' Difference between State } (alternative State) and State i (State of resideriCe in 1965).

I Deflated by a State price index described in Steinwala and Sloan (1974).
'The variables SPGRP1 through SPGRP5 are defined with reference to the State of residence in 1965.

though the data have been grouped to 'form the migration prob-
abilities, group cell sizes are generally small. The low Res and
high F-values on the regression equation are frecfuently found
when the observational unit is an individual or, as in the case of
these regressions, small aggregates of individuals.

The priricipal findings of the regression analysis are as follows.
Nurse- earnings differentials have a negative rather than the
expected positive impact on the,probability of moving to State j
from State i. By contrast, spouse earnings differentials demon-
stkate the expected positive impact; and the associated parame-
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Table 11.-Migrationregreations

E7tplanatory
variables . group 1 Group 2

NWAGE
&

. .

SWAGE

DIST,

TEMP

POP

2'*-0.00135
(Q.00047)

3 0 240
061)

-6.0126
(0.001 7)

- 0.0054 I. (0.b0662)
3 0.00029

-0.00034
(0.00029)

3 0.00106
(0.00035)

3 -0.00534
(0.00090)

-0.00503
(0.06387)
3 0.00012

2

RAPE

AUTO

41111'
-11IP /

(0.6.0000
2 0.117
(0.04

)-- .1, 124
O

I
(0 .00004)
0.0571

(0.2b2)
0.00099

(0,; 1180)
SUSP 2 F'D1262

(6.00107)
70.00600

(0.00576) (0.00320)
EXPEND -0.00418 -0.00224

(0.00263) (0.00159)
'MET 0.746 -0.467

(2.06) (1.19)
NBST.

, 1
-3.70 -
(3.75)

222
(2.05)

S. -6.33 3 -6.86
(3.85) (2.19)

SPROF "aft 9.19 571
(5.64) (4.02)

KIDS 3 -12.69 -1.26
(4.66) (5.30)

WKLIO 2 1039 1.48
(4.54) (2.92).

-5.85
(9.22) (=-)

S -8.22
(7.86)

Sa G lt,P3 -2.53
(8.14)

SBGRP4 4.81
(7.36)

SBGRP5 -
(-) (--)

CONSTANT 20.90 3.12

Group 3

-0.0b084
(0.00070)

( -)
-0.00633
(0.00292)

-0.01297
(0.01139)
3 otoom
(0.00012)
0.0949)

(0.0731)
0.0065f

(0.00337)
0.00244

(0.01085)
0.00113

(0.00492)
0.319

(3.49)
-01809 -.
(3.15)

(-)
(-)
(---)

3-13.94.
(4.42)
22.04- (-) (-)

R2=0.09 R2= 0.05 2=0.05
F(18,2237)= F(16,2239) F(12t2243)=

3 11.78 3 7.22 a 3 946

All regression coefficients and associated standard errors in this table should be divided by 1:060
r Means signiliocant at the 5-percent level (two-tailed test).
a Means significant at the 1-percent level (two-tailed test).
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ter estimates are statistically significant at the 1-percent level.
Although SWAGE and !I./WAGE are positively correlated (r=0.52
and r=0.51, for the first and second groups, respectively),' the
_correlation is far.less than 1.0. Furthermore, alt ugh data on

finonpecuniary aspects of theilob are unavaila e for both the
nurse and her spouse, it is reasonable to presu e this correlation
would be for less. tli'am 'unity as well. While the negative sign
might be attributed to multicoll earity (a high correlation be-
tween NWAGE and SWAGE), it is oubtful this is a major source
of the observed pattern icei this instance. First, the simple correla-
tion between the migration probability and NWAGE is negative
for both groups, while ttie correspoic4ing simple correlation in- ,

. volving SWAGE is positive: Second, the NWAGE parameter es-
ti ate is insignificant but negative in the third regression, which
is based on a sample of tinmarried nurses.

There are at least two koossible explanations.. First, in the case
of married nurses, the ntamber of years in which the nurse ex- .

pects to be active is small relative to the expected duration of
residence, particularly in relation to,the spouse's expected labor .
force participation. As iridicated previously, a lower mean par-
ticipation rate is,associatd, other factorg being constant, -Kith a
lower earnings differentika parameter estimate. Potential earn-
ings advantages accruing; to the spouse could consistently domi-
nate those accruing to th nurse. This explanation, however, is
not §atisfactory,for' unmarried nurses for whom the labor force
participation rate is more nearly 1:0, and for whom. no other
important source of earn d income exists. Second, the "wedge"
introduces a degree of determinacy into the analysis. Only
when the values of ele ents A through E outweigh the wedge ..,

does the decision-maker move. If potential earnings gains to
nurses from moving are small, there may be very few situations
,indeed in which this variable provides the reason for overcoming
the wedge threshold. IntuWively speaking, a family with
very high , psychological Costs of moviSg. The iidrse family
member knows she could earn $1,000' more per annum if the
family moved to State j (which was a sizeable'difference in 1965-
70 dollars); and she expects to work about 5 out of the next 10
years,. starting 4 years frcim now. Discounted at a rate of 7 per-
cent, the percent value of this differential would be $3,347. For
the spouse who is likely to work continuously, the same $1,000
differential would be $7,023. The question is whether $3,347 per
se could cover the transactions costs brmoving (i.e., the wedge).

The positive coefficient associated with WKL10, significant in
the regregsion for the younger group of married Women,implies
that laboi- market activity on the part of the nurse actually
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deters moves." Two ew and satisfactory job are apparently,
more difficult to find t an one.

Judging from the po itive parameter estimat s on the SPROF
variable, it appears th 't families with highly ducated spouses
are indeed more likely to make interstate -m es. Probably the
most plausible reason or this is there are oinparatively few
"slots".tor these individ als in a particular loc lky, necessitating
more distant, interstat moves. it is not p ssible, hovVever, to
rule o& Schwartz's con ention that this pat .- rn reflects relative
information costs.

The poptilation diffe nce variable has statistically 'signifi-
cant effect on the migr tion probability in 11 three regressions.
As discussed previously the mechanism u erlying this variable
is similar to SPROF's. . IAgain,, in chapter 2, 1 cation characte stics variables do not
perform well on the wh le. The tempera ure,difference (TEMP)
coefficients suggest that, nurses and thei farrillies, holding other
factors constant, have a lower probabi ty of oving to colder
States. The coefficients, however, are no statisti ally significant
at traditional levels even though th it sign are plausible.
Likewise, judging from the negative si ns of the Oarameter esti-
mates on the suspended particulate va .iable (SUSP), households
with nurses are less likely to move t r olluted a eas. The Pack of
significance is again cause for ca on in int rpreting these,
resillts.

..The crime difference variables (R PEI and UTO) were ex-
pected to have negative impacts on ignition.; h wever, no defi-
nite pattern was found in th ,-'7 egre ions, which is probably the

particularly with regard to rime. The differe ce in the met-
result of errors in measurer t an within Stat heterogeneity;

met-
ropolitan proportions variable (ME ) demonstral es no effect on
migration;' again, this is probably d Ie in large part to the correla-
tion between MET and POP. It wa not pos ible to determine the
direction of State and local gover ment e enditure per capita
(EXPEND). in advance; and the gressio s are ambiguous on. this score. .

Findings with regard to the w ge variables are clearer. The
impact of distance is unambiguo sly negative. Elasticities eval-
uated at the observational mean are 0.84, '-0.89, and 0.38Ifor
the three regressions, respecti ly. According to these elas-
ticities, the deterrent effect of di ance is about the same for the
two groups of married nurses; a d married nurses, nOt surpris-

" In this sense, the nurse's work tie: the family t its present location. For an extensive discussion of
"tied" mover-stayers as the concept applies here, nee incer (mimeo.)
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in ty, are far more adyerse to movingslong dist races than are
. th ir unmarried colleagues, These findings are c sistent with
Sc wartz's (1973) research on the deterrent effects of distance,
wh ch showed distance's impact to be invariant with respect to
th Individual's aie.

s judged by the coefficients of -NBST and SBST, previous
att chment to the State appears to be particularly important for
the spouse rather than the nurse. There are at least two explana- _

tio for this. First,, the husband may have a dominant role in
ga ilyidecisionmakinglthat is, his psychological costs are given a

is rottortionate weight. Alternatively, spouses with previous .

tt Chment may tend to have givater earning potential in their
170 e States than elsewher. This may stem, for example., from a
fam'ly business, or from Professic7nal- contacts established while
in s hool.. The advantages of pievious contacts do not, as a rule, -
iripi for nuriing.14

. .

T e iniPak t of school-age children (KIDS) is negative in the
,c'as of married nurses under age 33, and no-effect is evident for -
*e econd group. The -results suggest the psychological costs of
14017 ng are somewhat lower in the case of older child n.

RP variables generally; demonstrate no impact on rgration.
It is Iciestfro-11i the constant terms, as from table 9, oweveri. Witt
migration probabilities are substantially higher for the younger
age group. If age.had been included as an explanatory variable in -

a_ regressiCin based on nurses in . all age groups/ would have"
undoubtedlY, been statistically, significant. Age more than the
presence of children per se appears to relate cloSely'. to the-
psychological cost of moving and to the fact that any ret rns td'
migration. are likely to be of a shortei- duration.

IMPlicatiOrtS and Conclusions
We posed five questions-at the outset-of this chapter. B sed on

our ,empirical analysis, there are the answers. As is u ual in
empiTa.cal-studies,. some answers merit more c fidenc than
others.

-First, we asked whether interstate different als in wa es of-
fered nurses partially explain interstate migration of nurs s. Do
,nurses tend, other factors constant, to move to States in hich
their earning potential is relatively high? Our empiirical r = sults
suggest no response on the pail of nurses to' wage diffe races.

Second, we inquired about interstate movements of urse
ifamilies n response, to 'financial opportunities availa le to

"Comparative earnings of migrants and nonmigrants in -a givn locality have been the topic o several

studies..Seep for example. Lansing and Morgan (1967) and Masters (1972).
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rnurses' (male) spouses. We 'find nurse families do move to areas in
which_spoliges can earn more. We have suggested an olconomic

I rationale for this pattern. But economics can only account for
part of the story. Sociological forces are also undoubtedly impor-

o be exercising greater influence in family
re

impor-
tant, and our analysi has been unable to capture these. Women
in the 1970's appear
decisionmaking. it'i's by no means clear that analysis based on

L....?.1980 census data ould reveal the same patterns observable
from 1970 census data. Yet, it is safer to base conclusions on
results from in-d pth empiricarstudies rsther than from impres-
sions. These iss es merit reanalysis with a Moref-recen§, data
base.

Third, w so ght to determine the role of previo tachment
of the nurse to a State as a factor in the c tion ision. If
'nurses and/or other family members stre s contacts, with rela-
tives and existing friends, they will be reluctant to consider al-
ternative States. From the 'vantage point of poliCy,, this would be
useful th. know, because -large numbers f graduates of nursing
schools within the State would tend to e. We discov-
ered that previous attachment- tState s be particu-

, larly important for the spouse ra erhan. 12 nurs . This result
,

'is, certainly consistent with our second finding. To the extent
nurses rr)arry men from their hoine States, it does not really
matter far policy purposes whose contact receives most weight.
But if the spouses come from other States, our results imply that

_ retention within the State will be a.dveksely affected. .
Fourth, we inquire:d about the role of distance. Are nurses and

their families more reluctant to move to distant States? We find_
they are. Of course, cross-country moves often occur, but our
results imply that, holding other factors constant, they occur less
freqUently.

Fifth, we attempted to identify important characteristics of
States that are comparatively successful in attracting interstate

3. In gener , our
4migrant nurses. This aspect of our work is a continuation f our

issue analyzed in depth in chapters 2 and
analysis of this fifth topic has croduced inconclusive results; one
reason may be there is a great deal more intrastate variation, in
such area characteristics as crime rates and pollution; thus, no
consistent pattern emerges from a study with the State as the
observational unit.

Findin,:. presented in The Geographic Distribution of Nuirses
and Publi olicy (Sloan, 1975). plied that professional nurses
are mobile as a group and that nurses- should be recognized as a
national resource. This chapter's evidence would, at least super-
ficially, appear to point in the other direction. Furthermore, in-
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tearstate migration of nurses #s found rot to be responsive to
economic opportunities; nurse labor fords participatton is in fact
seen as a deterrent to, the family's mokoility;41ouseholds contain-
ing nurses are more reluctant -to move long distances than
shorter ones; previous attachment to the State, especially on the
part of the nurse's spouse, tends to inhibit interstate movements.

However these findings and associated implications really' do
not contradict the earlier findings. It, s a matter analogous to
"theglass as half-empty or half-full",c1 che.tOver time, theth is a
considerable, amount of geographic ovement; but the geo-
giraphic movements of nurses are not purposeful with regard to
market opportunities for nurses. Furthermoie, while distance is
a deterrent factor, it is certainly not an absolute `barrier.. The
pattern between nurse mobility and age, noted in Sloan (1975), is
found again: Most moves occur in early adulthood; and by the
midtoities, interstate movement of professional nurses is virtu-
ally nil. The results are consistent with Payne and Yett (1971)
who found, using a sample of "Los Angeles hospital nurses, that
married nurses mostly make family-related moves (presumably
in response to spouse opportunities), while single nurses move for
reasons other than family. According to Payne and Yett, neither
married nor single nurses move in response to nurse earnings'
differentials.

The result imply that financial ince tives to induce nurses to
work in specific locations are not likely succeed. The implica-
tions for publicly i'ubsidizecl nursing education are possibly
more favorable. Although-l meaningful percentage of locality'
trained nurses are likely to leave for other States and/or regions,
a reasonably high proportion tend to stay. Albeit' costly, it is a
much more certain way of assuringagiti increased number of
nurses than is the financial route. Given thd results on distance,
regiOnal contracts for purposes of nursing education, such as the
Western Interstate Commission fdr Higher Education, are rea-
sonably attractive as well. /-

Although the findings presented in this chapter imply that
financial incentives provide important inducements for in-.
terstate moves in the case of the spouse but not the nurse, the
evidence does not necessarily suggest that profpssiorial nurses
are fully unresponsive to "economic" incentive.Such incentives
may be important in the choice of an employer within a fairly
circumscribed geographic area. Furthermore, wages may affect
work hours. L.lkewise, one should be hesitant in rejecting the role
of location-specific amenities on the basis of evidence presented
here, since problems in their measurement may have obscured
underlying relationships. The census data base does not al
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A Ione toz-sxatilitte- the importance of nonpe niary job,reated
,factors as locational determinants, although the Survey dOReg-
:lettered Turies` ,cone s some information needed for an as-seisment fype. pirical aAalysis based on this survey is
'..ehapter
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'Chapter 5
- MATCHING PROFESSIONAL NURSES

THE RECENT. NU SING SCHOOL G
Frank A. Sit-an

Introduction

ND JOBS:
R OATE

As we and others have sit-own, professioLal nurses are rela-
tively mobile at early stages in their careers. For this reason, the
major policy instruments concerned with the aggregate supply of
nurses and their distribution should Ve, directed toward nursing
education. Thus, the process by which nurses and jobs are
matched is potentially of major policy interest.

This chapter is principally concerned with five issues: IC
(1) To what extent do nurses invest time and effort to .obtain

information about potential employers? Unless nurses in general
and recent graduates in particular are knowledgeable about job
opportunities, specific-offerings may not be effective employment
inthicements, at least in the short termatalthough, cin the longer
run, such inducements may matter, but at the cost of hubsta-ntial
turnover). As an alternative to. actively seeking 3.gobd job, thenurse may any job, only to leave after she det,erminei,
retrospect, her choice had been inappropriate. This retrospective
method of job search could place a burden on hospitals in "under-
served" areas, because comparatively few nurses would make
the effort to learn about any special inducements they might
offer.'

(2) What do nurses seek in their prospectivie employmeiit? Job
attributes include both financial and nonfinancial offerings..
Since nurses may be expected to differ in the job attributes they
value most, it is essential to ascertain the kinds,of job attributes.,.':':that attract different nurses. Some may_primarily desire finan-..
cial rewards from employment; others may stress educational
opportunities or various aspects of their working conditions;
while still others may make few demands regarding their pros-
pective job, because they expect the duration of their employ-
ment to be short in any case.

(3) What factors distinguish professional nurses who devote a
substantial amount of time and effort to job search froin those

f

' see Stephenadia (1976) on job search and duration of unemployment, and planned tenure of n9xt job.



who4do not? Do nurses with speerfic kinds of career objectives
search more? Does her desirability as a job candidate have an
effect he extent and duration of a nurse's search? Reasons for
anticip ing that .profe nurses with "better" credent4als
have both 1 and shorter Sea h periods can be advanced.

(4) 'ghat are the =
rginarret4 ns to the nurse from extended

job search? Do nurses ho itexi'ic more earn more?
(5) Conversely, does length of time the nurse is,. unem-

ployed, uri jo search presumably continues, have the
effect o veering starting. age she will sifcept? Empirical
evidence reported by economists sugg6sts that the "reservation
wage". (tke lowest wage a.pe-r n w.Ll1 take in order to accept
employment) falls as the'cliir oftinemployment lengthens.*

According to economic. then decreases in the prospeative
employee's reservation wage p ovide It means whereby supply
and demand sides of the labo market reach an equilibrium.

'While" adjustments with respect to wages provide one method for
establishing an equilibrium, it iieby no means the only one. The
employer may keep the wage scale constak, but-alter the quality
or level of labar hired at each point along the scale (Hall, 1974;.

Ateder; 1965). Thus, in recessions, employers. may be- more:
"choosy" in selecting employees, rather than lower wages. Up-
grading requirements for a specific dollar wage is also,'of course,
equivalent to lowering the real wage. Rather than lower their
reservation wage, prospective employees may compromise on
particular aspects of the job; e.g., move from their current loca-
tion, work in a less desirable neighborhood; or less desirable
hours, or with a less pleasant stIpervisor.

From the vantage point of policies aimed at to geographic
distribution of professional nurses, it is important to ascertain
whether compromises with regard to location are near the fir pt pr
near the last of the sacrifices nurses are willing to make. 114.fer-
ring. to chapter 4's conceptual framework, also applicable here,

-'1.The nurse's propensity to move depends on the size of the
Cvedge." Equivalently, her willingness to work on the night. shift
depends on other types of costs; i.e., the cost of finding substitute
help at home, as well as psychological factors.

These five issues are analyzed in detail in the next sections of
this chapter.

See Kasper (1967). Barnes (1975), Stephenson (1976). As noted by Stephenson (p. 10), several reasons

have been given for the decline in the reservation ',age as a function ofunemploy men t duration: "(a) a finite

time horizon (Gronitu, 1971). (b) progression from more promising to less promising job possibilities (Salop,

1973), (c) a fall in the rrairginal utility of leisure (Kasper. 1971). (d) 4igher psychic and anxiety costs (Holt.

1970). (e) thefdepletion of assets and savings (Kasper. 1967), and (f) greater risk propensity (Harnett,
Cummings. and Hughes. 1971)."

11.2
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The Data
The data in this chapter are drawn- from a survey of neiply

licensed professional nurses conducted by the National League
for Nursing (NLN) during 1973, with ftinds pitv:rided by the Divi-
sion of Nursing.3 To obtain Chq sample, the. NLN rando ,
seledped names of nurses who had successfully passed their licr2e-
sure examinations in' the recent past. A total of 8,000 newly
licensed nurses--6,000 registered nurses and. 2,000 -praittical
nurseswere tent mail questionnaires. Of these, 275 were re-turn a undeliverable.; of the 7,725 deliverable questionnaires,
6,223 we completed, for a response rate of 80.6 percent, which is
very respectable for a Mail questionnaire, A study conducted by
the NLN of nonrespondents showed that basic characteristics of
nonrespondents did not sliffe' r in a meaningful way from those of
respondents. ,I.

,

The response rate of registered nurses to the questionnaire is
somewhat higher than the combined RN and LPN rate; and the
analysis in this chapter is limited to registered nurses. The ques- ,<nnaire focused on: - .

)1ab1. The ava ility of nursing enyloyment to newly licensed. nurses. .2. The kinds of nursing employment in which the job oppor-
tunities were most numerous.

3. The degree and basis for selecti4rity exercised by nurses in
choosing their initial employment.

4. The extent of geographig mobility exhibited by nurses in
selecting initial employment.

5. The length of time uneinployed before taking initial perma-
nent employment.

6. The sources of job information available to and utiliz d by
nurses. (Nash, 1975, p. 2.)

Some of the discussion in this chapter summarized pertinent
material in Nash (1975) in order to (1) place Nash's information
within a conceptual framework, and (2) emphasize the implica-
tions for the spatial distribution of professional nurses.

The' NLN data will also be employed in this chapter's mul-
tivariate analysis. The Nash study relies exclusively on cross-
tabulations. The primary disadvantage of tabulations is it is
difficult to isolate the individual effects of several explanatory
factors on a dependent variable. For example, in the Nash study,
there were many comparisons iikvolving baccalaureates,. diplo-mates, and associate dt 4 ree recipients. Yet, as the author
acknowledged, nurses wi i differing types of educational prep-

A ni,+re detailed deseriptitm may be r AI (1975).
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caration differ with regard to such imprrtant demographic char-
acteristics as age, marital status, and children. The latter factors,
rather than the type of program per se, may be responsible for
many of the observed differences in subsequent carer patterns.

Although multivariate analysis is preferable on balance, there
is &justification for Nash's method. It Is possible that the type of
degree obtained (baccalaureate versus associate degree, for
example) is more important to- the prospective nurse than is the
o4cupation of -nurising itself. Some prospective nurses miy obtain
ir5accalaureate because they desire a more general education. If
they had not enrolled in a baccattureate nursing program, they
might have selected another "helping" profession, also requirilig
a baccalaureate and/or advanced degree, such as teaching, social
work, or clinical psychology. A nursing diploma may not be con-
side;ed a viable alternative to such persons. In this sense, by
expanding nurse baccalaureate .programs, one essentially
changes the demographic mix of the nurse labor force in'impor-

. tent ways, and it is useful to ascertain the implication of this type
of e*pansion.

Characteristics of the Market for Newly Licensed Nursers

0 The process of looking for work is seen by economists as a
productive activity in which persons are placed in jobs in which
they are likely to be-most proltactive. Being unemployed may
allow the individual more time to eValuate alternative employ-
ment opportunities than being employed would -permit. Given
that job search is .productive and may be more adequately, per-
formed when the person is without employment, virtually no
economist would argue that the optimal unemployment rate is
zero.4

As of 1973, the year the NLN Survey was conducted, the unem-
. ployment rate for newly licensed nurses was small-3 percent for

baccalaureate grviduates, 4 percent for associate degree
graduates, and '2 percent for diploma graduates (Nash, 1975, p.
21). These percentages are substantially lower than the 5.8 per-
cent national unemployment rate at the time the survey was
Anducted. The urremployment rate for diplomates is probably
lower, because these. nurses have a greater propensity to con-

, tinue employment in the same setting in which they received
their professional training. The/ fitCt that a nurse remains k the
same setting represents in itseilf a conscious choice of employer.

The concept of unemployment often has relatively little mean-
ing for females, because many who experience difficulties in

The most enmprehensive reviews of the job **arch literature are Lippman and McCall (1976a. 1976b).

I
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1

6' btaining employment withdratv from the labor force and are con-
sequently recorded as nonlabor force participants, rather than as
unemployed. Labor force participation rates of newly licensed'
nurses/end, however, to be unusually high for both nurses and
adult women in general. According to Nash (p. 20), "graduates
from AD (associate degree) pi;ograms are slightly more likely to
withdraw frork the labor force (4.5%) than are baccalaureite
graduates (4%) or diploma graduates (2.6e7c)." Searching emonz
alternative employers while unemployed is thus clearly not the
rule among nurses in the NLN sample; typically, alternatives are
evaluated during the lait few months of the -nurse's course of
study.' ,--*-4-

Th*NLN survey asked the nurse to indicate the distance otthe-.
farthest place to which she applied for her first licensed position
from her permanent address at the time of graduation. Tfie nurse
was given two Options:, (1) "within local community distance;"
and (2) "a dista ce which wouni have required me to move."
Almost 72.perc t of RNs responded `within local community
aiitance." At st at that stage of the life cycle, most nurse job
search appears to be confined to a rather small geographic area.'
Evidence preserited by, Sloan (1975), based on the University of
Florida's Survey of Registered Nurses, indicated that At large
proportion of interstate moves-are concentrated within the first
few years after graduation from nursing school, but that nurses
generally take their first job in the same 'geographic area in

. which they completed their training. Unfortunately, no data are
availablt to allow one to ascertain whethe't nurses search for

,secon (and subsequent) jobs over a larger -geographic area.
Mor ver, it is not known whether they move for other reasons,
such as family, and then search over a rather circumscribed
geographic area in their new locations. Certainly evidence from
the previous chapter would suppoit-the 'iew that the latter
pattern is the more dominant one. The fact that the majority of
professfbnaj nurses (at least newly licensed graduates and cer-
tainly nurses in theirthirties and older) do not search over a wide

-.geographic area is a source of monopsony power for hospitals.e
Other 'dimensions of search include the time span over which

search takes place and the number of nursing positions actively
pursued. Considering nurses employed on a full-time basis at the
time of the NLN survey, the mean le gth of time over which jobs
were actively pursued prior to se ring employment was 3.6

' This estimate is based on my own calculations from ,N,UN survey data.
The pattern with respect to nurse mobility aftl-r school, completed is also evident at the time of entrance

to nursing school. According to my estimates derived from the til..ti survey. slightly over $3 percent of
recent ry_licen Led RN% attended nu rsing 111:h 411111 within lull) miles 1 if their homes; fewer than 3 percent went to
school over fv00 miles away.
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weeks. The mean number of positions actively. pursued (cases in
which the nurse submitted a resume or bead an interview) during.
this time period was Eliminating, nurses who stated they
knew 'where they were going to'work and therefore did not
actively- pursue jobs othel. than the one they took, the corre-

-spbriding means are 4.6 and 3.e. Using either set of means, it is
apparent that job search at this stage in the nurse's career
tends to be intens e over a relatively short time period and
chner a rather-circu cribed geogrsphic area.' ,

isiur'se Demand for Specific Job Attributes
The. NLN survey asks the nurse to recall, from a list of items

provided on the questionnaire, job attributes that were Impor-
tant in her decision to accept her first nursing position. For each
item, -she vas given thie choice of five responses:. "very important;
quite important; of some importance; not at all important; does
not apply." Job attributes listed in the survey were: "(1) closeness
to family; (2) closeness to friends; (3) reasonable travel time be-
tween home and work; (4) type of neighborhood in which job is
located; (5) orientation program _given by employing institution;
(6) inservice education; (7) work environment;- (8)- salary and
fringe benefits; (9) ability to continue higher eduCation in nurs-
ing while working; and (10) other."

Table 12 gives the percentages of professional nurses who re-
garded specific job or employment attributes as being "very
portant" and "not at all important," i.e., polapresponses., Judging
from this table, it appears respondents placed the greatest ern-
phasis on "work environment," which presumably includes hours
of work, pleasant colleagues and supervisors, and interesting
and challenging work. "Salary and fringe benefits" was a distant-
second. "Closeness to family" elicited intense preferences in its
:favor, but this attribute was on the other hand, unimportant to a
large'number of nurses. It is plausible toexpect that nurses who
place a high value on "closeness to family" are comparatively
immobile. "Closeness to friends" appears to be the least vJued
on the list, followed by "type of neighborhood in which- job is
located." "Reasonable travel time between home and work" also
appears important to newly licensed nurses, but there is -a con--
ceptual problem with item. In many cases, the nurse' could
adjust her residence o th job's location; newly licensed nurses,

For purposes of the regressions.with job search dependent variables, presented later, the NLN data base
has been screened to eliminate nu rses (1),employed in their Brat jobs fewer than :35 hours per week (2) who.
searched,far their first position as an RN graduate for more than 17 weeks and (3) who either said they
actively-Sought no position upon graduation or actively sought more than seven positions.

"The entire questionnaire is reproduced in Nash I 1975, pp. 125-132.
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'rabbi 1.110--Pereoutage etprotessiofial *fames regarding slieclibid job attributor an
- boils, "very important" and "not at all Important";

Job -attritutas
PerCentage

." e important"
.Percentage

"not at all
important"-

Closeness to family wi me, 22,6 21.8Closeness to friends 4.7 36.8Reasonable travel time between hOme
and work

,-- 20.6 8.5Type of neighborhood in whicti, job is lo-
Cated 8.9 29.3Orientation program 18.3 al 14.3Inservice education 20.7 9.4Work environment ' 37.9 2.5Salary and fringe benefits 23.0 4.1Ability to continue higher education while
working 21.3 - 18.1

O

' Combines "not at all important" and dogs not apply."

being comparatively young and more..likely to be single t
nurses on the whole, are likely to live, in apartments and cool 3
Conceivably move, say within a city,' without being too inconve-
nienced.

To ascertain the types of nurses that are most interested in
specific job attributes, it is useful to confine the empirical'
analysis to nurses with single-and intense preferences for par-
ticular attributes. Because of personality differences avid/or
ferences in tittirways people use language, one would expect that
some nurses would say that everything is "very important";
while' others might exaggerate in the other direction, deem-
phasizing some factors that are in fact important to them. Select-
ing nurses with one rntense preference at least eliminates the'
first kind of respondent.

len the empirical aniilysis presented in the remainder of this
sectioil, the sample is limited to registered nurses employed on "w

`full -time basis at the time of the survey who responded that one
(anthanly one) of the five items was "very important." The nixie
items contained in table 12 have been redu ed to five by combin-
ing "closeness to family" and "closeness friends" into one item,
combining "orientation program" and nseivice education!' into. a single item), and eliminating "reas able travel time between ,

home and work" and "type of neig orhood in which the job is
located." As noted, there are. cone tual diffiCulties associated
with the travel time item; and as en i able 12, only a few
nurses stressed neighborhood considerations. The lack of impor-
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twice of neighborhood is interesting in its own right, given evi-
deice -ip other chapters that locational amenities are-relatively
unimportant to Pmfessiona.1 nurses.

Nash (1975) presented tables ghat clearly ifidicate that nurses
-located in geographic areas in which there wele relatively fewer'
job openings did in fact make compromises on their initial de-
mands. The comPrornise, "accept a position whit made it neces-
sary to move," wasbne of the least prevalent e compromises
listed. Baccalaureates differed in this re ard, being far more
willing to move than Were the other two t es of nurses. "Accept
t<position in a type Of qeighborhood you did.not like',' was an even
less popular co3Prornise. There is an inconsistency between job
attributes and 'compromises on this point..Relatively few neVkly.
licensed professional nurses emphasized the neighborhood's at.
tractiveness; but, in the final, analysis, comparatively few nurses
were willing to make actual compromises in this direction. As
seen in table 13, "closeness to family- and friends" rises to second
place -using just the .five items. Least prevalent are intense re-
sponses regarding "orientation program and _inssrvice educa-
tion" and "ability, to higher education' while working."continue higi-

Specification
The five Mutually exclusive responses of professional' nurses

form the dependent variable in logit analysis of the demand for
specific job attributes. Appendix p contains a brief description of
multiple logit analysis -fox. those readers unfamiliar with this
technique. An equation is developed to predict the probabilities

' of giving arty one of the five possible responses, conditional on a
set of iydrse characteristics that form We explanatory variables.

fie explanato'rY variables are categorized in the following ways:
type of nurse training program; demographic chdracteristics of
the nurse and her household; faMily income; size of nurse's corn-

. t
Table 13.Percentage of Professional

being "il+ve teat. ": Nurses4
Job attribute

nurses regarding specific job attributes as.
With one single, intense preference I

Percentage
"very important"

Closeness to'familY and friends 2 - - -_ -_ ____________ 30.2

Orientation progr#Fil and i nservice educatio it 2, 10.0
. .

Work environment ____________________________
_____ ....- _ 36.8

Salary and fringe ben efita
- _

Ability to continue higher education while working ..= 9.4
.

survey r are inutu ally exclusiVe. Only nurses with
'Based on 1.241 NLN

h. give been

esponses. Responses
preference are included

2Iterns from table 12 combined, as described in the text.
IP
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ant.initY prior to nursing !school; and nursing school. class stand-
ing, .

Since there are three tYPea of basic professional nurse training
programs, baccalaureate, associate degree, and diploma, dummy
variables for the latter two are included in the regression equa- -
tion. Using the same NLN data base, Nash (1975) provided fre-. ,

quency distribt.ttions on the relative importance to newly
licensed RNs of the jo b-attributes listed in table,q2 by type of
respondent's nurse tfaining. Nash's table suggests that newly
graduated associate degree recipients are much more likely to
stress "closeness to family" than are nurses as a whole. This is by ,
far the largeit difference when the importance-of job attribUte's
are sorted by nurse training. The question Nash's two -way
cross-tabulation cannot answer is Avshether type of program has
an independent effect or whether it merely represents some
other factor, e.g., ,demographic characteristics of.the nurse and
her family. , .

The most obvious demegraphiC factors are nurse age, marital
'status, and the presence of children. Younger persons are more
likely to desire additional training, while the mobility literature y
suggests older nurses are more likely,,to value "closelliess to fam-
ily ..and ,friends." - , .

Unfortunately, the NLN survey only obtained information on
the number of children uny er age 6. As discussed in chapter.8,
the number and age diistri utiop of children are key explanatory
.variables in models of 1 bor 'force participation and hours
of work. In this instan however, the analysis is restricted
to nurses employed on a full -time basis. It is plausible to expect
that nurses with childrent espeCially yoUng children, have short-
er'expected stays in their current job and in the labor force. For
this reason, nurses with children may tend to stress current in-
come and working conditions rather than ctinued higher edu-
cation, prospect Of benefits. .

The NLN, survey does not pr vide a direct mess of family"
income from non-nursing sourc s. However, occupa on of spouse
is available. Dummy variables for-spouses wto a (1) clerical or
sales workers,,(2) craftsmen, foremen, or operative (3) service or
farm workers, and (4) students are included as explanatory vari,

. ables. The excluded spouse occupational category :(which falls
.into thei-egression's intercepts) is the professional,- managerial,
:proprietor category; It is anticipated .that* nurses married. to
professional-managerial spouses the category of spouses that
tends to have .the highest earnings---a_re- the least likely, other
factors being equal, to stress salary and fringe benefits, and are
relativelY more likely to emphasize a pleasant and stimulating
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work environment,' Family income from nonnursing sources is
likely to be lowest when the spouse ie .a student; thus, nurses
married to. Wm:lents are hypothesized to,emphasize financial as-
pects of their jobs.

It is anticipated that-nurses who lived in small communities
prior to nursing school tend to stress "closeness to family and
friends." Dummy variables distinguish nurses from communities
under 50,000 population, 50,000 to 750,000 population, and major
metropolitan center over 750,000 pgpulation.

The NLN survey sought to obtain delta on the nurse's class
standing during the last year of nursing school by quartile,
derstandably, the nurses' evaluations of themselves somewhat
overstates their actual class rank: 46.5 percent claimed to, .be in
the top quartile; 41.2 percent stated they were in the upper
middle quarter; and only 12.2 percent stated they fell in the lower
half. It is expeated that the better students tend, on the average,
to emphasize aspects of their job positions related to educational
opportunities.
Empirical Results .7

VOW

Estimated parameters from the multiple logit analysis are pre-
sented in table 14. Predicted probabilities, calculated according
to the method described in appendix D are found in table 15.
Table 14 shows whether specific explanatory variables have

, statistically significant impacts; table- 15 reveals the magnitude
of effects of selected explanatory variables on the predicted
probabilities..

When sets of mutually exclusive binary yariables are us d in
any form of regression analysis to describe an individual, one
variable from each set must be excluded. The binary variables,
taken in combination, are captured by the regression's constant
term. In the current abplication, binary variables representing
baccalaureate nurses, nurses married to professional-,
managerial-proprietor spouses (an occupational category),
nurses living in communities with popujations in excess of
750,000 population,. and nurses graduating in the lower half of
their nursing school class fall into the constant term(s).

Each column in table 14 corresponds to equation (D.2) in :ap-
pendix D. The fact, for example, that the first nurse age pare/me-
ter estimate is positive means loge(Pi/I:15). becomes larger as nurse
age' increases.ncreases. Likewise, the positive nurse. age.parameter esti,
mates' in the loge (P2/P5) and (P4/P5) imply that, as nurse age

- rises, the probabilities of having intense preferences for orienta-
tion programs and inservice education and salary and fringe
benefits rise relative to the probability of having an intense.

1
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Table 14,-Aspocto of employment most important to professional nurser: Logit analysis

101(P01) 1014(PilPd log Ps iced's) xi (4 d,f,)iolanntorporinbloa
Illiariorlimmrolmoorw

4

NnOtsnto r -0.943E 00 -0,147E 00
,

kis has diploma.
,

-0,769E-01 -0.738E41

t Nu* has Iodate degree -0,307E -00 -0,321E-01

Nurosii ago' 0,572E41 0:157E-01

Nurse not married 0,511E408 0279E-09

Number of children under 6 0228E 00 -9376E 00

Spoil io clerical or sales worker ..... 0,180E 01 0.100E 01

,Spouse b craftsman, foriman, or operative '0,117E 01 0.7.11E 00

Spouse io service or farm worker 0,102E 01 0314E 00

Spouse is ottAent 0.510E 00 -0282E41

Town before nursing school under

50,000 population ' 0,572E 00

Town befall nursing school 50,000 to 750,000

population , 0.140E 00 -0,483E 00

Num in top quarter of class 0.972E-01 -0A21E 00

Nurse in upper middle quarter of class -0,816E-01 -0352E 00

R'20.13

xi(52 d,f,) z ' 166.38

0,194E 01 -0254E 00

0.395E 00 0,8841141 941

-0,288E 00 -0408V00 437

-0.178E-01 0,176E41 ' 41,31

-0,467E-10 -01109E-09 0.05

-0.2044-01, 0,171E 00 5.40

0,104E 01 0,140E 01 07
0,658E 00 0,490E 00 ' 15,11

-0206E 00 0,398E 00 ' 10.17

0310E 00 0,824E 00 1,77

0245E -0.946E-01 0,191E 00 ' 12,01

'-0,270E 00

-0326E 00

-0201E 00

-0,519E 00

0.153E 00

Old 00

7,01

6.01

2.08

MAW Igniecant At the 1.percont

' Mains signlecint At the &pent level.

Iv:
Group 1-Clounou to family And friends,

Group I...Orientation polio and inservice

Group 3-Work environment,

Group Walary and fringe books.

GrouP 5-11; to continue higher education while working,

,Note. each COI A corresponds to equation (D.1) in Appendix D.

PIROAPI010;t40,3715400.14;Pi.0,09

Bourg the probability rounsathe probability for the am pie,

.0
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Table 15 !repo of selected uPlinatory variables on attribute demand

NUM Nut's has

has associate I Nurse'

Want diploma degree Age

Number of Spouse is Spouse

children clerical or is

under AP 8 Wee worker student
134

,1. 10.0

11, 0.0

0,0

1.0

1.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

1,0

10, 0,09

11. 0.0

12.. 1,0

18. 0.0

0.0.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0,

14

1.0

0,0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0,0'

1.0

22.0

224

0

24

0

/22,0

22.0

4440

27.0

27,0

32,0

32.0

32.0

0.0

1,0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0,0

0.0

0,0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

04

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0w

00

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

00

00

0.0

0.0

0.20

0,81

0,81

0.21

0,83

040

0.25

038

0/7

0,81

0,40

0,33

0/8

0.08 0.89

0.05 017

0.05 0,88

0.00 0.50

0.05 0.45

0.08 OM

0,09 0,88

008 U$4

0.00 0.48

0,10. 042

008 028

0.00 0/7

0.09 0,27

Ply

0.12 0,15

0,18 .0.14

0.15 0.11

0.11 / 0.18

0.14 $' 4,04

0.12 0.00

0.09 0.19

0.12 0.14

0.11 0.12

0.09 0.18

0,12 0,18

0.11 0,12

0.09 017

A

tad probabilities may not turn to 'use of roundlni enioi

value signlhei that the none sae a not have ihiattributi in question k diploma). The value 1 slgnihse the nurse dose have the attAute In question.

Thlto not defined u a binsry variable, but rather is continuous.
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preference for opportunities to continue higher education (in
nursing) while working. The negatiVe age parameter estimate in
the log, (P3/P5) column, viewed in conjunction with the positive
estimates in the other columns, implies that the probability. of
intense preferences for as pleasant work environment falls in
comparison to the other job attribute groups as the `nurse be-
comes older. One also learns from table 14 that nurse age is far
superior to the other explanatory variables in terms of statistical.
significance.

The impacts of nurse age and other explanatory variables are
asseessed in table 15. Variants 1 through 7 assume the nurse is
age -22.- In variants 8 through 10 and variants 11 through 13,
nurse age is considered to be 27 and 32, respectively. Variants 1
and 11 both assume the nurse (1) has a baccalaureate; (2) has no
children under age 6; (3) is married to a professional-manager-
proprietor; and (4) (as in all 13 variants) cane from a community
of over 750,000 population prior to nursing school; and (5)
graduated iri the upper middle quarter, of her nursing school
class. The variant 1 and 11 nurses, however, differ in age-22
versus 32.

Comparing the predicted probabilities, the probability that
claseness to family and friends will be emphasized rises from 0.26
in variant 1 to 0.40 in variants 6 and 11. The most pronounced'
decline is the probability of emphasizing working environment.
With the exception of nurse age, variant 4 compares to variants 9
and 12, and variant 7 compares to variants 10 and 13. Substantial
changes in the probabilities, attributable to nurse age, are evi-
dent in these variants as well.

With a chi-square of 9.41, the nurse diploma variable nearly
has a Statistically significant impaCt on the probabilities at the
5-percent level. Given a chi-square :of 4.37, the associate degree
parameter estimates merit less. confidence. With nurse age and
other variables included, the propensity of associate degree
nurses to favor proximity to family, as suggested by Nash's (1975)
cross-tabulations between nurse preferences. for specific job 'at-
tributes and nurse training program, vanishes. Table 15 variants
1 through 3, 8, and 11 ide.fitify baccalaureate nurses, Variants 4,
5, 9, and 12 identify diplomates; the remaining variants identify
associate degree recipients. Contrasting variant 4 probitbilities

: with, say, variant 1 probabilities (which are comparable in every
other respect), it is evident that baccalaureates (with intense
preferences for one of the five attributes) are more likely to stress
family-frierids proximity and less likely .to stress work environ-
ment. BaCcalaureates are identified in table 15 by the presence of
zeros in the associates, and diploma columns. The major differ-
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once between variant 1 and 7 (which rather an a,BA refers to
an associate degree recipient) probabiliti a is the latter's em-
phasis on continuing education opportu ties. On the whole,
hdweve4 the (independent) impacts of having .an associate de-
gree are small_ ; although the relative importance of the continu-
ing ucation attribute to ociate degree nurses is also evident

',,in f-:Nash'i tabl . 43).
Ir .1 at:ps pel e makes essentially no differenCe in nurse

or the 'a .ernatives considered in table 14. The
bitik:1*-

.1,- _1 idren,unOe'r age 6 makes some difference (although
th , . .t

,
:i. ref

,,,, r ,,pottg,Tnektr estimates' are not significant at con-
ventional le:Vers)~Viffiaots 1-1:Chill? ill -table 1-5 -are-identical; ..ex.: ..,

(e) ceptf inle latei`case the nurse is assum'ed to have no children
under..iRge '6. Tli`e 'pr.eisence of a child raises the probability 'of
stresscng, proximity -to family and friends with some correspond-.

ing decrinte in emphiisis on the second, third, and fifth job. attri-.
1Ite categoriest '

.As- expected, nurses married to profeksional-managerial-
proprietors tend to emphasize salary and fringe benefits less.
Also stressed tests is'intrcimity. to friends-family. Since profes-
sionali tend to be more mobile as'a group, this result may reflect
past migrations of thii group. Variants 4 and 5 in table 15 are
identical, except in-variant 5 the nurse is married to a clerical or
sales worker rather than a professional-manager-proprietor. The

:. uvariant 5 nurse pi 's much more weight on closeness to family
and friends and so etvhat more *eight on salary and fringe
benefits; there is co respdridingly much less value placed on abil-
ity to continue hig er education while working. Comparing var-
iants 1 and 3, it is al o evident that a higher proportion of nurses

"P married to studs emphasize pecuniary factors.
The quarti ankings have an insignificant impact. The signs

of the co cients associated with these variables are often the
opposite die ariticipated ones. Given the tendency of the nurse
respondents to overstate their 'class ranks, the overall poor per-
formance of these -variable_sdis not too'Alurprising.

Variations in the Extent of-J?b Search
In this section, variations in the extent to which newly

graduated nurses search for their first positions after graduation
are investigated. The extent °Nob search is measured along two
dimensions: (1) the number of positions the nurse actively pur

__,..y)sued. in Obtaining her first position; and the' number of weeks
she devoted to job search. These are t e dependent variables.
Questiops for which the empirical analysis is pertinent are: Do
nurses with inftense.job demitnds search more in general; and do
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knurses with specific emends search,more in particular? Mimes
with "better" credo titOs may search leas, because they are
sought after be most 'attractive" potential employers in the
area, while thitiethers end up "pounding the pavement," at least
in relative terms. The reason for this pattern, if it. is indeed
observed, may be employers are willing to provide the "best" job
candidates with detailed descriptions of hospital offerings as a
means of recruiting. In a sense, this type of advertising, in itself a
form of compensation, may be seen as a substitute for other types
of financial and nonfinancial benefits. Nurses without the benefit
of such employer-provided information may have to spend afore
time in the market to obtain an equivalent amount of informa-
tion. It is, of course, possible that nurses with "better" creden-
tials may search moreas the dependent variables used here are
defined-;-because job information is only provided if the nurse
applies for a position. Accordingly, the employer may be more
likely to provide subsidies, such as trips, for applicants deemed
most qualified.

_

The general notion is akin to th6 concept of the "dual" labor
market in which some persons, deemed most "attractive" be-
caurie of race or sex or some other characteristic are able to
secure "good" jobs; the other jobs, i.e., the "bad" jobs, go to the
less attractive. Muc more than wages is involved in the differ-
ence between "good" hind "bad."

. ,

47,

Specification
Explanatory variables fall into four categories: dummy vari-

ables indicating intense preferences. for specific job attributes;
class standing; type of nursing program attended; and a dummy
'ariable indicating whether or not the nurse attended an NLN
accredited nursing school.

The job attribute variables are defined in two ways. The "DET"
variables are constructed in the same way as in the logit
analysis, except orientation and inservice education are specified
as separate explanatory variables. The "DETER" variables are
developed from responses that an attribute is "very important";
but the second specification permits a nurse to answer "very
important" to more than one attribute. By contrast with the
DET variable specification, a nurse naming more than one attri-
bute would not be included in DET1 through 6, but would rather
be included in the intercept. Newly licensed nurses who said they
knew where tICe ere going to work and therefore did not -ac-
tively pursue ottfer jobs have been excluded from the job search
regressions.
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Empirical Results
Concise de Lions of the determinants of extent orsearch for

first position are presented in table 16. The job search regres-
sion follow in table 17. Although the R's are t1iiformly low,
there are several interestjng aspects to these res

First, nurses who place a substantial emphasis on "close ess to
family and friends" spend less time on. job search. As a en in
table 17, nurse age is an lAnportant predictor of the exte to
which this attribute is emphasized.

Second, judging from, the parameter estimates of DET 2
through DETER6 and DET 2 through DET6, nurses with intense
preferences for pa rticularjob attributes do not devote more time
and effort to search than their colleagues who place less impor-
tance on the specific attributes listed in the NLN survey. How-
ever, there are differences in the amount of search, depending on
the attribute stressed. Nurses who are very interested in work
environment or opportunity to continu igher education in
nursing while working, actively pursu re positioris, although
in the latter case the time period over w h job search is con-
ducted tends to be shorter. By contrast, nurses emphasizing
salary search less, gauged in terms of number of positions pur-
sued and woeks-devoted to job searcht.A plausible explanation of
this pattern is that salary and fringe benefits information is

Table 18. Concise definitions of determinants of extent of search for first position ,

Explanatqry
variable Definition

AA
ACCREDIT ' Nurse graduated from
DET1 ' Intense preferenc for
DET2 I nte rise prefers c for
DET3 1 Intense preference for
DET4 ' Intense preference for
DET5 Intense preference for
DET6 ' Intense preference for
DETER1 _ _ 2 Intense preference for
DETER2, 2 Intense preference for
DETERS 'Intense preference for
DETER4 'Intense preference for
DETE R5 'Intense preference for
DETE R6 I Intense preference for

Nurse has associate degree

DIP
UPQTR
UPMQTR

' Nurse has a diploma
Nurse in top quarter of class

' Nurse in upper middle quarter of class

NLN-sccredited school
family-friends
orientation program
inservice education
work environment
continuing education
salary-fringe benefits
family-friends
orientation program
inservice education
work environment
continuing education
salary-fringe be

.1"

' Intense preferences defined to be mutually exclusive.
Intense preferences defined to be not mutually exclusive.
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ExplanotorY
variables

osportii regressions'

umber of positions.
\sotively pursued Weeks devoted to search

-yam off -Variant
DISTUR1

DETERS

DETERS

DETER4

DETERS

DicTERS

6 '''OAKi
omm

0.071
(0.f11)

-0.176
(0.111)
0.141

(0.077)
0.222

(0.096)
-0.139
(0.090)

N)

(_)

(-)

(T)r
( -)

(-)

' -0.895
(0.219)
0.172

(0.285)
0.048

(0.288)
0.111

(0.198)
-0.368
(0.246)

-0.341
(0233)

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)
DET1 -0.223

(-) (0.126) (- ) ( 25)
DET2 0.153 .752

(-) (0.240) (-) ( .617)
DET3 -0.369 -0.999

(-) (0.307) (-) (0.789)
DET4 0.281 0.094

(-) (0.106) (-) (0.272)
DET5 0.150 -0.459

(-) (0.205) (-) (0.527)
DET6 - 0.068 0.44A

(-) (0.182) -(-) (0.470)UPcal -0.047 -0.062 0.107 0.042
(0.105) (0.106) (0.270) (0.272)

UPMQTR -0.121 -0.142 0229 0.173
(0.105) (0.106) (0.272) (0.272)bIP -0.427 -0.435 0.421 0.411
(0.083) (0.083) (0.213) (0.213)

AA -0.320 -0.343 ' -0.888 -0.977
(0.100) (0.100) (0.258) (0.256)

ACCREDIT 0.018 0.037 0.083 0.078
(0.090) (0.090) (0.231) (0.232)

CONSTANT 333' 3.30 4.59 4.48
(-) (-) (-) (-)

R' -O .03 R8-0.02 112=0.03 R2-0.03
10(11,1-906) P(11.1900) F(11,1906) F(11,1906)

5.49 420 -' 5.42 -0 4.66

gnintant at the 1-percent lave.
aliptilleant at th bpareent

better disseminated than is information on a more .subjective"
aspect such as work environment.

Third, there are significant differences in job search activity by
type of program, but not by class standing or the school's NLN-

.
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accreditation status. Baocalaureat nurses pursue more
positions; the relative standing on weeks devoted to search is some-
what ambiguous, however, as the diploma coefficient is sensitive
to the criteria used to screen the data Given the poor perform-
ance of the class-standing and accreditation variables,
attributing the differences amo'ng moose training programs to
differences in credentials is probably not justified. The fact that
baccalauropCe search more is consistent with their greater mo-
bility, whicWhas been measured in several ways. Theselreults
certainly do not suggest, in any case, that nurses with "better"
credentials are "snapped up," leaving the job market to those
who are "less attractive" candidates. Future surveys should
measure the credentials' variables more precisely.

Effect's of Job Search
Job search may be viewed in.both an active and a passive sense.

'taking the first meaning, nurses face roughly equivalent job
ppportunites, but some nurses for one reason or another are
-willing and able to devote more effort to obtaining a good job: The
return to these nurses is higher financial and nonfinancial corn-
pensation than they would otherwise receive. From the passive
view, nurser face very different job opportunities; the less fortu-
nate must .search more, constantly lowering their` job expecta-
tions in the process. In the first instance, the effect of search on
financial and nonfinancial aspects of the job ultimately obtained
is positive. While in the latter it is negative. Of course, as we have
just seen, nurses with particular demands will search more; and
for this reason, it is essential to control for the intensity and type
of job demand.

Table 18 contains regressions with the nurses' first-position
annual salary, measured in thousands of dollars, as the depend-
ent variable. As in all the regressions in this chapter, only nurses
employed full time are included. However, in contrast to the job
search regressions in table 17, newly licensed nurses Who did not
know wtiere they were going to work and thus did not actively
pursue a job are included in table 18's regressions.

The coefficient of the number of positions actively sought
(JOB SEEK) consistently has a negative sign, but is .never statis-
tically significant at conventional levels. Possibly forces causing
-a positive sign, -as well as those causing a negative sign, are at
work, and the two offset one another.

It would be plausible to expect that nurses with intense de-
mands for nonfinancial job attributes would have to give up some
financial compejisation in return. Closeness to family and friends
is the only nonfirian6ial attribute consistently emphasized and
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0. .

. Table 1111..eiratImmthisa weal mien, regresaiesuo

11aplanatery variables Variant I Variant II Variant III
AMU= -0.010

A0.011)
-0.011
(0.0111

-0.010
(0AU)

DINTS *I 4- ' -0.124
(-) (0.046) (-)

Dw1'z11111 0.0111 0.081
(0.0411) (0.062) (-MIM =I 0.021 0.011
(0.061) (0.062) (-)

DETX11141 0.080 0.010
(0.042) (0.042) (-)

DEMO Re 0.086 0.089
(0.0111) (0.062) . (-)DIM - - -0.201

DET8 . .

C -)
- X-)

..
(0.067)
0.042

(-) (-) (0.164)
DIETS - - 0.092

(-) (-) (0.164)
DET4 - - -0.061

( -) (-) (0.069)
DLTS - - -0.204

(-) (-) (0.112)
U PQTR 0.062 0.060 0.069

.. (0.058) (0.068) (0.068)
UPMQTR 0.009 '0.013 0.010

(0.658) (0.068) s(0.068)
DIP ' -0.480 ' -0.480 ' -0.480

(0.048) (0.048) (0.048)
AA il

I -0.319 ' -0.306 -0.303
(0.056) (0.056) (0.065)

ACCREDIT -0.005 -0.008 -0.006
- (0.049) (0.049) (0.049)

NE ' -0.385 ' -0.390 ' -0.379.
....... (0.088) . (04)88) (0.088)

MA -0.122 -0.126 -0.124
(0.073) (0.073) (0.073)

ENC , ' (0.469) ' -0.468 ' -0.459
(0.072) (0.072) (0.072)

SYNC ' -1.007 , -1.006 -1.011
(0.084) (0.083) (0.083)

BA ' -0.867 ' -0.866 -0.870
..... (0.077) - (0.077) (0.071)

ESC ' -0.798 ' -0.803 ' -9.787
(0.106) (0.106) (0.106)

MSC ' -1.050 ' -1.045 -1.047
(0.096) (0.096) (0.096)

MI I -1.202 ' -1206 -1-210
-t.,. (0.111) (0.110) (0.110)

TOWN1 ' -1.394 ' -1.373 -1.376
(0.135) (0.135) (0.135)
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Table .18-Ffist-Iposition annual Salary regress oetinued

:Explapsdoty,variables. Variant I Variant

TOWN2 -1.181 I -1.162 1 -1.173
(0.070) (0.070) (0.070)

TOWNS '-1.010 1 -0.995 1 -1.004
. (0.054) (0.054) (0.054)

TO.WN4 -0.12Q 1 -6.714 1 -0.713
-**.651) (0,.051) (0.061)

TOWN5 F-0.405
(0.072),

-0.402
,(0.072)

1 -0.405
(0.072)

COlitISTANT' .9.887 9.904 9.939
(-) (-) (-)

Al=0.26 itz=0.26 R1-0.26
F(28,3163)= ' F(24;3162)-1 F(24,3162)=-: 1
47.69 45.87 45.83

1 Signi4casit at the 1-rcent level. .
Key -

For definitions of DETER1 through DETERS, DET1
- ,AccazDar. aes,tablis trt. "..

Nurse wallets in
Nurse. works in
Nurse Works in
Nurse arks in
Nurse works in
Nurse works in
Nurse works in
Nurse works in
Nurse works
Nurse works ih

rise . works in
Nurse works in
Nurse works in
Nurse works in
Nut?e works in

NE '
MA 7.

ENC
. ,WNC

SA
-ESC
wsc
ist
P
TOWN'
TOWN2
.TOWN3
TOWN4

. TOWNS
TOWNS

1.1

th rough -DET6, UPQTR, UPMQTR, DIP. AA,

New England Census Division
Mid-Atlafftic Census Division
East North Central Census Division
West North Central Census Division
South Atlantic Census Division
East South Central Census Divisvn
West South Central Census Division

Main Census Division
acific Census Division (excluded cskegory)

under 2,500 population community 4"
25,000-10,000 population community
10,000-60,000 population community
50,000-750,000 population community
750,000 - 1,000,000 population community
1,000,000+ population community (excluded category)

and

nurses stressing this attribute tend to search less. For this rea-
son; the variable-DETER1 was eliminated from-one variant with
the ex ectation that JOBSEEK's coefficient would become more

g'positive Eliminating DETER1, however,, ha essentially no ef-
fect o JOBSEgK's parameter estimate. It is certainly possible
that nurses with .intense preferences for proximity to family and
friepds are less aggressive in job hupting; but, if so,. the JOB-
SEEK measure is insufficiently precise to capture this influence.

The class standing/variables' paranwter estimates have the
anticipated positive Psignt,.but the estimates never attain statis-
tical signifidande. Accreditation is accurately measured, but it
has no impact on earnings of the recently graduated nurse. As

1 anticipated, newly licefised baccalaureates earn significantly
more, and judging frorn the TOWN coefficients, starting salaries
'increase monotonically with the size of the community in`which

,-the. nurse works. .'



Conclusions and Implications
This chapter'has, been concerned with (1) the degree to which -

.newly graduated nurses are mobile geographically,, (2) several
aspects of the process according to which prospective inuese em-
ployers are matched, and.(3)_the types of job attributes; neivly
graduated nurses currently stress when looking for work.

Geographic 'nobility has an important bearing on the kinds of
policies one should implement to improve.the spatialdistribution
.of nurses. If nurses are ,irnmobile, programs should be im-
plemented to attract young people into nursing ;in,areas judged
to be underserved and/or incentives should be designed to in-
crease Aurse labor force participation from the existing pool. On
the other hand, if nurses are mobile, there is at least a chance
that employers can attract nurses from other.areas if the right
mix4Of incentives rs offered. L

The process according to which nurses are, matched with em-
ployers also potentially, offers important lesions for policy. If
nurses do not attempt to learn about alternative job offerings, it
is not likely they will respond %o concrete incentives; at least in
making choices among employers initially. It is, possible, of
course, that attractive offerings may affect retention. But this is
a matter considered in charter 6. An element of the process
involves the compromises nurse's. Make *hen they are not suc-
cessful in finding the job of their first choice. First, how many
nurses now have to make comprornades,? Then, flow far down'the
list of compromises is changing locations? If moving is far down
the list, it would probably take a.depression-ii nurses' market
to force large-scale moving for purposes of securing ernployment.
A depression mile* indeed be acionipliihed by overproducing
nursing school tgraduates, but such a -polky is questionable on

*grounds of efficiency, and it would 'undoubtedly be resisted by
nurses already in practice. .1 2

Finally, by determining the types of job attributes emphasized
by 'newly raduated nurses, one may recommend the kinds of
incentive that might be effective in improving nurse availability
in under rved areas. We have also been interested in preference
differenc s according tothe type of nurse training program at-
tended. I what' respects do- baccalaureates differ? _There are
other met ds for obtaining this kind of information; chapters'6
and 7 Utilize wo of these.

As documen d by Sloan11915); young nurse's, are .especially
.mobile, but not a obile .immediately upon graduation as they

are a few years hence., Thus, while the newly licensed -nurses
surveyed by the National League. for lqursing are -mobile, still
greater degrees of Mobility could liave been observed if the re

. -lei
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r .. .

.. spondeiTts had been PrOfeosionsil (nurses .survey'ed 3 or 5 years
r kurtio foitl:tUiviSchool.- Howeyer aa greater degree

.,, of 'mobility is undoub4dly :displayed' by this sample, of newly

.-.
licensed nurses- than would be found in a sample_of nurses, Pie
.dominantlY 'in the. 99-.arld-Over age grOup.

I

7:tbe 'average" nurse looks for her first job as a professional
e.. :,- llurse over a fairly circumscribed geographic area. Although. she

may pursue -several Positions,. job seaich ii.conduaed _over a
reasonably' short time Pe4;40&--fewer than- 4 weeks--,and most
often, Over a very circubiscribed area. Far the -"modal" - nurae -4
there. is no comPreherWve evaluation, among a large.number. of
Job -Oternaithies. On the Whole, the market for newly raduated
(limn wad ) -stiff nurses. irs' by no-- ineans-- national;- the arketfor_z_LL_

dr " nullseii.lii administrative and faculty Positionsundoubtedly has a
scope;cope; bUt Our study provides no neW evidehce of this. Our

finding does not at .all.rul-laige numbers of moves for Personal
(as opposed: to profeSSional) reasons. A substantial proportion of
moves hasihis-.P riinarY motivation. . . ,- --.

,

As of 103; the -par of the,NLN Survey, unemployment. among
newly licensed 'nurSes was virtually unk wn. JOb search on the

J

. part of these -nurses is fuhdarnentallrdiffe nt f om job search.
among the Nation's unemployed as a whole, th foup addressed
by the job search literature economics. In the case of the nurses
analy-ied heie, most .search 'is condudted while the nurse is sti lin
professional school. This suggests th t efforts to recruit yo fig
nurses for work in unclerseristed areas s uld be concentrated in
the professional schools themselves 'dun the brief period ini
which the decisio aboilt the first job is being made. Direct ap-
peals. at this time likely to be more successful than adver-
tisementi in .regions. r national newspapers and profeisional
journals. . n.

The NLN survey ascertained that, although newly licensed
,nurse unemployment vvas.low, there were systematic gifferences

-- by geographic area in the availability-of professional nursing.b .
.,.positions. Some nurses, raiding some difficulty in securing ern-
ployment, had to make ohe. or more .compro .. While they

,
.

made some compromises to secure . employme t, moving .to
another area aPPears to have been one- of the least frequentlai_
exercised ,options in relativ4 or in al:isolate terms. At least at the
level of the staff nurse, there are a number of prospective em-
ploYers froin which to choose, -and, among these, the terms under
which employment is accepted can be varied. So vergrew nurses
looking for staff jobs feel they "have" to move. If market condi-
tions deteriorated; this situation of course could ehitnge.

To better understand the job search .process, we specified- and
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estimated job search regressions. The regroisions that onethought would explain the variations in job search of differenttypes of nurses, in fact, explain very little' of the variation.
Nurses especiallAr interested in Salary and fringe' benefits do not
search more than their colleagues. we judge that salary informa-tion is fairly easy to obtain without a formal job interziew. This
result could also mean that nurses who emphasize salary and
fringe benefits are not really all that serious about it. By con-trast, in triost of the regressions, nurses who stress a. good work-
ing environment do indeed search more, probably because infor-
mayromxon this attribute is not as easily obtained as is salary
information. To the extent that they have desirable offerings,
hospitals may do well to better- publicize aspects of their work
environment.4tBut in view of of er findings, we suggest kllat adirect approach to nursing stu ents will probably be more suc-cessful than advertising nation ly'in professional an trade jour-
nals. This recommendation receiver's additional supp from the-finding that "work environment" is much more likely to be em-
phasized by newly licensed nurses, with '. "salary and fringe
benefits" a distant second. Finally, it is not clear that nurses with
"better" credentials are "snapped up" and, as a result,*exhibit
less extensive job search. Baccalaureates, in fact, actively Pur;
.sue more -positions, a finding consistent with their higher degree
-of mobility. Class standing and nursing- school NLN-.accreditation status have no independent. on job search.

There is_substantial variation in the job attributes stressed bynewly licensed professional nurses. To a certain extent, this var-iation can be linked to the explanatory variables considered in.the empirical analysis. As ozipie would expecgt,lolder newly licensednurses and those with young children tend to emphasize the
irni3ttgtance of proxiMity- th family and friends; and'this prefer4

enee, in turn, is reflected in their loWer mobility. As- anticipated, .

-..rA.urses -married. to spouses empld5Za in hig ncome, occupa=
Lions ary Lev -likely to stres-iSalary and.tfringe b nefits. 3-

With nurnber of explanatory variables.hicli.i ed,.job attributepreferences d9 ,not. differ in a statiaically'significant.way on the
--;.basis. of the type of training prograrn attended .by the nurse;

.differAnces seen in two!..way tabul by type of nursingde-
gree are mainly due-to difference in soci col omic characteris-

. . -tics of nurses. Although the type nurse raining program fier
se does hot liave a significant impact n nurses' job preferences,
at least immediately upon graduation, this finding should not be
construed to.qlean policymak.ers should be indifferent as to Which
of the three types Of ijurse training progTams is ex,Ra_nded. Thereare systematic relationships a.rnOng the kinds of nuges. entering
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particular pcbgram types and socioeconomic background charac-
teristics of the nurse do make IC difference in our empifical
ana0-sis. Moreover, it is possible that nurses' preferences are
important over the longer term. For example, over a:period of
years, information obtained in baccalaureate nursing progtams
may encourage, nurses to develop in leadership roles. The NLN
survey data yield no evidence on this point.

Finally, regression analysis was employed to ascertain the
marginal, financial retturns to the nurse from extended job-
"search. None is, in fact,. evident. However, it is apparent that
nurses emphasizing proximity to family, and friends do pay for
this convenience in terms of a lower starting salary; ,and some-
Vitt-surprisniglyi---emphasis,an--a-pleasaneimork_environment,,
although encouraging job search; has no discernible impact on
nurses' starting salaries.
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Chapter E . .....
URE RETENTION IN CURRENT EMPLOYMENT

FPAnk.:.A: Sjoan
- .

..

... . Introduction .-

Nurse turnover has both positive and negative -sispectS,
depending on one's vantage point. For the nurse's current era-
ployer, the loss of an employee raises his recruitment and train-

. ing outlays. For another employer, however, voluntary quits are
ra potential source of nursing service slor.him. Certainly, if nurses
.cujrently employed in "advantaged"' areas rarely quit, em-ployera in geographic areas considered "Underserved"- hive lostpotential-- -a pftentia source of labor. Moreover, high quit rates in under-
served areas make the task of achievin an adequate sUpply-of
inurses .much more difficUlt. ,

.
.. . Historically, nurse -turnover` has been high, both in absolute
:- terms and relative to other predominantly female, professio-nal

occupations such as teaching an social work.' Assuming that
employers of nurses allocate their esour e s' so as to equate the
marginal cosi' of replacing a nurse o the rginal cost ofincen-

, tives needed to retain her, the high rate o voluntary, quits re-
flects (1) a lOw Marginal cost of replacement and/or (2) a low
responsiveness of quits to incentives (equivalently, aNtligh mar-

, ginal-cOst of retention).
The oft-dited contention that professional nurses quit for "per-

_sonal" reasons rather than dissatisfaction with their current .employers suggests the other factors may be very important in.
mirsing.2FOr.example, if a nurse quits becauseshe is expecting.a
child and Wishes to be at horike during the child's first 2 yetirs, the

- incentives needed to induce her to leave for only a brief time
-period may be tremendous, particularly_if the incentives can't be
offered selectively; that.is, only to nurses on the verge of leaving.'
Another example would be la nurse's resignation because her
spouse has been transferred- or taken, a job in a location froirr
which she cannot commute to her current place of emPloyment.

DifferenceS between. nursing and other professional oCcupa-
tions may largely be explained by the longer work year' in nurs-
ing (as opposed to teaching), the irregular hours, and the need for

. .
712ZNe ferenCes in Archibald (1971) and Elnicld (1975).

'2 See aich i biald (1971) and Einicld (1975).
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nurse staffing during evenings and nights, times clearly not
. compatible for the mime who* is also a wife and Mother. There
may also be, as:Archibald (1971) notes, preference differences
among the professions. Since nurses spend- a great deal of time in
close one-to-one contact with patients, they may as a groupie
especially' desirous on having a qimilar closerless to their
families.. -

TO.-445, extent personal factors are important, researchers and
policrnalysts may be doing a disservice by recommending that
=eiriployers of nurses take measures to lower their quit rates, be-
cause, high quit rates may in fact be optimal. Research ,to date,
however, has been insufficiently coriclusive tokFule out the possi-
bility of incentives that would be cosh- effective iii reduCing nurse.
-turnover.

The purpose of this chapter is to assess the relative importance
of (1) characteristics of the professional nurse, (2) characteris-
tics of thenurse in relation to her present job, and (3) characteris-
tics of the nurse's employer as determinants of nurse retention
in current employment. Personal characteristics of the nurse
include? but are not limited to, age, race, children," and so on;
characteristics in relation to the current employer encompass job
'tenure, the salary earned by the nurse in relati6ii,to what a
nurse with her credentials .would typically earn elsewhere;
characteristics of the nurse's employer include, for 'examplo\hoi-
pital affiliations, provision of day care, inservice education, life
insurance, and proxie for working conditions.

At issue is whether roviding specific incentives, as repre-
sented by the same of the second .and"the third kinds of variables,
affect nurse retention in current einployrnent. Or do the personal
fa.dtors, represented by the first itgzeeff variables dominate? If
they do, turno-er is to a large deg eyond the hospital's con-
trol, unless it discilminates in/hiring on the basis of personal
characteristics associated with' longevity on th job.

Archibald (1971-') and Elnicki (1975) provide comprehensive re-
views of the nurse turnover literature; there is therefore no need
to repeat their summaries here. However, a brief review of the
results of Elnicki's Work on/ nurse quit rates, using the Univer-
sity_ of Florida's Sur-c'rey. of Hontital Directors of Nursing, and
Sloan's (1975) empirical analysis of nurse retention in current
employment, based Rn the University of Florida's turvey of Reg-
istered Nurses, is useful for interpreting the new evidence prei,,
sented in this chapter. ,

The Elnicki and-Sjpan tudies
Rinicki's research was concerned with specific hospital attri-
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utea that idtplain interliosilite.1 variation in professional nurse
Visit rates. The list of attributes included: bed size; hospital affili-

..- ation: With a -medical school; hospital affiliation with a degree-
granting school of nursing or with a school offering an. RN
'diploMa; RN coverage by a collective -bargaining agreement;
hospital ownership .(voluntary versus 'government versus pro-
_prietary); the degree to which -the area surrounding the hospi --
tal is urbanized; the proportion of a county's beds in the survey
..hospital; and adeqUacyof parking facilities and housing'. Also in-
cluded were: whether evening shift .differentials are paid and
hospital wage rates are favorable to _those in the county' as a
whole; whether RN vacation and .sick leaves are higher than
the U.S. mean; whether inseririce educationis budgeted aria the
hospital offers its own refresher coursesor subsidizes them; ade-
'quacy of working conditions (defined in terms of schedules;
whether diploma graduates can fill supervisory positions and if
the number of these filled internally is greater than the U.S. av-
'erase; and whether the days' notice given for a permanent shift
change is either greater than the U.S.. average or not api3lica-
ble); and adeq-Uacy of hospital's life and health insurance and -.
retirement. plans.

Both 'tests of differences- between -means and :regression
analysis failed to reveal any relationships between in* of these
factors` and quit rates.3 In fact, the R2 of the regression was 0.02.

Elnicki did, not explicitly include any variables to account for
interhospital differences in nurse attributes, as opposed .to hos-
pital attributes. Since such variables should have been included,
there is a possibility that the coeffieients.of the included hospital
attribute variables are subject to omitted variables bias. How-
ever, a rather convincing argument can be made that, if anything,
hospitals with relatively poor offerings attract nurses who. are less
prone to view the hospital as their lifelong employer. If setkxclu--":-
sion of nurse attribute variables should 'bias parardeteriksti-
mates of the included explanatory variables, and their associated
't-values away from, not-toward, zero (i.e., leading to an- oveis
statementaritther than an landerstatement of incentives' effects).

Sloan analyzed determinants of professional nurse retention in
current hospital employment. The dependent-variable in the re-
tention regression was the number of years the nurse indicated,
.118 a respondent to the .University of Florida's Survey of Regis-
tered Nurses, that she intend.to reinain with her current em-
ployer. Categories of explan4tory variables in the regression

in some instances, these variables have proved to be statistically significant. For example, union cover-
age had a statistically significant and negative impact in turnover in two studio's of interindustry differences
in quit rates (Pencavel, 1070; and Stoikov and Reiman. 1968).

. .
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were:asersonal characteristics of the nurse; characteristics of the
nurse's household; family earnings and income from sources
othef than nursing employment; past mobility of the nurse and
ember of years with current employer; full- or pai-t-tiatne status;
working conditions; opportunities for professional advancement-
or promotion ivithin the hospital; nurse ages and fringe
benefits; and other characteristics of the ho ital, including the
location.

Although the R2s were riot high (around 0.2), they, were sub-
star 5"*Iy higher (by a factor of 10). than those of Elnicki's quit
rate study based on the Survey of Hospital Directors of Nursing.
Furthermore. the pa.ramete'r estimates of several.variables were
statistically significant at the 5-percent level or better.

The principal findings of Sloan's research on retention were as
follows: First; the nurse's expected-stay rises as a function of her
age until age 6G; thereafter, it declines. Second, the number of
the nurse's children age 2 to 6 years lengthens expected stayi
This ire sult was tentatively explained by a- process of self-
selection. Nurses who choose to work when their children are
young are A "select group," i.e., not necessarily representative of
nurses'as a whole; empIoyed.nurses with you llg children may be _

Partic larly career-oriented and ii-4 as prone to leave the labor
force a are others. Third, spouse trnings had .a positive impact
on- th expected stay, although thi variable's coefficient was not
significant at conventional levels, a similar pattern can be ob-
served in regressions presented later iii this chapter. Fourth, length
of current employment had a positive impact on expected stay,
possibly because, of benefits gained by the nurse from seniority
and vested pensions. Fifth, the perforthance of variables describ-
ing working conditions, professional advancement, promotion,
and fringe benefit variables was generally poor. Sixth, wage
rates had the anticipated positive effect on expected' stay.4 Fi-
nally, nurses 'employed by hospitals affiliated with medical ,
schools reported lower expected stays. One explanation for this,
pattern is nurses' status may be 'comparativelylow in a medical
scheol setting. . ,

The Sloan (1975) study also presented some tabulations de-
scribing characteristics of nurses who are willing to move to

her an ther community within a State and/or to another
e, an nurse attitudes about -accepting employment in a

ral are or a poor section of a major metropolitan area.5 The
primary conclusions were:

' The 'specification of the wage variable used in Sloan (1975) and in he new research presented in this
chapter will be reviewed later. -

'These terms are described more precinely.in the next section.
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Married nurses, particularly those with children, are. highly immobile. It
would not be trUitful to develop incentives to induce such'nurses to change
the iocatierf.of their employment. Single ntirses, who are also more likely to be
lfoung. are:considerably more
There is 'much More nurse resistance to employment irk central cities of
.rnelicepali.tan areas than to rural employment. For this reason, nurse supply
problem* In central cities merit- particularly serious policy consideriition.
Black nurses 'are relatively more Willing to work in central cities than are
whites; on the other hind, whites are more favorably disposed to rural areas.
.BaCeillaureates are less adverse. to; in central cities than are as
sofiate degree graduates:-They'are more likely to leave the area in which
They went to college, but may be_.better 'targets" for incentives to induce
nfirses to'work iii'Underserved areas, particularly centracities. (p. 165.)

-ott61,:e0tkiaLdoniigie_ration_s and Equaticm- Spec
:Chapter 4 .described a present value formula representing net

returits to the employee choofiing a specific locaiian. The formula
can be generalized to the choice of specific plovers
specific locations by adding subscripts to represent different em-
'lOYment-settIngs within that location. The concept can be made
even More general if one of the potential "employers" within-the
location *considered to be the household itself. Voluntary cruits,.y
in 'nursing frequentlyInvolipmoVements out of the labor force as.'
well as movements to other employers. As indicated earlier, un--
employment per se is not important in nursing.

i`be terms in the present value formula containing the letter N
relate, to the expected nonpecuniary returns from a particular
job in a specific location. While the census data base permits
analysis of responses to differences in location-specifiC attri-
'butes, it does not perniit analysis of reiponses to differeenCes in
employer- specific attributes. Thus, it was necessary to neglect
"N'". factors, which encompass benefits, training programs, work-
ing conditions, and the like in chapter 4.

The Survey. of Registered NUrses, when used in'-conjunction-
.with the _Survey of -Hospital Directors of Nursing, contains. a

considerable amount of detail on the "N" factors; but it is deft=
cient 'in other respects. In chapter 4; the present value torniula.
Could be largely approximated by (1) stratifying nurses by age,1

" and (2) developing pairwise differences between. alteknat status
---"" and the. nurse's 1965 status. With one exception, ho ever, the

Survey of Registered Nurses permit one tOLii* my y :attri-
butes .of the currentcrrent employnt, sit tion;, one
cannot make a comparison between_an alternative and e nurse's
current situation. In chapter 6, the basic hypothesis is that the
less desirable the nurse's current employment situation, the

'W* 'To reduce the number of regressicins,to be presented, nurse age is included as an explanatory variable in
this chapter rather than stratifying nurses by age and estimating separate regressions for each group.
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more likely the present v,alue is to be positive. When the present
value is positive, as shown in chapter 4, the nurse is more likely
to leave her. Current employer, either for another employer or,
more generally, to exit 'from the-labor force.

A positive, preseimt :value represents a disequilibrium state.
When one finds a person in disequilibrium, it raises the question
of why ttiis state occurred. Obviously, one -answer is conditions

- chi/1,6. An employer may offer comparatively attractive, ben-
efits, but his relative position' may have deteriorated. Or situa-
tions in .the_. household may have changed. Another reason
relates to the costs of job search (a topic investigated in the
previous chapter), since evaluating alternative job opportunities .

is costly, ananibtaTiiing in rmation on particular a-spq,cts
prospective employment situation may be difficult. Thus, it may
be optimal for the individual to take a job, even if the' probability
is reasonably high that the job will not, turn out to be ideal: in
retrospect. To the extent this motive is important in nursing, one
would expect voluntary quit rates to be high. According'to the.
Survey of Registered Nurses, nurses take a new job about 'once
every 3 years (this calculation includes time spent out of the
labor, force since graduation). Certainly, the job search motive
cannot be ruled out as an important factor undx-lying this be-

. havior.
Specification of the Nurse Retention Regressions

The explanatory variables used in this chapter's analksis of
nurse retentionin current employment have, been claSsified into
three categories: (1) Characteristics of the professional nurse; (2)

acteristics of the professional nurse in relation to'her pres-.
en ob. and (3) characteristics of the professional nurselS
plover.

The first category includesAiriables reflecting the nurse's will-
ingness to be in the labor force, such as her age, race, ethnicity,
nuinber of children by age, health status, spouse earnings and`
family income from nonemployment sources, past history of job,

changes, and type of basic nursing program, attended. Nurses'
who have comparatively little attachment -V) the labor force
because of personal circumstances see not likely to'be very inter-
ested in other jobs. Moreover, as such variables as spouse earn-
ings rise, the likelibood increases that the family's total income
would fall (holding other factors constant) if the family moved.
Separate regressions are presented for married and Timarried
(single, separated, divorced, and widowed) nurses. 40,

The' following variables fall into the category "characteristics
o!the RN in relation to present job." Nurses employed part time
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are less likely to lose fringe benefits if they leave their current
employer, Whereasfull-time nurses may lose such benefits as the
evabloyer's contribution -to their retirement plan, and/or they
may have to go through a "waiting period ". with a new employer
before all health insurance coverage becomes complete again.
Moreover, hospitals are less likely to make specific investments
in nurses employed on .a part-time basis.:Specialized, as opposed
to general, training raises the nurse's productivity in her cur-

. rent employment, relative to alternative settipgs.. The part-time
nurse has potentially less to loile by leaving her current employer
and thus may be more mobile: Variables describing the nurse's
full- or part-time status are: HRSWK1. fornUrses. working 20

---'hoUrsoir:Tejii- per week, HRSWK2 for nurses working more than-
20 but less thaji 35 hours per week, and WKSWK, which takes 1.1e
value 1 if the ,urse worked fewer than 40 weeks during 1972.

Length of time with the nurse's current employer (PRESJOB,
expressed in years) merits inclUsion for two reasons. First pre,.
rogativ.es of seniority potentially encompasS nonpecuniary as
well as pecuniary fienefits.to the nurse; and second, nurses who
have.been with a hospital for along time are likely to posseas
greater amounts of hospital-specific training.

Although the hospital may offer a wage, differential for evening
and night 'work; the differential may often be insufficient in-
many instances to offset the disadvantages of these work hours.
Likewise, nurses trained but not working in a' specialty, and
nurses without a regular shift assignment may feel their jobs are
undesirable. The-variables NWKSPEC (1 if the nurse. has. a
specialty but is not-now working in it), SHIFTS (=1 if the nurse
works more than a.single, regular shift), and ENSHIFT if the
nurse- works on ingle, regular evening or night shift) representthesfluence

Nurse -1---who ay have part, or all of their educational loans
forgtven-bk wor ing full time for their current 'employer have an
added incentive to' emain. T o variables are included to test the
effe.ct of loan forgiveness on arse- retenti = 1 if the nurse
has an educational debt Su ,sect to additional loa o___Nreness if
She works full time for-her- urrent employer); and'LPS(=1 if the
nurse has any type of educational debt outstanding, from all
sources other than from relatiyes).7 As defined, the variable
and LF3 are not mutually' exclusive.. In generses with
debts are expected to remain in the labor force longer; H and
,retention should be higher' for nurses who q.re eligible' for loan .

' A variable LN2 was included in Sloan 41975)!The numbering- of the variables has been kept the same in
the interest of makin;r Comparison's ealtier..

See Sloan (1975? -for a conceptual discussion.
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forgiveness if they work full time for theirLeurrent employer,
The nurse wags variable (WAGEDIF) is defined is the differ-

once between nurse-waks vat, predicted for each nurse from an
hourlY -wage regression and the nurse's a.Ctuat; reported wage:*
As thwpredicted wage increases 'relative to .the actual wage, the
likelihood increaies that t4e nurse tould earn more if she were
employed elsewhere. ThMqk WAGEDIF is expected to have a
negative impact on .nurse retention in current employifient.

"Cjrsaracteristics of the nurses employer" encompass a wide
range of hospital.- attribrs. .affaiated with medical
sahOolii (iNDSCL = 1 if hospital fias affiliaticirO may provide -corn-

77-----pirtively-poor-career-avlyareementr-beeause--ths-nursea_protesc.L..____:___
. siOrig,.actatus may frequently be lower in this setting. Nurse .

*- retention may be expected to be lower in hospitals affiliated with
nursing schools (RNSCL = 1 if hospital has affiliation) as such
hospftalsoften provide employment for their own graiduatei who
may use the time after graduation to "shop around" for a better
position, while enjOying the advantage of being employed in the

a.

Wit

interim'!.
.

' The following explanatory yariables directly relate to the de-
-sirability of an employer from the nurse's vantage poirit.an all -;

Cases, professional nursed are eligible for the bene.t..
HMIS = 1 if hipspitarl provides housing
DAYCARE 1 if hospital provides some form of day care
LINS = 1 if hospital offers life insurance
HINS 1. if hospital offers basic and major medical

health insurance
1 if hospitakofferssickness-and disability insur-
ance (other than workman's compensation)

= 1 if liospItal offers rttirement plan in addition,,
to Social Security- .

1 if hospital's parking areas- are, only moder-
ately-safe or unsafe

= percentage of full-time nursing staff supervis-
ory positions filled through internal promotion

= 1 if hospital 'offers and specifically budgets
scheduled inservice education courses .

-1

DISINS,

RET
r

*UNSAFPli L=

PROMOT

ISED

WKSHOP

EDPAY1

= 1 if hospital gives released time with pay to
participate in woiRshops, conferences, courses, -

aetc. -
= 1 if-hospital pays all fees for continuing educa-

tion

The wage rate regression is presented in Sloan (197 -191)..
See Nash (1915) for pertinent data on'this point.

L1
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EDPAY2 3111 1 if hospital pays for portion of-fees for continu-,
ing education

SCHED a 1 if nurse can frequently determine her own
scheduling

The Survey of Registered Nurses contains a number of candi-
dates for dependent variables in the empiiical analysis of nurse
retention in current employment.idlEach dependent variate in-'
v olves. a different aspect of retention. However?. in .all cases, ifnurses are satisfied with their current fob, there Should be ahigher propensity to rule out alternative emplsoymeni settings,
including workas a-full-time housewife. The dependent variablesIn the analysis are based on the following questions that nurses
were asked: "Are you (check one) thinking about getting a job,
actual's* looking for anew job, stopping work, planning on keep-ing your present job?" In. formingthe dependent variable based
on this question;responses "thinking about getting a new job"and "actually looking fer new job" have been combined.

The remaining questions pertinent to the retention analysis
probe nurse attitudes toward within-State moves.

Would you be willing to move to another community withirt the same state if
you could earn more money there? yes yes, but. oney:does not matter

-* no z.
-Would youconsider employment in th4 following areas if you could-earn more
money there? Does not apply since I currently work in such an area; yes, even
if I had to move; yes, if I did not have to move; yes, but money is not
important; probably, not; no. sio

- The areas mentioned tor the -nurse were small community (less
. than-20,000 population) and poor section of a metropolitan area

(income per fo.ur-person famil§ under $4,000 per year).
.A question on nurse willingness to move to another State wait

also asked, but the regression results based on this question have
__Droved to be very sinnilar to thoSe for within.State moves; al-
hough the percentage of 'nurses willing to consider interstate
moves is somewhat _lower. Therefore, only results of .within-State

. moves are presented here. All nurses who said they "already
work in such an area" have been laiminated from the analysis;.thug, all remaining .nurses currently work in areas other than
the type being considered. The five remaining alternative re-

. sponses 11ave been combined into three: "yes, I would consider
.employnient,:insuch an area"; "yes, if I did not have to move",
and "I would-not consider employment in a
area."

It should be emphasized that attitudinal responses reflect pre-
diipositions. There is no way of really knowing how the nurse
would respond if she were con.fopted with an actual offer.
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Gan tine offers, as part of a social experiment would probably
yiel mc(ro conclusive information on nurse retention, but that

of research II very costly to conduct.
SeparaTivicrirrerre-saions--are

mlarried nurses.
trnpirical Results

'table 14FPresents a list ofconcise definitions Of nurse retention
iatiables. Tables 20 through 27' contain results of multiple logit

.., Table 18.--Concise definitions:,Nurse retention analysis

AADEG - Nurse received an Associate of Art. degree
.AGE Nurse's age'
BADEG. Nurse received.* Bachelor of Arts degree . r

' BLACK_ Naree is black, .-:
CHILD1 Nurse has ehildrenresiding with her younger than 2 ye d.

. CHILD2 - Nurse his children residingwith her between2 and 6 yeairs old

S
,CHILD3 Nurse has children residing with her between 7 and 18 years

old .

' CHILD4 Nurse has children residing with her over 18 years old and/or
, . children receiving financial support for College education'
DAYCARE Hospital provides some Dorm of day care for nurse's children'
DEP NtOse has adults receiving financial support from her family

DISINS Nurse's hospital offers sickness and disability insurande
;(other than workman's compensation)

EDPAY1 .. HosPital pays all of the cost of tuition and related fees for
continuing education courses leading to a degree

EDPAY2 Hospital pays part of the cost of tuitioi and related fees.for
continuing education courses leading to .a degree

HEALTH NUrse's health limits her activity ,

HINS Nurse's hospital offers basic and major medical health insurL
ance .

HOUS Nurse's hospital provides housing for RN. employees
HRSWKI Nuts orks 20,or less hours per week
HRSWK2 Nurserivorks 21 to 34 hours per week

. ISED Nurse's hospital offers and'specifically budgets scheduled in-
service education courses

LF1 Nurse is eligible for additional forgiveness Zif loan if she con-
, tinues to. work for current hospital,

LF3 Nurse has debt that is not subject lb loan forgiveness
LINS Nurse'.hospital offers life insurance to RNs .

MDSCL Nurse's hospital affiliated with a medical school

, NONEMPY Level of nonemployment earnings received in 1972
ENSHIFT Nurse works evening or night Shift

. NUBJOB Number.ofjobs nurse has had divided-by number of Years
J since nurse-completed nurse training

. >./ NWKSPEC Nurse is qualified but n workinriri her specialty
OTHER___. Nurse is widowed, se d, or divorced

. PRESJOB Number of years nur As held present job
PROMOT _, Percentage-of full-time nursing staff supervisory positions

filled through internal promotion .
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Tap* 19.Consise definitions: Nurse *tendon anal3reis--Continued

Hospital biters RNs retirement plan in addition to social se-
euritY

RMYR7-7 ..I.Ntirse's hospital affiliated with a degree-granting nursing
. - school or offers art RN diploma

SCHKLI RN frequently. determines her own scheduling
SIBARNNair'
UNSAFPK
WAGEDIF.
WKSHOP

WKSVVE

.14everl of earnings of nurse's spouse
Nurse rotates among shifts
Nurse Is of Spanish me Oriental race .

Hospitil paildng areas are only moderately safe or unsafe
Predicted less actual *age .

Norse's hospital gives rilleased time witkpay to participate in
workahopi, conferences, courses; etc. .

Nurse worked less than 40 weeks in 1972 and graduated be-
fore 1972

AO'analysis of responses to the questions from the Survey of Regis-,
tered Nurses. The even-numbered tables present logit parameteit
estimates and tests of statistical significance. The odd-numbered
tables report predicted probabilities, based on the logit parame-,
ter, estimates and assumed values of selected explanatory vari-
ables; these tables assess the magnitude of changes in the
predicted probabilities to changes in the levels of selected explan-,
story variables.

A number of other aspects of the tables must, however,
explained before conside" specific empirical resifts in detail.
Two points specifically apply to the even-numbered tables. First,
a total of 40 explanatory variables have -been considered for
inchision in the logit analysis, an excessive number even with a,
large sample, particularly since there are three groups_ of re:
spondents in each of the tables. Given that the number of param-

.., eters to be estimated in logit analysis i(m--1) -n, where m and n
are, respectively, the number of groups and the number of
explanatory variables and the constant term, the number of es-
timated parameters increases markedly as one increases either
ln and/or n (see appendix D).

The followkfigrather imperfect method' has been used to limit
the number of explanatory variables in die regressions. Prior to
estimating the regressionsNariable me for each of the grouits
were examined. Explanatory variable ibiting very little in-1
tergroup variation and ones for which conceptual argument
for inclusion is not as strong as for other variables have been
eliminated from the logit .regressions: There is admittedly some -
danger in making inferences about the partial effect of an
explanatory variable (i.e., the effedt when several other influ-_ .

ences are held constant) from variable means. In fact, the possi-.
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bilitY:'of Such differences provides the rationale for multiirariate.
analysis as opposed to two-way tabular analysis. All one can
really say is that if there, is substantial intergroup variation in
the means of a particular explanatoTy variatb-le-i-there is -a some
what greater likelihood that the variable will prove to be impor-
tant in, multivariate analysis.

The second aspect of the even-numbered tables pertains to the
group means themselves. Tables 20, 22, 24, and 26 contain group
means for all 40 variables, regardless of whether the variable has
ultimately been included in a regression. :The 'Interpretation of-
group means is beat seen. by a specific illustration; 'for example,.
AGE married nurses 4n table :20. The mean age of nurses
"looking for a new job or thinking about it" is 28.77 as opposed to
a mean age, of 34.17. for married nurses "planning on keeping
present job." This type of comparison is rather straight forward,
The interpretation of means relating to a binary vtiriable, such as.
BLACK, is 'a bit more subtle. Again, with reference to married
nurses, it is evident that the Means. for the three dependent
variable groups are, respectively, 0.02! 0.03, and 0.02. From this?
information,. one learns that of all married. professional nurses
Who were "looking for a new job or.thinking about it," 2 percent
'were black. The remainder were nurses of all nonblaek races.

In generating tile priidicted probabilities presented in . the
oddrnunibered tables, it has been necessary to focus on variables
that deritionstrate significant or nearly significant impacts in the
even-numberqd tables. Otherwise, there would be too Many. cal- .

culatiOns, and impoitant 'relationships would be obscured. av en
if the effect. of one explanatory variable is not being specifiTally
assessed, it is necessary to make assumptions- about its level. In
the interest of simplicity, the values of binary variables not
speCifically assessed have been set at zero; levels .of continuous
variables have been set at their "grand (averaging over all
groups) means. Additional detail on assumptions is prOvided in
the notes to the odd-numbered fables.
Choice Between. Staying with Current Employer and
Alternatives

Tables 20 and 21 contains the resultg of logiit analysis designed'
to distinguish between nurses "looking for a new job or. thinking
about it," "thinking about stopping work," and "planning on
keeping present job." This is the only dependent variable con-
sidered in this section that specifies leaving the labor force as an
-alternative. The probabilities of belonging to-each- of the three
dependent variable groups are 0.18, 0.05, and -0,78 for 'married
nurses, and 0.32, 0.02, and 0.66 for unmarried nurses. Married.

,
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*is likely. to 'remain with their current employers;
'Joy/Tient entirely is a v ry unusuaocctirrence for the

Min nurus in this Sample
riables-relating-to--theohiiiiictetistics of the nurse and r family are clearly the mostlinportant ones for purposes of d tinguishing among the three

groups. This general finding hold for logit regressions presentedin succeeding tables as well.
Within the nurse characteristics variable category, nurse age isby far the most significant. The mean age of nurses "planning toremain with their current employers is Nigher than for nurses inthe planning-to-leave stoups., The fall in the expected length ofstay on the current job after age 80, evident in the Sloans (1975)

regression, cannot be 'measured here, given the linear. speelfica-tion of the age variables. Linear specifications have been used inthis chapter so as to permit a greater number of explanatory
variables to be considered in the legit analysis.

Part of any nonlinear effect of age on job retention is undoUbt-edly captured by the "poor:health" variable (HEALTH). Healthconsiderations are an element in deciding whether to stop work-ing, but Sob-searchers and job-stayers are virtually indistin-
guishable with regard to personal health.

As anticipated, married nurses "thinking about stopping
-'work". have spouses with higher annual earnings. Howevenicon-
trolliiig for other factors in the logit analysis, the spouSe earn -ings. Variable SEARN does not show a statistically significant
impact. .

.

Comparisons among variable means also indicate that nurseswho have had more positions per elapsed year since graduation
(NUMJOB) and, for those married, nurses with associate andbaccalaureate degrees are more .likely to be job-searchers, .but inthe unmarried- nurse . logit regressions these variables have in-
significant effects.

= In Et:regression reported, in 'Sloan (1975), WAGEDIF had the
anticipated negative (and statistically significant) impact on-thenurse's expected stay with =current employer. Since the wagedifference variable relates to differences in the wage a nursewith a given set of characteristics could expect on the average toearn elsewhere and her actual wage, the variable's effect on-continued labor force' participation is ambiguous. But the vari-able should surely distinguish between job-searchers and job-stayers.. Yet, neither the WAGEDIF variable 'means nor thelogit analysis is encouraging on this count. .

= At least in the married regression, job tenure (PRESJOB), oneof the variables describing characteristics of the nurse in. relay
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tion to her present employers, relates to retention in 'the ex-
pected diiection. Relatively recent employees are much more

/ likely to search for other jobs. This factor is a much leas reliable
7---'-predictor-of-retention-in-the unma_rried regression. In general, it

has been difficult to explain mobility and hears-of-work patterns
of unmarried nurses and of unmarried adult females on the
whole in this, as well as in other studies. None of the . other
variables in the second explanatory category is useful for distin-
guishing between job-stayers and potential job-leavers.

About the only plausible result derivable from the list of
characteristics of the nurse's employer pertains to internal pro-
motions to nursing supervisory'. positions (PROMOT):
though PRQMOT's means are consistent with expectations for
both married and unmarried nurses, statis ical significance is
only obtained in the refire ion for the unma ied.

Table 21 presents predict d probabilities based on table 20 logit
parameter estimates and ssumed values of the explanatory var-
lableb. The variable AGE's impact is clearly evident. Comparing
marries nurse variants 1 and 4, which differ only one nurse.age,
the probability that a nurse aged 32 plans to remain is 0.08
higher than for a nurse who is 10 years younger. The difference
for unmarried nurses (compare unmarried nurse variants Vand
4) is almost twice this gre. By the time a married, nurse is 52
and has 20 years experience with her current employer, the
probability that she is "looking for a new job or thinking about,
it" is virtually nil (0.01).

The impacts of poor health nay be assessed with reference to
married and unmarried nurse variants 8 and 9. Poor health has a
greater effect in the case of married nurses. More than any other,
the variable HEALTH accounts for planned exits fro_ m the labor
force.

Effects of having a child under age 2 and having a bac-
calatiBreate, as opposed to a'diploma in nursing, are also assessed
in table 21. According to the table, the presence cling child
Rowers the probability _of job searching.. Baccalaureates tend to
be comparatively mobile, a result supported by other studies.

Willingness to Move to Another Within-State Community
Table 22 examines differences among nurses who "would move

to another community within a state 'for 'a salary increase";
"would move to another community but salary doesn't matte ";
and "would not Move to another community within the s_ tate
even if salary were increased." Among jrnarried nurses, the pro-
,portions eelonging to each of the groups are 0:10;0.11, and 6.79.
respectively; the corresponding propbrtions for untried
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Predicted probabilitiufr

Variant AGE HEALTH CHILDI BADEG REM' PI

Mailed 1 22

Married 2 22

1st* 3 22 0

Marrhd,wwrr..r,ry4r 4 32 0

,ItIerrW,,....L. , , 5 V 32 0

'Married , 6 , , 82 0

8 52 0

9 52 1

thiparried . 1 , 22 0

omarrW 2 22 0

Unmarried , 3 22 4 0
Unmarried il.'. 4. 4 32 0

.,

Unmarried .,,,. 5 32 0

Unmarried 6 32 0

Unmarried 7 id_6 0

Unmarried' . 8 5 0

i!nroarrisci 9

o

52 1

a

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,5 028 0;04 0,72

1 0,5 0.80 0.06 0,64

0 0,19 0.05 0,76

0 0 0.16 0104 4 OM

0 6.0 0.11 0.04 0;85

0 10,0 0.08 044 0,88

0 10.0 0,08 0,08 0494 ,

20,0 0.01 0,02 0.96,

0 20.0 0,0 0.12 0.87

0, 0,5 0,43 OM 0,57

1 0.6 044 0,01 0.55

0,5 028 0.01 0,76

0.5 0.29 0,01 0,71

0 5,0 0.32 0,00 0,68

0 10.0 025 0,00 0,65

0 10.0 0.13 0,04 0,88

0 20.0 6,17 0,08 0.79

0 20,0 0.02 0,05 , 0.93

may not sum to 1, because of roundingerror, All married nurse calculations assume SEARN,'NOIEMPY, N W00% and PROMO at mean values, All unmarried,*raj eileuletfoni assume unpin 1.0 NONEMP; NUMJOR, and raomtfr'it mean glum
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nurses are 0.22, 0:23, and 0.64. Unmarried nurses are far more
willing to :hove. The proportions in the two mobile nurse groups
are approximately equal in the case of married as well as unmar-
ried- nurse&

In contrast to the dependent variables analyesed in other parts
of this section, the choices analyzed in table 22 necessarily in-
volve changes in the nurse's home address. The logit regression's
specification is the same as table 20's with the exception that the
variable SCHED, (nurse "frequently" determines her own
schedUling) has been eliminated from table 22's logit analksis,

As in table 20 personal and family characteristics variables
dominate. For married nurses, the most significant variables are
AGE and *EARN, annual earnings of Spouse. The logit rdsults
also suggest that nurses who are mothbrs of School age children
are. more'likely to consider moving. This result is counter-
intuitive and is not supported by the other tables in this chapter.
The notion that nurses 'married to high earners are less likely to
move in the interests of the nurse's career is a believable result,
irrespective of one's views about the desirability of this pattern
of family decisionmaking. In table 20, SEARN. proved to be un-
important. But a job change. per se need not involve a change in
location of residence. Age also dominates the regression for the
unmarried nurses. Nurses who have never married (for whom
OTHER = 0) are less likely to move td another community than/
nurses who have been married one or'more times.

Length of time on: current job (PRESJOB) has a plausibly
negative impact on willingness to move for additional salary to
another community, .but the impact on willingness to move for
reasons other than money is positives absolute value. In the
married nurse's regression, increases in PRESJOB lower the
probability of belonging to both of the two "mobile" groups, but
the relationship is not statistically significant at conventional
levels.

The effect of characteristics of the nurse's employer is neither
evident from comparisions of the group means nor from the logit
regressions. Group means- for the vast majority of there
explanatory variables are very close to one another. It is possible
that a nurse's attitude toward making a move to another com-
munity does not reflect the degree to which the nurse is satisfied
with her current employer. However, if characteristics, of the
nurse's employer are important, plausible patterns should be
evident in at least some of the tables.

As seen with reference to table 23 predicted probabilities; AGE
and SEARN have substantial impacts on the probability on
nurse retention in current employment when moves-to another
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community are the alternative. The probability that a nurse of
age 52 is willing to move is low in all variants in which this age is
assumed. The Impact of income from other souirits than the
nurse i salary II. evident by comparing, for 473 Num -61 , married
variants 1 and .CombiningCombining nurse age and it high income from
other sources, as in married nurse variant to the probability of
moving for reasdna of nurse salary is almost zero (zero in table 23
due to rounding).
Willingness to Consider Employment in a Rural Area

Table 24 examines nurses' propensity to leave current likt-
,ployment.for employment in ruraloream. The proportion itnittii/-
Op- to consider rural employment is only slightly higher for mar-
ried nurses, 0.59 versus 0.'74 for unmarried nurses. There are,
however, substantial differences in willingness to move to rural
areas: While the proportion of unmarried nurses willing to move
to such areas is 0.32, the corresponding proportion for married is
only. 0.1$. Nurses already working in rural areas have been
excluded from table 24's analysis.

The results again support the' view that older nurses are
unwilling to change employers for employment in a rural area. A
negative impact of spouse earnings on mobility of married nurses
is observed, as in table22, The job tent 'ire pattern is evident for
married but ,not unmarried nurses, a result contradictory to
table 24's results. Although the never-married subcomponent of
the unmarried component is less likely to moire, the relationship
is not statistically significant as in table 22.

Earlier research, published in Sloan (1975), ludic ed black
nurses were resistant to working in rural areas. While he means
in table 24 show this tendency to be true of black ,unmarried
nurses, the pattern does not carry over black married nurses.
But tabulations-presented in Sloan (1975) ctid not distinguish
between black married and unmarried nurses. Logit. regreisiOni
reveal that, holding a number of factors constant, the coefficients
of BLACK are not statistically significant, even for unmarried
rkurses.'Thwt;, the more in- depth analysis presented in this chap-
te'r does not show Ithicknurses not ?IOW working in rural aretis.to
be especially adverfie .to working in these areas. The proportion of
white nurses working in rural areas is much higher than is the
comparable proportion for blacks. Table 25 containspredicted
probabilities based gn table .24's log-it coefficients_ Young unmar7
ried nurses in particular are quite willin to consider employ-
ment in rural areas. In contemplating this kindind ofjob change, the
vast majority of nurses in this category would take monetary
factors into account.
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Willingness to Consider, Empldyment in Poor Section of a
Major _Metropolitan Area

. ,

There are some major differences-between the results- in tables
24 and 26. First, -AGE does not enter significantly in table` 26's
married regresSion, although the overall pattern e

age
tmplied by th

coefficients is clearly. similar. The mean age of married nurses
.unwilling to consider employment in a poor section of. a. met-
ropolitan area is slightly over-% years higher than that for nurses
who would consider employment in this type of area, even if it
were .necessary to move. In table-.24, where AGE is highly.zig-..
.nificant, th,g.,correSponding difference in mean ,age is slightly
:aver 6-years.

Second, in marked contrast . to table 24; -spouSe earnings
(SEARN) does not have a statistically significant impact in table"-

: 26"s married nurses' regressP5n. Although the pattern in the-
means of SEARN is gjmilar to table-,24,--tba.diifferezices-are not -0

. quite as great,
Third, an important .concluSion of the Sloan (1975).stUdy is that

baccalaureate nurses would be less -adverse to leaving. current
employment.-to work in .a poor district of a _major metropolitan
area. This result is confierned by.table 26, particularly in the case II

of unmarried nurses. In contrast. to- small rural communities
where baccalaureates are underrepresented, they are overrepre-
sented in poor sections of metropolitan areas. .

Fourth, table 26's job tenure means are consistent with table
24's suggestihg that nurses who have been with the hospital for
longer time periods are less likely to considei leaving for em-
ployment in a poor section. Yet the relationship -between PRES-
JOB and the. dependent Variable is insignifidant in both married
and unmarried regressions. In fact, in the unmarried regreggion.
of table 26, the signs of the PRESJOB coeffici&nts are implausi-
ble. This result probably means that job tenure does not have an.

--effect in this table that is independent of -nurse age. and other
factors. .

"- Table 2'7 examines changes in predicted probabilities0 to,
changes in explanatory variables AGE, AADEG, BADEG, and
PRESJOB. The probability that a .diploma gradate is willing to
work in a poor section .of a major metropolitan area: is substan-
tially less than is true of her baccalaureate degree and associate
degree colleagues.. Again, one must remember that nurses. al-
ready working in such an area have been excluded from the
regression Analysis. Baccalaureates are overrepresented among
nurses already (wolrking there.
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Table' 27.--Wi Illigness to °wider employment in s poor section at metope'.1. a Predicted Probabilities

Marital status Variant AGE AADEG BADEG PRESJOB 151

,..........._.................

Married 1 2 2 01 0,0k X0,12. 0,80
Married .... , 2 22 '0.5 .6,18' 0i . , Q.70
Married 4. 3 22

.

0 0:5' 0.16 04 , 0.68

oo 09
8Miried

. , 4 02,, 0 0 0.5

)4p:tried 5 32 0 0 5,0 .. 0.05 0.08 0,89'
Married .., .

6 ,52 0 0 , 5,0 0,02' 0.05 . 0,93
':Married ,

7 52 0 0 10,0 0.02 4 0,04 0.94
Unmarried 1 22 0 0 p' )3,5 OB 0.07 1 aa
Uninarrial 2 22 0 1 bit 0.39 v.06 .

Unmarried. . 3 22 1 '0 0.5 021 0.05 '. 01.
,Vnmarrieci , 4 '32, , 0 0 0,5 0.13 0.07. '. 0.80,U

Unmarried 5 32 0 / 6.0 0,11 0,06 1183'
Unmarried 'P

,

6 .52, 0 0 50" 0.01 0115 On
(Unmarried 7 52 0 0 10,0 0.02 0.04 0.94

may act sum to 1 because of rounding error, All married nurse ealculationasuume SEARN,.P040,111,
NUMJOB, and PROMOT at thoii mean Silos,

Imonarriod nuns Caltulation) aver OTHER.1 and NONEMPY, NUMJOB and PBOMOT 1nean

a .4.



Discussion and Conclusions
Without question, a few .persOnal-characteristics of the nurse

dominate our empirical analysis-of nurse 'retention in current
employment. We haVe analyzed four dependent -variables which
measure different aspects of retention, and they all support this
conclusion.

The.most important determinants are (1) nurse age, (2) Marital
Status;(3) spouse earnings of married nurses, (4) job tenure, and
iia oneinstance, (5) type of basic nursing program attended.

Characteristics of the nurse's employer typically, have no
'explantbry.-Pewer in our analysis. ThiS result is certainly Consist-
-Olt with Elnicki's (1975) -results: Using .it king list of hospital
Characteristics variables- derived from the Stir-vex9f Hospital
Dirtictora of,Nursing, E,lnicki was able to explain on T64 percent Of-
the variance in a regression with nurse turnover'as the depend-.
en*irariable.:. Many of the same.explanatory variables have been
-emploYed in this chapter, with data Atoned from the SUrVeY of
Registere4./sTUrses.forming the dependent variables: Given that
this ,chapter confirms -the earlier 8liticki study., it is-.possible to

:--conclude with even greater confidence that specific offerings of
.. the hospital have very little to do with-nurse retention and turn-
Oirer.. In cases such as this, some will say poor results reflept
errors in measurement: Better rekults presumably would have

..been obtained if-,our measures of ho)itpital offerings were More
preOse.. This is always a possibility,, particularly wherkrdata.from
aMail iluestionnaireare used for analysis. A more in-:depth study
Might be justified, but, for the time being, it appears That specific
incentive's, either financial or nonfinancial, have at most a .mini-

*mal impact 'on retention.
To clitte-most econOsnlowesearch on turnoVer has been confined

to interindustry differenCes n turnover rates, for example, Par-
sons (1972), Pencavel (1904), 1 72), Stoikov and Raimon (1968). By
contrast, research on the s ect in the field of nursing has dealt
with interhospitai diff - es and variations among-individual
nurses. To my knowledge;, a though, there haVe. been comments
about intraoccupational differences in turnOvere.g., :among:
nurses, teachers and social workers,, there has been no fornial
analysis of stieh varjation.

Interindustry stud' s have reported empirical results gener-
ally consistent with conomic theory. Among the explanatory
variables included in nterindustry studies are wage rates, broad
ineasu of occupational mix, union coverage, racial composition

. -

Of e es, and industry concentration (in the product mar-
ketl., This :chapter has considered one occupation within one in-'
duStry: As a result, many of the more general explanatory

4e,
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2-variabilee are not applics)ble here: Empirical an sis of broad clif- tsi:
ferences among industigei requires far less a ntion to institu-tional-detail and careful measurement of pe inent explanatory -factors, than in the type of analysis attempted' he re. The fact that
similar specifications,- however,. have yielded plausible results
gives one greater confidence that the poor results.reported here
do not reflect an egregious specification error.
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Chaptgr 7 .

NURSE DEMAND FOR NONWAGE BENEP1Te
Frank A. Sloan

a .

Introduction
As has been *ell diacumented by-Rice (1966) and othersexpend-'1.tureti for major categories _Of slipplements to Wage s>1.ve beengrowing in the United States far more rapidly than have wage

--exPenditures.,themselves. Since supplements represent an in-:creasingly iMportant part. of the total compensalion package inthe hospital sector as well, it is useful to consider ways in which
:tliese,can- be used by employers to obtain the maximum jitinount
of iabc.r services for a given total compensation bill. By designing
an optimal coMpensation'Package,it i.13: conceivable that :Many ofthe staffing difficulties reported by hogPitals could be aljeviatpd.Several foctors,haiie frequentlY been suggested-'as.reasons-for7
the growth iir-,suppkeMents to wages thrOugh-out the_ 'economy.'7The first relates to preferential treatment of supplements unifier
the existing tax structure.:-; Employer payments for supplements
are os-dinaribr.not subject to tlke personal income tax. To theextent that. the personal income tax. is progressive, exeMptionsare of greate-r- value -perscins- in higher income categokies.

-Moreover,. given.that marginal tax rates tend to be revised in
.,frequently, the taic.athiantages of benefits for the family with an"average" income rise with the all groWth in ni---ney income. t.Tax. considerations tend to introduce a positive income effect onthe- quantity of benefits demanded; however, income may: notalways haVe a ,po'sitive impact on the demand for a.' particular
_benefit be.cause of offsetting forces 'operating in the-_; opposite
(negative) direction.

At least In one area, health insurance, the tax sayings theemployee have been estimated to be substantial. Accordi g
the calculation l of Feldstein and Allison (1972), the .tax saving is

-._ often sufficien t'. to make the out-of-pocket cost of-the. health in-
surance premium less than the expected value of the benefits. Inthe`absence of tax savings, expected benefits would be less thanpremiums due to the cost of administering: the plan and theinsurer's profit.

.

I .A:Second factor relates to scale economies in the .pri5vision of
many benefits. Large organizations, by making group purchases,
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can obtatri:many types of benefits for far less than they can be
., purchased on an individual basits. This is certainly the case for

various forms of insurance. xample, data presented by
MaCIntyre (1962) suggest that the gro loading fee (administra-
tive cost Plua Profit)-fOr inclividisralhealth insurance policies ex-
Aeedi- that lee for giolip policieis by a factor of 10:, ACCording to

ckersari (1959), most health insurers offer'explicit discounts as,
e.size of the group increases. Such_ advantages are unavailable %oar?
smaller groups of employers' unitiss they can form larger.

groUps. .; .

Third, it is freqiiently argued,that certain benefi ; especially.
retirement Plans. that require a long waiting perio efore the
.employee's benefit. is vested, give employees an inducement to
remain *rip:I.:their. employers. Since a' _vested plan yields more
value -per: preinium dollar than a 'nowrested-plan, other factors
held constant, there is a.priee incentive for the employee to
until vested. 'SpecifiC training prOvided by employers gives-theM
,fin

.
Aim incentiveTto try to retain these erriployees; and the ernplOyees
are more. likely to stay because such training makes them more'
productive working for their curreigt employer than for another.

optintaL_Cdpiperisation-_strategrivolVes paying these ern,
ployeea more than they could earn 'elsewhere (see Mincer, 1962).

This it the fourth time in this study that we attempt to assess
the linportance of nonwage benefits to professicknal nurses. In

p-'. chater _3, we employed an hedonic method to determine the
valu nurses ,-place on speCific -gehefits. "A0coraing to 7 this
gipProach, judgments about he comphrative value of specific non-

./ Wage benefits are Made f m toWiierved- compensating wage dif-
,ferentials. If, for exampl , hospit 4Ais 1110entical to lfiospital B
except that B offers professional nu ses inser:rice education and
A does not and, -B pays $ less per month, one may infer nurses
are willing to "pay" per month for the availability of this
benefit. One presumably can make the two hospitals identical in

ry other respect by using regression analysis. Although the
eci nic` -.m&hod's theoretical framework enCompasSes the em-

_ploy es choice of specific benefits offered, in empirical applica-
tions the presence or absencrof a Specificbenefit is considered of
basic nursing school program attended. Older nurses, those with

work histories, marrieg nurses in general, and those mar-
ried to high eatning spouses in particular tend to be immobile.-
Our analysis of willingness to work in inner-city areas of major
nietropOlitan areas reveals that baccalaureate nurses are more
predisposed to work in such areas. Othle type of degree' has
noindependent effect on the nurse's propen ity-to.stay with her
current 'employer. '



The presence of children in the -household does not pro:Are to be
.ari important factor, a result that would at least superficially,'eem to contradict results of tabulations in Sloan (1975) cin some
of the same retentionTmobility variables. The results, however,
are easily reconciled when one considers that analysis in thischapter is always.tiased;on stratified Married-unmarried nursesamples, while in the earlier study, child_ren and marital status
were not broken down simultaneously. The effects, of childrenevident in The Gtiographic Distribution may be largely attribut-*able` to marital status. - .

The demographic mix of nurse -employees is to a large extent
beyond the control of the hospital employer.-Nor/is there muchthat policymakers can do to directly affect the mix of the nurses
in a locality: -If nurses with certainWackground characteristics
gravitate to certain kinds-of basic nursing programs, it is- possibleto affect .mix inea locality indirectly by varying enrollments 'ineach type of program. HoweVer, this is a rather blunt instru-
ment, and the effects of this type.policy are only realized in thelong rum: .. - .

.While differences were apparent by type-of basic nursing pro7
gram the nurse atteraded.ini,Sroan (1975) tabulations, such differences, with one important exception,' disappear in this chapter'g'
multivariate a.nalysfs. This result reinforces the VieW.that the
trainingrogram per se- does'not have an impact on nurse at-titudes;.but there are definite differencep-in,the'demdgraphic and
socioeconomic characteristics of nurses -entering- various types ofprofessional training programs, and these characteristics area
associated with retention.

A.sseen in chapter 3, several benefit `packages" had no impact
on starting salaries of.professional nurses, and others had only.small negative .impacts. Although this finding would seem to' ,Imply nonwage benefits do not matter to professional nurses,
there are other explanations. First, the hedonic approach mea-
sures importance of nonwage benefits to professional nurses atthe beginning of their career.l. on the average. While/certain ben-
efits 'bray not be valued by the "typical" nurse, they may beimportant to groups of nurses. Hospitals may be able to fine-tune
their offerings to match particular employee groups' interests ifprovide] with the requisite information. Day dare and/or..,
.adequate parking facilities, in large Metropolitan areas are obvi-
ous examples. While the empirical research used a starting Sall,
'Ty flk diplomates as the dependent variable--and . resumablythis wage reflects preferences of this type of nurseit is reason-

nurses are that finely tuned to the wants of heir respective
al;lt to question whether wages offered groups of

h, , 1
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groups...Nurmia' wages for'various degree-0'0e and experience
cote ries are highly correlated; to the degree that wages are not
fine tuned with regard to rireferences..of-nurses in various ex-
pe ence and education groups and all wage's reflect preferences
of all nurses rather than of particular groups, the hedonic
method Would reveal- preferences of nurses on the whole, not
those of a.particul r nurse category.

Second, there i a possibility, that specific nonwage" benefits
have been poorly, easured or, more likely, that important as-

. pects, of particular enefits have been missed. For instance,
nurses may typically -consider inservice education to be a waste
of time in general, but find discussions of certain ,_topics to be

. extremely valuable or certain'instructors' approaches useful.
For these reasons, it is importa t to replicate inconclusiVe find- -

. ings with alternative data sources d methodologies. Hopefully,
poor
.

- .o measurement in one case not necessarily repeated in-
.anothet:

-Ideally, one would cond rveys sequentially; that is; hav-
ing obtained 'inconclusive findings using one line of q4estioning; .

one could attempt another. .The survey of Hospital Directors 'of
Nursing, used in chapter 3, and the Suivey' of Registered Nurses,
used in chapter 6- and this chapter,wtwere conducted virtually
simultaneously. One of the objectives of chapters . 5 and 6's
analysis was to assess the importance of nonwage benefits. as a
factor in nurse -recruitment and retention. On the whole,, the.
resultstend td lend even less suliport to the importance of non,
wage benefits than do' those reported in chapter 3. There is,
howevet, a dif?erence between the,approach used in.

chapter 6. and in ttlis chapter. The former--eXamines nurse de-
mand for nonwage benefits in terms of a particular job action or
propensity, tojtake the action, i.e., to leave the nurse's current
employer;Aere, deinand is measured by (1) the nurse's taking
advaritage,ofa nonwage benefit when she has the option, or (2)
rikirse responses regarding willingness to pay for specific -non-
wage benefits in terms of reduced salary. To my knowletke, this
is the first attempt to4.analyze,''Aemand for various, employer
offerings within the context of'ft single study in either the health
care literature or in inore, gen-eiat writings.

The balic hypothesis underlYing all empirical work in this chap-

. ter is that there.is, in fact, su.14stantip..l variation among d' ferent
types of nurses in clemana for .driecific non'thcige.benefits... ile the
earlierphapters investigated the importance no rirwsig 'benefits
to professio ial nurses as,a group, here, by con rastr examine
types of nurses for whom specific_ benefits may la important.
That a benefit. is not highly valued ci'A the average bl'Ut is impor-
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taint to a-certain type of nurse is a distinct posisibility. Given .

knowledge. -about which benefits matter to whom, the hospitaf
may be able to operate moraceffectively in nurse recruitment as
well as in retention.

Although the determinants of an optimal compensation pack-
age can be conveniently grouped into demand and supply faCtors,
the empirical research in this chapter deals only with demand-
side factors. Also, while discussions of wage supplements are
often limited to private pension and selected welfare. benefits,
supplements should be and, for the purpose of this chapter, are
defined' to -include all nonwage benefits, including:on4he-job .

training andlvorking conditions. Finally, research in 'this area is,
still in its infancy, and-therefore the results of the analysis must
be regarded preliminary.

An Optimal C
r '

mpensation Package from the Hospital's
Standpoint

For analyzing nonwage benefits using any of the approaches
mentioned, it is useful to characterize the hospital as a multi-
product organization, producing both patient care-services and
non*ageioenefits, or equivalently, amenities for its employees.
The amellities.are "sold" to the -staff for lower wages; or, in some
eases, _they.,are partially financed by direct withholding from the
employee's paycheck. An optimal compensation policy .enipodies--
both demand and supply influences..

On the demand side is the employee orolprospective employee
for whom the quantity of a specific benefit demanded depends on

...several factors, including his income, the benefit's price, .and a
number of 'demographic determinants. The employer reacts not
to the demand curve for a particular individual but rather to the
sum of demand curves corresponding to existing and prospective
employees. .

.The determinants of demand for different nonwage benefits
vary, and thus no single model can explain all- of them: Some
benefits, such as good parking facilities, a pleasant work setting:
and,.for that matter, vacation" are currently consumed in much
the same way 'as most.goods_eltid sekirviCes are consumed. In such
cases, conventional detrianlionalysis is appropriatt. Several ben-
efits involve, forms of inaffFance,40 second. categOry, for which
models of household' decisionmaking under uncertainty are'ap-
propriate. A third group includes investment type items in which,

:current costs aiot kndurred with the prospect of .deferred returns.
Included fh this category are retirement plans and various forms
of training. Holding supply-side fadtors constant, a given benefit
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Is more likely to be provided if it is _v. alued by many employees.
Most frequently, demand analysis takes the household as the

obserrational unit; however, this is not advisable in the present
context. When more than one household member ik employed, it
may be desirable for one of them to "specialize" in the procure-
ment of specific benefits. Investment-type fringe benefits pcovi-de
good example& If the Wife has less attachrnent to the labor forte
than the husband, it may make a great deal of sense foi the .
household.to relyaon the husband's retirement plan; intermittent
employment of the wife is likely to mean that It considerable
amount of time is spent contributing to nonvestrd retirement'
plans. For this same reason, it may be desirable for the wife to
concent to on current consumption, e.g., jobs offering a pleas-
ant Wo environment while the husband stresses investment-
type op s, e.g., "jobs with a future." The fact that husbands
and wives systematically 'elect different opti6ns does not neces-.
sarily mean the women are discriminated against; such patterns
may also be observed in the absence of discriminatidn.,HoWever,
to the extent that women are now participating in the market for i
longer periods of time, there should increasingly be shifts'toward
the types'of benefits presently desired by prime-age males.

As noted earlier, employers are likely to vary in their efficiency
in producing specific nonwage benefits. Variations in this kind of
efficiency are among the supply -side factors. Large hospitals
may be comparatively efficient in the provision of group life and
health insurance, while those affiliated with medical and/or nurs-
ing schools may he relatively productive in providing .inservice -

education. Another supply-side factor relates to the price of pur- :

chases inputs. Clearly, :the price to the hospital of providing
adequate parking and/or housing facilities is comparatively high'
in the central city Of a large metropolitan area; in other areas, - w-

wages of personnel to staff hospitals' day. care centers may be
costlier. When a hospital,is relatively inefficient in producing a
specific nonwage benefit anti/or assoojated input 1i-ices-are relw-
tively high, the hospital is, holding deinand-side factors constant, .

less likely to proviide the benefit. Only if employee demand is high
would the benefit be provided, and then It a high expligit or .,
implicit (in the form of reduced wages) 'Price. This coniefusion
holds under the assumption that hospitals minimize cast, given a
particular quantity and quality level. Evidpnce presented in .

chapter 2 is certainly consistent with the view that hospitals on --...

the average are cost minimizers in this sense.
These concepts can be formalized in the following way. For

.purposes of this discussion, it is useful to consider the hospital as
producing one product for patients (X) and_a number of products
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for employees (Q)'. For purposes of this exposition, it is sir pler to
Q .

Assume the hoilopital faces a patient demand curve for~ and. an
loyee demand' curve for be.netits prbvideil tie-r employee',Pu rtnore, assume- that hospitals maximize cash flow, ..not.utility as in chapter 2; and are wage-takers rather than wage-

settel's (innocupus assumptiorpilat purposes of this analysis),
and that prices of inputs used exclusively for prok,duction of-non-
wage benefits do not vary. The hospital selects orpitishal levels ofX, Q,, L, and Nay maximizing
(7.1) 4) = Pi(Qi;Ei)Q1L + P4N(X;E2)X W-L rIN

xti(Q,PL,X,4,N),e
.here E, and E:,* are exogenous variable seta in the two demand

anctions (the other notatitia. follpws chaptey. 2'4). Since Q, is
finAd.'lin a per-eniployee basis, -QL-L is the-total arrourit of,the
nonwage 'benefit provided. The net wage benefit (s) to an erri-
ploYee is: -

4.

.(7.2) S = W--
The employee" pays implicit price (P,) for the frihge benefit.

The demand fiwction for the benefit playS'a potentially impor-
tant role in the IMpital's allocation'betwAgn noriWage benefits to.ein.ploieeS and the provision of services to patients: From. e
first order conditionS.of.(.7.1), it follows that output will be and;
cated between X and Q, according to:,

Marginal revenue from Q,(7.3) Marginal revenue from X rate of product transforma--
,

.0°ff-between X and Q1. As the demand 'for nonwage benefits
.increases, other factors being equal, marginal revenue from Q,rises relative to marginal revenue i'rom.X, and the hospital will
devote proportionately more ofits product to the employe_ e bene-
fit..But at the same time W will fall.

The rate of groduct transfCImationgives the amount of X that.
must be sacrificed to obtain more Q1 without varying the level of

L and N. In thi Context, staff and nonlabor inputs can be
4`,-deTroted topatient carei-or to providing nonw4ge: benefits to the

staff, such as providing training progra`r forriersonnel, operat-
.ingiparicing facilities, providing housing for personnel, and Ad-
'ministering health insurance piogranis. It ana.Ount- of X that
must be saciiiificed (from a -givein level. of .L and INT) to obtain
additions unit of Q, is very-hIgh': the amount of Q, that will .be
pfrovided, again holding other-fa 'ors_constant; *ill be- low. Re-.
fbrring to (7.3), a substantial sa rifiCe -a high rate Of
product.transfor atipn. For-the equality Co.hold, the -left hand

r: side of (7.3)-rnus ;Ifigh as well.'Since marginal revenue from Qit'
17,t

.I
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'Varies negatively, with the level of Q holding other factorwcon-
.11tant;the-fraet-lowon-th-trieft-s)-4-aishigherfor lower levels of Cii.

One infers that less of Q1 will beNtyovided if it takes a lot of
resources to prodUce the marginal unit. .4.

It folloWs that if the rate of product transformation Is `quite
high and/or martrinal revenue from Q, (at any positive level of Q1)
is lOw, it is likely that no units of the benefit will be provided.-
Intuitively, this *mans that if the nonwage benefit uses a lot cif

- the hospital's resources in thg process of providing it, apidfor.
employees ,do not care much aliciut:the specific nonwage bezieflt,
the hospital Or find it optim ffer the benefit. Only aftee
-so.tarces of varitttion on the s have been assessed will it
be possible to ftillsir. under ficallY which-,-...and, under "-C.

what .circumstances --nonw its should be provided by
hospitals (according to their o f-interest).

7
, .

ConceptuaLand Empirical ,Evidence on Demand for Specific

ip

Nonwage Benefits
In thib geetion, equations:depicting. the tdemiand for specific

benefits are specified, and -empirical results based on data from.

the ...SurveY..of: Registered NurseS :ire- presented: As already. 41,:
-noted, demand is only (re element in determining the typesAnd gi..y.:.
levels of,blimefit Offerings. AlSei yrnp.ortolt is the .efficiency-of the
etnitloy'er in produting various kinds of benefits, as -Well' as the
iiiput prices employers 'Pay.

.

.. .
. This analysis must, he- viewed as explanatory for several rea-

song:ectirst,the literatilW on which to base equation:specification
i ,\ is quite sparse. Su4kisingly few studies-use forinal methods to

-i..7%..iirl.aIyie .determinantsof fringe ,beneAts. ' In view". of-the recent
growth in the importance.of-nonWage compensation,. this lack.of-
evidence is .u.iifortiinate:' . . .. . .

. -

second, the required informationeha.sjiroyed to be extremelt
difficult to obtain. Although the Survey -, of Registered* NurSes'.,
flieliided a. substantial number.' of. questions on a range of.- .:.
benefitithe accuracy of .nurse re- lops' ei to*-.these questions, is fre-, -:. -

quently lower than it t, of.....-
Dortions of the .Siiii-VoyAnstru-..,. .. .

ment. - . . - ;- -.-- .- - --
.,.. _.!Ir -.a ... . .

age
Two types OT g'itt gti.oils are pOrtiment to _demand for'n'onwa.ge

hene ne.;ferifies. to whethe-r the nurse took advantage of the ---

she had'the optiOrIL,She would not have the 'option -

-enefit is "provided
4

.by.the hospital. On. a compulsory
- . is '..- -7: 'AIL:-

. 4.-.. . -'

'1 9pInid s requesting persons-to List preferen ces for specific fringe benefits are more common.
of the a attati,e articles of 4 iSAYee is Wagner and 'Bakertnan (1960). Ktolodrubetz.(19715) provide's a

Mineral re- e'w 'of-fringe benefit royarage..trends: two relevrnt articles-by- econothisteThlit provide some

:
:::.eoriceptual Material ars Leiter (19Ii7). and Mabry (1973).

.

T., si. a

,,

--.4%

.11.
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.(basic (2) Wit is fully subsidized by the employer; or.(0) th benefit
is not provided. A. eecoid iymor_question_aecertains_the_lambunt
the nUree would'be willing to .pay :in ternis of change in salary to
receive a specific benefit. In contrast. to thelirst..this type. in

.volves hypothetieal'questioning. In' some ceses,the .survey ques-,tion stated, "Below are hypothetical,OerS,, it!creagtilii.
_fringe benefit versus an increase in -Salary.- Indicate: on the
right4iand side the raise in your salary 'you regaid aS equivalent
to the new fringe. If the -fringe is Worthless to you, write '0' after
the $ sign:" In others, the question was,."Say the hospital wanted
to eliminate the following (benefits), how much would you want in
the,f4krt of a salary increasetabe compensated for the loss of the

eAlt If it ig worthless to-You, write lr.after the $ sign. (Check ifthe item is not aVailatife or,npt applibithle.)"

presented in the form of tabulatigni in The Geographic Dietribu-
Although responses to: the willingness-to-pink -questions were

tion (Sloan, 1975),:furthet invest'ption revealed too many incon-
-sistencleivin The-clollarreaponse4i to permit these Chita to be used

-.--tn-rnilltiVaritit analysis: Fqr example,- some respondetTts
entlir Mite- dollar., -- amounts .terths. Of,. their' .annual salaries
rather than tlir Monthly salary as the question requested;. but
there reallyis no way to be sure that is the case. While "Outlierr
are Weighted equallyin calculating the means presented in thetables, thtey.. receive dispro-portiorioate. weight in regression
analysis. In-fact; as is well IshciWri a few outlieis can alter the

4iresulting Parametet estimates -markedly. Rather than develop
.

coMpliCitted algoAthhis for. screening the data, ,: when
willingness -to-pay data are used, the dependent Variable, with
one exception, fir binary. This. variable is 1 if the respcodent is
willing to sacrifice some salary for the benefit, and zero if she is
hot._

The consequence of thisliecision den be seen with refe.fence to
figure ..3. The willingness-to-pay questions fix the qiiantity 'of a
given benefit at a point uch as "A" in the figure. Exaniples of the"
-ways in which the qua ities are fixed are "An additional week of
sick leaver'; and "A itional $100 per month of retirement befits at age 65. Yo lathing." Then the respondent is asked ostate the amount she wo ldbe willing to pay for this qqantity of
benefit. Presumably (and hopefully) the responses reflect the

- Inidcimum one would pay, since only then do these answers have
meaning. It is plaUsible.to expect that many respondenfi-are notwilling to pay anything for, a given benefit. Such responses

kcide with the quantity axis" at point "R"; others will be willing to
pay mol7e--points "C" thropgh "F." t

The, reason one .expects a concentration of observations at
175



,PrIc of

(per

F.

t

Quantity of benefit '"A"
specified in the'question_

Quantity of "A"
demanded

Figure 3.Demand for benefit "A."

point "13" is that many benefit's may be worthlors to the resPond-
ent, and such benefits cannot generally be traded. If someone
were, foi instance, given a refrigerator, there is a used market
for suchttems; the value' to the respondent-would then at least be
the.val30014 of the item in resaW minus an imputed cost to accolint.
for the time and tvouble -.4fi'volved in militing the
'Unless the tratesactiOns costs are high aria the resale value low,
there should be few-if any zero values. However; benefitt of the
type offered by. employers Cann hanged for money .(o .

equivalently, other goods). in thi n ..The nurse cannot' sell.
her rights .to group health insurance, nor her rights to an in.ser-,

vice education program: Therefore, a considerable_ amount of
information is revealed by an analysis that distinguishes .be-' 1

-tween zero and nonzero responses, although- a continuous mea-
sure would have been preferable if the letter were accurate.

. A third reason for 'viewing this analysis aas exploratory sterns
from the nature of the sample. The Survey of Registered NUrses.
only included responses from nurses employed by hospitals. Par-- 1..

ticutarly importer-At among the nurses who-are excluded are those
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p- not.. currently 'emplOied. t'otential con.bquences of using em-
pipped personsi unlyrAor labor forcepartialpants only) in the maul-
pie will be assessed in chapter 8. 'In brief, however, unless a
rather Stringent set of assumptions can be shown to holdwit is not
valid to generalize the results based on an employed Sample of
nurses to all nurses. Given that the availability of certain nort,
wag* benefits to employee* differs sketerittically according' to
whether the nurse is employed on a full; as opposed to a part-time
basis, the empirical analysis presented in section is, with one

,,e3teeptiori (noted below), restricted to i'.1.111-time, resnale, staff pro-
'AtessionaXnurses. Generalizations obtainable ftllni this analysis
thereforeanly apply to this "group of nurses.

Since t ."'M dependent variable is binary; it is appropiiateto1.1se
a technique specifically deyelOPed for these
analyisis (appendix D), one,ofthese techniques, is employed in the

that follows. The. computer program .used for the logit
inelysiii alloys -statistics to be calcUlated When thlre are. only

!tsi.tro.:.groUps, 'as is the case throughout this chkpter; thus
t-statistics are included` in the tables that follow. Also, unlike the
prikeding chapters in which the logit technique was Coed, chap-
ter 7 does not preSent separate tables with predicted prob-

.. abilitieS. Rather, selected probabilities are mentioned as part of
the disculsion of particular variables. To'present separate tables
on predicted probabilities-in this chapter would result in an un-
manageable number of tables.

Not all of the nonwage benefitti covered by the Survey of Regis-
tered Nurses will be included in the analysis. Some benefits were
eliminated in preliminary empirical analysis when it became ap-
parent _that internurse. variation in demand could not be
adequately explained by variables derived from the survey. In
order of presentation, thit section discusses demand fOr (1)
health insurance, (2) life insurance, (3) retirement benefits, (4)
on-the-job training and professibnal advancement, (5) maternity
leave.and day care, and (6) adequate parking facilities.
Demand for Health Insurance

Unlike other nnwage benefits, there has been a substantial
amount of cohceptual and empirical research on deterininants4..
demand for 'hesilth insurance (in, particUlar, Feldstein, 1973;
Frech, 1975, and Phelps 1973,-1976). Using prior. resesdoth as a.
guide, the quantity of group health insurance. demanded is sPec-
died: to .be a function of: the price of insurance, -attitudes toward
risk,-expected use of health services, tax advantagei, the'avail-
ability of. heidth inS'urance from other and speoigal

~options-coverage of the employee's= family and the'. option to

177
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.e tel.,- 'The,
convert to an indiVidual'plan once the emplor- nurwiihates. fiet
dependent variable reveals whether or not the whe has ir-tld
enrolled in the hospital's health insurance Offirtit. neitl 4heliaBoos-
thisoption, Nurses workinik in hospitals svith°_,,inl"..t-t% or in thi.
pitals with compulsory plans have been eii":, ii:L. " CI fr 0 01 1 r ..-

analysis. The Survey of Registered. Nurses Lilt- ----cl the 11 s-this,
to state the amount sh ould :want in,teh_eeof?trs%4 Itz

salary increase if all ,h th insurancerb n elle is, rpoveci VP

Regressions estimated t an early stage in v-res-s"1: 1-1; il'fiN4P-

ever,, failed to produce reasonable results. Re ren rc secl °t1

the latter dependent variable thits will not-bear,en;,c) h 1...,e.tho.

..In the context of insurance, price is the'diffe',,Cetwee" e,.;
premium and the benefit expenditures, i.e., ttleithcblihtlitIg."'llrlt17
is evidence that the ldading varies negatively Witti[,,-e si%e'of Z,
employee group. In this sense, hospital size,' g in;'eq in terrfifiee'
the numillir of beds set up and staffed, is one ci, 4t3itt.e of*.P'fils--'

Since this is an analysis of employee deinfl.,,r/1-iabioll, nItillt; ,e i
account for the hospital's subsidy. A binary ",,,e ift: ktldical''ve o-.

whether or not tatie hospital subsidizes group 'a -"" 4151.10i-el-'A

included as a second price variable. Agat vveti4
The basic rationhle'for insurance is a hedgedero tkriP 'r. ig.icirotive

the loading (except in an "idealized" world or '0 i, 4111rOvvillitTit,
costs and profits) is always positive, people a .t-irti,
to pay the loading in return for insurance

joccinlie
agt'bl ill, 1000.913,

loss. For giVere probability distribution of P(3°-.1 e 'riI g to ts
higher income families are proba-bly more Win

trends
t'Assurae,,,, th.,'

that is, to self-insure. In this sense, income o reduc- -

demand for insurance of all types. .4 of v .,1 t.,
Numerous studies have documented soitirce'are altiwtioll '', etirl.

use of health services. Among these souirces,- iiv ; 'se (of th; ms.,,

ployee); number and ages of children, and fav`d '1.14'lcorrie. 11; ;-

miums varied with the' individual's expeictetiect,,, uae Pe,,rin-e

would not be a factor.But group premiums re l'il experl;reie
of the group, not the individual. This gives rateicq4ipp,rat.,11.1y

unhealthy, an incentive to join and t cometen- ci'vls, heal' th4
disincentive to do- so. Although incoffie nlaY erax ,t° red'ic: s ef

aversion to risk, it increases expected use rnictIvartooLt°-
in-kind benefits are greater for high income Pirtle 's. This 1-"; CI'
tends to reinforce any positive influence hie° ffse.111} ight hay %
cause of the need factor. Butsince,there are cl.aua:titlg factpa Iti:
these types, the net effect _of income on' the --"tity- of 13-11 "

-insurance deinanded is unknown a priori-
In a complete model of family healthinsurilildeeatS-4qa.11. l-4_,,c°pvloevr.'

age fronikall sources, both employment relatel, ri-aq hnriel,-- R. '
meat related, might be considered, to joint '.4`t, d. '7(.1t-rrnine0 be sjoi.

I
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since husbands tend on the average to be employed on a more
continuous sis than do wives, a case can be made for consider-
ing the faniTry's coverage through the husband's place of em-
ployment' to be predetermined. As a first approkimation, it is
reaionable to take the'latter course ;. particularly since the re-

4 data for a complete specificatiO of a. system of health.
insulqtrice clem and equatjons are unayatlatile. In this study, men:.
sures ',4 abs se health inpu'rauce Coverage' ary, binary Viriablen
indica n -71) whether the Spouse in eligible for' health insurance
throug h s employer (probably an exogenous variable in any
c*se); and (2) whether member; other than the spouse are coi-
fired by the spouse's plan. BothWariables, as defined, should have
negative influences On the nurse's demand for 'health insurance
through her place of employment. ti

'Finally, binary variables signifying 'whether the nurse's hospi-
tal offers a family plan option and whether the hospital's' group
insurance can be converted to an individual policy upon terrnina-
tinn are expected to have& positive impact on the nyrse'S' de-
mand for health insurance, 70o,

Empirical results are presetmted in table 28. As in most of the
tables that follow, results are resented separately for' married
and unmarried (single, widowed, separated, and divorced)
nurses. Stratification on the basis on marital status permits a
more exact specification of variables referring to the nurse's
spouse.

As table 28 indicates, there are substantialctrences in the
proportions of nurses accepting health insurance option as a
function of marital status. While only 73 percent of married
nurses reported taking the option, 93 percent of the unmarried
nurses did so. Since unmarried nurse participation in the hospi_
tal's health insurance plan is nearly universal, determinants of
variation in participation on the part of'married nurses merits
far greater attention in this discussion.

Using statistical significance as the criterion, the. subsidization
variable demonstrates the clearest impact on the demand for
health insurance. Coefficients associated with the number of
beds in the hospitstl variable are positive.as expected, but insig-
nificant at conventional levels. Unfortunately, data on the pro-
portion of the premium covered by the hospital are unavailable.
While it is not possible to calculate the elasticity of demand with
respect to the propiirtion of the premium subsidized, it is clear
that demand for insurance is responsiVe.to premium subsidiza-
tion. Assuming mean values' for age, income, and hospital beds,
and assuming that the hospital's plan .has. family and conversion
options and that' the spouSe has a ,plan with coverage for Oiler
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rmaml health Nurse takes alth

I

'1+

he has option

rt

Explon

A AI

Unmarried

loge1P1) t4

ponitan

Nurse's ire

-0,164E 01

0,7149E4

01022E-01

0329E -0g

4,450E-04

0,363E44

0.716E 00

-0,171E,01

.533E-03

p, OH 00

, 3E 01

-0.424E 00

Number of nurse's children under a,

Number of nurse's children age 7 to 18

Nurse's annual earnings

Spouse's annual eirninp,

Rr hold's annual, nonemployment Income

8 eligible to 'health insurance through his employer.

Qthe embers family covered by spouse's plan #.

14beF, r r f s n nurse's hospital .1,

Nurae'slospital insurance .haslamily plan option

Nurse's hospital,pays all or pert of premitto
0

,Nurse's hospital's plan can be converted to individi a a

after nurseterrninates

rt o

Rim 0,24

'10 169.02(12 if,)

0,73

01

0,81 0.121E-01 ()it

0,p2 -0,711E 00 '

1,.8110,37 '41314E'00

0.5,54 0,172E-03 ,

"2,74

048 ,' 4.221E.-03

2,31

"6,84 ,

1,44 0,681EO9

128 0.644E 00 On

't 7.81 0,244E-01 4 7:67

ar

1,56

#

0,246E 01 0,01)

R60,33

' 78.85(9 d,t)

),93

r.

ftifsins eltnIlleint it the 5.percent level.

Muni ilinlacint it the lpercent level.
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ittiirilly. trrOthboirli, tiiir piitdiet4billy thit, a nurse 11 take
,

iiiritag,Cof th* option rises from 0.41 without subskdi ation to
.

. . . 1
. -.i'The anticipated positivempacts Of nurse age Arrd the nuntber

of c Wren- were.not fatot?d. Theie results are. Counter to findings
...-of viotts: studies' (for example, _Feldstein, 1972; dartel- Phelps,-

1973). . . _
b.- . , . -:',:

FaMily income le divided into three components, an ual earn,. -.a-,
iitga,of the nurse and of her spiptuisspnd, nOnemploIm t income. ?/
TheeiPOifstkoarninis coefficient itiltegative, pro ly reflecting -,:

, bieritar: doyierage' W the spouse's employer_ we t e spouse's
earnings_ stio_ecomparatively high. But the posit' urge earn-
ings coeficient Is els" seven tixtes higher than the spouse's in
absolute vs ue, ami income:A-positive' net iirtipVt --tiuggests

. that ekpedte lion az:considerationadominate AIRY potential
risk, aversibm'e sotiated with this variable,. .. . .

.Family 'cover the sPouse" es place of employment exerts a
statistically . s t,. negative`'effetidt on nurse, dent d for
health i nee. Coefficient of the other Aelabilit
sure, .spoutogioligib f4health insurance tiro -ugh his

iployer, iipOSitive an iiiiilliliDaitt the 5-perc depisti. H. r
the lattereoifficie 'rnirchSima err e. value t e
former; Viewthg th as 'is. geTierail ap-
propriate, the eff

ci nts
availabi 'ty fr.') alternative so ce is

.negative. A g -mean value for the e, income, an hospi-
tal bed = V riables, and no hospit 1 subsid anon, coverag Gf the-
fami ythe spouse's pan reduces the probability of t nurse,to g advantage of the option from 0.61 to 0.41.

niftily, a hospital's- provision of family e d conver
sio to an individual policy._ upon termina ion appears to Make.
ess ntially no.difference to nurses.

;

De nd fcit Life Iriurance
Det minants of demihd for life insu nce are essentially the

Same as r hettlt ranee. 'Pride; sk -preferences, tax con7
siderat ions are ev rtant sincelife insUranee ,

may provide a ready source of cash for paying the estate tax), and
such attribute4 of the plan as convertibility are all -factors.
Availability of Krotip life insurance from other Sources is proba-
bly: a determinant as well, but unfortunately data are not avail-
able on this variable for life insurance. Eicpected. use prays a
similar role in that the relatjvely'un, a by tend to have a lower
life eXpettancy;and group life insuranc olicies frequently do_,.nottake divittual .variations in life elcip ctancy into account.
:HoNirev'ez, nlike health insurance Where-thcinly adjustment for

4

.
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health statdis is so etimes to exclude 'preexisting health condi-
"Lions during tat employ &mint period, ,insurancii

hargtii p iums that vary with employee age.
reticall a major difference between hehlth and life in-

surtinCe is the otential in-Ariortance of th bequest motiyOin the'
cas.epi li in tance. TheValue of life inSurafee to the insured
Has excl income protection of otj-i r famil y members
and /or' onffmi. t benieiicettrie Thi! presence of children and 'el'.

bother ult dependents- in the household and farrilly, income
accouht for, variations in the 4rerigth of the bequest

miitive.
)Tables 29e and 30 preeerit empirical findings ,on demand foi: life
insurance. The regressions in. tallie 29 ,extri oirournstatices
uhder Which the kiorse takes outclife insurance t ugh her hop- ,"

ital etn layer vgien wile has t/he,.option; the criter used are the
,ame as ose forthealth insurance: The regression in t s and

table uses responses to the followin attitudinal ques as t e
dependent variable: "below are hypothetical, offers, n increase
in a fringe benefit versus an inerease in salary.Ind cate . the
raise in your salary you regard as equivalent to the new f Mite. If
the fringe is worthless to you, write '0' after:the $ sig . ." ,In
this instance, the fringe is- "additional term iiiskibranc on your
life with death benefit of $25,000. Hoqpital pays the e tire pre-.
mium:". The dependent variable assunjs the.valt{e 1 i e nurse
gave aPositive dollar amount and Niro otherwise.

O

The results based on the more obje 've life insuran e I forma-

tion are far superior to those based on the attitWina informa-
tion using both goodnes3-of-fit and' pausibilitr or results as
criteria. Table 30, is included to contrast results based on The two
kinds of information. Table 29's ripults are assessed first.

As with health _insurance, the most statistically significant
zits relate to hospital subsidization of gutup,life insur-

e coefficients relating to the ntimirer of hospital
e," as expected, 'and statistically significant at the
Analyzing predicted probabilities with nurse age,
s, and hospital beds evaluated at their means and
option set at 1, the piobability that,,a married -
advantage of the life insurance option rises from
bsidization to 0.76 with it. Subsidization has even
act. on unmarried nurses, although, in solute

rried nurse is unlikely to take advanta f the
r life in either case.

ance. Also,
beds.are, posit
1-percent 14vel.
income variabl
the conversio
nurse will'tak
0.48 'Without's
a stronger im
terms, the un
option to. insure

The age ,parame
those in table gs and
are insignificant at co

r estimates are substantially larger thili
ave higher associated t-values; yet, they

entional levels. The positive age effect



Ir Table 21,Denuai for life insurance: Nurse takes life insurance when she has option

itlisnitory variable', ' Married

loits(P,IP0

4. 0.483E,01

0283E41

0.146E,00

-0.791E41

Constant , , ,

Nurse's ip 1

!thither. of nurse; ihildrin under age 7

,Humber of nut's children age 7 to 18 .... , ,,., ,...
Nitmhsr of Ilan childrin over age 18 livintat, homeor

. ,

,ricelving Anancial support from nurse... ..,,, ., ,
NItmtir oo adult tiopefdenti,

41401tontill funky A

itp9tal'o annual earnings

HQusehold'e annual nonemployment ilICQ1110 ..., .., . ,

Somber of beds in nurse's hospital
1

ries hosOltal pays,all or part of,the pretni

hospital's On can he. ecnverted to individual plan
'ter nurse terminates

.f."

U marred

0.687E 00

1,48 0,340E41

0,60 0,381E, 00

0,54 Mg 00

0,550E41 0102

0208E 00 0.00

.0357E4 2.96

-01790E-05 024
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I Nome dinilltent the 1.pertent level,
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-01571 00 0,39'
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Tible SO.Demand for additional life ineurenee

40

e Married

0.4121 00

0.679E-Of

02601 00

0.127E 00

0,419E-01

.;0,1t4l 00

0,741E-05

ire04

88E.0

-0211E4

11'014

z1811(141)

,Ooritint ... , .,

Sy ne" me 1 A.'

Number of lintel childrit under ege 7
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probably in part reflects the practice of kora hospitals not,riC
vary premiums aOcezding to age) It may a so be 'indicative 'of

*MaAtatneolcisrnursea_finclin, -individual life_ In-
suranee any price. None of the children or adult dependents
variables demonstrate any impact. R

As Judged by predict44 probabilities (not shown), the effect,of
total family irwome on''the demand for life insurance is clearly
peeitive for married nurses, although, as with health-insurance,

4the ooefibelent on the spouse earnings variable is negative. Also,
again, whether or not the convertibility optiomis offered appears
to be unimportant to nurses.

These conclusions follow from table 29. Tables 29 and 30 reveal
-important differences. According to table 30, nurses with life
insurance paying death benefits of $30,000 or more tend to be leas -

interelted in Obtaining additional group life insurance. The age
parameter estimate is nearly significant at the 5-percent level,
but the, implied impact of age on the predicted probabilities is
small. Taking the income variables ae their means, an increase ip
nurse age from 22 to 52 only increases the probability that the
nurse is willing to pay for more 'life insurance by 0.04 Total.
family income's effect in table 30 is clearly negative, a result not
necessarily' inconsistent with the positive effect observed for
married nurses. Since most -nurses have some life insurance
thrflugh their hospital- employers, the decision represented in
table 30. most often involves whether the nurse desires to pay for

. more Jife insurance 'than she already has through the hoipital.
,Nurses may not wish-so much life insurance protections

) .u tr
Demand fer Retirement Benefits .

Retirement plans represent one farm of Personal saving: By
placing funds in-such a plan, the household effectively transfers
consumption from, the-iresent toa later date.,Such- plans offer
definite advantages in that income from the plans is taxed at the
time it is realized rather than currently. Tax deferr.al may create .
a substantial taxAsvings, partioularly if the time period during
which the incomding to be realized is far offebemand,for retire...,

. ' rnent benefits are dependent on the .expected pecunia return to
.household frsom such plans, the dollar amount the hou ehold has
in retirement plans available fronifother sources includ g social 4
security, income-earnings influences, anxi the household's asset
pieferences , ..-

Although a great has been written on life insurance, empirical- evidence. on She demand far life
insurance par is meager. To my knowledge. the only i'attniatias of the effect of farhily income on life
Insurance demind are in Rice c19156), which *rein turn biased ern Friend an Jones (19410) and Miner (1957)
Rice maintained that income elasticities of demand for. life income are el to unity. Tables 29-and 30
damoirtstrate too much variation In income's impact to permit a awneralisati pf tFiis sort.

r
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The expected return is a fulictiiin of.severqt factor's. 'Probe.-
.

bly most important, thegrettirn from an employer-sponsored plan
depends on th4rt- . of vete iv ing.be ne fit which in turn
re ects the plan's vesting provisions and the em oyee's

staying with the employer. Also relevant the plan's
management, at least to some extent, now cunt voile( by lawy_and
the types off' securities used to generate plan inco w. The tax
deferral feature tends to increase the return on cement plans,
relative to other forms of investment; however, tax. Aleferral is
more advantageous. to households in higher income groups.

The potential effects of other retiremetrt programm.avalluble to
the nurse, including social security, on nurse demand for retire-
ment benefits through her employer are also complex. Katona
(1965) and Cagan (t965) reported dint persons covered by private
pension plans do not tend to save less and may even be more
prone to save than persons not Covered, by such plans. Since a
pension, plan from the nurse's hospital is a form of saving, this.
would suggest that availability of plans from other sources would
augment rather, than decrease- nurse demand for pensions
.through their hospital employers. Cagan suggested that the pico-
vision of a pension plan may itself be retiponsible .for a "recognip
tion ;affect." That is, personal contact with the plan forces the
individual to recognize that he/she must plan for retirement.
Katona accounted for this beha*ior in a IL__46inewhat different *ay.
He employed, the "goal gradient" hypotNiiti according to which
people intepsify their efforts the closer they ket to realizing their
goals. As plied to this context.the hypothesis suggests that as
one acct ulates a certain ampunt: of funds for retirement and
com easonably close to a goal, there is a special incentive to
accumulate more to reach the goal. Someone who is far from the
goal, by -contEast, has lesi4 incentive to even try_to reach it.

Feldstein (1974) and Munnell (1974, 1976) have offered an al-
ternative explanation of the observed pattern, one%that does not"
rely on an ad hoc assumption of preferences changing as a conse-
quence of an exogenous retirement plan. These authors reasoned
that pensions give the covered employee an incentive to retire
early. The imposed pension has two..impacts: First, it tends 'to
reduce other forms of saving, including the -demand for addi-
tional pensions, ei7tautttrepension plan is a 86 bstitutefor other
formS-Of as'Aet0; and second, it increases other forms of -saving
because:on the average at least, the expected period vf retire-
ment tends to lenfrthen. Thtis, th net effect of availability of
,Pensioh plans is indeterminate in advance. Ent Pirical evidence in
the Feldstein and Munnell studies, however, showed that social
security depresses,Otherforms of personal saving substantially.



Considering the expected length of retirement to be endoge-
nous in this context also has implications for earnings and in-
come iariablei. Nurse earnings embody both substitution and
inc me effect:' According to the substitution effect, the nurse
with high earnings, is expected to retire later. The income effect
has the opposite implication. Retirement is a form of leisure, and

N-------high- earnings alio* the-nurse to- accumulate- funds necessary -to
"purchase" it. Spouse earnings may also be divided into (cross-)
substitution and income-effect components. As spouse earning
Potential rises, the household has an increasingly greater incen-
tive to rely more heavily on spouse employment, allowing the
nurse to retire earlier: On the other hand,, the income effect leads
to earlier spous6 retirement, which, because ofcustom, probablymeans the nurse will retire earlier as well. The family's
nonemployment income is only responsible for an income effect;

. that is, highermontmployment income means earlier nurse re-
tirement.

Early nurse retirement also 'lowers the probability the nurse
will stay until her retirement benefits through the hospital are
fully vested: In tido sense, early retirement is two- edged. It
raises the demand for accumulated assets of all types; but at the
same time, it may limit the' usefulness of asset accumulation
through current employment.-

Finally, the household's portfolio rehects$Cs attitude towardrisk. It is .often said older persons. are mdre adverse to risky
investments. Si e, except for the Nesting consideration; retire-
ment plans are rela 'vely riskless forms of asset accumulationeit
is likely nurse. age has a positive impact on nurse demand for
retirement benefits., .

The Survey of Registered Nurses requested information on
nurse participation in hospital retirement plans and on the dollar I'
amount of salary increase the nurse regards as equivalent to art
Naiiditional) $100 per month ofretirement benefits at age 65. YoU I(the nurse respondent) pay nothing.' -' Although responses to
willingness4o-pay questions are generally less accurate indica-
tions of the demand for specific nonwage benefits, only this type. I

of question may be used for the analysis of nurse demand for
retirement benefits, since very few hospitals offering a plan give
the nurse the option to participate. According to Survey of
Hospital Directors of Nursing, only 11 percent of hospitals with a
retirement plan for profes'sional nurses had a noncompulsory
plan. a s

Table 31 presents: results of the analysis Of demand for retire- I
/rent. benefitg. The dependent vitriable assumes the value 1 if the
nurse is willing to pay some amount for the benefit and is zero I
otherwise.; I
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The are the principal findings: First, the number ofyears the
. nurse expects tonstay with her present-employer exerts,. as .an-

ticipated, a positive effect on nurse demand for additional re-
tirement benefits, which is almost significant at the 8-percent,

in .the Asa orboth married and unmarried nurses.
Se'cond, the impact of spouse earnings on demand is clearly

;negative: As--..stated earlier,- both substitution and income effects
associated with spouse earnings imply earlier retirement for the
nurse. Since retirement is presumably held constant in this re-
gression by the 'expected 'stay with current employer variable,
one should look-to ot easons for the spoUse earnings effect."
Tax considerations w imply a positly,e not a negative impact.

. Deci ling risk. avers' as a function of income would imply a
nega ive impact; the relatively affluent may want to invest, in
more risky assets offering a high return. High spouse earnings
may also 'coincide with more comprehensive retirement plans
available to the `hoUseholdithrough the spouse's employer. But
the other Measures of avOlability 9f retirement plans in the
regression do not point in the same direction; with the exception
of "number of years nurse with present employer," which should
reflect the value of assets the nurse has accumulated irk other
employment-related retirement plarks,none of the availability
variables is statistically significant; and; even in this instance,
there is an unanticipated negative sign itrihe case of the unmar-
ried nu,rses. .4

Third, the nurse age coefficient is poAitiVe with 'a t-value of 3.6
in the unmarried regression, and is positive and almost signifi-
cant at the 5-percent level in the married nurse regression: 1.1n:-
derlying this relationship are probable differences in. asset
preferences that vary systematically by nurse. age.
Demand for On-the-Job Training nd Professional,
Advancement

Jobs vary in the amount otop-portun, t they,offer for learning
as a by-product of the work experience. As-ii true of otherlitypes
of benefits, providing opportunities for learning and acquisition
of skills generally require resources that couldtbeused,by the
employer for other activities. -

Training acquired on the,job falls into'two categories, general
and'speci-fic. Genbral tritining increases the employee's produc-
tivity in several competing employments. In context of
nursing, inservice eduCation programs most-frequently provide,
general training. Specific tr)tining by contrast increases the-
worker's productivity in Et pafticular setting without necessarily
enhancing the employee's PfirodUctivity in alternative employ-
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merits. Probably the best example of specific g in the con-
text of hospital-based nursing are orientation programs for'new
employees.3

Since general training increases the employee's produ'ctivity in
several employment settings, it has been argued returns to such
training accrue to the employee rather than the employer. After
all,--the employee could receive such-training in one setting, then
move to another where he/she can command a higher Wage. it
follows, therefore, the employee should pay the entire cost, most
often in the form pf, lower wages at the time general training is
received. This, of course, would not be true in a situation oc
employee immobility; b'ut in such situations, there is no differ-'
encp between general training and specific training.

Although the employee cannot obtain a higher wage elsewhere
as a consequence. of .specific training, it may 'nevertheless Lie

optimal fiom the employer's vantage 'point to raise t tie wage of
the recipient of specific raining somewhat above that which
he/she could earn elsewhe Since losink personnel with specific
training involves costs to e employer, he can lower his labor
costs by providing an ince tive f ese employees to stay. The
amount of thq wage premi reflects bpth hiring and spe0fic
training costs.4

In. this chapter, interest centers on nonwage benefits accruing A,,y,
to employees; thus, the' analysis deals with general-rather tharr,
specific training. As with other benefits considered here, hospi- Mfr# -

tals may be able to provide certain fo s of general training
more efficiently than other organizatWs. For example, some
hospitals may be better able to offer a course in specific aspects of
psychiatlic nursing than would a free-standing, for-profit firm
giVning ight courses on the subjebt.

Rose (1972) has developed a model in which there are a,
numb r of different types of job's for persons in a given °coups-
tion. The jobs are assumed to differ only in the extent td which
the offer employees, general training. At different, steps in the
life cycle, varying arhounts of training are desired. To obtain
di erent amounts of training, the employee must changeejobs;
a d the employee "pays" for such training by accepting reduced

ages. The amount of general training offered is a result of an
opijmization process of the type presented in the previous

'There is a slight problem with this example. Nurses often complain that the hospital's orientation
progrim provides insufficient guidance for the newly employed nurse. According to the specific training
notioln as developed by economists, the employer is the primary beneficiary, of returns to specific training

'rather than the employee. The RNs*. complaints may. reflect the fact that nu rsingis a profession and the RN
11 has a legitimate concern for the care she renders. Professional interests per se have not been incorporated

into standard training models.
See Becker (1964). Mincer (1962). 01(1962), and Pencavel (1972).
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tion. Firms located in. market areas where employees demand a
groat deal of training (for example, in areas where the workers
tend to be young) will, holding other factors constant, find it
optimal to provide- more general training. Firms also differ in
their efficiency in "producing" training; the more efficient ones,
other factors being _equal, are more likely to provide 'greater
amounts of it-

In Rosen's model, the provision of general training is inextric-
ably connected to the job. The fact that the vast majority of
nurses begintheir careers in hospitals, where general training is
more likely to be provided, does suggest a type of movement from
more general trainingd-oriented jobs',initially to less training-
oriented jobs' later in a nurse's career of the type Rogen de-
scribes. But nurses also have options to take advan$age of
specific educational offerings once on the jib. Such offerings
involve extra commitment from the nurse --such as additional

- time away from the household and possibly the expense of car-fare if these courses and seminars are given in a location other
than the nurse's n al work' setting. The, fact that such options
exist does not pnove oxen wrong, since his is an assumption for
purposes of an.alyttca convenience.

Models of demand for general Araining contain'the following
variables categories: Age and expected retirement are factors,
since the individual with a greater number of expected work
years is likely to derive a benefit from such training over a longer
time period. Natural ability and previous education potentially
'affect the gain in knowledge realized from a "unit" of training.
Education is important to the extent that persons with higher
educational attainment may be-able to absorb new material more
rapidly and satisfactorily. Finally, wages of labor with the skills
.provided by the training affect the returns fro,m training. On the
cost side, the individual willk,be sensitive to the price per unit-of
training, where price includes the value of foregone earnings, of
time spent away from the household, and of- various out-of-pocket
costs, such as carfare, books, and the like.- -

- Data from the Survey of Registered ISTurses permit a very pre-
liminary examination of this important topic. Two questions are
particularly pertinent: First, 'Woes your hospital give release
time with pay to participate_ili workshops, conferences, courses,
etc?" and "If yes, have you ever taken adFantage of this?" Sec-
ond, a willingness -to -pay question asked t nurse respondent to
state the dollar amount she would have to be paid in additional
monthly..galary if all_oppOrtunities for professional advancement
with -tic* present .,employer were. i-emoved. "Professional ad-
Vance.ment" encomp.assegopportunity to acquire general train-
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ing on the Job, as that term has been used liere. In addition,
profeSsional advancement, may mean promotion to a nursing po-
sition aboVe the staff nurse level; but, Presumably, it does not

mean attaining a higher administrative position with very little
or ho nursing content.

Table 32 presents results on the demand for Nrelease time to

attend workshops, conferences, and courses. The dependentsvar-
iable is one if the nurse has had this option with hdr present
hospital employer and has taken advantage of it If she has had
the option, but has not taken advantage of it, the dependent'
variable is zero. In this case, married and unmarried nurse ob-
servations are combined in a single regression.

That "the number of ye'ars the nurse has been with her current
employers" is positive and significant at the 1-percent level is
more or less an artifact qf the-way the dependent variable has
been defined. Certainly, employees who have been at the hospital
for a longer period of time are more likely to'have participated.in
this program at one timV or another.

The regression contains several measures of educational at-
tainment. Although the type of-basic nursing degree,appears to
be an unimportant demand determinant, some graduate work
and work in a nursing specialty do influence the demand for this
type of on-the-job training. Using the framework discussed ear-
lier, these results imply that professional nurses with the highest
amounts of formal training are more "productive" in utilizing
information obtainable from this kind of training situation..

Two proxies for the potential quality of these inservice educa-
tion programs are included in the regression. To the extent
larger hospitals are more efficient in producing i'Uch training,
they may provide more comprehensive programs. If so, a positive
impact of- hospital size on demand for_ release time should be
observed. However, a negative coefficient is observed. A second
measure distinguishes hospitals that specifically budget for in-

service education programs from those that do not. Presumably
when such proidams have a line item in the budget, they are
offered on a more regular basis and may be more comprehensive:
However, as hospital size, a negative rather than the an-
ticipated positive sign is observed.

Since wqrkshops, conferences, and courses are more likely to lie

given in the daytime, nurses working evenings and nights will

have to extend, on the average, .greater effort to attend them,
even if compensatory release time is granted by the hospital. The
two variables "nurse works evening or night shift" and "nurse
changes shifts" are both significant at better than the 1-percent
level with the aiticipated negative signs.
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Table 110Demsad fa. Moue lime for workshop, centereares, and *INN

Explanatory wits ,
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Although positive, the nurse coeffictent is insignificant, a aut._
prising result. All demand-for-training models emphasize the
impOrtanCe of employee age, on the assumption that the bulk of
training tends to btt acquired during a perm9rilm earlier years.

Table 33 contains regressions developed to analyze nurse de-
mand for professional advancemtint. Like other regressions
based on willingness:to-pay questions, the dependent variable im
I if the nurst would require raise for loss of all professional
advancement opportunitiesi otherwise, the dependent varriable is
zero. In table 32, income variables were not incIrded, and thug
the specification for married and unmarried nurses was,identi.
cal. In table..33, it is necessary ,to distinguish betweeri the two
groups because a spo-use earnings variable is included:

With a measure of the nurse's expected stay with the current
employer as a separate explanatory variable, earnings-inconle
variables donot represent the role of expected stay on dernand.
To the extent on-the-job learning is an investnient, income has
no role, except for the influence it has on labor force particiPation
(and, in formal education. contexts, on access to funds for educa-
tional investments)? However, on-the-job training may% also Yield
consumption benefits to the extent that per'sons enjoy the learn-
ing process itself and/or feel personally enriched by the know).
edge gained thereby. Assuming, as is plausible, that demand for
these consumption aspects is positively related to income, One
would expect income.to have a positiire impactwhen demand for
various types of training programs are depencrent yariables. The
anticipated positive effect, however, is not observed in table 33,
possibly because "professional advancement" has been con-
strued by; nurse respondents to encompass more than training.

In most other respects, the results presented in table 33 are
,disappointing. Many of the significant effects shown in table 32,
such as the one between nurse education and demand for train-
ing, are not evident in this table. An important exception is nurse
age, which has the anticipated negative coefficient in b'th re-
gressions, with associated t-values in excess of 5.0. Evaluating'
predicted probabilities of the means of the income-earnings vari-
ables, the proportion' of-inarried nurses requiring compensation
for the hyp'othetical loss of professional opportunities is 990 for
nurses aged 22 and 0.22 for nurses aged 52.

De and for Maternity Leave and Day Care
A6cording to the Survey of Hospital Directors of Nursing. host

pitals' provision ,of maternity leaves of absence to nurses Is al-
-most universal, with 90.8 percent of hospitals providing such

leaves. By contrast, the provision of day care is virtually
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nonexistent; only 2.8 'percent of the responding hospitals offer
this service. The empirical analysis of demand for mater
leaves is based on a question requesting the nurse to state

y e
monthly salary inerlir she would need to compensate" he for
the loss of maternitypave benefits.

In providing maternity leaves, the hospital guarantees em-
ployment after a period of time without loss of position or se kir._

ty, and at-nO-1(swerealarry.--There are_assentially two no utu.
ally exclusive motives for desiring maternity leaves. First,

- employed nurses who expect to leave th4ir titirrent position to "N
_
bear childien do not want to be at a disadvantage when they seek.

employment after an interval out of the labor force. Seconds
,,many view maternity leaves as a right; this view is stressed even
"by those who do not expect to take advintage-'of the benefit.
,.Unfortunately, there Jen° available theory with which todiffer-
ontiate nurses who value leavegi for this latter reason. The prin-
cipal factors explaining variations in demand for the first group
are (1) expected fertility, and (2) the expected stay out of the
labor force after childbirth. DeterMinants of fertility are nurse
age; hypothesized to have a negative effect; the nurse's annual
earnings, with a positive anticipated effect; and the spouse's
annual earnings and household nonemployment income, with
positive expected effects.!'

Nurses who expect to remain out of the labor force for very
extended periods of time once they have their children cannot
expect td benefit personally from maternity leaves. Factors re-
sponsible for variations in the ;Stay out of the labor force, are (I)
the availability of older children and,othersadults to provide child
care, (2) earnings-income variables affecting labor force partici-
pation, and (3) the presence of other younghildren in the house-
hold who are likely to rginforce any tendency the nurse,may have
to stay at home.

Four explanatory variables have begn included in The demand
for maternit30eave 'beneffis equation: Two are the number of
children the nurse has in the 7-through-18 age group, and the
number of adult dependents of the nurse; the remaining two are
a binary variable identlfying nurses who have lived in the area

t.p
since high school, and a spouse hours-of-work variable. Nurses
who have lived in the -sees for sometime are more likely to have
established various informal sources of child care outside the
household, The area is defined by matching the first two digits of
the zip code of the nurse's high_schoof location with the first two
digits of her current address; 1-1,ando- with flexible hours are

4111,

The rationale for thee. veritable* i discultead in Schultz (1fif19). Gardner (1973). and N.(Iov. and Schulta

(1970).
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mbre likely to be available for child care, allowing the wife to
return to work.

'Mil oarn4ngs-income variables are expected to have the same
kinds of impact on reentry intolhe labor force as are anticipated
for the fertility determinants. Higher nurse earnings should be
an inducement to reentry; higher spousti earnings and
nonemployment income should decrease the likelihood of early
reentry into the labiir force. 1

Separate maternity leave demand regressioQs have been esti-
mated folk married and urmarried nurses in preliminary work.
Except for a substantial (Titterer ce in the constant term, fleet-
ing the lower overall proportio f unmarried nurses valuing this ,
benefit, the results were virtu Ily identical. Only the results for
married :tureen are presented %n table 34.

Virtually all of the variatl,0 in the dependent; variable that is
explained is accounted for by nurse age. Older nurses are clearly
far leers concerned about mute r,nt Pr -aver. Assuming earnings-
income variables to be at their ilettIlS, the proportion Of married
nurses valuing leaves is predicted to fall from 0.90 for age 22
nurses to t).22 for age 52 nurse24. tiecond in importance is the
presence, of children above the age of 2. The sign of the coefficient.,
associated with the number of school-age children may be exN
plained in terms of the availability of babysitters for infants. The
fact that the coeffi-cient of the preschool-age children is also
negative, an unanticipated finding, suggests that the children
variables may also be accounting for a tendency for households
with children to have already reached their desired family size.

Although ver?few hospitals currently provide day care servic-
es, there is some statistical evidence. based on data obtained
from nonemployed women, that the provision of satimfactckry day
care arrangements would induce many women to return to
work!' Since the Survey of Registered Nurses is limited/to re-
spanses of rmployed nurses, it is not possible to assess the poten-
tial impact or daycare services on nurse labor force. articipation..
Using a willingness -to -pay question, which asks he nurse to
place a dollat value on the availability of day care at her current
hospital at no 'out-of-pocket cost to the, ?mese, it is possible to
gauge the importance of this benefit to employed nurses. -

Table .3ra shows the su4stantiul variation in the percentage of
nurses placing a positiv4 dollar value on day care according to
full-time versus part-time status, and according to various de-
mographic characteristics of the nurse. The table clearly shows
day care is pr7narily desired by nurses who are likely to deiive a

A iareft,' refrrfonee. that 4ilnetiFIP putrlrr1rrLry imaura rrlated day carpi.' Young' and Nordann LIW7:11
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Table 35.1-Percentages of nurses placing'a positive dollar, Value. on day care
_services; by type Of nurse

Type of nurse... , , .

Percentage pacing
a positkve value

. . .

Full e, married, witii children under:, ge 7
Part t e . married, with children under_ age 7-
Full; t erinsArried, no children under age 7,
nurse canner ateNZ____, ..

, Full time, married no children under age .7,
nurse aires30;-54 ' ---1"--=--

Full time, unmarried, no child under/age 7,
T nurse under age 30 ..

Full bn6, linInarriedN no child under age 7,
nurse age 30-§4.

-.

. .
,

t
.

-

.01

,

(4.2
61..4'

_

40.9

9,

20.0'

10.6 .

. . , .. I.,
. i.. .persona ad age .4f such a service were.provided., .

.. Table 36 Wkegents Qrdinary leave squares i-egres.ioll 'results,
baited:on data 'on` fUlt-time 4-n-arried nurses with childken under
.age 7, and part: time Married nurses With childrenIin the same
age.-4rot1.p. Unlike previous analyses of responses to2willingness-

. to-payquestionb,..the aepelident variable in the table 36 regrIs-
slims is continuous; it ie the raise in the nurse's mintiily salary
regarded as equivalent to.thevrovision ofday,pare serNfice, at no

_oUt-of-potket cost taper. a *

X For the most part, the specification of much of the day care
.demand equation is based on-Work by 'Heckman 0974). According
to Heckman's research, the availability of informal sources of
child .dare should be positive* related to the number of older
children, the number of adult dependents- of the nurse, spouse
work hours, and-the lenith tf.the nurse's contact with the area.,

Nurses may not be indiffe&nt as to the quality of care proyided
by inforniational sources, such as relajives and friends, and
institution-based services. The latter may provide a 'more com-
plete program for the child; as well as greater contact with other
children. In the sense that the hospital may be able to provide
relatively higia quality services, households with higher incomes
may be more willing to allocate more of their funds- for these
services. .

, . .

As seen in table 36, the number of older children has a signifi-
cantly negative impact on the willingness to pay for day care in
both regressions. The length of contact with the area also has a
negative effect, which is nearly significant- at the 5-percent level.

-. In 'general, the earnings-income variables show no impact. An
exceptiOn is nurse's -annual earnings in the regression`-for

.1j,:time nurses. Since all of the other earnings-income coefficients
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'1

a

I

Table 38 -Demand for day care series
r

ti

S
t

r

A

Allows*,

I

4

Full time,, married,

with clAidratn under

'3 age 7

Coefficient t,,

Part time, married

with children under

AP 7

Coefficient.,

4427 4521

-8.10 2,591 4,48

-34,79 1;3 5,00

0.33 021 $ 0,45

-13,59. 1.65 -11,51

,0,0013 0,81 I 9

0.00026 0,27 `-0.00042
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,are insignificant, one should not place too much emphasis on the
one significapt earnings coefficient. Since part-time nurses are

,defi ed to include any nurse working 35 hours per week or fewer,
the goeffkient may only be reflecting an increased valuation of
clay care a4 nurse hours bf work (within the part -time group)
increase.
Demand for'Better Parking Facilities

In contrast to ie other nonwage Benefits analyzed here, there
has-Veen virtuallyeno previous research on the demand for
adequate parking racili "Mes. In a study of Detroit nurses, Cleland
(1971) found thz4 adequate parking.was highly valued by profes-
sional nurses, tit' her work- did not inyolve explicitly specified
models.

The depe ent viriableS in the empirical analysis of demand
for parking' acilities are .based on a willingness-to-pay question.
The Surve of Registered Nurses asked the nurse to state the
dollar amount she would be willing to pay. in terms of a reduced*
monthly- salary for better' parking facilities. All positive dollar
responses assume the value 1 in the logit regression; all zero

.dollar values-are set to equal to zero.
Con'Mdering adequate pa'rking to be an amenity', one expects

the earnings-income variables to have positive impacts on de=
mand. Nurses who work during the evenings and nights should
also tend to be more concerned about parking for safety reasons.
Dummy variables identifying nurses who (1) rotate shifts, and (2)
typitally work the evening or night shift, have been included to
account fox' this inationce. Several othe'r dummy variables ac-
count for aspects of -tlieurrent parking situation at the hospital:
parking-areas at the hospital are now "moderately safe" or "un-
safe," versus "safe," as evaluated by the hospital's nursing direc-
tor; no distant parking areas- are available at nurse's hospital;
and community sizenurse's hospital . is located in a non-
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), nurse's hospi-,
tal is located in a SMSA with fewer than 300,000 population, and
the excluded category, nurse's hospital is in SMSA's with pop-lila.;
tions over 750,000.7 .

It is reasonable to expect that nurses working in settings wi th
"moderately safe" or "unsafe" parkirig facilities place a higher,

whereason better parking; whereas nurses%working in hoApitals
with immediate access to parking (including,street parking) or
hospitals located in smaller communities2oUld value improve'd

7 Hospitals and nurses in SMSAs with populations in the above-300.000 and below-750.000 categoii413 were
excluded from the Survey of Hospita ctors of Nur.sing and the Survey of.Registered Nurses.
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paikirtir,rless. If a hospital currently provides transportation to
distant parking areas and/or provides transportation to other
areas (for example, a bus or railroad station), it is less likely the
nurses will stress be4er parking. Final a nurse-age variable -
has been included t9f account for age- ependent differences in
nurse preferences. One might well a ue that older nurses are ..

more risk averse on the average and therefore would be more
concerned about adequa e parking 'facilities.

Table 37 presents the pirical results of the analysiS of thetilm

demand for better parking \ facilities. Judged on the basis of
statistical significance wort "off-hours," availability (of
transportation to distant parking areas, and community 'size are
the most important explanatory variables. However, the trans-
portation variable's coefficient is positive rather than negative,
as was anticipated. Probably nurses would prefer to have im-
mediate access to their automobiles instead of having to wait for
transportation to more distant areas; and there may be a few' /-,
hospitals with distant parking areas that have not made some I.

type of transportation arrangements for their employees.
Assumingmean values for age and earnings-income, the prob-

ability that a' married nurse working in a community with a
pppulation of 750,000 and at a hospital with "safe" parking
facilities will value better parking is 0.31. Changing "safe" to
tfrnederately safe" or "unsafe" raises the predicted probability to

- 0.37. Asgu- ming the same size community, "safe" parking, and
that the nurse rotates shifts, the predicted probability rises to
0.56. Married nurses located in non-SMSAs and working a regu-
lar-day shift are predicted to value better parking only 21 percent
of the time. -Clearly, demand for better parking is highly depend-
ent hon the nurse's location and employment situation. R, .

Conclusions
As noted several times d-uringothe course0 this chapter, there

have been surprisingly few stuaies on nonwage supplements.. Yet
the donar-value supplementg have been grOwing at a rapid pace;
and, at least as a working hypothesis, it is reasonable to presume
supplements may be used by employers as an effective means for
attracting and retaining employees. Many supplements, particu-
larly when provided by nonprofit hospitals, have been viewed as
wasteful emoluments, which would not be provided if (1) these
hospitals were organized on a fon-profit basis, (2) were not domi-
nated by physicians who, in effect, use hospitals for their own
purposes, and/or (3) full cost-based hospital insurance were not so
prevalent. As argued in this chapter, there are valid reasons for
employer proVision of nonwage benefits; and contrary to the
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/ Explanatory variables

Table 37,- Demand forletter pirking facilities

Married Unmarried

loge(PA) t

Constant 4
NuT's age

o

Nurse's annual earnings

Spouse's annual earnings

Householii's nonemployment income

Nurse rotates shifts .1.
7

Nurse works evening or light shift

Parking areas at nurse's hospital "moderately safe" or "unsafe"

Nurse's hospital provides transportation to distant

parking areas

.N4se's hospital provides transportation to othetareas

o distant parking, areas at nurse's hospital

urse's hospital in non.SMSA

N.urse'slospital in SMSA under 300,000 population

4

' Meant igniAcant at the 1.pereent level,

' Meansligniflesit at the 5.pereent level,

Proportion willing to pay for better parking 4641
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0.537E 00 I 3.20

0,939E-01 0.57

0.249E 00, 1,67

4

0.841E 00 12.43

0,139E 00 0.38

0.991E-01 0.58

-0.631 00 3.03

0,121 -0 0.00

R2=0. 8

x'_'62.12

15,4136

-0;11E 00

-0,163E-01 1.92

0210E-04 0,39

0,188E-04 02

0.554E100 1.
0,427E 00 ' 2 l5.

0,167E-01 .10

0.856E 00 2,89

-0.760E 00 1.84

-0.1149E oo, 0.62

-0.677E 00. ' 2.06

-0.468E-01 022

=0,11

=' 59.24

P, =0.44
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statements of many ,an organization int stall in minimizing its
total labor bill would probably provide so e of theln. This is not
to imply, however., there would be no changes in the provision of
benefits' if 'government undertook measures to correct diEitor-
tions, such as inevities in the Federal tax code.

This chapter is war fourth itttempt to assess the importance of
specific nonwage benefits to prOfessional nurses. In this chapter,
*benefits have been analyzed wiout reference to nuri3e recruit-
ment and/or retention, It is certainly' reasonable to pre.sum,
however, that only if a benefit is valued by an employee or pros-

--.pective employee will it be likely to affect his/her behavior.
Unlike chapters 3, 5,_and 6, where assessmer%te of the role of

nonwage benefits were also conducted, the foc4S here.has been
on interntirse variation in thetlemand for specific nonwige ben-.
efitst Some differences have been found, and overall, our basic
byppthesis that there is variation bk type ofniirsein demand for
speCific nonwage_benefits has been confirmed'. Perhaps the most
obvious differencts are attributable to nurse age. ti-Wconceptiial
and empirical analysis implies that a hospital desiring to attract
staff nurses 4n their twenties would stress ge intraiping op7
portunities and opportunities for professions dvapcementwith-
the hospitatmaternity leave betiefrts an day care and, some-
what surprisingly, adequate parking Senior staff
nurses ure more likely to be attracted .by life insurance benefits
and retirement plans..Since 5idunger .ntirses are far more .geo-
graphically mobile, hospitals attempting to attract nurses from
other locations would do well to stress the former types of ben-
efits.

There are also systematic differences dependent on nurse mar:
itar status. The fact that the nurse's spouse also has insurance
coverage and/or a retirement plan (as judged by ttie spouse earn-
ings coefficient in the retirement plan regression$ has a negative
imp ct on nurse demand for such benefits through her employer.
Nix e demand for maternity leave and day, care services is
hip dependent on,,the nurse's marital status. One may rea- t
son ly' infer from the .empirical'evid-ence that nurses are more
irate sted in.'"privale benefitsones that are of direct value to
the than they are iri issues of whether a benefit should -or
sh uld not be provided as-a matter of basic principle (e.g., mater-
nity.leave and/or day care). It is very dodbtful that professional
nurses as a group are very differerit from persons in other occu-
pations in this regard.

As Blair, et at. (1975) noted in The Geographic Distribution, .
many nursing studies are restricted to a particular hospital, or
small groups-Of hospitals, and/or particular geographic location.
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Evidence from this-chapter serves to emphasize the dangers in
.making inferences (localized 'studies. For-example, while
Cleland (1971), in her survey of Detroit nurses, found ttilat park-
ing is wery important to nurses, the predicted probabilities in this
chapter demOnstrate_ marked 'differences -in nurses' demand .fOr
better parking on the-basis of community aize. This is clearly nut
a. factor that shoutd be ol concern to the h*ospital-located in ar
"tinderserveil" rural area. , , 1 ..,

Similarly, demand for a particular nonwage benefit may differ'
depending on the nurse's own.employment situation. ,Again, re-
-ferring to the parking aiialyMs, this chapter has showwn that
nurses working a regular day shiftt inend to be leSs interested in

securing professional nurses for "of is" w wouldwoul want to
better par ling. Certainly, thospitale e3spe gdifffcilltiei in_

take -a firiding of this nature' into account. 0.-- - . e-, Historically, th'4re has, been,', an urfiderstandable tension .be-
,tween the economist who tends to explai6"behavior by.pecuniary
motives and er social scientis s who -generally incorporate a
much more incl sive likt /of er1 a uences, often at the
cost of conceptual neatness for hic tr ditional economic
analysis has been noted. Professi s in neral and -health
profesiionali ins particular are often reitictiint to admit that they

4 arg motivated byamoney.-T4ey prefer to attribute their behavior
toiother typeSdfintiuences. Several chaptersin,this book, includ-
ing the present one, have attempted to integrate the potential -
roles of pecuniary and nonpecurtiaryinfluences. Although many,
if_not most variables ,havernot been shcivin to be influential, this
itudy's research on nonwage benefits should be viewed as a .be-_
ginning of work on ari important topic. More in-depth studies of

..,. demand for nonwage benefits, both within and outside the hospi-
tal ontext are needed. .

we'
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Chapter- 8
NURSE HOURS OF WORK PATTERNS

A SYN ESI
.Frank A; Sloan

. - I ntrodUctiin
In colkwarison to the Other subje4ts examined in this stplisr

Inquiries into souree's of variations in the work hours of prafes-
sional nurses in paiticular and of adult females in general havebeen quite numerous. Although empirical research on the topichas not.prodUced a consensus on the effect's of all varfables typi-
cally included in supply models, the methodologicsk issues are
now reasonably well-defined. This chapter provides both a- liters-
ture review of past studies of work hours and ,new empirical
evidence on the .work hours responses of professio*Eil nurses.

The results presented in previous chapters indickte,that, as ageneral matter, ,migration of nurses is not likely to be a very
effective method for augmenting the effective supply of nursing
services in. .a particular locality. Thus, .it ig of some. interest to
learn whether nurses 'alreadyemployed in an area can be in-
duced to work longer hours and if inactive nurses can be at-
tracted into the labor market; and, if they cai, it is important to
ascertain which inducements are likely to be the most effective.

By far the greatest emphasis in the literature on work hours
has been on the impact of wage rates. From a policy perspective,
an exclusive focus on wages is too narrow. Since, however, only a-
limited amount of information is avfailable on other potential

''wsources of variation in nurse work hoursand some evidence onnonwage sources will b teviewed herethis chapter'also
phallizes wage effects because of the considerable previous re-
search donducted in this area. The discussion is essentially
limited to the economics literature on this subject. Some of the
more technical material is presented in appendix E.

This chapter reviews seven economic studies of nurse labor
force participation and hours of work. There have probably-been
more conceptual advances on the totiic o ours of work than any
other in the field of labor economics. Stu es of .hours of work
patterns of adult females in general are als reviewed, as many
of the results from these more general studi s are quite similar
to those limited to samples of professional nurses. The chapter
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10.

4plao presents .new evidence o professional nurse hours of work
patterns, based on an econometric approach recently developed
b rofessor James Heckman. When research on this chapter
be n it was anticipated it would be possible to largely resolve
..differences in the einpirical findings reported in the various
at udie a- unately, although some generalization's can be
made, thQ differe ees cannot be fully resolved, given our current
knowledge base.

rse bor Force Participation and Hours of Work
Studies

The seven studies reviewed here are, in order of publication,
Benham (1971), Altman iBishop (1973), Bognanno, et al.
(1974), Sloan (1975) and Richupan (1975), and Jones, et al. (1976).
The first three studies are based cm aggregated data. The latter
four use data on individual nurses as the/ observational unit.
Recently, there.'has been a tendency to use micro data more
e4ensively because of (1) the greater availability of micro data
files, and (2) the potential for aggrefation biases when aggre-
gated data bases are used.

The Benham Study
4

Benham's model contained three equations: a "demand'' equa-
tipn with median income of female registered nurses in the ex-
perienced labor force as the dependent variable; a nurse labor
force participation rate equation; and an equation with female

pregistered nurses er-100,000 population in the State asthe de-
pendent variable. State data from the 1950 and 1960 U:S. Cen-
supes provided the basis for the regressions. Recognizing that his
relationships were logically simultaneous, particularly at an
aggregate level such as the State, Benham estimated his regres-
sions using a three stage least squares estimation method,.

For purposes of this discussion, Benham's labor force partici-
pation regression has the greatest interest. The labor force
participation rate was specified as a function of median nurse
income, median income of male heads of households-in the State
(a rough proxy for nurse husbands' income), and the number of
children under 5 years of age divided, by the number of women
between the ages of 15 and 49 ever married in the State (also a
crude measure-of the number of children of nurses).

The elasticity of labOr force participation with respect to nurse
income was twice as large in 1960, 0.52, as in 1950, 0.25. Both male
income and number of children had negative effects; but because
these variables were probably only,crude approximations of what
they were intended to measure, these results do not merit, much
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. 4.1...
It-cOnikljence. Nurse income, unlike the Other two-eillP natoly vari-

ables, referred sp cifically to humps; but it would
preferable to use a measure of full-time nurse tea
than the median income measure that was employ
sonable to expect that States witlf highjurse labor f
,pation rates are also iu general the. *tateff
ri:nean .nurse.;work_ hou,rs, canditiottal on participati
income is the product of a wage rate and hours of wor
of work increase, so does-median income:Thus a posifiv
tion between nurse labor force participatiiin and medi
income could have been observed even. if there were no.

. the-definition.of income is per se-
of positive bias in -the, wage parameter estimate, there a
sources of bias that could operate .in either. positive or n
directions, i.e., aggregation and omitted variables biases
ted variables biases are posiible in view of the fact that th
force participation regression only contained three expla
variables prom a much larger list of potential candidates
worth stressing that Benham's analysis included both !in
and unmarried nurses in a single regression; and there

eve been far
jng rathelt
d. rk is rea-
rce partici-

an. and
.Median

As hours
'associa-
n nurse
nderly-
source
othef.

gative
Omit--
labor
tory
It is

ed
is

reason consensus, as will be seen, that married nurses are
more re Ponsive to financial incentives than their unma ed
colleagu s. Benham's parameter estimates represent weigh ed
averages' of these two categories of nurses.
The Altman Study - i

.
.

Altman specified an equation in which the "full-time equiva
lent" labor supply of professional nurses in a State was the de
pendent variable, and the ratio of "average" full-time equivalent
earnings of professional nurses in the State to th;e a erage full-
time earnings of married males with wife present i the State
was the sole explanatory, variable. Using ordinary lea t squares,
he estimated the elasticity of labor supply to be 0.86 for married

-. nurses and 0.61 for all (both married .and unmarried) nurses.
.. Using two stage least squares, corresponding elasticities of 0.89

and 0.64 were obtained. Altman's data base was the 1960 U.S.
Census of Population and the Atnerican Nurses' Association 1962
Inventory of .Registered Nurses. Altman's study may be con-
sidered superior to Benham's for two rather important reasons.
First, a measure of full-time equivalent labor supply rather than
the labor force participation rate is the dependent- variable. The
former is a more inclusivteasure than the latter. Second, a
measure of full-time equiva ent nurse earnings was used rather
than an income variable, which reflects nurse work hours. The
other potential sources of bias remain.
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The Bishop Study
Bishop analyzed married nurse labor force participation rates,

using a cross section of 141 Massachusetts cities and towns for
the year 1966. The locality's participation rate was made a funs-

- tion of the maximum-annual starting salary. for g neral uty
nurse within 15 miles of the town, median town fa ily q1-1-11e

{included as a proxy for husgands'.earnings), mea urea of the
wage distribution of nurses in the locality, the proportion of
nurses wit-)1 baccalaureate degrees, measures of accessibility bo
nursing jobs specific to the locality, and population density. Re-
gressions were estimated with logit analysis.

The *elasticity of Married nurse labor force participation with
respect to wages was reported to be 0.54. As in the Benham
study, the proxy for husband'S earnings had a negative influejp. ce
on nurse participation, but again the proxy was quite cri,ide;
errors -in-variables bias'is therefore suspected.

In most of the other studies of nurse labor supply analyzed
here, the nurse wage measures a mean taken over nurses with a
wide variety of attributes. By contrast, .Bishop's wage measure
was both attribute-adjusted and adjusted for hours of work, both
deiirable. The use of the maximum starting salary implicitly
assumes the maximum salary varies positively with the salaries
of other grades of professional nlarses. Evidence on the structure.
of wages, presented i9 chapter 3, is generally consistent with tins
view. The use of the maximum does present a problem to the
extent that a higher proportion of participants than nonpartici-
pants may be eligible for the maximum starting salary. The
parameter estimates associated with the percentage of nurses in
the town with baccalaureate degrees' are negative, a result indi-
caang that labor force participation is lower for nurses with this
typel"bf educational background. But the estimates are not- statis-
tically significant at conventional levels.

The Bognanno, Hixson, and Jeffers Study
The study by Bognanno, Hixson, and Jeffers is the first of four

to be reviewed in this section that used the individual nurse as
fi the -observational unit. In their research, the data base is a

sample of married nurses from Iowa. As a rule, studies based on
individuals include a greater number of explanatory variables,
more frequently contain explanatory variables closely related to
the theory, and have the advantage of not being subject to
aggregation Bias.

The explanatory variables in the Bognanno, Hixson, and Jef
fers regressions were: the nurs wage rate, measures of the
nurse's husband's permanent andlransitory income, the number
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of children anQtlaeir ages, and home ownership. Two nurse wage
rates were used. One was an hourly rate predicted from a wage-
genaiating equation; the other was the actual straight-time
daily earnings of the nurse. The former measure was available
forll nurses in the sample; the latter war available for partici-
pants only.

Thq aut4o.rs employed the twin probability method. In its ap-
plication to labor supply, this method involves estimating two
equations. The first has labor irorce participation as a zero-1
dependent variable; observations on bath labor &Ae partici-
pants and nonparticipant. ire included in the ftrst step. In the
sedond, wiekland/or hours of, ork are dependent variables with
the working portion of the sample as.the data InIce. Both steps
ifee ordinary least squares regressions. .

Both labor force participation and the two measures of labor
supply conditional on participation (weeks worked pei year apd
hours worked per week) prOved to be almost completely insensi-
tive to. nu -wage rates; elesticities were 0.2 or less. -

There are hree distinct dif&ctslifes with the twin probability
approach. rst, there is no guarantee that the Participation
regression..(the first stage regression) will not yield predicted
probabilities outside the zero-1 interval. Second, as discuised
more fully later, it can be shown that the 'parameter estimates of.Ithe second step regressimi are biased; in particular,' the wage
parameter estimates are biased toward zero. Third, the proce-
dure does not take account of the covariance of the error terms -
between the first and the second regressions, producing biaied
predictions (Hall, 1978). Tobit, analysis, which is a one-step proce-
dure, is designed for the same.type of situation and is not subject
to the first and, third deficiencies. But the Tobit technique may
overcorrect, causing the wage parameter estimate to be over-.
stated.

liThe authors' lowestimated wgige elasticities in the second-step
weeks and hours of work regressions can be explained in
econometric terms. However, unlike the study by -Jones and his
associates, to be rev awed later, where an interpretation is possi---
ble, there is no obviods statistical reason for.the very low wage
elasticity obtained from the first-step labor force participation
regression.I

Even though nurse husbands' earnings were measured far
more.precisely in this study_ than in those previously reviewed,

' The wage series used fnboth sets of regresston is rived from an instrumental wage regression. If this
regression splairied nurses' wages poorly. the wage parameter estimate in the labor force participation
regression would be downward-biased. However. Elie author. did not present the wage regression in their
article. Thus, it is only possible to speculate on this point.
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- associated elasticities reported in Bognanno, et-at:, with respect
to the labor supply variables; are low.2 With weeks worked per
year., and hour worked per week. as .the'dependent variables,
elasticitiesin the 0.08 to 0.12 range were obtained. With labor
force participation ins the dependent variable, the authori3 f9und-
elasticities. of labor foice participation responsiveness in the
.neighborhood of 0.28. There is reason to suspect that the low
responsivengss of weeks and hours of Woik to husbands' earnings
reflect an econometric prqblem, i.e., /the use of a participants-
only sample. Since both labor force participants' and nonpartici-
pants were included in the labor forreparticipation regressions,
there is no reason to suspect bias in this case.

The 5(oan Study
'Sloan analyded-hours worked per week and hours worked per

yeiti. Hours per year-were defined to be hours worked in a, refer-
ence week times weeks worked in-the previous year. Data came
from the Survey of Registered Nurses, which included only ,ein
ployed nurses. For this reason, Sloan's econometric work is sub-
ject to the same bias as that of Bognanno, et al. 4f course, the
biases apply Only. it one desires to generalize to all professional
nurses, both labor force. participants and nonparticipants. How-
ever, both studies are useful for generalizing about hours and
weeks of work for a category of nurses,.i.e., employed nuises.2

Sloan specified work. hours .te be a function of, nurse age, nurse
and spou-se health, marital status, presence of children and adult
dependents in the household, husband's earnings, type-of ,,nurse
training, the nurse's wage, and ,various kinds of financial .and
nonfinancial incentives provided by the hospital that mayinflul
ence the nurse to 'work full time rathek than part time. This list of
explanatory supply variables is substantially longer than those
of all the other studies reviewed in'this section.

The nurse wage coefficients only attained statistical signifi-
cance in the annual hours regression, with an associated elastic-
ity evaluated at the observation'al mea'ns of 0.16. Thigelasticity is
similar to Bognanno, Hixson, and. Jeffers', who used a compara7
ble sample, but is well below those obtained in studies 'using
aggregated data. The spouse eatnings 'elasticities are also very
close to those reported by Bognanno and his colleague

Sloan's study is the only, one to assess the influence of day care
facilities on nurse ,work hours. Although a positive impaCt was
expected, the regression that included a day care- faCilities vari-

. 1
t Imprecise measurement would most likely result in parameter estimates biased toward zero.
"Employed" and "participating" nurses are used interchangeably, betiause the nurse unemploymnt

fate zero. See chapter 6 for a discussion of this point.
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able demonstrated a significantly negative impact. This result'
serves to emphasize the danger in working with a partiipants-
only sample. It likely hospitals offering day care are able to
attract part-time, nurses,, but such facilities do not provide an
incentive for full-time a: I osed, t, part-tinie w rk. Since hospi-
tals offering day care'm : y well have a higher.proportion'of part-
time nurse employees, , care would appear to have a negative e
effect when only participa is are analyEed; but this variable's
direction of effect would be reversed if a sample including non-
participants, as well as participants, were analyzed.

Probably the most important result ofk?Sloan's study, is loan
forgiveness appears to have a positive effect on nurse .hours of
work. Given the criteria for loan forgiveness, nurses with for-
giveable debts have a definite incentive to work full time and to
avoid leaving the labor force for brief periods of time (such as the
summer).

Tests were performed to determine any independent effect of
nurse training, holding a large number of other e.xpl natory
-influences constant, including nurse -wages. The regre ion re-
sults indicated the associate degree graduate works considerably
longer on an annual basis than her diploma or baccalaureate
degree colleagues, a result roughly consistent with the Bishop
study. Type of degree may, of course, be picking up various
socioeconomic factor.% relative to the kinds of persons who'choose
various types of educatiohal programs.

Sloan included variables representing the availability of such
fringe benefits as lifeand'health insurance to full-time, nurses in
hi ork hours regressions. The view that fringe benefits for

-fu 1- ime workers provide an incentive to full-time work received
no s 0 ort. Loan forgiveness proved to be the exception in this
rega not the rule. -

The4SIQan-Richupan Study
The Sloan-Richirpan study used individuql records on profes-

sional nurses and their families frOm the public use sample of the
1960 U.S Census of PoputatiOn to estimate equations for hours
worked per week and hours worked Per-year:It is the only study
of thesseven.that employed Tbbit nalysi's in regressions.based on
sampies of participating as -ell as nonpartkipating. -nurseqr
1.4b0 supply regressions f participants-only were also w;e-
sented. Their specification not reviewed here, since this study
will be..discusied''.1in much neater depth triter.

. Elasticities of nurse NAP rk hours with respect,to the nurse
-ivagevery comparable - se of , Bognarino. '"and his
colleagueswere obtained when the B ognanno, et al. estimation, -.
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technique was employed. With Tobit, however, Sloan-Richupazi
obtained. wage elasticities for married nurses above 1.0 and as
high as 2.8. The same pattern holds for elasticities representing .

the resporisiveness of nurse work hours to'spouse wages. Depend-
ing on the technique etnployed, the spouse wage elasticities for
married nurses rangecl from 0.14 to 1.73. Elasticities near zero
were obtained'ivitii the Bognanno, et alfi method; the higher ones
were obtained using Tobit.

Sloan-Richupan found unmarried nurses' work hours to be
fairly unresponsive to financial variables irrespective of the re-
gression technique employed. That empirical results for-}mmar-
ried nurses' havi been shown to be invariant with respect to the
technique used is not at all surprising, since the vast majority of
-unmarried nurses are participants.
The JOnes-Cooley-M iederria-Hartwell Study

Jones and -his colleagues estimated labor force participation
and hours worked per week regressi9ns using the twin probabil-
ity approach. Data came from' two Public Use famples of.the 1970
U.S. Census. The independent variables were virtually the same/
as in the Bpgnanno, et al. study. Probably the major difference in
speCification is in the nurse wage variably, which in the Jones; et
a/. study was median income of all professional nurses in the
State who worked full time (presumably 50to 52 weeks), during
1969. Since there is likely to be --asitnuch intrastate as interstate
variation -in nurse wage rates, their specification probably intro

serious measurement 'errors into their nurse 'wage series.
Such measurement errors are reason enough for finding the in-
significant effects of nurse wages reported by the authors. The
Bognanno; et a/. and Sloan-Richupan studies, on balance, deserve
more- serious consideration -as examples of research using the
twin probability method.

Although there is. a substantial range in the elasticity esti.
mates, there is a consistent pattern across studies based on indi-
vidual nurs&observations; and the pattern is compatible with
what one would expect on the basjs of statistical theory. Those,
interested in the pertinent theoretical concepts should' consult
appendix E.

General Studies of Female' Labor Supply
It is bond the scope of this study toreview the voluminouit

literature' on the labor supply 9f women, a subject that has ret
ceived a considerable amount . of attention from researchers.
Some recent developments in-this field,'however, inent to
our focus on nurse labor force participation and hours f w rk.
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There have been at least three generations of work on this
topic in the past decade and a half. The first of these is charac-
terized by the studies of Mincer ( -962), Cain (1966), and Bowen
and Finegan (1969). Their work emphasized determinants .of.
labor' participation. Much of the empirical research was
based on aggregated data, although there was some analysis at
the level of the individual. The Benham, Altman, and Bishop
studies on pxofessional nurse labor force participation fall
roughly into this category.

The second generation encompasses micro-oriented work di-
rected at assessing the potential impact of income maintenance
programs on labor supply.4 A substantial portion of this research
is included' in Cain and Watts (1973), and is summarized and
synthesized in the book'S final chapter. Probably most useful is'a
table developed by Cain and Watts presenting elasticity esti-
mates from several "second generation" (my term) studies. Some
of the techniques, such as the twin probability approach used by
Boskin (in the, Cain and Watts book), parallel the nurse labor
supply studies by Bognannb and his colleagu4s, and part of The
Sloan-Richupan work. As in the nursing studies using the twin
probability method, Boskin found adult female hours of work to
be only slightly responsive to females' wages and husbands' in-
comes.

The third generation's focus is on the problem `of valuing an
individual's time, which is intimately related- to work 'hours
analysis. While the price of an 'employed person's time may be
-taken as equal to his market wage,-rate,, there-are complexities in
pricing the time for unemployed persons. An understanding of
time prices is not only useful in analyzing labor fokce decisions,
but also in assessing such varied decisions as individuals' choice
among alternative transportation modes and .among varioustfpes of ambulfitory care :settings. Examples ofa studies in the
third category are Cogan) (1974), and Heckman 974, mimeo.). A
study by Schultz (1974) falls roughly in betty en the second and
third generations, and is useful for purpose of comparison with
the nursing studies.- A review of the MI eth ds an empirical re-
sults of the Schultz, Cogan, and Heckman studies-is extremely
helpful for interpreting the. widely varying findings reported in
the nursing studies.
The Schultz, Study.

Schultz'obtained emp-irical estimates of work hours functions
for married women in 10 age and race grou/A, using the 1967

1

'See Rees (1974) for-a summary of the major results obtained up to 1974 from income maintenance
-experiments.
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Survey; of Economid Opportunity (SEO). Schultz found work
hours to 'respond positively to fernale wage rates in each of fhe
groups, with the highest associated elasticities corresponding to
the youngest and oldest age group's and the lowest elasticities for
women in the-35-to-44-agergrouP

The elasticities of married women's work hou'rs witir respect to ,
their husbands' wages are reported to be negative and about the
same in magnitude (in absolute value) as those relating work
hours to their own wages. The elasticities associated with hus-
bands' wages varied from 0.38 to 1.65. As in the nursing
studies; Schultz found the impact of nonemployment income on
labor supply of married ,women t_o be weak.,

Methodologically, the Schultz study is -quite' similar to Sloan- ..
Richupan's. In both cases, wage rates (for the `adult female and
professional nurses, respectively) were predicted from 'a wage
generating equation; these were then used as explanatory
variables in work hours regressions, based on samples of non-
participation and participants. In both, main reliance was
placed on lab oX. supilly parameter estimates-obtained from Tobit
analysis, although empirical results using alternatiye techniques

lvere also presented. Schultz's elasticities based on the Tobit tech-
nique are very close to Sloan-Richupan's elasticities using the
same technique. Schultz's elasticities derived from ordinary
least squares applied to a participants-only sample are very close
to the nursing studies using this approach. It is apparent that
the differences among the studies are systematically related to
differences in the statistical techniques employe nd do notci

depend on whether a nursing sample or a more gene) sample is
. used.

The Cogan .Study .

Cogan assessed four approaches to estimating the pric,pf..an
employed person's time and parameters ofwork hours equations.
Three of these approaches are discussed in appendix E. The first
is based on a sample of labor force participants, while the second
used the entire saniple with a wage predicted from. a wage-
generating equation. The third approach is one devised by
Gronau (1913) in which the price of the nonemployed person's
time is estimated directly from information on market wages and
labor fprce particiPation rates. Logan was very critical of
Groriab'S- method;. and; since-Gronau. alone has used his metho
there is no reason for considering his approach here. The f rth
approach (the third in appendix E) is a maximum likelihood
method developed by Heckman (1974) and subsequently
siMpliiled in Heckman (mimeo.). Using this procedure, Hvckman

.
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derived parameters of market wage and work hours functions
simultaneously.

Much of Cogan's theoretical material is reviewed in appendix
E. Hare, the .emphasis'is on his empirical comparisons of the
approaches, Using a. sample of women _from the 1967 National
Longitudinal Survey. Cogan found that parameter estimates of
female hourti of work regressions are extremely sensitive to the
procedure employed. The Tobit estimates-tended to be the largest
in absolute value, i.e., more positive when tositive and more
negative when negative. The parameter estimates based on-or-
dinary least squares using a_ participants-only sample tended to
'be the smallest in absolute value. Estimates based on Heckman's
procedure, the most theoretically sound approach, fell some-
where in between. Unfortunately, Cogan did not present data on
sample mean's which would permit one to calculate elasticity
estimates; but comparing the parameter estimates themselves,
the differences are indeed substantial. The empirical work is an
important supplement to the theory. The theory can suggest a
bias will occur if the error term exhibits certain properties, but
only by analyzing data can one learn if these properties are in
fact important.

Although Cogan's empirical work is highly suggestive, there
are -some limitations to its generali ility. First, the empirical
results were obtained from one sa le; results from other dam-
ples may or may not confirm his findings. However, the Schultz,
and the nursing studies, when taken together, do in fact tend to
confirm Cogan's findings. `Furthermore, Cogan's empirical find-
ings are undoubtedly sensitive to the completeness with which
market wage. and work hours models are specified.' Differences
among the approaches arise because important explanatory Var-
iables are omitted, either because of inadequacies in the underly-
ing theory.or; beCause of limitations of (secondary) data bases.
Finally, even though the Tobit method is not fully..satisfactorST in"
terms of the parameter estimates it generates, Cogan reported
the technique perforthed much better in terms of another otljec-
tive, deriving estimates of the time price dr nonemployed per-
sons.-
The Heckman Studies

The principal 'deficiency of Heckman's (W74) procedure is its
cost: HeeAcmsin (mimeo.) develops a fat lest costly method, one
that is used irf t,he following section with Sloan-Richupan's- model
andI96P.U.S. Census data base.sThe following material-is techni-
cal; readers not well, versed econometric methods are'advised.

sto skip to the next section, which summarizes this section's re-

I
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iteckman specified equations for the shadow wage and the
Ma Isitet wage: ' .

4t

(8.1) Ws 11. 70 + yiEnt + ill + ul
18.2) We go /30._ + B Xi 4- u 2

where: Xis a vector of exogenous determinants of the market
wage; and us and u, are error terms of the shadow wage and
market wage equations, respectively.

Heckman derived equa ons for work hours and the market
Wage that are estimatable the subsample of participants-but
are five of the statistical p blems described above.
These equations are:

(8.4) Wir im 41610 p +

Xo.*1 and
Yi

cr*

Accordig to Heckman, both equations (8.3) and (8.4) are to be
estimated with ordinary least squares. Equation (8.3) is 'estil
mated with work hours as the dependent variable an4eX and Z vec-
tors and A as gexplariatory variables. Eqwration (8.4) has. the
market wage as the dependentiovariab le and X and as explanatory

oi crvariables. Thus, the ratios Erand is are obtained as pa-
1,' cr

rameter estimates.
Unfortunately, it is only possible to,obtain a unique estimate of

the crucial parameter relating work hours-to our wages, 71, if
only one X does not appear among the Z. That is, conditions; for
exact identification are satisfied. If more than one X does of
appear among the Z, which is very likely in a satisfactory
specified set of (8.3) aztotAk4416-equations, there will be several
estimates of ys.

Professor. L. F. Lee has suggested estimating a work hours
equation of the following form, using market wages predicted
from (8.4).5

.

. (8.b) Fru = Yo +- 79Virt + isZ + 0 [0 ern + us 9--4----]
- 4 cr

where: Wr signifies the predicted market wage.
Line A in equation (8.3) 0 is a variable in equation (8.5). The
equation is estimated using a sample of participants. Except for a
term involving 8, to account for the fact that only participants

'The suggestion was in a parsons' communication.
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are included when (8.5) is estimated, equation (8.5) is a "stand-
ard" hours of work equation.

The formulate for A And 0 are somewhat cumbersome. and for
this reason will not be given here. Both are based on transforma-
tion of the predicted values from a probit regression, based on
the sample of participants and nonparticipants. Whether or not
the person participates is the probit regression's dependent vari-
able. Explanatory variables are members of the exogenous vari-
able sets X and Z. As the proportion of participants approaches
1, A and B approach zero. Thus, A and 0 are,

n
not important vari-

ables for groups in which participation is early universal, e.g.,
men and unmarried women.

The priilcipal'difference between Heckman-type methods and
more traditional methods for estimating labor supply functioria is
the presence of A and 0 in the forMer.

-Evidence on. Nurse. Work Hours Using Heckman Estimation
Method

In this section, Sloan-Richupan's basic model and data are
used in empirical research on nurse work hours using, the

. Heckman, estimation method. As noted in the previous section, a
probit regression with zero-1 dependent variable indicating the
respondent's participation status must first be estimated for
purposes of calculating A and O. Exogenous variables correspond-
ing to both X and Z vectors are the explanatory variables in this
probit regression. Values of A and 0, respectively, enter maiket
wage and work hours ,regressions estimated using ordinary least
squares. There are some essentially minoridifferences in specifi-
cation between the Sloan-Richupan model and the one presented
here (more detail on the basic model's specification is presented
in the Sloan-Richupan study). All supply results in this section
are based on married nurses only. Participation rates among
unmarried nurses are sufficiently high so as to call the potential
usefulness of a Heckman-Wipe procedure into question.

The exogenous variables (the Zs) included in Sloan-Richupan's
labor supply model, are: the spouse's hourly wage (WS); the
'household's nonemploymentincome (f);-the number of children
in the-household under age 2 (C1); the number of children in the

nhousehold 6 to 15 years old (C3); the of children in the
household 16 to 19 years old (C4); the number of adults other than
the spouse under age 65 living in the household. (A.G1);' the
number of adults other than the spouse aged 65 to_f74 liVing iri the

See Heckman.(mitneo.).The formula fore is not given by this sou rte. The numerator is the same foil both k
and 11: how ever. the denominators differ. f's denominator is 1 minus the denominator for the A expression.
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household (A132); nurse awl (A1 a e A2); race (B); foreiRh birth
(P); and a variable indicating wh her the husband has beeh out
of work (U). i*

Sloan-Richupan defined the following variables as deterrini,
nants of the nurse' market wage (the Xs): race (B); forelien birth

-.("")-;-M-OVernht hin or between-. States in the 1955-00 Period
hilAnd M2 ,-per capita income in the State (YVCP); RN and LPN

ulatiotk floe in the nurse's State (RN POP and PNPOP); the
P' t - a pe s,Pivision (NE, MA, ENC, ESC, WSC, M, obncl

.A t fit Title, SA, Census Division excluded from the re.
:11)S:WreteN-expetience; With nurse age-children

va.14a,blgis proxies (FeNA1 thici;tich RNA3C); duratios 44f t,h

niurseqedupation (COL4 and COLUI); type of employer in Prillitem
.".or-MOst recent job (WKCL2. and WKCL3); degree of urtisfatioll

-.of nuree's_residence (WKCC, WKSMSA, and WK1); and Dart,
.Arersus. frill -time work status (PT). Predicted wages genetated

from-the !quit-Wet wage regression were used as an exPlanhtory
variable in Sloan-Richupan's work hours regression. F°11' pur,
poses of.prediction, the part-time variable (PT) was set ecitial
its mean valae:\

In an effort to reduce multicolline'arity in the work hafted on
Heckman's. method, children, C1,through C4, and nurse ate, Ai
and A2; variables replace tri, nurse age-children interactic)ti var.
fables used by Sloan-Richupan in their.market wage regreetlia_
Moreove n.the codrsesog conducting this empirical research, it
became si parentth,at tab. three Sloan-Richupan location vari.
ables, W C, WKSVISA, and WK1 always assume the zero
in the case of nonparticipating nurses. To gauge the efreeta
this poten ially serious error, two of the regressions in the ettilier
study ere reestimated, correcting this problem. FortunIttely,

ates of the parameters of key explanatory variables in
loan-Riahupan study were virtually unaffected by this

Probit Regression Resylts
Table 38 presents the resZdts of two participation regreksioos

estimated by the probitmethod.7 Participation has been defined
for purposes of-this empirical (analysis in two ways: The first
defines the nurse to be a participant if a measure of annual tr,pori:

hours, is positive; the iecond defines participation in terms of
weekly work hours. Allinual hours are the product Of weeks
'worked during 1959 and hours worked during a censtle refer,
-ence" week in 1960; and weekl hours only refer to hours worked

the reference week. I us is possible for annual irmitirs to

iSa Goldberger (1964) for a aescrirption of probit analynis.
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111..PwTable ktielpation and hourly was. equation re/mamba ',sults with 0-i
dependent variables for participation ' . ,.

Zsplarnatori variables

*8
Y

.
Cl

C2

C3

C4:
gp

AGI
_

A02

AG3 ., .. .
.

Al

A2

13 ._

F

ILY

YPCP

RNPOP

PNPop .
,-

COL4
.

COL5O

WKCL2

WKCL8

M1 It

h12... .,1

lIZE

:1
AnnuSl'hours Wealkly hours

Hourly wage
- (OL t.3)

4 7_0.369 I 4_ "" 0.381
(0.045) (0.044) ( -)

a -0.0004 1 -0.0005
(0.0002) . (0.0002) (-)

' -0.661 4 - -0.636
(0.051) (0.051) (-)

' -0.393 4 -0.388
(0.034) (0.634) (-)

-0.008 -0.004
(0.027) (0.027) (-)

'0.197 0.252
(0.084) (0.086) (-)
0.100 0.108

(0.111) (0.1142 (-)
. 0.066 0.0691

(0.166) (0.168) (-)
0.101 0.121

(0.197) (0.199)
-0.154 3 -0.183
(0.081) (0.081) (-)

3 -0.150 3 -0.148
(0.070) (0.071) (-)
0.035 0.038 -0.063

(0.144) (0.144) (0.102)
0.006 0.148 0.023

(0.129) (0.129) (0.097)
0.382 . 0.341

(0.336) (0.337) ' (-)
3 0.0014 0.0009 0.0001
(0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0001)

-0.090 -Q.069 0410
(0,132)
0.118

(0.132)
0.106

{0.117)

(0.098) (0.097) (0.088)
-0.066 -0.054 0.180
(0.068) ...5 (0,067) (0.0k7)

-0.016 -0.067 0.367
(0.102) (0.103) (0.080)

3 0.128 3 0.150 0.258
(0.059) (0.060) (0.049)

' -0.421 4. -0.388 0.163
(0.096) (0.096)( (0:087)

-0.092- -0.131 -0.112
4 (0.073) (0.073) (0.065)

4 -0.190 -0.178 -0.017
(0.066) (0.066) (0.062)

4- --0.418 3 -0.396 0.058
(0.197) (0.197)fir (01169)
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wow too°1"1"fttieutdeft., out hourly ;wap equatloo regroosiow results with 6-1
'"41104ft vorhahleo tar porticipotiou ,-Coutisturel

Nc
NIPNC

coris.TANT

t----;;;-;

Vm=10..
Hourly wag,

Annual hours Wsskly hours (0L8)'

-0.329 -0.321 0.019 -

(0.112) (0.112) (0.093)
-0.308 -0.251 0.104

(0.104) (0.104) (0.094)
-0.335 -0327.0 -0.003
(0.122) (0.122) (0.102)
-0.037 -0.015 0.210
(0.165) (0.166) (0.134)

"-0.294 3 -0.250 0.176
(0.126) (0.126) (0.107)
-0.437 0.340 0.219
(0.132) (0.132) (0.122)

-0.417 -0.366 0.028
(0.127) (0.127) (0.107)

-0.375
(-) (0.087)

-0.039
( -) (-) (0.040)

-0.156
(-) (0.071)

-0.092 I

(- ) (-) (0.023)
-0.051

(-) (-) (0.021)
-0.069

(-) (-) (0.053)
3 0.180

(-) (-) (0.089)
0446

(-) (-) (0.092)
0.044

( -) (-) (0.096)
0.698

(-) (-) (0.048)
.11a 1.44 1.74

(ON) (0.33)
exi 493.35 kilt'E 700.18 ,A RF(2270.109.13(6:

12.46

.....6PatiG" "4"week. e for annual and weekly hod Ira mince a nurse may have vgortod durine the April
not at all dursnR 1959. artiriRation rates for thetwo reit:visions are 0.48 and 0.18,

1960 ividl fo
rigPiSt ontsnae

for °Nia%
.491,= 008 ealtk t r3P least &tn.' area.

.rio°

0. On 41 isioni t the fb.perrent level.
0.0121.0 32 cleirrevtlue 1.percerat level.

611Pre of freedom.

sind a.fo
noWyer° Weekly hours to be positive, because the nurse did

orIC at allt during 1959. On the whole, the empirical results
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are Insensitive t whether the annual or the weekly hopra de fIrnr-
tion is employed.

Assuming that the relationship between nurse work hours and
nurse wage rates is\positivea notion the labor supply literature
on the whole support any variable that inc nes nurse wages
inereapea participation and the reverse. TAble also contains a
market wage regression from the Sloan-Richu an study (results
not published previously).

Judging front the significance( levels of particular variables in
the probit regressions, the most important particippaon deter-
minants are (1) the spouse wage, (2) nonemplormenkincome, (3)
the presence of children in the household, (4) nurse age, (5) per
capita income, (6) employment status, and (7) region. Surpris-
ingly, years of nurse education demonstrate no significant efGeet
on participation. On the basis dt the coefficients associated with
the nurse education variables, it appears that nurses with more
years of formal education tend to participate less, even though
their wages are higher on the average. This result i consistent
with past work on nurse work hours (Bishop, and to a lesser )extent,Sloan). The measures of RN and LPN ay.a lability are
statistically insignificant in all three-regressions, a result that
runs couriter to chapter 3's finding in this regard, as .well_as to-
Benham's (1971) research that showed the professional nurse
population ratio to have a significantly negative impact on nurse
wages.
Market Wage Regression ReiultS: With and Without Heckman's
AdThstnient -s,..4

Table' 39 shows the effects of (1) respecifying the Sloan-
. Fable 39.Wage equation regression results: With IA without Heckman's

adjustment

r-

Explanatory vairlables
Hourly wage

without
adjustment

Hourly wage
with

adjustment

Cl ' 0.262 -0.044
(0.072) (0.119)

C2 y 0.064 -0.119
(0.046) (0.073)

C3 . -0.062 2 0.071
(0.030) (0.030)

C4 -0.033 -0.052
(0.080) (0.084)

Al '%-0.268 ' -0.259
(0.087) (0.087)

A2 -0.082 -.0.131
(0.076) (0.078)
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TAW Si 11.p-41/app twelasikols ingressisa multi* With sad wighei6t Nothowasee
adjustgams6-Coutissed

lesplanatory variables
Houri3rwage

without
adjustment

Hourly Wall"
with

adjustmont

.. 113

0,.

. I* 109
0111

(0.149)
J161)

FR -0.008 0.001
(0.149) Q (d.149)

YPCP ' 0.0003 ' 0.0006
(0.0001) (0.0001)
0.106 0.087

(0.152) (0.1151)_ ___

PNPOP

COL4

COLAS

WKCL2

WKCL3

M1

M2 I
.

-.

NE

MA __ _ sa-

ENC

WNC

ESC

WSC

. M ,

P

LAMBDA

CONSTANT

-0.137
(0.114) (0.113)
a 0.205 0.158
(0.081) - (0.082)
' 0.395

.
' 0.301

(0..124) (0.127)%

r 0.072a 0.135
(0.067) (0.070)
'0.310 0.149
(0.123)

-0.020
-(00..018326)

(0.089) (0.090)
0.024 -0.054
(0.084) . (0.088)
0.163 0.096

0.132
11)-

0.042
(0.232) (0.23

(0.126) (0.1297, 0.114 0.044
(0.112) . (0.114)

- 0.177 0.126
(0.137) ,(0.138)
0.261 0.272

(0.183) (0.183)
0.256 0.178

(002.1 (0.146)64),
0.188

(0.155) (0.158)
0.117 0.005

(0.144) (0.147)
- ' 0.734
(-) (0.228)

1.54 1.19
(-) (-)

F(25.1438) -
I:4;37)04.085R' -. 0.05

'2.89 '3.20

Moans aigniteant at the 1- percent
plitnigeartt at the p- percent level.
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Riektupan market wage equation for purposes of this research,
and (2) including a term (LAMBDA) as 9 means for correcting the
statistical problem that arises when regressions are estimated
with a participants -only sample. Comparing table 3$ and table 99
wage regression results, it is clear that some of the modifications
of Blosn-RichuparVe market wage equation necessary for put.
poses otimPlcntenting thaffecksnan procedure result in substan-
tially lower Roc Much more important to this discussion, the
LAMBDA UMW, coefficient is statistically significant with a
Positive sign nut, with the ex option of two of the children vari-
ables. the coefficients of othe+ explanatory variables are gener-
ally unaffected by the inclusion of LAMBDA. Ueckmsn's ad-
justment apparently doe not make much difference in the case
of the market wage equation, at least with the Sloan-Richupan
sample.

Work Hours Regression Results: With and Without Heckman's
Adjustment

Table 40 presents hours of work regressions with and without
the Heckman adjustment term. The parameter estimate es-
sociated with THETA is statistically, significant in the regression
with annual hours as the dependent variable, but not in the
weekly hours regreision. In the annual hours regression, includ-
ing the THETA term tends to ,drive some of the statistically
significant parameter.estimatles toward insignificance. Theoreti-
cal/7, one anticipates that the parameter estimate* in work
-hours,regressions based on a participants-only sample are biased
toward ir.ero ip the absence of an acijutitment. In table 40, the
Heckman adjustment hsis.the effect of changing the estimates in
the opposite from the anticipated direction.

The nurse Wage coefficient in the weekly hours regreision with
THETA included implies virtually the same elasticity as does the
corrsspondinik.tegression In Sloan-Richupan (0.19 liftable 40 ver-.

mrs 0.16 in Sloan-Richupan). The Sloan-Richupan regression used
ordinary least squares on a sample of employed married nurses.
The table 40 regressions are also based on an employed sample.
Although based on a different method, the table 40 regressions
have the appearance of what they are in the absence of the
Heckman adjustment, ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions
based on a li,rticipa?its-only sample. Cogan'S comparisons of
Heckman's more costly maximum Likelihood technique with the
results of .OLS participants-only regressions showed the
Heckman-derived wage elasticities to be.much higher than those
obtained from Cia,S participants-only regressions.- Certainly,
more econometric research Is needed on the Heckman method.
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Ti 40.-Hours equation regression results: With and without Beckman's
adjustment

anat,orx
variables

WS c

CI
4.

C2

C3`

PA
.

AG1
.e

AG2

'AG3.4

Al

w.

.A2 ___....

FR

U

Virisr

THETA1

THETA2 4

CONSTANT

Annual hours Weekly hours

w/o adj:- / -adj w/o adj. sit./ adj.

1-104.96 -6.62 -2.36 -2.30
(38.48) (47.50) (0.61) (0.78)

-0.011 -0.001 -0.0005 -0.0005
. (0.010) - (0.017) (0.0003) (0.0003)

,-403.30 _040 -235.90 -5.98 ' -5.88.
(53:36)..' (71.47) (0.85) (1.14)

'- 179.15 -63.34 -,-3.23 -3.16
(29.36) (44.14) (0.46) (0.71)

1 -75.76 -63.36 -0.590 0.590

(20.47) (20.69) (0,327) 0127)'
80.04 8.91 0.636 0.836

".#0.51) (54.25) (0.905) ,(0.964)
94.51r 60.43 2 2.76 22.74
(75.06) (75.40) (1.18) . (1.19)

19.50 4.67 0.817 0.809
(109.09) (108.75) 41.71) (1.72)

47.13 33.62 -0261 -0.273
(129.53) (129.09) (2.04) (2.03)

- 161.99 -69.11 -0.301 -0241
(56A7) (62.18) -:(0.892) (1.02)

-63.85 2.04 -1.08 -1.04 .
(48.50) 1*(51.84) (0.76): (0.83)

43.37 -31.48 -1.38 -1.43
(96.90) (98.86) (1.52) (1.57)

-36.63 -34.14 -1.18 1.18

(93.40) (93.86) (1..47) (1.47)

.17,83 -126,78 5;34 5.27

(175.33) (179.46) (2.75) (2.81)

-99.12 -0.146 3.08 3.14 .

(98.63) (10223) (1.60) (1.69)
522.60

(149.15) () (7)
0.300

() (-) (-) (2.47)

2253.81 1133.52 39.00 38.33

(-) (-) ( L-)

R2=0.14 R2=0.15 R2=0.11 R2=0.11

F(15,1448)= F(16,1447)= F(15,1448)=' F(16,1447)=
'16.21 .1 16.08 12.46 I 11.77

Means significant at the I-percent level.
!deans significant at the 5-percent level.

3 WN is the predicted nurse's wage.
r THETA1 is based on a probit regression using the annual hours screen. THETA2 is based on a 'probit

'regression using the weekly hours screen.

employed in this section; by examining the steps involved, it is
clear his approach introduces a great deal ofinulticollinearity,
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--)( COnCIUSiOrIS
If a review of the-nurse hours 'tot work titetatu're had been

Conducted only as recently as 3. years ago,, matters wotid have
been much less complicated: This-is certE041Y..a..topic in which.
"ignorance was bliss." t, for one, could conchicted that labor
force participation and work hours of inarried'.nurseS-in particu:'

.111.x i4 very .responsive to, nurse ,?.vages,, as the Sloan-Richupan
study implies. To the degree. nUrieslareibat responsive to
cial incentives, a high wage poliCk'becOnles-an extremely attrac-
tive instrument for augmenting nurse supply in underserved
areas, even.possibly dominating nurse training, which on 'thereceives
whole receives rather favorable 'support in this study. In fact,
Sloan-Richupan 'favored policies, to increase work hours of the

_.existingesupplY ever expanded nurse training for this reason.-
Although there is still reason to be cOnfident that %financial .

incentives can be successfully used to increase the supply' of
nurses from the'existing nurses'. pi:A-within a community, there
is now ,reason to believe- that Sloan-Richupan's estimates of the
responsiVeness of -married nurse work, hours to--financial Vari-
ables are overstated; there has been no change in my Views on
the Sloan7Richupan results for unmarried persons, which .indi-
cated a much lowv- response in the first place. Furthermore,

..policies aimed at inciea'sing the effective supply of nursing
services of -nurses alrearly locaited in currently underserved
areas appears;far more liicely to succeed on. the whole than poll -. :

vies directed at attracting nurse inmigrants from other ar'as. '-
As is evident to anyone reading this chapter, there has been a

spate of articles- by labor economists on, econometric problems
involved in theempirial 'analysi*Of -adult women's work hours
patternsAn assessing the results of the nursing studies, it is not
possible to neglect recent research findings outside of the nurses
ing literature. ;

The nurse hours of work studies differ in terms of details of the-
underlying model, data bases used in regression analysis, and
econometric technique. In general, this chapter has devoted
more attention to studies based on individual -nurse observa
tions. As a rule, micro data are Preferable; moreover, eqUation
specifications has ,tended to be more ctimplete :in the 'micro-
oriented .studies. .0.

The -central eontern in the nurse_ houl-s of work studies, as;in
the economics literature in the area,. has been on the 'effects of
such ` °economic" -variables as nurse wages,' spouse wages, and
noneMployinent income on labor force, participation- and work
hours. As a rule, nurse and. spduse wages have been seen to have
some impact, While noneipployment income'is effect is usually
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reported to_ be 'Small. There, has been, however, considerabl dis-
Y :pute concerning the magnitUde of responses to wages. I this -

rpgard, estimates .differ by a factor of 1.0 or 'more. . .
The- review of the.:pertinent studies on econometri ethods

and adult women `work hours patterns, taken in coinjun n with
the nursing studies, suggests that the low elasticity estimates for
married nurses, such as those repotted by estimates of Bog-
nanno, Jones, and associates are correct is premature. Probably
the true estimate`doeS lie in between. Bognanno, et al. and Jones,
et al. are too low; and the results based on Tobit. analysis in the
Sloan-Richupan study are too high. In an attempt to obtain etas -
ticities: that are `.`just right," the Sloan:Richu an equations were

'developed by Professor, James Heckman. e resulting etas=reestimated using a modified version 'of -a roced-ure-recently_

ticities are quite close to the lower estimates obtained by Bog-
nanno, et al. and Jonek_et ca.and by Sloan-Richupan when they
used their method. Judging from research reported- in Cogan
(19,74); thq elasticities; based on Heckmain's method, should have

.. been .hig*r than those obtained in this chapter. The low esti-
mates -reported here may refle multicollinearitY; to conclUde
that estimates of Bognanno, Jones, nd ssociates are correct is
premature. Probably the true estima Des lie in between. .

With the ,exception of the research findings based on the.
Heckman adjustment, there is a definite consistenc among the
studies reviewed-. here when e same estimating technique and
the same kind of data base a sed. In fact, results for nurse
ate quite close to those for adult ' men in general. This conclw
sion
:1*Lsupports

evidence on _nurse migration patterns reported in
.

supports
chapter 4., ere, as here, it was shown that much can be learned
fkomr-latior s ply studies-on general populations. At least until
one considers fine details thatare unique to professional nurses,
the. silrnilarities with persons in other Occupations would appear
to outweigh the differences. ...

-k,

There is, however, 's., major difference between the results re-
ported here. and in chapter 4. The results of the earlier chapter r 1.
clearly,iniplythat nurse migration is u sponsive to _financial
incentives: Although there is still. room r.clebate as =to the de-

.- give of respopsiveneis, married- nurse =labor force pa4icipat"... .
and work hours are responsive to these factors. There is
agreement that unmarried nurses are not responsive to financial
incentives in all of these dimensions, but a. high proportion of
these nurses work full time: Therefore, at bast in terms of,pay-
ticipation and work hours, theyklo not represent a target group
frorn'which more work can be obtained in any case.

Only one study, Sloan (1975), has included a detailed list of

41.
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potential work hours inducements, such as day care, 'as
explanatory variables. Unfortunately, that study has limited
*slue, because it is based on "a labor force participants-only
sample. In .the future; this detailed specification should be
applied to a sample of professi4pal nurse participants and non-
participants.
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Appendix A

HOSPITAL INSURANCE: SOME THEORY
AND MEASUREMENT

As with all insurance, health' insurance spreads the costs of
outcomes over a large populaiiori sharing the risk of the
comes health care risk most_ftegfttently_shared_isdnpatign
hospital care: - a

Many conjectures have been made about the effects on health
srvices utilization of health' insurance in general and.hospital
insurance in birtiCulat. Feldstein (1971), in his study of hospital
cost inflation, concluded that the growth of insurance is the pri-
mary cause of hospital cost inflation via its demand-pull effects.
Total .coverage limits, sharing above thresholds, deductibles,
indeinnity-eharge differentials, noncovered services, and proof-
of-irayment` requirements=factork not considered in most
econometric studiescompliCate the picture at an exponential
rate.

Pauly and Drake (1970) were among the first to forinalize a type
of Insurance argument regarding cost-plus prices. According to
them,

.

... if hospitals -received a fixed percentage of costs as a plus and we assume.
that they wish to maximize that plus in order to attain maximum number of
patients in the lOn" run, then 'cost-plus reimbursement leads to a perverse

Hospitals w b_.,)are striving to increase funds available for capital
invertmentmill try increase costs, since that will increase the absolute
amount of the pl they earn. If, however, payment is based on char_ges, as iq
Wisconsin, the long-run growth maximizing hospital has a positive incentive
to miniinike.costis. (pp. 302-303) .

. As Klarniari (1970/ and Davis (1973) note, there is a conceptual
'error in the Pauly-Drake study, caused by the authors* omission

`! of the proportidn of patients in the hospital's market area cov-
-ered by cost-based prices. Davis considers the 'proportion
explicitly in her derivatiOns and concludes that, with plausible
plus factors, this proportion ,would have to be nearly 100 percent
$o provide an incentive Tor the hospital to raise costs.

The Davis derivations do not. rectify all of the deficiencies in-.

hte. Pauly-Drake study, Under' charge:based priceswherrthe
iiittient pays nothing-L-the third party pays the 4mount charged ..

noninsured paying patients. To conclude that under charge--
233
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based prices the .hospital has an incentive to minimize gosts is to
state that the hospital's demand schedule is completely
Seated by _Hospital OUtlays. If all cost outlays . above some
minimum represent forms of inefficiency; the argument is cor-
reA. But if, in fact, a meaningful fractidn of cost outlays are
allocated to "augmenting qUality, the argument would only be
correct in a world ar extreme Consumer and physician ignorance.
Once quality -enters the hospital's demand function, it is neces
.sary. to consider the inflationarY effeCts of charge- as well as
Cost-based- prices.

Using hospital;dema.nd and cost functions dependent on quan7
tity and quality, it can be demonstrated that (1) both cost- and
charge- aced reinibursement,
crease's if there are no uninsured patients, and (2) the compara-,
tive of ct of cost-based. priceA depends crucially on whether or
not ho pital Margial costs (with respect to X) are decliningler
inbrea 'ng. With declining marginal costs, increases in quality,
which in turn lead to output increases, .may actually lower the
third party payment to the hospital per unit of output under
cost-based reimbursement.1 With so many countervailing forces
at work, the effects of particular kinds of reimbdisement becoine
an empirical issue. Theo enables one to understand the under-
lying forces, but it doses t yiel unambiguous predictions. The--
relative "effects\; of alternative imbursement modes is thus
really an enipiriCal issue.

Our measure of insurance type is COST, the' estimated percent-
age of the iospibal's county population covered by cost based
insurance pries. It includes Medicare and Medicaid populations
as well as coverage under Blue Cross cost-based reimbursement.
Cost-based plans are heterogeneous. All commercially insured
and Blue- Cross charge-based insured, as well as the noninsured
population; are included in the omitted variable CHARGE. The
noninsured population had a high ineasurerne4t error retative to
its mean of 4.9 percent, -thus precluding consideration ()fettle 1

insurance versus no insurance questions, kiVen our cross' seckiorf
data, even if this had been our concern.

We- estimated 'COST (and CHARGE) by the hospftal respond-
ent's county as follows. An unpublished Bl,ue.dross report gave,
popUlation coverages by plan area; and other Blue Cross infor-,

motion gave (1) counties by plan and (2) methods of reimburse-
inent by plan. Health. Insurance Institute data for 1973 provided

private insurance coverage proportions' by State. VariOus. Fed-
eral documents gave Medicare and Medicaid coverage by State-

May rather than would becaume increased quality would lead to increased third party payments in any

case.
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nd the ovet.age-65 and poterty proportions (per U.S. Census
.deflnitionis) by countyln 1970. For Medicare, developnient of 1973
data involved a simple calculation- necessary to update a 1970
county series to a 1973 series.

For Medicaid, it was necessary to perform more complex cialcu
lations, particularly since the Medicaid population does not cor-

. respond exactly (to the poverty: poPtilation. The method is best,
;illustrated by an example. If a county's poverty proportion was 6.,.

perCent while the State's poverty proportion was 4 percent and
-7. the. State's -Medicaid proportion was 3 percent, the county's

Medicaid proportion was estimated tube 4.5 percent .(3.(6/4)
4.5). Since the relationship between 'Medicaid enrollments and

_.....S.he_poiraerty-Populatioii-largely-re-fiecto-the--Stitte.--Medicsi s tat-
ute, our method, though approximate, has ti rationale in terms of
the Medicaid proportion.

The county's total percentage-=160 percentwas reduced by
the-county estimate of Medicare and Medicaid coverage and the
State proportion of uninsured to give the Blue Cross and coin=
mercial insurance coverage percentage for the State.. This re'e,7
thainder was apportioned to the:hospitals! .cOunties using it*
Blue Cross plan area proportions adjusted 1'64 the State unin-:-
sured proportion, 'assuming uniiorm coverage written a given
State.- Medicare and.Mediesid coverage percentages. by hospital
county were added to the: Blue Cross coverage percentage in
areas Where lue Cross reimbursed on the basis of costs.
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Appendix B

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF NURSE SHORTAGE
CRITERIA

The enirthasis in chapter Zia on. investigating sources of varia-
tion in nurse staffing, not in developing specific measures` of
'nurse shortages. This appendix continues work on nurse short--
age 'definitions begun in Elnicki and Sloan (1970) and Elnicki
(1975).. .

Elnicki and Sloan reported on the behivior of variables that
have frequently been used inthe past as shortage indicators; and
developed new Measures as.well..The presence of vacancies and
nursing directore perception§ of nurse shortage are among the
more traditional indicators. The Survey of Hospital Directors. of
Nursing also obtained data on two potential effects of nurse
supply limitation: (11 delegation of professiowil nursing tasks to
nonprofessional nurses' ("job shifts") and (2)'reductions in hospi-

t. tal bed capacity ("facility changes"). Fewer hospitals' reported
job-shifts And/Or outright facility changes than reported vacan-
cies -and/or : stated they had an overall

awlshortage .of nurses.
Moreover; comparing hdspitals' responses on the latter to "ac-
tion" questions, it is evident that a substantial number of hospi-
.tals report vacancies and/or perceived nurse shortages,. btit do
not attribute any changes in the amount of services delivered or
in the professional .nurse intensity -Of their servicedue to a
shortage of.n-urses. A greater amount of congi4ency would have
been desirable for these measures to have'veaMneaning.

(1975)Elnicki developed..a, set of job attribute combinations or
,........4ackages." 'The packages encompassed adequacy of parking.

facilities and residential accommodations within the vicinity of
the hospital, payment of wage differentials for evening and night
Work, vacation and sick- leave policy, educational opportimitiesi
fol. nurses available through the hospital, various. working condi-
tions and.related hospital. policies, and insurance- benefits. These
package variables and several other explanatory variables, de-
scriptive of the hospital,.were regressed on the hospital's quit
rate. Essentially, no relationships between the packages and the
explanatory variables were detected.. Elnicki also conduCted

,

pairwise statistical tests' between the hospital's quit rate and
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'Various offerings. This analysis also failed to produce any statift.
tieally significant results.

'Table B-1 deillies 11. set or benefit "package" variakles, using,
essentially Elnickeirircheme. Table B-2 sate
tying the criteria for various packages as fined In table Et---1,
with hospitals that do not. For purposes of the comparis°t1s,
hospitals are grouped according to several possible short. alte
criteria: whether or hot they have been designated' as a 10%
forgiveliaess. hospital; AN vacancies per bed; RN position's earl

ed because RNs are unavai
dorm RN, tasks. because R

have_ been closed down or w
and 'whether the nursing
experiencing a shortage of
relating to each of these possible criteria. The F-test is used to
assest?hether groups are statistically significantly diffeArkt
from one another.

If a hospital has 'received a special loan forgiveness designet- -

ble; whethernon-RNs are use' to
are unavailable; whether beds

be added if RNs were availabley
rector considers that the hospital is
Ns. We shall now examine patterN

Variable

HOM PAKG

Tible B-1.Definitions of 7paelSge" variables
ql

Definition

Adequate or,ye adequate housing for. RNs within Welk,
ing distance of he hbspital, or subsidized housing Pte-
vided by the hospital

LEAVEPAKG RN vacation and sick leave days per year greater tharkel
the survey means (RN employed 1 year)

EDUCPAK\G Inservice education budgeted for by hospital, and h?"1.-
tal offers its own refresher courses, or hospital subeldi7A4s.
these

. , . a

WORKPAKG -4 Secretaries or clerks at nursing stations; RNs frequently
determine 'their own -schedules; diploma graduates earl
fill supervisory positions; percent of RN. always worming., .

the same shift greater than average; percent of supervi/1%
ory positions tilled internally greater than average; and
day notice given for a permanent shift is greater

, than average or not applicable .

414TSURPAKG Subsidized, Convertible life insurance; subsidiZed cony"'
. tible health insurance; all full-time*Ns are eligible for 4

retirement plan after a waiting period; and hosian141'
retirement contribution is not lost on termination after 4,.!
waiting period or .s1ckness and disability insurance "s
subsidized by hospital

AFEP Hospital parking areas deicribed as "safe" or "rnede!ts-
ately.safe" -

SHFTPAKG Hospital pays wage differentials, foi evening and night
. work

WAGEH Hospital pays starting diplomates salary above survey
mean
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Table 114,411rirlse comparbonc Shortage memos and wagesbeneal
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t:

ceis11-t4t
w7U, 114:1ue 1; otheriee it receives .a zero.Thus, a

r flav;;;iportZ.11 value in table B-4 that a- greater
ttikilkust)112 its deLa of loan -forgiVeness hospitals have the ben.-

.11!*-(Zufforu'irith th417,ibe4 in- table B--I. Judging from table' B -2,
%./.470ittliti.nefltpAba 4°Itn- forgiveness designation offer more at-

,.NktNive firia..1, number of respectssuperior housing, edu-
,ktykiku oefisotat Acrtvurar!ce; and shift differentials. However, they

111: soir...e!isi to ath:r in terms. of working conditions and are
pd.

that -r hospitals in terms of wages. Certainly, it
hospitals with the loan forgiveness designs-

11 hope //lake a special effort to attract and retain
.,.'`v/ ionsi .E.to at least in comparison to hosp#als without%es

fat, cle"6"-goicY Meattv vac ital,mure is expressed in terms of vacant nurser hasp
-* °ed As with loan forgiveness, a higher MeanNe *As pe ...cative.o.

ibio4k14%-i0 inairather, less desirable condition. The results, how-
Atifer dinitn ramatically from those relating to loan for-7"Vie 114-A- -a-tat are less attractive in terms ot housing,%tit, klest Arid: 'nal,N.:taittion va-,011117rtce benefits, shift, differentials, and wages

'14 MO", relait eY rates. Less satisfactory working -condi-
' 'lit AID'. ed to a higher vacancy 'rate, but the differencett are .0tically aiktilt tot'
4.1 Pth 9 ArE3 Pa, ntlally no differences in ofXri'ngs according tor.her (/' P°fessional nursing positions canceled, expresiedill

licancies Itnd canceled positions vary inde-.ull,,,}7pr one
-tow, miftiritP0 nolo

snot There are only a few differencea,bg-
ofsPi. holirl;e%ving a shorts e of nurse and those that dogAtet ik Pitals are more likely to offer shift differentials.44 ft bOris;:tigeo above

4141 bay led"cteiluathe average. On the other.handrparking
14?' to be n the

Ilt3/41\11.4)t-nifigityt-itila:bilCitsuAes. describing specific consequences of
naltansistent pattern is evident. Hospitalsaftih, nonn..opisffo- -rciv tasks have relatively poor offerings, withn°-.,tiO0 wage-relflied compensation (SHFTPAKG andtvA ...rowever

levant,LEct7t10; rxericen one difference is statistically significant
_or better. Using changes in bed capacityi7eriu"' fleispitals experiencing difficulties rn securing

ftNt4tk't .c,1041 Personnelnend to' have More favorable of--stew- wzien 4.1_
twit94 than

comp
dpiegation to non-RNS" measure is used.

41%-"-- collir -ria between offerings and selected shortagechase to Yleld; 41, Consistent. pattern. When the loan f.org7e-ntift"B aa Used as the criterion, hospitalWexperieneingdes appear to64 11, kie making special efforts to sere profes-
,-

"'"1:114 "ftg°' oefo 'W."eh hospital vacancies are the criterion, one41 nor Pointe
ailk-htt e.005- -.1)tessiOn. In other cases, there are few sig-,the
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nificant differences in either direction. Our failure to find con-
sistent patterns in table B-2 should serve as a warning against
the indiscriminate ufte'of these indjcators for public policy pur-
poses. These results reinforce findings. on the quit rate reported
in-Elnicki (1975).

In . a further attempt to give meaning to these shortage
criteria, we hypothesized a relationship between the residuals /
from a staffing regression and the shortage measures. The un-
derlying rationale is this. Our model specifies desired staTfirig
levels as a function of categories -of variables exogenous to the
hospital. It is possible that unspeCified conditions' cause actual-.
hsospital staffing levels to ,fall short of degired levels., If so, one
should flmf-a-consititent---relation;ship--between v-arious. shortage_
meatsures and the regression's residuals, defined as the predicted -
minfis the actual value. As defined, when the residual is strongly
positive, there is an indication that the hospital has. actually !

employed far fewer nurses than one would expect to be the case,
given levels of the included exogenous variables.

.Classifying 'hospitals on the basis of vacancies per.bed,posi-
tions canceled per bed; loan forgiveness designation; and per-
ceived shortages, we find the residuals to be statistically
significantly higher at the- 5-percent level in the case ofthe loan
forghreness designation and almost at the 5-percent level in the
case of perceived shortages. No relationships are fou.nd at all in
the case of the first two measures. Since the score is two "for!'
and two "'against," it is difficult to say whether the data support
our hypothesis or not. Certainly; before any of.these measures
are uded 'for policy purposes, it is desirable that gre.ateir consist-

, ency among measures be established.
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Appendix C.

SUPPLEMENTA-RUABLES To THE INTERSTAtE-
ANALYSIS OF NURSE MIGRATION'

This appendix presents descriptive tables based on the census
data source. yhe-tableswe less strirxgent screens than.those
-the anat*iis presented In the text. SpecifiCally, there is a screen

, on educational attainment. All.nurselLmmttjtaxe_lcornplettui_12
of schoofhig or more, but there are no screens on occupa-

tiotk hi' 1965 as in the text.
Table _C--1 shows_ that the propensity of interstate moves is

highly dependent on the presence of children and age, especially
. 7

11Pable"C-1.Interstste.moveig: 1965 to 1970

Meitsogritphic Gresup Percent moved: 1$5 to 1970

7 !' biarlisd manes . 1.-
21 to 29 without.chilOrtin 14.5

.,: .30-tp 39 without children*. 18.7
. 40 to 60 without children 4.7

21 to 29 with children - .27-:0
30 to 89 with children 15.0
40 to 60 with children 7.0.

-Unmarried nurses t:
.21 to_29--..,___., 35.6.
130 to 39 -. 24.4
40 to 60 7.4

All of the aboveintirses ..- 182

' AU without children.

the latter. This table reinforces' the tabulations presented in
table 9 in the text. The change fin the screening criterion results

.-in about- a _4 percentage point increase in the overall migration.
-.rate. Table C-2 gives information on .hours and weeks of work.
Marital status and the presence-bf .children are .clearly .more'
important factois in the work hours than in the migration deci-
sion. Labor forceparticipation is nearly universal among unmar-.
Pied. nurses.

Table. C-3 showp the aistributio spouse'occupations by age
and the presence of childpeti.'It is rent from this table that a
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Talre4elmi and b worked

aisciptietTon

4

'Hop (per week)
(18 1 )

i................. ...., ir---tv=-------P--4------.
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A.

,-

Table 01-11.;,lbistribution et spouse- occupations. for married female nuries

No children At least one child
lag, age age

21-29
age _age

Ocempat:ion up' 21-29 -;" 30-39 40-60 30-39 40-60

it a 34.5 \ 30%3 17.6' 33.7 31.7 23.8
it . , .. 17.3 12.5 16.2 10.2 17.2 17.0

, 8 -?.., 14.8 12.2 . 17.6 12.1 15.4 17.844 25.2 . 38.'? 47.2 e.,' 39.0 35.7 40.2None ,` 8.2 6.3 ., .4 ist 3.7 1.2
Al! . 100.0 100.0 J100.0 100. 100.0 100.0

' OcaRation group 1:
Occupition group
Occibisation group
Occupation group

Professional, technical, and kindrgrd workers'''.
Managers and administrators.
Sales, clerical, and kindred workers.
Craftsmen and kindred workers, operatives (including transport workers), farm
laborers and Coalmen, and service workers (including private househclid workers).

much igher proportion of the younger nurses are married to
persons with 'professional occupations.'

Tible C;-4 compares net migration flows experienced by States
during the 1965-70 period. ,Since the table is based on the. One
Percent Public Use Sample of the Census, the estimates of the
number of.nuvites in the State during 1965 and on the net change
in the number.of nurses over the 1965-70 period should be Multi-
plied by 100'.. As this table indicates, the pattern of nurse in-
terstate migration during this period was quite similar to that of
the U.S.* population as a whole. This is not surprising, especially
since market' opportunities outside nursing (i.e., those affecting
the spouse) appear to be important migration determinants..
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TO. rny kno*edge. only one other study giveS occupational information on nu rses'-spouses,(Kilotif, 1915j.
'Unfortunately the categories presented ih that mAudy are not comparable to the ones .presented heie.
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- :' Table.1:41:1-MigiatiOn flows of RN

Nuniber of
_RNs in 1965 Not egeillie

(x 100) (x 100)

4-

Florida
Washington

Oklahotha
Nevada
Arizona
Vermont

New Rarapshlie
Montan*,
California
Nebraska
Massachusetts
Tennessee ..
West Virginia

"", . Texas
Miebinsippi

`nnecticut7,..:
ichigan

Georgia
Colorado
Minnesota
New !Jersey
North Carolina.
Indiana
Missouri
Oregon
Delaware
Idaho
Pennsylvania
Arkansas

;Louisiana J. .1.

Kansas'
New York
Illinois
Ohio

iWisconsfn
-Wyoming
Kentucky
Itiwa

North Dakota-
Alabama
South Caroling

. South Dakota
Rhode Island_
New. Mexico

-=t1ses 197U

I

338
, 233

260
122

20
105

37
282

82
.34

1,208
0-77

452
161
83

524
100
211
455

. 182
148
250
500

1250
. 250
- 214'.

118
42 .
42

708
71

136 'r
130

1,059
566
537
211

17
92

167
69-
39

129
94
36
56
42
34-

44
28

31
2

10
.3
16.4°

5 :-

2
64

.1(

19
5
2

11
2
4
5
2
1

1
1

-2
-3

3
-2
-1
-1

-'17
-3
-6
--6

--L54
30

-29
12

1
-6

- 11
-5_
-3

-11
-9

' -5
-10
-9

-10

'Percent
Change RNI-

". 13.0
12.0
11.9
11.5
10.0
;9.5

8.1
6.9
6.1
5.9.

42
3.1
2.4
21
2.0
1.9
El

0.7
9.4
0.2

-0.8
- 1.2
-1.4

1.7
-2.4
-2.4
-2.4
-4.2
-4.4
-4.6,
-5:1
-5.3
-5.4
-5,7.

-6.5
6.6.
7.2
7.7

-8.5 -*

9.9
-13.9
-17.9
-2E4

29.4

A

Percent
. change ,404

population r'41N:

e

"r
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9.9
6.2

0.1
5,1
7,0
32
3.5
3.7

-5.0
42.

-2.8
-0.8

0.1
-4.4

1.3
-2.1

0.7
0.0
1.7
4.2

-4.3
r,. 0.6

0.4

0.1
2.9
2.4

71.6
--0.7
-1.1.

21
- 3.1.
-1.9
-0.8

0.5
--6.1
-1.5

-2.1
-7.8
-6.9

0.5
6.9
0.9
5.5

"41%1\12
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Appendix D
MULTIPLE LOGIT ANALYSIS

This appendix describes multiple logit analysis, a technique
used in chapters 5, 6, and 7. Suppose there are n choices and xi is a
vector of individual characteristics and/or community charac-
teristics pertaining to the individual, then the probability that
the ith alternative is selected by the person with individual
and/or, community characteritstics x is:
(D.1) Pi e e m-

-m=1
e--Given a like expression for Pj; taking logs,, and dividing Pi by Ps:

(D.2) log,,(PIPI) = (a1 afo) + (!Xil an)x 1 .71- (a12 at2)x2 .1. . -

With logit analysis, one estimates n-1 functions, such
as (D.2), from which all' of the underlying parameters may be
derived. *In the present case, four functions -are estimated :1 The-
choice of denominator probability (i.e., the nth -category) is fully
arbitrary and irrelevant for purposes of estimation. For example,
log,,(Pk/Pj) may be derived once functions for loge(Par9 and
log,;(Pj/Pi) have been estimated, since loge(Pk/Pi) = loge(Pk/F9
loge(PdA). A. chi7square test with n-1 degrees of freedvrn is used
to test the null Hypothesis that a specific expfantitoM variable
makes no contribution to the choice-among the alternatives. The
overall test a significance is'also a chi-stivare with (number of
variables) (nuMber of groups 1) degrees of freedom.

A "pseudo". -R2 for use iii assessing the model's explanatory
power can be calculated,fralni:

1. exp [ 2 w(L 'L )]n . r
_(D.3) R2 '' ., where:

1 exp [ 2 (Lw.1.1,)]n
I

log-likelihood with only a constant term included;
log-likelihood with all explanatory variableOncluded;

= maximum possible value of the log-likelihood. (In this
model, L.= 0).1

,' Ally than ka to GS. lidaddala for providing me with the formula for the pseudo R'. SoMe additional detail on
multiple logit analysis is provided in Schmidt and Strauss (1975).
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Equation (3.2) serves as the basis for hypothesis-testing; fur:-
thermoxe, one may determine direction of effect from (D.2). For
example, if (ctill=aj,), the parameter'estimate associated with the
vartablexi;-turns-out to-be negative,-one-has an-indication that_
increases in x, raise the probability that the observation belongs
to the jth rather than the ith group. A positive parameter esti-
mate would have the oppogite implication.

A parameter estimate, such as (a11-zaj1), does not permit one to
assess the deg to which the probabilities are influenced by
changes in theltrxplanatory variables -x. The method used to
gauge responsiveness, though straight forward is best illus.:
trated by an example. To simplify the discussion, assume n=2.
Therefore, parameters of one function, such as (D.2), are to be
estimated. Furthermore, assume there is only o'ne explanatory
variable x1. Then (D.2) becomes:
(D.2a) loge(P1/P2) =. (a10-0620) + (0!11--c021)x1-
Given parameter estimates (amaz)) and (a11 21) and an as
sumed- value for x1, one can calculate predicted probabilities P1

and P2. With the parameter estimates, and an assumed.value of
xi, say 4.0, (D.2a) becomes:
(D.2b). loge(P1 /P2) = (a10a20) + (a11a21)4.0 = C, where C is any

resulting number.
Since, P, P2 = 1 (D.2c), by definition, there are two equations
(D.2b) and (D.2c), and two unknowns, P1 and P2. The solutions are
F1 and P2, probabilities conditional on the assuilled value of xi.
Generalizing, one solves n equations with n unknoWns,
through Pn.
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Appendix E
.

\ CONCEPTUAL-AND STATISTICAL
CONSIDERATIONS-.

NURSE HOURS OF WORK PATTERNS
thi's appendix, the "shadow wage" function' for a "repreisen-

tative" married woman is first deriired. This is followed by a brief
discussion of statistical problems that arise in the analysis of a if
group in which labor force participation is far less than univer-
sal. Work hours patterns of married women are more difficult to
.assess statistically than are those'of unmarried women, because
a far lower proportion of married women participate in the labor
force. Throughout this discussion, it is assumed that data on
individuals rather than aggregated data are used. Overall, data
on. individuals are preferable, because they allow one to avoid
potentratproblems of aggregation bias in the estimated pararrie-
ters.
: Assume, for simplicity that-the household's preferences can be

described for a single period by a utility function with certain
desirable properties (twictMifferentiable, strictly concave utility
function).
(E.1) U = U(X,He,Fe;Z)

,where: X is a composite of goods purchasable in the market; He
and Ft are time husband and wife have available for activities
other than work, in the marketplace; Z is a vector of parameters
that determine the tradeoff between purchased goods and non-
market time. The household fafts both _time and budget con-
straints

. .

H He +(E.2) F = Fe + F.
where: H and F are the total time husbands and wives have
availa.ble-to..devote to market and nonmarket pursuits (assumed
to be constant); H. and F. are time d6voted by husband and wife .%

to market pursuits, i.e., their jobs, and
(E.8) XP,,== Wh + VVIF. Y
where: P is a price index of the goods composite; Wh and Wf are
the wages obtainable by hustand and wife in The marlietplace; Y
is .the lrel of household income from nonemployment sources
(assumed to be constant). - ..

Maximisation of U subject to time and .budget consjraints is
, - 247
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.
scieinntslishect by forining a function 4) and taking-first d'etivaiives
with.respect to the d piston variablesi'which in this instance are
iii,re, iind X, and A. t .
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In traditional textbook case, equations (E.5) through _(E.8)

reprelent a system of four equations, with four unknowns. Solu-
tions to H,, ',,X, and Aare found as functions of the exogenous
Variables Z,P,,H,C,Wh,Wf and Y. Labor -supply functions most
often use ii, and V, as dependent variables, but these are known
once. H, and F, have been determined (since H = H, + lit, etc.)

Any solution of this type rhust be consistent' with the follOwing*
kinds of conditions. For example,.dividing equation (E.6) by equa-
tion (E.7), one has

i,

au
Tire wg

(E.9) .-- =
au P
ax .

The left hand side of (E.9) gives the amount of the wife's nonmar-
ket time (or leisure) the household is willing to give up for
another unitpf the composite commodity X (at the margin). The
fight aide shdws the amount of X the household will get if the

wife actually makes thistrade. In equilibrium the two sides are
equal. The left side may be referred to as the wife's "shadow" or
"reservation" wage. The right side is her market wage (in real
terms).

(E.4)

+ xWf 0

+ X Px CO'

Thus, lettinig W, be the wife's shadow wage and, for simplicity,
P -= -- 1, then another way of.writing,(E.9) is
(E.1O) W = W. . . - -.

According 'to (E.1O), the wife will work at the point wheie the
tradeoff between her time and the goods composite, the shadow
wage, equals the market wage. While Wf may as a first approxi-
mation be assumed to be invariant with respect to the wife's
market time, the same cannot be said for W. Without imposing a
specific functional form on the household preference function, it s-
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is not jmesible to say whether W. tines or falldftvith iiikreases inF. However. st, substantial body of empirical research on the
work patterns of married women suggests a positive relation -shIp. This means that as, market -time -fficreases (alternatively
nonniarket time decreases), the value the household imputes to
ttfe.,11nal unit of nonmarket time increases. That is, holding other
factors constant, a woman who works a 60.hour week will have a
greater aversion to working a 61st hour than a woman working

-20 hours will have to working a 21st hour. The relationship-be-
tween the shadow wake and work hours is an important one.

For years, texts describing. the abo've model have-noted that
at least some equation's in the set (E.5 through (E.7) may not
equal zero for any value of the decisioi variables. Specifically,

aUwith reference to the emale time equ tion (E\6), ,siy; + MN,
.istay exceed zero for a allowable values of Fe (and Fm). If this

aUis. so,. and 7aA + AP. from (E.7) is zero, as one has every reason
to &neve would be the case, (E.9) becomes an inequality.
eV
dIFF wf

or equivliontly,-av P.
ax

(E.11) Wf (E.11) for all values off F.
Since W. is likely to increase with. F., if the inequality holds at
F. x= 0 which is the minimum a person can work, it holds
everywhere.

inequality (E.11) is the relevant one for labor force nonpar-,
ticipants; equation .(E.9), by contrast, holds for participants. In-;
tuitively, the inequality means that for all conceivable values of
wolk hours, the wife requires a .greater. amq011100011.the goodi
composite that she is able to obtain from the market. Therefore,
she devotes none of her allocable time to work outside the labor,
force. 9 r

equations (E.5) through (E.8)., are satisfk, it is possible,as noted above, to solve for the endogenous variables in terms of
the exogenous variables. The equation expre-S'sing Fm (Fm = F
re) as.:a function of the mockers exogenous-variables has servo as ,m;the basis for econometric- research on works.'hours of married
vseinen. 'Since W.'=. Wf, if the wife participates, a measure of NV, is

appippriate exogenous explanatory variable.to use in a re=
as.the dePendefit variable. However, 40K, ex-

CeeeS everywhere, the use of Wf in this mariner is not on
I- 249
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theoretically inappropriate, but there is a potential for biased
Parameter estimates as well,

One alternative wall' of seeing the theoretical problem is to
consider W.-the asking -price-and WS, the price o fered. If the, two
pricesrcan be made equal, the buyer and sel of labor make a
deal. If the asking price always exceeds e price offered, an
agreement cannot be concluded. When W quals Wf, the relation-
ship between wokrk hours and the ask g price -is accurately
measured by Wt. This, of course, is not a ase when Wf ya-
tematically understates W,. Even worse, t is no ree6rded
measure of Wt when a person performs no market work.

Three Alternative Approaches
here are several potential "solutions." AlthOugh none is ideal,

r cent econometric research has at least clarified the nature of
he conseqUences of using each technique.

First, one could restrict the analysis to labor force participants
for which equations (E.5) through (E.8) held. In regression
analysis, F. woWd be the deirendent variable, and Wr,Wh,Y,Px
and Z, the explar Wiry variables. That is,
(E.12) F. = G(WroyibtY,P.,Z). Since W. = Wrp a fully equivalent
relationship is
(E.13) - W. = G' (Fni,WhiY,Px,Z). r .

There would be absolutely. no question about the appropriate-
ness of this procedure if the objective' of the analysis were to
stnalyze work hours of labor force participants. But this is generm
ally not the case. Certainly from the vantage_point of policy, it is
desirable' to have information on all persons "in a labor category,

P

"T)Inot only those who participate. This is:definitely true in the case
of nurses. . , . . , 'N

_This first's pproach introduces an econometric problem that is
likely to bias, the parameter estimates toward zero (understate
the true paraMeter when it is positive and overstate its -mice it
more positivewhen the true parameter is ilegative). In partictt-
iar,.estimates of th*LeVtIman's work hoLirs response to changes in
her wage are likely to be understated. '

An econometric problem arises because the expectation of the
F. equation's error term is no longer zero; since only a segment
of women working womenis; selected; and furthermore, as
seen in Cogan (1974); the error varies systematically (inversely)
with the equation's eXialanatdry variables.' Under .exceptional
circumstances, i.e., no differences in tastes unaccounted for :by.

AV, ' The econometric discussion for the remainder of this section ham been principally derived from Cogan

(1974).
'
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the Z-type variables, the parameter estimates can be shown to be
unbiased. However, complete specification of the Z-type
explanatory variables is unlikely. Sever.al studies using this first

---app:roaeh---were..--diseussed-- in the text:--Bognannoi -et al. (1974);
Sloan (1975); part of SlOan-Richupan (1975), and Jones, et at.
(1076). The para-meter,estimate biases inherent in this method
apply to these studies, at' least if one generalized the results from
a sample of participating professional nurses to professional
nurses on the whole.

A second approach .employs the entire Sample of married
women, both employed and not in the labor force; to derive esti-
mates of the labor supply equation. As no wagb rates are ob-
servable for nanemployed women, it is necessary to. assign
"potential" macket wage measures to these womert. Usink a
sample of wprking women, thits task is generally.accomplished-by
regressing Wt on ,a set of explanatory variables accounting for
variations in W1. The parameter estimates obtained from this
regression are then used to predict a value for W, for all women,
whether they are employed or not.

This technique is not free of potential deficiencies eider. -Un-
like .the first approach, the sample used for the hours of- work
regression' eontains both participants and nonparticipants. This
is a desirable feature. However, the parameter estimates from
the wage regresSion are based solely on a sample- of working
women. As a result, the expectation of the wage regression's
error term may no longer be zero, and under probable ch..-
censtances, the error term may be negatively correlated with
t e market wage regressions explanatory variables. This would
not be so if the wage regression included'all pertinent -determi:-
nants of market.wage.rates as explanatory variables, on objec--,
tive that is very difficult to realize in fact. To the extent that
iimportaft explanatory_ variables are !omitted, estimates of mar-

, ket wage pErva-meters are biased toward zero, and the predicted
*age series, used in the hours-of work regression, tends-to under-

.- state the difference,s in potential market wages among persons in -
the. sample. The use of the compressed wage series in turn results
in work hours regression parameter estimates that overstatethe
impact of market wages on hours of work.

As noted above, there- afe -actually.two models, depending on,
the wife's participation status. For particiriantNeeriationS (E.5)
through (E.8) are splved for values of the deeisiori variables; for
nonparticipants,only (E.5), (E.7), and (E.8) are solved with Fm set
equal to zero. In between the two states there is a participation
threshold. An 'hours of work -equation with Wr as one of the
explanatory variables is strictly only applidable for participants.
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Until the threshold is reached, increases in W, have no impact on
work hours. Thereafter, assuming a work hours response greater,
than zero, evemsmall increments in W, have some effect on F,.
Yet before the-participation-threshold is reached, increases in Wh
other factors being equal, do raise the probability that the par-

, ticipation theshold will be reached, or equivalently that the
point where W W1 will be reached.

Tobit analysis is appropriate when both the probability that an
action occurs and the extent of the action, Once it occurs, are
analyzed" simultaneously. Tobit analysis applies in cases where
there are discontinuities in the underlying theory of the type
considered here. The Sloan-Richupan -(1375) study used the sec-
ond approach and, with it, Tobit analysis.

A third approach has been dev.eloped by Heckman (1974). 'lIis
very imaginative technique allows one to derive unbiased
-parametaieeit ates without the need for making very strong
assumptions ab ut error terms. .However, while Heckman's ap-
pioach is far superior-to the (ist two approaches on statistical
grounds, it is also much more costly to implement.

The first three approaches are both oriented toward secondary
data and are nonexperimental. Se'veral studies Dmiy e requested
direct information from nonparticipants on the w that would
induce them to accept employment. Presumably, the same type.of
questioning could be pursued in research on rirse hours of work.
The deficiency of this method lies in the nature of hypothetical
questions. Would the nonparticipants indeed do what they say
they would do?
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